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SUMMAR Y
 

PART I case, the deviation may be eliminated utilizing the 

The crystalline basement of the Dolomites con
sists of mainly mesozonal quartz phyllites (quart
zites, graphitic phyllites), and green phyllites. 
Among the latter both types "ortho" and "para" 
are present. 

In most rocks of the Bressanone region, albite 
is a primary mineral. This indicates either albiti
zation, or the presence of many metamorphic al
tered tuff intercalations. 

The planation of the mica's (51) parallels the 
sedimentary stratification. In many places, the 51
planes are folded with development of a secon
dary schistosity (52) parallel to the axial planes of 
minor folds. The 51 probably originated by regio
nal metamorphic crystallization without shearing 
movements. The 52 indicate shearing movements 
and are closely related to kinematics. 

Two types of minor folds occur. Subsymmetri
cal minor folds originated by compression and 
overturned minor folds may indicate mass trans
port increasing in the higher levels. Regional over
turn is given by the overturn of the larger folds; 
some single minor folds may show overturn in the 
opposi te direction. 

PART II 

Tectonic elements generally build up popula
tions with a distinct mean and the individual 
values scattered around it. Samples may be drawn 
from a population with a frequency distribution 
resembling the population frequency distribution. 
These frequency distributions in an ideal case are 
two-dimensional normal. Pearson's x2 test and 
contour analysis demonstrate isotropic two-di
mensional normal distribution for an example of 
35 minor folds at Monguelfo, Pusteria. 

About 500 samples of 5-planes and minor folds 
have been studied. Pole diagrams indicate the 
general presence of two symmetry planes at right 
angles. An accurate approximate mean can be 
calculated readily, as the mean azimuth approxi
mates the azimuth of the mean, and the mean dip 
the mean's dip. Excepted is the case of minor folds 
strongly dispersed in the mean 5-plane. In that 

theorem that the mean minor fold lies in the mean 
S-plane. 

A distinct mean 5-plane and mean minor fold 
have been determined in all places. The variation 
from place to place is gradual and shown by the 
constructed mean azimuth lines and the iso-lines 
of mean dip on the structure maps. 

PART III 

The present geometry of the crystalline rocks 
originated by Alpine deformation of a Hercynian 
pattern. The latter consists of an isoclinally folded 
series of strata in the NNE (Pusteria and S. Ste
fano regions) and an unfolded subhorizontal se
ries in the SSW (southern Bressanone, Cima a'As
ta, Strigno, and Gosaldo regions) and originated 
during a first Hercynian phase of major folding 
due to N-S compression. This phase was followed 
by a Hercynian phase of minor folding with for
mation of N-S directed minor folds in the un
folded series, analogous vertical minor folds in the 
western isoclinally folded series, and subhorizon
tal minor folds in the eastern isoclinally folded 
series. Intermediate regions show gradual transi
tions. 

The Alpine deformation of the Hercynian fol
ded rocks may be determined by comparison with 
the Alpine tectonics of the adjacent Permotriassic 
sediments. 

The Bolzano quartz porphyry plate, the Dolo
mites block, and the Austrian gneisses North of 
the Pusteria Line acted as rigid bodies with res
pect to the more plastic crystalline basement. 

It has been proved that 
a) The S. Stefano Crystalline forms the core of 

an anticlinal structure which is about 6 km wide 
and has an amplitude of more than 3 kms. The 
pre-Alpine isoclinally folded 5-planes made the 
Alpine shearing movements possible. 

b) The Pusteria Crystalline has been strongly 
compressed between the Austrian gneisses to the 
North and the Dolomites to the South. The pre
sent width of 21f2 km of the crystalline belt at S. 
Candido originated from another also isoclinally 
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folded belt, at least 7% km wide, in which Alpine 
shearing movements took place. 

c) The crystalline rocks of the Cima d'Asta and 
Gosaldo regions show a thickening, respectively 
from 1 to 5 km and from % to 4% km. These in
creases in thickness are probably due to a plastic 
deformation of the crystalline rocks, which were 
adjusted to the borders of the adjacent rigid sedi
mentary masses during the intrusion of the Cima 
d'Asta granite. The thickening probably was ac
companied by cristallization with material supp
ly. 

d) The crystalline rocks of the Strigno region 
overly Tertiary rocks; their position and internal 
Alpine deformations indicate a southward over
thrust along the subhorizontal S-planes. 

The crystalline areas surrounding the Dolomites 
moved diapyrically upward with respect to the 
adjacent sedimentary masses: 

a) The S. Stefano and Pusteria crystalline rocks 
moved upward by squeezing out. 

b) The Bressanone and Cima d'Asta crystalline 
masses were dragged upward by Alpine granite 
batholiths. 

c) The deviating Alpine strike of the Gosaldo 
Crystalline also indicates an upward movement 
independent of the surrounding rigid sedimentary 
masses. 

The Dolomites region is bordered by the Pus
teria Line in the North and the Sugana Line in the 
South. Both represent toppled over normal faults 
as indicated by the southward overturn and the 
downward decreasing intensity of deformation. 
Both are locally accompanied by antithetic nor
mal faults causing tectonic graben structures 
South of the main faults: 

a) The small western Drauzone (Pusteria Line) 
was rotated from its originally subvertical into a 
500 

- 700 North dipping position. 

b) The Strigno graben (Sugana Line) was filled 
up by Tortonian conglomerates and nappes sli
ding downwards from the North (M. Lefre and 
Civeron nappes). The position of the Sugana 
faultplane in this region is subhorizontal in the 
higher and subvertical in the lower levels. 

These Alpine tectonics are Miocene in age and 
coherent to the uplift of the Tauern-Engadin axis 
with respect to the Venetian and Po plains. 
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PART IV 

Earlier Alpine tectonics have been studied in the 
M. Spico region. The Austrian Nappe consisting 
of gneisses was thrusted over the Tauern Inlier 
consisting of Pennine nappes with a mantle of 
Mesozoic "schistes lustres". In the M. Spico region 
the originally subhorizontal overthrust plane was 
folded in Miocene time during the formation of 
the Tauern dome to the North and the Rieser
ferner dome in the South. 

The Rieserferner tonalite intrusion was accom
panied by the formation of the Rieserferner 
augen-gneiss (with K * supply) locally containing 
migmatites. The latter consist of the original 
augen-gneiss and many irregular dykes of leuco
cratic tonalite. The composition of some dykes 
and some large augen (diameter of 10 cm) resem
ble each other. 

In many places, the schistosity of the augen
gneiss continues into the dykes; in that case, the 
material of the latter is called "dyke gneiss". The 
schistosity is regional and deformed by the Rieser
ferner intrusion, and older than the dykes. The 
schistosity of the dyke gneiss is caused by parallel 
muscovite and biotite crystals which probably are 
enclosed relict minerals. This supports the con
cept that the migmatites originated by metasoma
tlsm. 

The steeply dipping series of M. Spico gneisses 
originated by vertical doming with secondary 
sideward movements with synchronous elongation 
by tension of the folded rock proper and its ad
jacent prolongations, whereas large-scale regional 
shortening was absent. 

The structure of the Alpine root zone indicates 
an intermediate compression phase between the 
earlier Alpine formation of the Pennine and Aus
trian nappes, and the Late Alpine doming of the 
Tauern and Rieserferner masses with secondary 
southward movements. The Dolomites block 
moved northward with respect to the Bergamasc 
Alps causing the sinistral wrench flexure of the 
Austrian gneisses actually indicated by the Giudi
caria Line. The Pusteria Line probably formed 
the eastward prolongation of the Insubric Line 
and afterwards was displaced toward the North. 
During this intermediate phase the "Schlinge" 
with subvertical axes originated by sideward 
squeezing out in front of the Dolomites block. 



SAMENVATTING
 

Dit proefschrift is gebaseerd op vier zomers 
veldwerk van de schrijver (1957-1960), terwijl 
tevens een aamal candidaten van het Mineralo
gisch-Geologisch Instituut der Rijksuniversiteit te 
Utrecht gegevens verzameld heeft. 

De structuur van de mesozonale micaschisten, 
die de kristallijne ondergrond van de Noord 
Italiaanse Dolomieten vormen, wordt vergeleken 
met de structuur van de aangrenzende Permotrias
sische sedimemen. Op deze wijze kan de Alpiene 
vervorming van het Hercynisch geplooide kristal
lijn bepaald worden. 

Het blijkt dat de kristallijne gebieden rondom 

de Dolomieten gedurende de Laat Alpiene oroge
nese diapyr omhoogbewogen werden: a) Het S. 
Stefano en Pusteria kristallijn werd plastisch uit
geknepen tussen aangrenzende vaste massa's. 
b) Het Bressanone en Cima d'Asta kristallijn werd 
door Alpiene granietbatholithen opwaarts ge
sleurd, waarbij regionale uitwiggingen en verdik
kingen omstonden. 

De Pusteria Lijn en de Sugana Lijn, die het 
Dolomietengebied begrenzen, corresponderen met 
secundair omgeklapte afschuivingen ontstaan ten
gevolge van de Neogene opheffing van de Tauern 
en de gelijktijdige daling in de Povlakte. 

RIASSUNTO
 

Questa dissertazione e fondata su ricerche nel 
terreno che l'autore ha effettuato durante quattro 
estati 1957-1960 con l'ausilio di diversi laureandi 
del "Mineralogisch-Geologisch Instituut" dell' 
universid. di Utrecht, Olanda, che hanno fatto . ..
mlsuraZlOnl. 

La struttura delle micascisti mesozonali che cos
tituiscono il basamemo cristallino delle Dolomiti 
italiane ecomparata colla struttura tettonica delle 
formazioni limitrofe del Permiano e del Trias. :J1 
determinata in questa maniera la deformazione 
Alpina del sustrato cristallino con Ie sue pieghe 
erciniche. 

Ne segue che i terreni cristallini intorno aIle 
Dolomiti sono risultati: (a) il cristallino di S. Ste
fano e della Pusteria da spremimemo plastico in 
alto fra masse consistenti limitrofe e (b) il cristal
lino di Bressanone e della Cima d'Asta da innal
zamemo di complessi imrusivi Alpini con simul
tanea formazione di addensamemi e assottiglia
menti regionali. 

Le Linee di Pusteria e di Sugana che limitano la 
regione delle Dolomiti corrispondono a faglie nor
mali rivolte posteriormeme e proveniemi dalla 
levata dei Tauri e dallo sprofondamento della 
zolla adriatico-padano. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The present thesis deals with a number of 
crystalline regions around the Dolomites in North 
Italy. The geographic position is shown on sheet 
I, which is depicted in fig. 105. The Dolomites 
proper consist mainly of Permotriassic, overlying 
a transgression plane, which cuts off the studied 
crystalline rocks. The tectonics of this crystal
line basement have been scarcely studied hitherto, 
in contradistinction with the overlying sediments, 
the Alpine tectonics of which are rather well
known. The complexity of the geometry of the 
crystalline basement, which may have caused this 
apparent lack of interest, is due to several factors. 
In the first place, a general stratigraphy of these 
uniform and for the greater part mesozonal 
micaschists has not been established. Therefore, it 
is necessary to base the tectonic interpretation al
most entirely on the schistosity and the generally 
present minor folds. The age of these tectonical 
elements is generally pre-Permian. It can be prov
ed that originally subhorizontal schistOsity-planes 
have been folded twice during the Hercynian oro
genesis. In the second place, this Hercynian folded 
basement was deformed intensively during the 
Alpine orogenesis. A clear distinction between 
Hercynian and Alpine orogenesis is possible only 
by studying the pure Alpine tectonics of the ad
jacent Permotriassic sediments. For this reason, 
and because the existing geologic maps appeared 
to be inadequate, certain parts of these sediments 
have been mapped again. 

The fundamental tectonical values are scat
tered around the mean of the group to which they 
belong. Only the mean of a number of single 
values is a basis for regional tectonics. The means 
vary from place to place. Many measurements 
had to be made to determine the geometry of the 
means. A methodology had to be developed for 
calculating the means and for constructing the 
structure maps. 

This thesis consists of four parts. 
The first part (I) contains a description of the 

rocks and those deformation types which can be 

directly studied. 
The second part (II) consists of a general me

thodology, which has been applied to the various 
areas. The deformation types, which individually 
cannot be analyzed, have been collectively inte
grated in the methodology. The result is a geomet
ric pattern from which the kinematics can be 
derived. This will be discussed in the part on re
gional tectonics (III). 

First, the tectonics South of the Pusteria Line 
will be discussed. The position of the Dolomites 
and their basement in the general framework of 
the Alps is the subject of part IV. 

The interpretation of the tectonics of the crys
talline basement of the Dolomites is based on our 
own investigations. For this reason, practically no 
references will be found in parts II and III. For 
petrographic and stratigraphic information, use 
has been made of existing data, and our contri
bution to these subjects is not considered impor
tant. 

The fourth part can be partly considered as a 
synthesis based on the investigations of others. It 
starts, however, with our own investigations of 
some gneisses of the Austrian Nappe in the M. 
Spico area, overlying the Pennine structures of 
the Tauern Inlier. These subjects do not belong to 
the tectonics of the crystalline basement of the 
Dolomites, but served for adapting the tectonics 
of the latter to those of the Eastern Alps in gen
eral. 

Fieldwork was carried out during four summers 
(1957-1960), and topographic maps on a scale of 
1 : 25,000 (Tavolette della carta italiana) were 
used. Survey data of students of the "Mineralo
gisch-Geologisch Instituut"- of Utrecht have been 
used for this thesis. Their measurements have been 
summarized in the appendices. These observations 
on easily measurable tectonical elements by the 
various observers have been collected in diagrams 
of the same type. The interpretation of these dia
grams and the conclusions drawn form a reliable 
basis for the ideas presented in this thesis. 
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PART I
 

Petrografy and deformation types of the region South of the Pusteria Line. 

CHAPTER 1
 

PETROGRAPHY OF THE CRYSTALLINE BASEMENT OF THE NORTH ITALIAN
 
DOLOMITES
 

It is emphasized that the petrography of the 
rocks was studied only in so far as this was of 
importance for the tectonic studies. No exact 
determinations of the plagioclases and potassium 
feldspars have been made, no chemical analyses 
are given, and the mineral composition is not 
measured in percentages. Approximately 200 
slides have been studied, amongst which about 90 
are dealing with the petrography of the M. Spico 
region (chapter 20). 

The microscopic studies served as a basis for the 
structural analysis and further for the determina
tion of the mineral composition. 

However, this thesis is mainly based on field
work. No detailed measurements were made on 
the axes of quartz and mica for obtaining structu
ral information as field observations are sufficient 
for this purpose. 

All tectonic elements, on which conclusions are 
founded, can be studied in outcrops. However, in 
several cases a schistosity, measured in the out
crop, appears to be a secondary schistosity under 
the microscope and a microscopic check appeared 
to be necessary. This secondary schistosity (52) 
occurs next to an older one (51). Separation of 
these two can be carried out statistically when two 
distinct contoured groups can be observed in the 
pole diagram. In case these two groups cannot be 
distinguished, occasional measuring of 51 instead of 
52 introduces an error in the mean 51 which is 
smaller than the accuracy of the applied statistical 
method (see chapter 8). 

The relation between crystallization and defor
mation has been determined in thin sections, but 
not in a quantitative manner. In such cases, the 
microscope may also show rock-properties not 
visible in the hand specimen. These observations 
on the texture are given in the chapters 2 and 3. 

The author has studied the crystalline of the S. 
Stefano and Pusteria regions in greatest detail. 
Furthermore, some slides were studied of the Bres
sanone region, which at its western side borders 
on the Sarnthaler Alps studied by Skall (1959). 
The Bressanone region was studied by Sander 
(1925) and the surroundings of Funes by Ladurner 
(1936). 

The petrography of the quartz phyllites in the 
Cima d'Asta region has been discussed by d'Amico 
(1957). The same author also studied the Gosaldo 
region (personal information), and, therefore, 
the present author only studied the texture of 
some slides of these regions and not the specific 
petrographic problems, such as ccgranitization" 
(d'Amico, 1957). 

§ 1A Nomenclature. 

The rock names as used on the geologic maps 
represent the readily recognizable rock types. E.g. 
the quartz phyllites may contain biotite schists or 
even quartzfeldspar gneisses; among the green 
phyllites, also chlorite schists (CCortho" and ccpa_ 
ra") and amphibolites may be present. These spe
cifications may be found in the chapters on petro
graphy (chapters 1 and 20). 

Following German and Italian literature, the 
term quartz phyllite is used for the most frequent 
types of South-Alpine crystalline rocks, respec
tively called ccQuarzphyllite" (German) and 
ccfilladi quarziferi" (Italian). 

The quartz phyllite has a marked schistose tex
ture. It generally consists mainly of fine to me
dium grained quartz and sericite-muscovite. 

The age of these quartz phyllites cannot be 
established with certainty. 

A Rastrites has been described from the graphi
tic variety in the vicinity of Funes, Bressanone 
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region, proving this part of the series to be Silurian Spico region, sheet VIII) calcareous rocks occur, 
(Dal Piaz, 1942). It is known that the quartz which alternate with quartz phyllites and green 
phyllites have been deformed at least twice during phyllites. To be consistent, these rocks have been 
Hercynian orogenesis prior to being abraded and called calcareous phyllites as they have the same 
covered by Permian conglomerates. The Hercy texture and grade of metamorphism as the inter
nian age of these kinematics will be discussed in calated quartz phyllites. For this reason, the name 
part III. schist has not been used on the map sheets. The 

When the quartz phyllite is green-coloured, it calcareous phyllites, however, have been called 

is called green phyllite on map sheets I, III, and "Kalkschiefer" and "Calcescisti" respectively in 

VIII. Under the microscope, the green mineral the German and Italian literature. 

has been determined in most cases as a chlorite and 
§ IB Quartz phyllites, in cases as epidote or green hornblende. The occa


sionally very high content of albite and chlorite of As mentioned before, a quartz phyllite is a fine
 
some green phyllites may have been formed by or medium-fine grained schistose rock consisting
 
the lowgrade regional metamorphism of some of quartz and muscovite-sericite with albite, bio

igneous rocks with originally a basaltic or dacitic tite, and accessory minerals. Examples of thin sec

composition. Both types, "ortho" and "para" tions of the quartz phyllites are given in photo

green phyllites, may be expected to be present. graphs 20, 21, and 22.
 

In the surroundings of Lappago-Lutago (M. Between the quartz phyllites, conformable 

TABLE I 

Mineral content of 21 thin sections of quartz phyllites of the crystalline basement of the Dolomites. x = > 5% and .. 

< 5%; the 5% value has been estimated visually by comparison with Terry's (1955) examples. 
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quartz veins are generally present. In the Bressa
none region coarse biotite and garnet may be 
distinguished in the field. 

Table I gives the mineral content of 11 quartz 
phyllites from the Pusteria region and 7 from the 
Bressanone region. 

Studying the slides, the only quantitative estI
mate has been made at 5 % of the slide area. The 
comparison charts for visual estimation of per
centage composition by Terry (1955) have been 
used. 

The 11 thin sections of the Pusteria region are 
from samples in the vicinity of Monguelfo and 
from the Eggerberg. Their true location is indi
cated by the co-ordinates of the grid. 

Only in three slides, some small grains of albite 
are present. Biotite appears to be a primary mine
ral in four slides, and opaque minerals in four 
other slides. 

In one case, chlorite occurs. This sample (nr. 2 
of table I) shows a greenish lustre, and this rock 
may be closely related to our green phyllites. 

The quartz phyllites of the Bressanone region 
frequently show macroscopic differences with the 
quartz phyllites of the Pusteria region, as the three 
minerals albite, biotite, and garnet often occur in 
the form of coarse grains (> 2 mm). Six slides 
were studied of the quartz phyllites and one of a 
quartz phyllite pebble from the Permian Verru
cano conglomerate (5. 18 of table I). Probably 
both types "artho" and "para" are present. 

The most important difference between the 
Bressanone region and the Pusteria region is that 
albite generally is a primary mineral in the for
mer. 

The presence of biotite and garnet proves that 
part of the quartz phyllites belongs to the "mica
schistes inferieurs" of the scheme published by 
Jung and Rock (1952). In general, the quartz 
phyllites represent their "micaschistes superieurs 
et inferieurs". 

In the Bressanone region albite occurs, the pre
sence of which continues westward in the Sarn
taler Alps (Skall, 1959 and Dietzel, 1960). As
suming that the original clayey sediments from 
which the quartz phyllites in both regions are 
derived were the same, the Bressanone region may 
be considered as subjected to albitization. 

As indicated by fig.'s 25 and e.g. 21-22 of App. 
I, the formation of some albite, and of many con

formable quartz veins took place prior to the de
formation by minor folds. The regional metamor
phic formation of garnet and micas W:lS probably 
simultaneous with the formation of quartz veins 
and albitization. The latter processes possibly 
point to a quartz and albite supply from lower 
levels. This hypothesis, however, does not exclude 
the possibility of the greater part of the Bressa
none Crystalline to consist of altered volcanic 
tuffs or other igneous rocks. 

The sample of the Verrucano conglomerate 
(5. 18) shows the same mineral content as the 
other samples. However, the slides 14, 16, and 17 
at least possibly belong to altered igneous rocks. 
They have the characteristic properties of the 
green phyllites, described in the following para
graph, excepting the colour which at most may 
be called greenish. 

In some instances, the quartz phyllite alternates 
with a harder schistose rock which almost entirely 
consists of quartz. These rocks have been indicated 
in the S. Stefano region with the name quartzitic 
phyllites and quartzites. 

In table I the mineral content is given of three 
thin sections of these quartzitic phyllites and 
quartzites. They differ from quartz phyllites by 
their greater content of quartz, which may be 
determined in the field. 

The name conglomeratic quartzite is used for 
small pebbles with a diameter of more thans 2 mm 
in a quartzitic matrix. 

In the Pusteria region, in a few places (sheet III) 
a conglomeratic quartzite occurs with reddish 
quartz pebbles in a quartzitic matrix. The average 
diameter is 2 em (figure 23 of App. I). 

In the Bressanone, Cima d'Asta, and Gosaldo 
regions, quartz phyllites only were mapped. Con
tact-metamorphic hornfelses are not indicated, 
nor the augen-containing variaties in the Cima 
d'Asta region which have been discussed compre
hensively by d'Amico (1957). This subject will be 
treated in dealing with the augen-gneisses of the 
M. Spico region (chapter 20). 

For all other crystalline rocks, as the amphi
bolite of Gufidaun (sheet III), reference is made to 
the literature (principally Sander, 1925; Dal Piaz, 
1934). 

§ 1C Green phyllites. 

As green phyllites have been mapped the green 
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varieties of the quartz phyllites in the Pusteria, S. respectively in the Pusteria region and as "Griin
Stefano, and M. Spico regions. schiefer" or "Griine odeI' violette Thonschiefer 

The green colour appears to be caused by the und Diabastuffe" by Geyer (1902) in the S. Ste
three green minerals chloride, epidote, and green fano region. On the later map of Gortani (Carta 
hornblende. geologica, nr. 13), the "Griinschiefer" zones of 

The green phyllites have been mapped by Cor Geyer have not been distinguished in the S. Ste
nelius Furlani (1912) and Dal Piaz (1934) as fano region. Microscopic examples of green phyl
"Griinschiefer" and "Scisti verdi e rufi diabasici" lites are shown in photographs 18 and 19. 

TABLE II
 

Mineral content of 22 thin sections of green phyllites. x
 > 5% and *
 = < 5%. 
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PUSTERIA REGION. 

In the first place, the green phyllites of the 
Pusteria region will be discussed. The mineral 
content of 14 samples is given in table II. The 
difference with the quartz phyllites is the occur
rence of the green chlorite or, in two cases, epidote 
without chlorite, and the presence of plagioclase 
as a primary mineral; the latter is an accessory 
mineral in the quartz phyllites of the Pusteria 
regiOn. 

The plagioclase (albite-oligoclase) occurs as 
coarse crystals up to more than 2 mm in diameter, 
suggesting that these rocks are altered igneous 
rocks. The occurrence of epidote, calcite, tremo

lite, and (clino)zoisite can be explained by as
suming that the present plagioclase has been 
derived from a plagioclase with a higher Ca-con
tent. The ore content of the chlorite suggests it to 
be an alteration product of pyroxene, amphibole, 
or biotite (Palm, 1957, p. 25). 

Remarkable are the many quartz grains, sug
gesting that the original rock had a dacitic compo
sition. However, it is possible that the greater part 
of the quartz was supplied by hydrothermal solu
tions. In many cases (photograph 20), quartz 
appears to be the latest crystallized mineral, and 
the original rock might have been of basaltic com
position. 

X 



From the preceding observations it follows that 
the term diabase tuffs used in literature is ques
tionable, as the diabasic nature of this rock has not 
been proved. 

The original rocks are probably tuffs, because 
they appear to have been deposited in large areas 
parallel with the stratification in the quartz phyl
lites. This is supported by the observation that the 
contact plane between green phyllite and quartz 
phyllite is parallel to the schistosity-planes, and 
the schistosity-planes are parallel to the fre
quently alternating quartzitic phyllites and quartz 
phyllites. 

In view of the quartz content, it is possible that 
the original igneous rocks were for instance ignim
brites or tuffs of a more acid, i.e. dacitic, compo
sition. 

The green phyllites have been observed in zones, 
e.g. the zone South of the Pusteria Line extending 
from Naso to Prato alIa Drava, shown on the 
geologic map (sheet III). 

Another zone was discovered North of the 
southern boundary with the Grodener sandstones 
and conglomerates, between the Rio Furcia and 
S. Candido. The number of outcrops, however, is 
too scarse to determine the complex structure of 
the boundary plane between the quartz phyllites 
and the green phyllites. Green phyllites have been 
observed in many places outside the two men

tioned zones. For this reason, no boundaries have 
been drawn and only the outcrops of green phyl
lites have been marked with the letter G on the 
maps. 

S.	 STEFANO REGION. 

The composition of the green phyllites from the 
S. Stefano region is the same as from the Pusteria 
regIOn. 

Geyer (1902) mapped two zones in the region 
covered by our map, but green phyllites occur in 
many other outcrops, which are marked with G. 
The zones of Geyer are rather hypothetical and 
we restricted ourselves to this simple indication of 
the green outcrops. 

Geyer (1902) established a stratigraphy of the 
quartz phyllites according to which the upper 
part of the quartz phyllites contains green phyl
lites. Above these series follow slates which in 
some cases also contain green phyllites. Cornelius
Furlani (1912) called this latter complex "Car
nian Rocks". 

This stratigraphy, in which quartz phyllites and 
slates with green phyllites are younger than the 
quartz phyllites proper, cannot be proved. How
ever, this interpretation corresponds with the 
division into younger and older rocks, which was 
established by the present author on the basis of 
tectonics (chapter 12). 

CHAPTER 2
 

SCHISTOSITY OF THE CRYSTALUNE RO CKS
 

In the region under discussion, the crystalline 
rocks show a definite schistosity (5) and generally 
these schistose rocks are folded. 

The term schistosity is used to describe all me
gascopically conspicuous parallel fabrics of non
sedimentary origin causing a definite fissility to 
the rocks in which they occur (Schieferdecker, 
1959, note under 5411). 

In some cases, two schistosities can be distin
guished, an older one, called the first schistosity, 
and a younger one being parallel to the axial 
planes of the minor folds present. 

The term first schistosity (51) is used when a 
second schistosity (52) does exist also. If one schis
tosity only is visible, it is called the schistosity 

or 5. 
When 52 is present on the limbs of the micro

folds, the mica may parallel this 52. It is possible 
that these microfolds are discernible only under 
the microscope; in that case, a so-called 5 actually 
appears to be a 52. 

In thin sections, the schistosity appears to be 
caused by parallelism of the muscovite and other 
tabular minerals. On the other hand, some miner
alogical banding is generally present. This banding 
may be a remainder of original sedimentary 
banding or it may be caused by metamorphic 
diffusion. These two possibilities cannot be clear
ly distinguished in all cases (see photograph 22). 

It	 is assumed that e.g. the boundary plane in 
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photograph 22 between quartz phyllite and mus
covite-containing quartzite has a sedimentary ori 
gin. In many outcrops, such alternations of quart
zitic phyllites or quartzites with quartz phyllites 
can be observed. Other examples of stratification 
may be encountered at the boundaries of graphi
tic quartz phyllites and green phyllites. Photo
graph 9 shows the b~undary plane between a green 
phyllite (above) and a graphitic quartz phyllite 
(below). Stratification evidently is parallel to 51 
here. The 52, which is also present, has a later 
origin and is left out of consideration. 

These observations lead t~ the following gene
ralization: Commonly, the schistosity or the first 
schistosity parallels the sedimentary stratification. 

In chapter 12, we will see that exceptions may 
be expected to this rule in the cores of macrofolds, 
as a crestal bend of these probably present folds 
has never been observed. As the folds have a de
formed schistosity, they are younger and, there
fore, the crestal schistosity-planes intersecting the 
bedding may be classified as a special type of 52. 

It is supposed that the schistosity is of metamor
phic origin or that in the epizone of Grubermann 
and Niggli (1924) the muscovite-sericite crystal
lized with their tabular planes subhorizontally, 
which is parallel to the bedding-planes. 

The schistosity of the crystalline basement of 
the Dolomites in general is a regional metamor
phic schistosity, without large lateral displace
ments along the schistosity-planes. In the Bressa
none region North of the Dolomites, and in the 
Cima d'Asta and Gosaldo regions South of the 
Dolomites, the schistosity is still subhorizontal. 
The present dips are parallel to the dips of the 
overlying Permotriassic. 

It may be concluded that the Permotriassic in 
these regions was deposited on a crystalline base
ment with subhorizontal bedding and subhorizon
tal schistosity. Prior to the Permian, this basement 
had only been deformed by an E-W directed shor
tening which in the southern region was accom
panied by an upward increasing mass transport to 
the West. This will be discussed in the following 
chapter. The second schistosity, which merely re
presents a fissility parallel to the axial planes of 
some minor folds, has been left out of consider
atlon. 

In the Pusteria and S. Stefano regions, the 
schistosity as well as the bedding generally show 

SCHEME OF CONTACT BETWEEN CRYSTALLINE 

BASEMENT AND PERMIAN OF THE 

DOLOMITES IN NORTH ITALY 

'..". . . ":...::.:.>." : '.' .'. ." 
. "Qn§g'~~~~_ 

~~_ .. -~~ 
'-----.........------  - 

Pustel"'ia Funes .... Ponte Gardena 
Braies III .San .11 M. Telegraro

Cadore Badia Pietro CimCl d'Asta - Agordo 

cont tmconformity conformity 

Fig. 1
 

Scheme of the position of the Permian transgression plane
 
in relation to the underlying schistose rocks. The pseudo

conformity in Pusteria and Cadore originated by Alpine
 
shearing movements along the subvertieal pre-Permian
 

schistosity-planes.
 

steep dips, which have been cut off by the Per
mian transgression plane. Fig. 1 represents the dif
ferent attitudes of the latter in relation with the 
position of the schistosity-planes of the basement. 

In the part on tectonics, we will see that the 
schistose rocks of these regions firstly were folded 
in major folds causing the steep dips, and secondly 
were deformed by minor folds which gradually 
pass into the minor folds of the Bressanone and 
Cima d'Asta regions. These two phases of defor
mation are the only ones that can be distinguished. 
There is no reason to suppose that the subhorizon
tal schistosity represents another phase indicating 
lateral displacement along the 5-planes. 

Such a subhorizontal schistosity was called a 
"load-schistosity" by Daly (1933) who considered 
the load of the overlying rocks to have caused a 
flattening in the subhorizontal underlying rocks. 
As all tabular crystals are about parallel and in
dications for rotation are not present, it is sup
posed that the crystals have grown in a sub
horizontal plane. 

In this connection a separate observation made 
in the T auern gneisses of the M. Spico region 
should be mentioned. 

The schistosity of the T auern gneisses in the M. 
Spico region is generally subvertical. After the 
deformations which caused the schistosity and its 
subvertical attitude, crystallization must have 
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taken place. This post-kinematic crystallization 
is the so-called "Tauern Kristallisation". A chief 
post-kinematic mineral here is biotite, and the 
new biotites have grown partly parallel to the 
older schistosity and partly at right angles to it 
in a subhorizontal plane. This new subhorizontal 
schistosity obscured the subvertical S. The biotites, 
which developed parallel to S, only accentuated 
this older structure ("Passive Gefiigeregelung" 
after Sander, 1950). 

The subhorizontal biotites may be compared 
with the subhorizontal crystals crystallizing 
during regional metamorphism. Here also, lateral 
movements have not taken place as they should be 
visible as a deformation of the older, mostly still 
visible, schistosity. 

Riecke's principle of orientated crystallization 
under directed stress (1912) possibly is the best ex
planation for this sort of schistosity where notable 
movements within the rock cannot be expected. 
Is is assumed that the rocks have been subjected to 
a subvertical principal stress, simply caused by the 
load of the overlying rocks. 

Schistosity is known from other regions. In 
many cases, the stress field had a subhorizontal 
principal stress thus causing a subvertical schis
tosity, in places accompanied by bending of the 
competent beds in folds. It is generally supposed 
that the axial planes of folds are at right angles to 
the direction of principal stress; on account of the 
parallelism of S with these foldplanes, the rule was 
established that schistosity originates at right 
angles to the principal stress (Goguel, 1945, de 
Sitter, 1956, Collette, 1958). 

This relation between folding and schistosity 
confirms the supposition that our subhorizontal 5 
has been formed by a subvertical principal stress, 
as the microscopic texture of our subhorizontal S 
is exactly the same as for instance the mbvertical 
S described by Hoeppener (1956) in the Rhei
nische Schiefergebirge. 

However, in the case of schistosity folding, 
cleavage planes are often shear planes as demon
strated by de Sitter (1956). 

No distinction is made between the different 
sorts of cleavage and schistosity. All these fissili
ties have been called schistosity. 

It is generally supposed that the axial planes of 
folds have been formed at right angles to the 
principal stress. We concur with this assumption 

in the case of symmetrical folds. For asymmetrical 
folds, the rule is probably not generally appli
cable. 

In a region folded during an orogenesis, two of 
the principal stresses of the stress field have to be 
subparallel to the existing topographic surface, 
this being a free surface. The .topographic surface 
may be regionally considered subhorizontal when 
the region is compressed from both sides; the 
principal stress therefore is also subhorizontal. 
However, highly asymmetrical folds may develop 
during such compression and axial planes will 
show a considerable degree of overturn. 

Our own example is taken from the Cima 
d'Asta - Gosaldo region which was folded with 
folds overturned to the West during Hercynian 
orogenesis. The photographs 7 and 12 show the 
overturn of the greater folds of the region. Fig.'s 
35-40 of App. I and photographs 8-9 show similar 
minor folds. 

In the latter case the degree of overturn in some 
instances is such that the axial planes are subparal
lel to the folded first schistosity. 

It is evident that this general overturn cannot 
be explained by assuming local deviations of the 
stress field. If the axial planes had developed at 
right angles to the principal stress, the direction of 
the latter should dip steeply to the West in the 
studied region, from Borgo in the West to Agordo 
in the East. This is an impossibility as the princi
pal stress actually must have been subhorizontal. 
The overturn will be explained by assuming an 
upwards increasing mass transport toward the 
West. 

All mentioned schistosities have as a common 
feature the parallelism of the tabular minerals 
which are not finely folded. 

All minor folding had its origin in a certain 
well-recognizable phase of Hercynian orogenesis 
(chapter 18). 

The 5 was locally folded; parallel to the axial 
planes and by preference on the limbs of the small 
folds, another fissility developed (52). This 52 is 
clearly illustrated in fig. 2 and e.g. photograph 20. 

In fig.'s 3-4 is shown that 52 is related and res
tricted to fine folding. This suggests th:1t its origin 
is restricted to a compressed area with the possi
bility of upward escape. It may be assumed that 
the stress in all places of fig. 3 was the same during 
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2,5cm 

Fig. 2
 

Example of 52. Drawn after photograph of boulder.
 

compression. The cause of 52-formation in certain 
places was not a greater stress but a greater possi
bility of sagging. 

In consequence of the lack of a distinct miner
alogical banding, the shearing character of the 52 
planes cannot be demonstrated distinctly in most 
cases. A favourable exception is shown in photo
graph 23, where a muscovite layer was moved 
along the 52-planes, thus proving their shearing 
character. 

It can be concluded that shearing movements 
took place along the S2. The compressed and 
finely folded layers between the schistosity-planes 
correspond with the "microlithons" of de Sitter 
(1957). 

Hoeppener (1956) also studied examples of 52. 
He found that iri the Rheinische Schiefergebirge 
the angle between 51 and 52 is about 32° average 

Fig. 3
 

52- formation in anticlinal axial planes. Drawn after
 
photograph of boulder. Fig. 4 is depicted.
 

Fig. 4
 

Detail of fig. 3.
 

and does not exceed 65 0. In our examples of 52, 
all angles between 51 and 52 are present. The regu
larity as observed by Hoeppener therefore is not 
present in the regions studied. In Pusteria, the 
angle generally is about 90°. In the Cima d'Asta 
and Gosaldo region, it is mostly small. The 52 here 
is parallel to overturned folds. The enveloping 
contour, which normally represents the unfolded 
51, forms all sorts of angles with the 52 in the men
tioned regions. Measuring the unfolded 51 by 
drawing the enveloping contour does not permit 
to distinguish distinct schistosity groups, which 
are characterized by a general mean value. 

On the other hand, the 52 has a rather constant 
attitude. As will be demonstrated, this 52 may be 
used as an approximation of the 51 (chapter 17). 
This is an advantage as in some places the 52 
character is not visible macroscopically and in 
such cases the visible schistosity has been called 5. 
Under the microscope, however, it appears to be 
52. It appears that the 5 and 52 groups cannot be 
recognized by statistical methods. This means that 
the angle between the unfolded 5 and 52 is too 
small as compared to the accuracy obtained by 
the applied methods. 
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In conclusion, it may be stated that two sorts of 
schistosity are present: 51 and 52. The 52 represents 
shear planes. 

In the chapters 10 and 12 we will see that the 5' 
of the Pusteria- and S. Stefano regions have been 
partially used as shear planes during a later phase 
of Alpine orogenesis. In both cases, a subvertical 

isoclinal series of strata was compressed which 
caused squeezing Out of material in subvertical 
direction. These shear phenomena have been sum
marized statistically. 

It is possible that these later shear movements 
were accompanied by mylonitization. The quartz 
phyllite of Pusteria e.g. is partially a phyllonite. 

CHAPTER 3
 

FOLDS OF THE CRYSTALLINE ROCKS
 

All folds are younger than 5. Minor folds are 
folds, the amplitude of which does not exceed a 
few meters. Generally, their width is about 1 dm. 
The amplitude of major folds varies from 100 
meters to several kilometers. 

Microfolds are only visible under the micros
cope. Macroscopically, they sometimes resemble 
ribs. Some photographs of ribs in the outcrop were 
given by Agterberg (1959). In the present paper, 
see photograph 4. In thin sections, textures as 
shown in photograph 20 have been observed. Ribs 
are a sort of symmetrical microfolds. Asymmetri
cal microfolds do not resemble ribs in the field. 

The shape of the minor folds can be demonstra
ted by illustrations. Three sorts are used, photo
graphs, sketches after photographs, and sketches 
of actual outcrops. The latter have been collected 
in appendix I. These drawings are more or less 
schematic as topographic irregularities have been 
eliminated. They all represent cross sections which 
are about at right angles to the axis of the fold. 
Every sketch has its own explanation in appendix 
I, to avoid lengthy explanations in the text. A 
short summary follows. 

The type of minor fold most frequently present 
is a regular subsymmetrical folding of 5. A fold is 
called symmetrical when its axial plane is at right 
angles to the enveloping contour which constitutes 
the surface comprising the crestallines, and gener
ally representing the original unfolded plane. 

When some overturn occurs, the fold is called 
asymmetrical. These folds are divided into in
clined folds and overturned folds. Asymmetrical 
folds in some cases indicate a regional mass trans
port whereby the overlying mass has moved in 
the direction of overturn. An extrapolation from 
local mass transport of the observed fold to a mass 

transport of regional dimensions should be made 
carefully. 

Inclined folds probably generally have origi
nated by the same shortening as the adjacent sym
metrical folds. When folds originate on the limb 
of larger folds with axial planes parallel to that 
of the larger fold, they are inclined without any 
mass transport. 

It is possible (fig. 15 of appendix I) that asym
metrical folds lie on both sides oT a vertical plane 
of symmetry, thus together representing a sym
metrical mushroom-shaped fold. The deformation 
is a shortening without upwards increasing mass 
transport into a certain direction. It seems that 
these mushroom-shaped folds by preference occur 
in quartzitic beds which were deformed more 
plastically than the quartz phyllites between 
which they occur. It is assumed that ~he distance 
between the limbs of a mushroom fold may be 
considerable. When in the same bed over
turn in opposite directions equally occurs, one 
may say that the folding shows orthorhombic 
symmetry. It is caused by a regular compression, 
without upwards increasing mass transport. 

It is concluded that distinct regional mass trans
port has taken place in the Cima d'Asta, Gosaldo, 
and M. Spico regions. In the Cima d'Asta and 
Gosaldo regions, overturned folds are widely dis
tributed. The folds may show a width of several 
meters, as shown in photographs 7 and 12. All 
these folds are overturned to the West. In the M. 
Spico region, the larger folds also show an over
turn in the same direction, in this case to the 
North (e.g. fig. 69 of App. I). 

It is assumed that overturned folds with a width 
of about 10 m represent systematic movements of 
the overlying mass in the direction of overturn. 
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Minor folds with an overturn in the opposite 
direction have been rarely observed in the Cima 
d'Asta and Gosaldo regions to the East and in the 
M. Spico region to the South (fig. 65 of App. I). 
So a single minor fold is no criterion for mass 
transport. If, however, a considerable number of 
minor folds are overturned into a certain direc
tion, it may be concluded that a mass transport 
has taken place in the same direction, because, if 
all these overturned minor folds belong to mush
room-shaped folds, overturns in both directions 
would be equally present. 

In the case of some minor folds, it seems possible 
to conclude a direction into which ma,s transport 
must have taken place. When the overlying or 
underlying mass is not folded as in figures 35, 66, 
68, and 73 of appendix I, it is certain that a lateral 
displacement has occurred along the plane between 
folded and unfolded layers. In such cases, the di
rection of overturn of these dragfolds also indi
cates the direction of the mass transport. No ex
ceptions to this rule were observed. 

In some cases, the same rock has been folded 
more than once parallel to the same axis. Interes
ting examples are given in fig.'s 42 and 43 of ap
pendix 1. The 51 was folded into minor folds with 
a 52 parallel to their axial planes. Fig. 43 of App. 
I shows that this 52 was also folded. It is remar
kable that a mineralogical banding is present 
parallel to 52. 

Thin layers of a feldspar-mica rock alternate 
with quartz rock. Microscopically, the feldspar
mica rock consists of albite, muscovite, biotite, 
and quartz. The quartz rock consists of quartz 
and some mica. 

With d'Amico (1957) it may be assumed that 
the feldspar crystals belong to the intrusion of the 
Cima d'Asta tonalite. They are post-kinematic as 
also shown in figure 47 of App. 1. It is assumed 
that the mineralogical banding originated after 
the folding which caused 52 which resembles the 

flexure zone type of deformation (§ 4 C). It is 
noted that the feldspar crystals are limited to the 
flexure zones, whereas the quartz (quartzifica
tion?) is found in the quartz phyllite, which was 
not deformed during the folding process. Possibly 
the feldspars preferred a somewhat cataclastic 
rock. 

§ 3A Role of the quartz in veins and lenses. 

Quartzveins and quartzlenses acted as compe
tent bodies during folding. Most of the quartz
veins were already present when folding commen
ced. In some places, however, the folds are inter
sected by quartzveins. The competent quartzveins 
were folded parallelly (fig.'s 22 and 40 of App. I) 
whereas the overlying and underlying incompe
tent quartz phyllite produced schistosity folding. 
SClnder's rule for the width of compression folds 
("Regel der Stauchfaltengrosse", 1928) appears to 
be correct and is shown in fig.'s 22 and 40 of App. 
1. The thicker quartzveins result in larger folds 
then the thinner schistosity-beds of the quartz 
phyllite. 

The phenomenon of protection against folding 
by quartzlenses is demonstrated in fig. 21 of App. 
1. In the neighbourhood of the lens, the quartz 
phyllite is not folded. 

All these phenomena prove the pre-kinematic 
character of the greater part of the quartz in veins 
and lenses. Sander (1925) already observed in the 
Bressanone region pre-kinematic albite under the 
microscope. In one case, it appeared possible to 
prove the pre-kinematic nature of the albite in the 
outcrop. Fig. 25 of App. I is a sketch of a schisto
sityplane in which locally albite crystals are pre
sent. The folds in the vicinity of these crystals are 
ribs with a smaller amplitude than the minor folds 
which developed elsewhere in the 5-plane. It may 
be assumed that the large competent albite crystals 
prevented the development of the minor folds and 
permitted the development of ribs only. 

CHAPTER 4
 

OTHER DEFORMATION TYPES OF THE CRYSTALLINE ROCKS
 

The other deformation types of the Crystalline 
are joints, minor faults and flexure zones. 

These features are of minor significance 
for regional tectonics. They demonstrate the 

existence of deformations which are negligible in 
comparison to the deformations indicated by 
the geometry of the mean 5 and mean minor 
folds. 
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§ 4A Joints. 

Joints are generally present in the crystalline 
rocks. They appear as cracks with a rather flat 
surface without indications of movement. For 
this reason, joints do not participate III the pro
cess of kinematics although they are spectacular 
and are supposed to represent certain stress fields. 
The time of origin and the character of such stress 
fields cannot be determined in the crystalline 
basement of the Dolomites. 
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Fig. 5
 

Pole diagram (Schmidt net, lower hemisphere) of 61 joints
 
in the vicinity of Monguelfo, Pusteria region. For further
 

explanation see text.
 

Fig. 5 shows 61 poles of joints measured in the 
neighbourhood of Monguelfo. The minor folds 
dip about 55° East in this region, whereas the 
schistosity is subvertical, striking E-W. The re
lation of the joints to the geometry of mJ. and S is 
evident. Two families occur. One consists of joints 
which are at right angles to the minor folds (San
der's OlO-joints). The other consists of joints pa
rallel to the mJ. (Sander's hOI-joints). The latter 
family which is distributed around the great circle 
at right angles to mean mJ. shows a minimum at 
the place where its joints would be parallel to S. 
Probably, the fissility called S also acted the part 
of joints belonging to the latter family. 

The relation between joints and minor folds 
suggests that the origin of the joints is synchronous 
with or later than that of the minor folds. 

§ 4B Minor faults. 

Although during the process of minor folding 
the crystalline rocks were plastical, which pre
vented faults to originate, still minor faults do 
occur, which are apparently younger. The net slip 
generally cannot be determined in the uniform 
crystalline rocks. Its direction, however, is indi
cated by the accompanying drag. 

N 

s 

Fig. 6 

Diagram (Schmidt net, lower hemisphere) of 10 minor 
faults from the surroundings of Monguelfo. Arrows indicate 

the direction of movement of the upper block. 

Figure 6 represents ten minor faults from the 
surroundings of Monguelfo and the western Eg
gerberg. On the fault planes the direction of net 
slip has been indicated by an arrow which also 
gives the direction of movement of the upper 
block. Two families of minor faults appear to be 
present. The most important family consists of 
subhorizontal planes with overthrusting toward 
the South. Another family consists of eastward 
dipping normal faults. The last family is probably 
local, as it has not been observed in other places. 

The overthrusting to the South was mapped in 
the whole Pusteria region, in the Crystalline of the 
Defereggen Mountains (fig. 83 of App. I), in the 
Monte Spico region (fig. 84 of App. I), and in the 
Upper Silurian Limestones of Prato aHa Drava 
(fig. 48 of App. I). These overthrusts also occur 
in the Permotriassic of the S. Stefano region 
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(§ 6A). 

It is on the basis of these and other results (chap
ter 12) that all these small overthrusts are assumed 
to belong so the Alpine orogenesis. They may be 
considered as an accompanying feature of the 
general t-endency of overthrusting towards the 
South during the latest phase of Alpine orogenesis. 

The complete net slip of all these overthrusts is 
small and their significance should not be over
estimated. Their regional deformation is small in 
comparison with the other Alpine deformations, 
which mainly took place along the still existing 
pre-Alpine S-planes. 

The frequently present mylonites (phyllonites) 
probably originated during the Alpine deforma
tions; the S-planes, along which movements occur
red, may be classified as faults. Their fault nature, 
however, cannot be determined in the field. 

Next to the mentioned minor faults in the sur
roundings of Monguelfo, other minor faults are 
present elsewhere. These other minor faults gener
ally have not been measured, as their importance 
seems to be subordinate to other deformations. 

As another example the tectonic fault graben 
of M. Croce (North of the S. Stefano region) is 
mentioned as being accompanied by minor gra
bens (fig. 52 of App. I). 

§ 4C Flexure Zones. 

In all regions flexure zones are present. They 
consist of two flat flexure planes at a few centi
meters distance, between which the rock has been 
rotated (photograph 13; fig.'s 49, 53, 55, and 56 
of App. I). The angle of rotation generally is 
about 50°. The blocks on both sides af a flexure 
zone have moved with respect to each other. 

Our observations are in agreement with Hoep
pener's conclusions on the flexure zones in the 
Rheinische Schiefergebirge (Hoeppener, 1956). 

Flexure zones may occur in two mutually inter
secting systems. In this case, they may be con
sidered as an orthorhombic shortening of the 
schistose rock. The direction of maximal shorten
ing forms equal obtuse angles with the flexure 
zones seen in a cross section. 

The two above mentioned systems of flexure 
zones have rarely been observed. Where they are 
present, the angle between the direction of maxi
mal shortening and the schistosity is small (type I, 
fig. 53 and 56 of App. I). 

A single system of flexure zones generally oc
curs. It is a common deformation type In parts of 
the Cima d'Asta region and the Gosaldo region. 

I t was stated that if the angle between the 
flexure zones and the direction of maximal shor
tening passes a certain value, the transporting 
agency of one of the systems is taken over by the 
schistosity itself. For the rest, a flexure zone 
parallel to the schistosity cannot originate, as the S 
of the flexure zone cannot be rotated. This con
cept on lateral compression is depicted in fig. 7. 

Fig. 7
 

For explanation see text.
 

It has been supposed that the geometry of fig. 
7B consisting of 30° N dipping S-planes and 60° 
South dipping flexure zones with an internal rota
tion of 50° has originated from fig. 7A. The areas 
of both rectangles must be the same. The diagonal 
of A, which represents the S-plane, must be the 
diagonal of B in its deformed shape. 

The shortening in this hypothetical model ap
pears to be 15 %. Photograph 13 shows an out
crop with exceptionally many flexure zones. A 
comparison with fig. 7 learns that the shortening 
actually is smaller than given in our present 
model. 

In both cases of one and two systems of flexure 
zones, lateral compression has been assumed, but 
it is possible that an original rectangle is deformed 
into a parallelogram when one system has stronger 
developed than the other. 

Fig. 8 is the pole diagram of 27 systems of flex
ure zones, measured in different outcrops along 
the Rivo Conseria West of the Cima d'Asta Com
plex. Together they form a group wich is about at 
right angles to the axes of minor folds, and, con
sequently, at right angles to the schistosity. 23 
flexure zones belong to sample region 167 of App. 
II, the mean Sand mJ. of this region have been 
plotted in figure 8. Since 4 flexure zones only 
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Fig. 8 

Pole diagram (Schmidt net, lower hemisphere) of 27 flexure 
zones along the Rivo Conseria, Cima d'Asta region. Cross 
strokes indicate two equal poles. Rectangle and triangle 
represent mean s. and mean m.f. of meas. sample 167; ditto 
in parentheses, mean s. and maen m.f, of meas. sample 168. 

belong to sample region 168, the means of this 
last sample have been placed in parentheses. 

Dealing with joints, is was noted that the plane 
at right angles to the minor folds probably is a 
plane of weakness, as in most outcrop~ the cohe
sion disappeared along these planes, thus causing 
a joint system. 

The fact that the flexure zones are mostly at 
right angles to the axes of the mJ. may be caused 
by weakness along these planes. The photograph 
13 gives an example of this situation. 

The above conclusions enable us to interpret the 
southward dipping flexure zones of the Cima 
d'Asta and Gosaldo regions not as an upthrust 
towards the North but as a lateral compression of 
the Crystalline. The time of origin of this com
pression was probably later than the tilting of 
the originally subhorizontal S-planes in their 
present northward dipping position. This tilting 
will be proved to be Alpine (chapter 15), and the 
flexure zones are also Alpine. 

In the other regions, the flexure zones are not 
so widely distributed. They can be explained as 
local deformations without regional importance. 

An exception is formed by the flexure Zones 
North of S. Candido (Pusteria region), which 
show an eastward dipping system within the sub-

horizontal S-planes (fig. 49 of App. I). An E-W 
directed compression is assumed to be present 
here. Perhaps, the overthrusting movement on the 
subhorizontal S was stronger than the upthrusting 
movement along the flexure zones. Here, also 
some minor folds occur with axes that are at right 
angles to the axes of the common Hercynian 
minor folds and which have westward dipping 
axial planes (App. I fig. 50). 

This concept implies that one of the latest 
phases of deformation in the Crystalline North of 
S. Candido would be an E-W directed compres
sion with an overturn to the East. A sideward es
cape of the quartz phyllites may be assumed; they 
have been laterally compressed in the narrow 
Pusteria Zone during the last phase of Alpine 
orogenesis. As we will see, the quartz phyllites 
have been deformed at that time beween the rigid 
masses of the Austrian Crystalline in the North 
and the Dolomites in the South. The abrupt 
widening of the narrow Pusteria Zone toward the 
Carnian Alps in the vicinity of the S. Candido 
might have been responsible for this remarkable 
movement along the E-W line which is at right 
angles to the general Alpine direction of move
ment. 

The Alpine compression of the Pusteria Zone 
will be discussed extensively in other chapters. 
However, no reference will be made to the flexure 
zones, which are not very frequent and restricted 
to subhorizontal S. The latter are exceptionally 
scarce in the strongly folded Pusteria region. 
Their total effect of deformation is negligible as 
compared to the other deformations. 

It was stated before that where the time of 
origin of the minor faults and of the flexure zones 
could be established, it appeared to be Alpine. 
They differ from the earlier deformation types, 
in casu the S and the Hercynian mJ. It is consid
ered probable, that the difference is due to the 
different P,T conditions at which the processes 
took place. 

During Alpine orogenesis, the studied Crystal
line was located in the zone of fracture, whereas 
during Hercynian orogenesis it belonged to the 
underlying zone of flowage. 

However, Alpine folds shown in fig.'s 50, 54, 
57 of App. I may also be distinguished. In all 
these cases, the foldaxes are at right angles to the 
deformed common Hercynian minor folds, and 
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TABLE III 

Time-stratigraphic table with positions of the legends of the 
sheets II, III, and V-VI. The numbered series' of these 

legends are given in the tables IV, V, and VI. 

Position of legends 

...... ...... 

GENERAL CLASSIFICATION 

Quaternary 

2 
Pliocene 

16 

Miocene 

30 Tertiary 
Oligocene

42 

Eocene
 

Paleocene
 

Upper Cr.
 
Cretaceons 

Lower Cr. 

Maim 

Jurassic Dogger 

Liassic 

Triassic 

190 

Rhaetic 

..., Norian 
g;'" 1---------1 
~ 

Carnian 

Ladinian 
::;'"
"0
~I-------I 

Anisian
 

Werfenian
 

Upper Permian 

Permian 

locally omitted 

13 

12 

11 

10 

9 

14 

13 

12 

11 

10 

9 

6 

8 

7 

6 

7 
8 

7 5 

6 4 4 

.~ 
--- 

3 3 

Lower Permian 2 
2 

Crystalline basement 1 1 

5 

2 

1 
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the direction of axes corresponds with the direc they parallel. Both show cataclastic deformation 
tion of Alpine orogenesis. The folds of figs. 54 and of the folded rock as a characteristic feature. It 
57 of App. I occur in the Cima d'Asta region in demonstrates that these folds belong to the zone of 
the surroundings of the Alpine Sugana Line, which fracture. 

CHAPTER5
 

STRATIGRAPHY OF THE PERMOTRIASS IC AND YOUNGER SEDIMENTS
 

The Crystalline is the basement of the Per
motriassic and younger sediments. 

A clear distinction of Hercynian and Alpine tec
tonics of	 the crystalline basement is based on a 
comparison with the overlying sediments. For this 
reason, the definitely Alpine tectonics of these 
sediments will be discussed. 

Tectonics of sedimentary rocks are based on 
stratigraphy, which is well-established in the Do
lomites. 

The present chapter is restricted to the strati
graphic classification as used on the legends of the 
various geologic maps, and a summary of the stra
tigraphy follows. 

§	 5A Classification. 

Some new data are added and a new interpre
tation is given on the tectonics of five sedimen
tary areas which are: 

1.	 The surroundings of S. Stefano and Auronzo 
(Sheet II) 

2.	 The northern boundary of the Permotriassic 
of the Dolomites between Rio Furcia and Rio 
di Braies (Sheet II) 

3.	 The western Drauzone (Sheet III) 

4.	 The surroundings of the Brocon Pass (Sheet V) 

5.	 The surroundings of Strigno (Sheet VI). 

The stratigraphy of these regions is given in the 
tables III, IV, V, and VI. Thus, a reasonable 
geologic map can be compiled, which also gives an 
adequate picture of the tectonical pattern. 

The author has combined certain series of the 
existing geologic maps, on which a further clas
sification is given. 

TABLE IV 

LEG END OF SHE E T II 

For	 the greater part according to G. Geyer's map (1902). 

14	 Jurassic siliceous I limestones 

20 

13 Red Liassic limestones 
12 Rhaetic limestones and marls 
11 Hauptdolomit (Norian) 
10 Raibler strata of S. Stefano 
9 Wengen - and S. Cassiana strata 
8 Buchenstein strata with Pietraverde 
7 Dolomites of Mendola-Schlern with limestone base and 

locally a marly intercalation (Anisian - Ladinian) 

6 Werfenian strata 
:; Upper Permian Dolomites and Bellerophon limestones 
4 Permian gypsiferous marls and gypsum 
3 Quartz porphyries 
2 Grodener sandstones and conglomerates 
1 (Crystalline basement) 

Additional	 remarkJ, taken from Geyer (1902) 
and Carta Geologica 13 

10 also called Cardita strata, in this place, consisting of 
limestones with Tl'Opi/es subbullatUJ 

9 dark tuffs, marls, and limestones 

8	 siliceous limestones (in some places, fragmentary plant 
remains), marls, green porphyritic tuffs, and pietra 
verde = ophiolite 

6	 greenish-reddish marls and shales (in some cases, sand
stones, oolites and limestones) 

2	 partially oolitic limestones and limestone breccias 
("Uggowitzer Breccie") present in the conglomerates. 

TABLE V 

LEG END OF SHE E T III 

6 
5 
4 

Mesozoic of the 
Anisian strata 
Werfenian strata 

Western Drauzone 

3 
2 

Bellerophon limestones and Upper Permian 
Grodener sandstones and conglomerates 
(Crystalline basement) 

dolomites 

Additional	 remark, 

6	 occurs in separate blocks (chapter 13) of Hauptdolomit, 
and Rhaetic limestones and marls 
At Prato alla Drava also Red Liassic limestones and 
light-coloured limestones of Upper Jurassic and Lower 
Cretaceous (?) (Cornelius-Furlani, 1912) 

5	 Mendola dolomite on limestones base (Merla 1930), 
marls (in some places, sandstones, shales and oolites, 
and limestones) 

3	 Upper Permian dolomites contain gypsum 



TABLE VI
 

LEGEND OF SHEETS V AND VI,
 
BASED ON S. VENZO'S MAP (1940)
 

13 Upper Miocene 
12 Middle and Lower Miocene 
11 Oligocene and Eocene 
10 Upper Cretaceous (Scaglia) 
9 Lower Cretaceous (Biancone)
 
8 Upper and Middle Jurassic
 
7 Lower Jurassic
 
6 Upper Triassic
 
5 Ladinian strata
 
4 Werfenian strata
 
3 Bellerophon Limestones
 
2 Griidener sandstone and conglomerates, tuffs
 

1 (Crystalline Basement) 

Additional remarks according to S, Venzo's map (1940) 

13 = "Pontian", calcareous conglomerates 
12 limestones, marls, in some places lignite containing 

sandstones and calcareous conglomerates 
11 limestones, marls, and limestones 

10 red limestones 
9 light siliceous limestones 
8 light-coloured limestones and oolites 

6 HilUptdolomit (Norian) and layered dolomites (pro
bably Rhaetic after Venzo, 1940) 

5 Schlern dolomite 
4 marls 
3 sometimes oolitic 

§ 5B Summary of the Stratigraphy. 

The total thickness of the sedimentary series of 
the Dolomites is several kilometers. De Sitter 
(1948) mentions 3% km at Cortina d'Ampezzo 
and 5 km in the Pale di S. Martino. 

The sedimentary series transgresses over the 
crystalline basement with clastic sediments. These 
have been called the Grodener sandstones and con
glomerates after Geyer (1902) and van Bemmelen 
(1957). 

The quartz porphyries of Bolzano are found on 
a basal conglomerate of mainly quartz phyllite 
components in the western part of the region. At 
Bolzano, their thickness is more than 1 km. They 
form an extensive plate-shaped deposit wedging 
out towards the margins. In the S. Stefano region, 
they still appear as lenses on the geologic map. 

The rate of geosynclinal subsidence was not the 
same in all places during the deposition of the 
Grodener. In the Pusteria region its thickness is 
about 200 m in the West. The thickne~s increases 
at S. Candido, where Dal Piaz (1934) mentions 
about 630 m. To the SE, the thickness decreases 
to + 250 m at Padola (section I). At S. Stefano, 

however, the thickness is 2 km (Sheet II), de
creasing to + 100 m in the eastern part of Sheet 
II. 

The composition of the thicker part differs 
from that of the thinner part. In general, the 
thicker part consists of conglomerates + sand
stones + shales + quartz porphyries + limestones 
and limestone breccias, whereas the thinner part 
consists of sandstones + shales. It is assumed that 
during the Lower Permian some troughs were 
formed locally by greater subsidence of the basis 
and by filling up with coarsely clastic sediments. 
The shape of these troughs cannot be determined 
by lack of data. To the West, at S. Stefano, where 
the Grodener reaches its maximal thickness, it is 
covered by a relatively thick series of gypsum
containing marls and some gypsum beds. This 
proves that the trough continued to exist during 
the Upper Permian, although the great thickness 
of the gypsum series is probably partially influen
ced by tectonic causes (chapter 11). 

The Bellerophon limestones and Werfenian 
strata are rather uniformly distributed over the 
Dolomites. 

The great facies heteropy in the Dolomites re
gion begins in the Middle Triassic. The Ladinian 
consists of reefdolomites which are interfingered 
with tuffs, porphyries and shales (see stratigraphic 
tables). 

Ogilvie-Gordon (1929) explained the inter
fingering heteropy at Cortina d'Ampezzo as horst 
and graben-like structures. 

The reefdolomites which form flat and raised 
areas, and the volcanics which are found in the 
basins are separated by faults, from which the 
Ladinian volcanics originated. The basins were 
filled with volcanics, and reefs could form on top 
of the volcanics. 

A facies heteropy was actually observed in the 
S. Stefano region. Intraformational faults, formed 
in Ladinia time, can be expected but have not 
been observed. However, the paleogeographic 
pattern of the S. Stefano region indicates a plat
form and basin structure to have existed during 
the Middle and Upper Triassic. Fig. 9 shows the 
location of the Middle and Upper Triassic in the 
S. Stefano region according to the Italian geologic 
maps. The above mentioned heteropies are not 
visible as the Middle Triassic is shaded on the 
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Distribution of the Middle and Upper Triassic in the 
surroundings of S. Stefano di Cadore, according to 

the Italian geologic maps 12 and 13. 
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Remarks: 1) Some (hatched) Schlerndolomite is assumed to be Carnian on the Italian geologic map 12. 2) The hatched
 
zone West of the M. Tudaio is called Norian on sheet II according to Geyer (1902). The position of strata supports
 

Geyers's concept.
 

maps. A remarkable wedging out of the Middle group (see elevations of fig. 9).
 
Triassic appears to be present. Both groups rest on the Lower Triassic. For the
 

The M. Aiarnola (2456 m), the M. Curie (2034 northern group, this is the normal picture found 
m), and the M. Tezza piccola (2333 m) consist of in the Dolomites. In the southern group, however, 
Middle Triassic (for the greater part Mendola the Middle Triassic appears to have wedged out 
Schlern dolomite). On the other hand, the M. almost entirely. 
Tudaio (2114 m) and the M. Tezza grande (2585 Following Geyer (1902), it is supposed that 
m) consist of Upper Triassic (Hauptdolomit). West of the M. Tudaio the Norian Hauptdolomit 

The dip of the reefdolomites is slight in the rests on the Werfenian (Sheet II, fig. 9). The con
generally basin-shaped occurrences. tact is probably a fault plane, but the autoch

It seems permitted to compose two schematic thonic nature of the Dolomite masses in general 
stratigraphic columns from these two groups of and of those South of the M. Tudaio mass in par
mountain summits, which are principally different. ticular contradict an overthrust of many kilo

It is assumed that the Middle Triassic of the meters which might explain a tectonic wedging 
first group reaches a thickness of 1Vz km, as al out in post-triassic time (see also chapter 19). The 
ready a thickness of more than 1 km could be ob southern group of mountain summits is surroun
served in the field. The same thickness may be ded by a zone of Lower Triassic, covering a few 
accepted for the Upper Triassic of the second hundred meters of the stratigraphic column. 
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Idealized N-S section across the S. Stefano region, showing 
the wedging out of the Middle Triassic. The mountain 
summits have been projected at right angles to the N-S line. 

Fig. 10 shows an idealized section in which both 
groups are represented schematically. It seems 
probable that the Middle Triassic wedges out from 
1% km at a~ E-W line over the M. Tezza piccola 
to almost zero at an E-W line over the M. Col - M. 
T ezza seconda. 

Two explanations are possible. In the first place, 
it is possible that the proposed stratigraphy is in
correct; in the second place, it may be assumed 
that the M. Tudaio mass represented a platform 
during the Middle Triassic upon which practically 
no sedimentation took place. 

The first seems the least probable, as the lower 
part of the Upper Triassic consists of the charac
teristic fossiliferous Raibler strata (Carnian). This 
Raibler occurs in the surroundings of the Cima 
Dodici, containing the Carnian index fossil Myo
phoria kefersteini MDNSTER (Carta geol. Ital. 
12) as well as in the surroundings of the M. Col, 
etc., with the Carnian index fossil Tropites sub
bullatus HAUER (Geyer, 1902). Both fossils are 
depicted by Kayser-Brinckmann (1954, p. 171). 

The Raibler strata with T ropites subbullatus 
form the base of the M. Tudaio dolomite mass 
which, consequently, cannot be older than Car
nian-Norian. Moreover, the M. Tudaio dolomite 
was also covered by Rhaetic and Liassic deposits 
(Sheet II). 

During the whole Middle Triassic, the M. Tu
daio area probably existed as a platform. Fig.'s 9 
and 10 prove that the Middle Triassic diminishes 
rapidly in thickness near the northern boundary 
of this platform. An E-W fault may be assumed, 
the intraformational nature of which probably 
causes the lack of field evidence indicating its 
existence. 

The thickness of the Middle Triassic on the 
platform increases toward the West, although 
fig. 9 shows that it is still abnormally thin in the 
vicinity of the Croda Alta. 

In conclusion, it may be stated that the varia
tions of thicknesses during the Triassic suggest a 
horst and graben structure of the South Alpine 
geocyncline on a larger scale than the horst and 
graben structure as it was proposed by Ogilvie
Gordon on the basis of the existing facies heteropy 
during the Ladinian. 

Jurassic, Cretaceous, and Tertiary strata were 
only found in the Cima d'Asta region (Sheet V) 
and the Strigno region (Sheet VI). Sedimentation 
seems to have been rather continuous until the 
Miocene, apart from a stratigr<lphic hiatus be
tween the Scaglia (Upper Cretaceous) and the 
Upper Eocene (Venzo, 1940). 

This continuous sedimentation in the Southern 
Limestone Alps is in contrast to the presence of 
several unconformities in the Northern Limestone 
Alps (e.g. those before the Cenomanian and Gosau 
transgressions) indicating large-scale orogenesis 
prior to the Tertiary. 

In the Strigno region the first unconformity 
indicating orogenesis does not occur before the 
Middle-Late Miocene (Tortonian). On Sheet VI, 
the M. Lefre nappe rests upon Tortonian sedi
ments which in the southern part consist of con
glomerates with calcareous and dolomitic compo
nents. A similar conglomerate occurs NW of the 
M. Lefre, in between the Werfenian and the No
rian strata (Sheet VI and Section V). If this con
glomerate is Tortonian in age, too, it may be as
sumed that it has been deposited unconformably 
on the Werfenian beds, prior to being overthrusted 
by the M. Lefre nappe (chapter 16). 

This interpretation is given in section V. Two 
other occurrences of T ortonian sediments are lo
cated in the NE corner of Sheet VI, next to Juras
sic. The contacts, however, are not exposed, and it 
is not known whether they are faults or transgres
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sion planes. The Tortonian occurrences South of 
the M. Lefre and West of the M. Civeron may 
rest on Werfenian limestones and mads and that 
of Tomaselli on Grodener. The other exposed 
Miocene (Strigno, Carzano, Telve) is older. 

Our explanation of the contacts being trans~ 

gression planes seems better acceptable than Ven
zo's explanation (1940). 

Venzo does not assume such an unconformity 
below the T ortonian series. He supposed that the 
Tortonian sediments are the top of :t complete 
stratigraphic series (Permian-Miocene), and the 
exposed downthrown block of four tectonic 
graben structures. 

It is unlikely that in all these grabens the ex
posed part of the downthrown block, by coinci
dence, would consist exclusively of Tortonian 
beds and not of other Tertiary and Mesozoic. This 
would be expected in the case of a normal sequen
ce of series, the more so as the exposed part of the 
blocks next to Venzo's downthrown blocks in fact 
consists of different series (Grodener> Werfenian 
strata, and Jurassic). 

After this summary of the stratigraphy, we may 
end the first part with a short description of the 
deformation types which have been observed in 
the outcrops of the Permotriassic and younger 
sediments. 

CHAPTER 6
 

DEFORMATION TYPES OF PERMOTRIASSIC AND YOUNGER SEDIMENTS
 

§ 6A Folds and Faults. 

Bedding in carbonate rocks may be indicated 
by massive layers, which might be a tectonical 
accentuation of an originally sedimentary ani
sotropy in the massive layer itself or in adjacent 
strata. 

The folds of the Permotriassic are more or less 
concentric and are related to movements along the 
bedding planes. Folds occur in layered rocks only. 
In the massive quartz porphyries of Bolzano and 
the massive Triassic dolomite reefs of the Dolo
mites, folding is negligible, whereas rather strong 
folding indicating mobility is present in inter
mediate stratified rocks. 

Next to folding, faulting constitutes another 
type of deformation in sedimentary rocks. Faults 
may also occur in massive rocks. They are fre
quently accompanied by mylonitization zones. On 
the attached geologic maps only faults are shown 
which apparently cause stratigraphic throws. 

The larger faults may be accompanied by minor 
faults, which may also occur independently. Fig. 
91, 93, and 94 (App. I) show respectively small 
overthrusts, a normal fault and a wrench fault. 
Fig. 93 (App. I) belongs to a system of minor 
faults which could not be connected to larger tec
tonical deformation types. It represents dipping 
normal faults in the stuJied northern part of the 
Permotriassic of the Dolomites in Pusteria (sheet 
III). The eastern block is downthrown. The par

ticular folds and faults will be discussed under the 
regional tectonics (part III). 

It is probable that folds are formed at right 
angles to the direction of principal stress. Gener
ally, the principal stress is originally parallel to 
subhorizontal bedding. But during refolding, new 
foldaxes also form a plane at right angles to the 
probable direction of principal stress. In this last 
case, the principal stress is not parallel to the beds. 
The possibility remains that internal or other con
ditions of the mobile material cause folds which 
are not at right angles to the direction of principal 
stress. 

The folds are symmetric and asymmetric. The 
latter are predominant. Inclined and overturned 
folds are present. Transport of the overlying 
layers during folding is generally the cause of 
overturned folds. The axial plane is probably not 
at right angles to the direction of prin~ipal stress; 
however, the foldaxis is perpendicular to the di
rection of principal stress. Major asymmetric folds 
are frequently accompanied by upthrusts (section 
II). Minor asymmetric folds are not accompanied 
by faults. 

When a certain degree of overturn of folds can 
be observed, it is concluded that an upwards in
creasing mass transport in the direction of over
turn took place. 

To determine whether a movement belongs to 
an overthrust or to an underthrust, it is required 
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Photograph 1 Photograph 2 (206-767; N75°E) 
(grid co-ordinates 793-826; photograph azimuth N) Subvertical minor folds in quartz phyllites. North of 

Eastward dipping minor folds in quartz phyllites of the S. Martino in Badia, Bressanone region. 
Monguelfo syncline, Pusteria region. 

Photograph 3 (208-756; S80 0 E) Photograph 4 (208-758; N) 
Minor anticline. North of S. Martino in Badia, Ribs, parallel to the eastward dipping Hercynian minor folds, 

Bressanone region.	 and crossfolds at right angles to the ribs. This type of 
crossfolds seldom occurs in all crystalline rocks studied, and 
is not given in appendix II. North of S. Martino in Badia, 

Bressanone region. 

Photograph 5 (245-866; N60 0 El Photograph 6 (792-826; N40 0 E) 
60 0 East dipping m.f. in stratified limestone of Brunico, Plastic folding of quartzitic phyllite of the Monguelfo 
Bressanone region. The parallelism with the m.f. of the syncline (p. 14 of fig. 11), Pusteria region. 
Hercynian folded quartz phyllites indicates a pre-Hercynian 

age of the limestone. 



Photograph 7 (090-140; NlOOW) Photograph 8 (084-137; N35°W) 
Westward overturned larger fold of Calmandrino quartz Westward overturned minor folds of Calmandrino quartzite, 

phyllites, Cima d'Asta region. Cima d'Asta region. The axial planes parallel a secondary 
schistosity. 

Photograph 9 (298-244; ± SW)
 
Photograph by M. Freudenthal, 1959
 

Boundary plane between green phyllite (upper side) and
 
graphitic phyllite (lower side). Sl parallels sedimentary banding,
 
and is intersected by a gently North dipping S2 with westward
 

overturned minor folds. NE of Gosaldo.
 

Photograph 10 (038-597; N15°W) Photograph 11 (018-578; E) 
Southward overturned minor folds in Werfenian beds North Overthrust flexure with southern overturn in Werfenian beds 

of Auronzo, S. Stefano region (case 3 of table VII), of S. Stefano region (case 3 of table VII), 



Photograph 12 (295-227; ± N)
 
Photograph by M. Freudenthal, 1959
 

Westward overturned larger fold with 52 parallel to axial plane. ESE of Gosaldo.
 

Photograph 13 (294-227; N700E)
 
Photograph by M. Freudenthal, 1959
 

Flexure zones at right angles to North dipping 5-planes. For further explanation see text. ESE of Gosaldo. 



Photograph 14 (059-561; N45°E)
 
Origin of a southward overturned minor fold in Werfenian
 

beds of S. Stefano region (case 4 of table VII).
 

Photograph 16 (220-731; S650W)
 
Northward overturned fold in BeIJerophon limestones South
 
of S. Martino in Badia, Bressanone region (case 10 of
 

table VII).
 

Photograph 18 (792-827; enlargement 27V2 X)
 
Green phyllite from core of Monguelfo syncline, Pusteria
 
region (p. 6 in fig. 11; s. 1 of table II). Albite porphyro

blasts with opaque grains included; matrix of chlorite and
 
albite; muscovite-chlorite aggregates indicating schistosity.
 
The latter is intersected by some muscovite porphyroblasts.
 

Photograph 15 (058-554; N600E)
 
Subsymmetrical minor folds with steeply East dipping axes
 
of the southern limb of the Werfenian syncline along the
 
F. Ansiei, South of ViIJapiccola, S. Stefano region (case 5
 

of table VII).
 

Photograph 17
 
(158-287; ± E)
 

Northward overturned folds
 
in Bellerophon gypsum beds
 
North of S. Martino di Cas

trozza, Cima d'Asta region
 

(case 11 of table VII).
 

Photograph 19 (794-791; 21 X)
 
Green phyllite from the vicinity of Braies, Pusteria region
 
(s. 9 of table II). Coarse albite crystals; biotite indicating
 
schistosity. Further some quartz, calcite, tremolite needles,
 

and clinozoisite grains.
 



Photograph 20 (850-831; 14 X)
 
Quartz phyllite with microfold, Planea di Sotto., Pusteria
 
region (s. 8 of table I). 51> indicated by muscovite; 52'
 

subparallel to axial plane. Some quartz augen.
 

Pho:ograph 22 (019-687; 21 X)
 
Probably sedimentary boundary plane between muscovite
 
quartzite (upper side) and quartz phyllite (lower side).
 
South of Funes Line, Bressanone region (s, 15 of table I).
 
The 51 is indicated by muscovite and parallels stratification;
 
intersected by 52 with a more acute angle in the quartz
 
phyllite, The latter shows a secondary mineralogical banding
 

(local quartzification i).
 

Photograph 21 (973-793; 27Vz X)
 
Quartz phyllite with crumpled schistosity. Rio di Scaleres,
 
Bressanone region (s. [3 of table I), Poikiloblastic garnets
 

with kelyphitic border of chlorite,
 

Photograph 23 (287-223; 38 X)
 
Graphitic phyllite of V, dei Molini, Gosaldo region. The
 
51 is indicated by muscovite. Displacements of a 51-parallel
 
muscovite layer indicates shearing movements along the
 

52-planes.
 

Photograph 24 (152-022; 14 X; X nicols) Photograph 25 (173-038; 27Vz X) 
Tauern tonalite gneiss, type IIa, M, Spico region (s. 4 of Tauern tonalite gneiss, type Ils, M. Spico region (s. 9 of 
fig. 91), Microcline, locally twinned or zoned plagioclase, fig. 91). Garnet, biotite, and sillimanite "trains". 

quartz, and some biotite and muscovite, 



Photograph 26 (124-015; 14 X; X nicols)
 
Amphibolite North of Lappago, M. Spico region. Green
 

hornblende and zoned plagioclase augen.
 

Photograph 28 (213-980; 27V2 X)
 
Rieserferner augen-gneiss West of Molini, M. Spica region.
 

Border of an albite augen. The dark mineral is biotite.
 

Photograph 27 (244-011; 14 X; X nicols)
 
Rieserferner augen-gneiss North of Campo di Tures, M.
 
Spico region. The augen consists of a microcline, albite, and
 

quartz aggregate. Biotite indicating schistosity.
 

Photograph 29 (230-986; 21 X)
 
Dyke gneiss West of Molini, M. Spico region. (The schis

tosity is indicated by macroscopically parallel biotites,) Part
 
of coarse albite crystal with inclusions of somewhat orien

tated muscovite, and opaque minerals. The resemblance with
 

photograph 28 supports a metasomatic origin.
 

Photograph 30 (227-985; 21 X) Photograph 31 (227-985; 27V2 X; X nicols) 
Dyke gneiss from the core of an open anticline West of Leucocratic dyke from the same outcrop as photograph 30 
Molini, M. Spico region (see fig. 92). The schistosity is (see fig. 92). Coarse quartz and albite crystals. No marked 
indicated by muscovite and elongated epidote crystals. The schistose structure. 
planations of these minerals seem to intersect each other. 



to have a fixed point outside the deformed area. 
In some cases, it will be possible to prove the true 
nature of an overthrust movement indicated by 
the overturn (chapter 19). 

For the present, we have collected all systems of 
overturns by asymmetric folds, up- or cverthrusts 
and subhorizontal flexures in the regions studied. 
The last deformation type (photograph 11) sel
dom occurs but shows the mass transport clearly. 

The following table is a summary of our illu
strations of asymmetric folds. 

TABLE VII 

Asymmetric folds of 11 mapped areas. 

1)	 S. Stefano region: Padola - Lago Cestella 
SW - W overturn 
See section I. The Permian is overturned as a whole; 
within the gypsum, folds with an overturn to SW - W 
occur. 

2)	 S. Stefano regioll: Valle Ostera 
W - NW overturn 
\'i(Tithin the Werfenian strata, some folds occur. Dip of 
axial plane of four folds: 45°, 60°, 45°, and 35°. 

3)	 S. Stefano region: Auronzo - M. Agudo 
S - overturn 
Section II. Two major anticlines with thrust faults. 
Photograph 10, accompanying minor folds. 
Photograph 11, overthrust flexure. 

4)	 S. Stefa/2o region: Werfenian beds along F. Piave NW 
of M. Tudaio (Sheet II) 
S - overturn 
Fig. 89 of appendix I. Some minor folds. (The minor 
fold of photograph 14 probably belongs to this system 
too.) 

5)	 S. Stefano region: F. Ansiei, South of Villapiccola 
Flexures with vertical axis and South-moved eastern 
block. 
Sheet II, chapter 11. 
The flexures are accompanied by symmetrical minor 
folds (photograph 15, and fig. 90 of appendix I). 

6)	 S. Stefa/2o region: Rio Giao 
Minor flexures with vertical axis and West-moved 
northern block. 

Fig. 's 87 and 88 of App. I. 

7)	 Pustel'ia region: Northern boundary of Permotrias~ic of 
Dolomites between Rio Furcia and Rio di Braies 
S - overturn 
Sheet III. Bedding pi anes are locally overturned. 

8)	 Pusteri.. regioll: ditto 
Sheet III. Flexures with vertical axes and South-moved 
eastern block. The flexures are accompanied by sym
metrical minor folds (chapter 13l. 

9)	 If/estern Dolomites: Funes Line, etc. (chapter 19)
 
S, Martino in Badia
 
N - overturn
 
Photograph 16.
 

10) Cima d'AJta region: S. Martino di Castrozza, Rolle Pass 
N	 - overturn 
Photograph 17. Major and minor folds in Grodener 
Anisian strata. 

11) Cima d'AJta alld Strigno region: Sugana Line. 
S . overturn 
Sections III, IV, V, and VI. Overturned syncline with 
accompanying minor folds and faults. 

The first six examples of table VII are in the S. 
Stefano region with its complicated tectonics. 

It has been stated that mass transport is mostly 
indicated by overturn. But in some cases, blocks 
moved independently into a certain direction. 
This also is a mass transport with internal defor
mation, resulting in wrench faults and flexures 
with a vertical axis in the border zone of the in
dependent block. Case 5 and 6 may be explained 
in this way. 

§	 6B Other Minor structures. 

Subvertical cleavage is locally present in the 
Scaglia marls and Biancone limestones (fig. 92 of 
App. I). The intermediate distance between the 
cleavage planes amounts to some mms and some 
cms respectively. The phenomenon may be caused 
by compression at right angles to this cleavage. 
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PART II
 

General Methodology
 

Methodology is a method to arrange various 
data and observations in an orderly fashion. 

The methodology will be treated in two parts. 
The first and general part (the present Part II), 
consisting of three chapters, is a general discus
sion. In the second part (Part III), the methods 
applied will be discussed in relation to the tec
tonics of the studied regions. 

In the preceding chapters, the crystalline and 
the sedimentary rocks together with their minor 
structures have been discussed. Conclusions on the 
kinematics were based on Tocal structures as ob
served in the field. 

The purpose of this thesis is to interpret the 
kinematics On a regional scale in order to visualize 
the process of deformation. 

Kinematics are based on geometry. Firstly, the 
geometrical pattern of the whole region has to be 
composed from individual observations. It ap
pears that tectonic features as schistosity and 
minor folds are more or less strongly dispersed 
around the mean value. The first two chapters of 
the part "General Methodology" are based on this 
statement. The third chapter deals with the vari

ation of the mean of a population of tectonical 
phenomena. 

The dispersion around the mean value is due 
to many causes, and the shape of the frequency 
curve in an ideal case represents a Gauss curve. 
From a regional point of view, this dispersion is a 
disturbing factor which must be eliminated. The 
method of pole diagrams cannot be applied to 
many of our diagrams, because the dispersion is 
too strong. At the other hand, students of paleo
magnetism determine the mean direction of mag
netization by calculating. This method of calcu
lating the mean values can always be used and has 
the advantage of all measurements equally con
tributing to the mean value. I t is a time consuming 
method. As we are dealing with about 500 mean 
values, a method is required, which is accurate 
and readily applicable. 

For presenting the methods for determining 
mean values and dispersions an example will be 
discussed comprehensively. This example com
prises the 35 axes of minor folds from a number 
of outcrops in the quartz phyllites North of Mon
guelfo. The choice of this example may be called 
aselective. 

CHAPTER 7 

METHODS FOR CALCULATING THE MEAN VALUE AND DISPERSIONS OF A 
POPULATION OF TECTONICAL ELEMENTS 

These methods apply to 35 minor folds at Monguelfo, Pusteria region. 

Fig. 11 gives the position of 38 outcrops of 
quartz phyllite. These observation points are dis
tributed at random throughout the mapped region. 

This quartz phyllite shows a schistosity and 
minor folds. The attitudes of these features have 
been measured in these 38 places (see table VIII). 
It is assumed that these measurements are repre
sentative for all quartz phyllites in the mapped 
regIOn. 

§ 7A Populations and Samples of measurements. 

In the tectonical phenomena, populations may 
be distinguished. A population or family is the 
collection of all tectonical elements scattered 
around a distinct mean. A given set of measure
ments is interpreted as a sample taken at random 
from the population. The sample mean X is given 

n 

by X = .~ Xi where Xi is a single value and n 
1=1
 

n
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is the number of observations. The sample dis/---_ .. _

persion S = Xi)2.l/ .; (X 
1=1 
--_._--.--- 

n 

to Tesido 

....,.... 
825+bric!gE;)r ~·.v ,.t. '1 

to Monguelfo 
790 

(co-ord. 100m 
of grid) 

Fig. 11
 

Map with 38 observation points from the surroundings of
 
Monguelfo. For explanation see text.
 

As the quartz phyllite may continue towards 
depth, the population actually consists of so many 
elements that the measurements sample only re
presents a very small part of the population. The 
frequency curves of the sample indicate the nature 
of the population. 

A single or a few measurements are not con
clusive for determining the dispersion of the 
population. The degree of representativeness may 
be determined accurately by statistical formulas. 

The mean of the population, M, is estimated 
from the sample mean, X, or M = X. The dis
persion of the population 

/~. X .. 2 a =	 1::- ( - XI).. 
1=1'-----------c__ ~ n-1 

We see a = S' -Vn~ I , and therefore 0 > S. 

In general, a sample is considered representative 
when another sample of the same size from the 
same sampling region has about the same mean 
and the same dispersion. 

In our maps the accuracy of the population 
mean, which is estimated from the sample mean 
in a certain place, is also compared for checking 
with the adjacent means. The mean may vary 
gradually within a certain region and a certain 

mean is intermediate between two adjacent means. 
A large deviation indicates the samples to be too 
small. In our samples, large deviations do not oc
cur, thus indirectly proving that the samples are 
truly representative. 

Although the studied Crystalline is rather uni
form, the quartzites are better exposed than the 
phyllonites. More measurements can be made in 
harder rock (quartzites). As the dispersion in this 
rock may be different from that in softer rock, 
the combined dispersion is not representative for 
the population. However, the mean does not vary, 
unless different rocks in the same region have dif
ferent means. 

Different dispersions in different rocks have 
not been proved to exist in a statistical way. Yet 
the presence of some indications is suggested. In 
one and the same outcrop of a soft phyllite with 
little quartz, many strongly dispersing directions 
of minor folds occur, and each of which may vary 
its attitude within a meter. Such differences can
not be laid down statistically, which means that, 
if they do exist, their influence is smaller than the 
accuracy of the used statistical methods. 

Most outcrops occur along brooks, and may be 
continuously exposed for several kilometers. The 
direction of the brooks generally intersects the 
direction of strike of the schistosity and all types 
of rocks are exposed, which avoids a topographi
cal selection of outcrops. 

§ 7B	 Mutual Dependence of adjacent 
measurements. 

A minor fold generally has the same attitude as 
an adjacent minor fold. This means that a sample 
of a population may contain mutual dependent 
values, which by their number suggest an accuracy 
of the mean which actually does not exist. As men
tioned, this accuracy is inversely proportional to 
the square root of the number of values. 

The values of mean and dispersion of a sample, 
however, do not change when the values of the 
independent samples are combined with those of 
intermediate and dependent values. 

It may be assumed that the dependence of one 
value with respect to another is negligible when 
the mutual distance passes a certain critical value 
which is determined by a certain criterion. 

Dealing with the mutual dependence of con
centrations of essays of adjacent ore samples, the 
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TABLE VIII 

The S-planes and minor folds of 38 observation points from the surroundings of Monguelfo (see fig_ 11).
 
(Strikes and azimuths are given without the magnetic correction of _2°.)
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1 792-827 270°- 90° 130° 6° 90°-50° 0° _ 3° 4° 40° 50° 90° 0,766 0,643 0,000 
2 _ 1°270°-115° 120° 4° 126°-52° 36° 21° 38° 60° 69° 0,788 0.500 0.359 

_ 4°3 270°-100° 130° 6° 101°-49° 11° 9° 41° 50° 83° 0.755 0,643 0,122 
4 270°- 90° 120° 4° 90°-60° 0° 7° 6° 30° 60° 90° 0,866 0,500 0,000 
5 255°-110° 120° 4° 105°-55° 15° 2° 9° 35° 56° 82° 0,819 0,559 0,139 
6 310°- 90° 120° 4° 90°-60° 0° 7° 6° 30° 60° 90° 0,866 0,500 0,000 
7 280°- 90° 100° 24° 90°-80° 0° 27° 26° 10° 80° 90° 0,984 0.174 0,000 
8 240°-120° 120° 4° 101°-49° 11° _ 4° 9° 41° 50° 83° 0)54 0,643 0,122 
9 280°- 90° 120° 4° 90°-60° 0° 7° 6° 30° 60° 90° 0,866 0.500 0.000 

10 285°- 85° 125° 1° 98°-55° 8° 2° 5° 35° 56° 85° 0.818 0.559 0.087 
11 240°-115° 130° 6° 96°-52° 6° _ 1° 4° 38° 52° 86° 0,787 0,616 0.070 
12 270°-100° 135° 11° 100°-44° 10° - 9° 12° 46° 45° 83° 0,664 0,707 0.122 
13 792-826 280°- 70° 130° 6° 78°-46° _12° _ 7° 11° 44° 48° 99° 0.678 0,669 -0.157 
14 90°-60° 0° 7° 6° 30° 60° 90° 0,866 0,500 0,000 
15 80°-55° 10° 2° 6° 35° 56° 96° 0.819 0,559 -0,104 
16 280°- 70° 90° 34° 10°-70° -80° 17° 37° 20° 86° 110° 0.940 0.070 -0.342 
17 280°- 85° 150° 26° 97°-30° 7° -23° 24° 60° 30° 84° 0.500 0.866 0,104 
18 790-827 285°- 70° 124° 4° 74°-54° -16° 1° 10° 36° 55° 100° 0,808 0.574 -0,174 
19 270°- 80° 110° 14° 64°-68° -26° 15° 18° 22° 70° 100° 0.927 0,342 -0.174 
20 790-826 315°- 68° 110° 14° 88°-61° - 2° 8° 7° 29° 61° 92° 0:874 0,485 -0,035 
21 300°- 85° 125° 1° 112°-55° 22° 2° 12° 35° 58° 78° 0.819 0.530 0,215 

_ 3°22 275°- 90° 130° 6° 95°-50° 5° 5° 40° 50° 86° 0,767 0,643 0.070 
23 791-826 270°_100° 120° 4° 106°-58° 16° 5° 10° 32° 60° 83° 0,848 0,500 0.122 
24 280°- 90° 120° 4° 100°-60° 10° 7° 8° 30° 60° 85° 0,866 0.500 0.087 
25 300°- 60° 
26 791-825 270°- 70° 140° 16° 7.4°-37° -16° -16° 20° 53° 40° 103° 0,602 0,767 -0,225 
27 285°- 80° 150° 26° 102°-30° 12° -23° 25° 60° 32° 79° 0,500 0,848 0,190 
28 280°- 65° 
29 792-826 280°- 90° 120° 4° 90°-60° 0° 7° 6° 30° 60° 90° 0,866 0,500 0,000 
30 280°- 90° 125° 1° 100°--55° 10° 2° 6° 35° 56° 85° 0,819 0,559 0,087 
31 793-826 270°- 90° 130° 6° 90°-50° 0° _ 3° 4° 40° 50° 90° 0,767 0,643 0.000 
32 794-827 270°- 90° 
33 90°-45° 0° _ 8° 9° 45° 45° 90° 0,707 0,707 0,000 
34 265°- 90° 125° 1° 85°-55° - 5° 2° 3° 35° 56° 93° 0,819 0,559 -0.052 
35 100°-40° 10° -13° 15° 50° 42° 82° 0,643 0,742 0.139 
36 792-825 280°- 65° 125° 1° 68°-50° -22° 14° 40° 54° 104° 0,767 0,588 -0.242_ 3° 
37 270°- 70° 130° 6° 67°-45° -23° 18° 45° 50° 106° 0,707 0,643 -0,276_ 8° 
38 120°-45° 30° _ 8° 21° 45° 53° 69° 0,707 0,602 0,358 

MEAN 792-826 2770- 88° 124° 90°-53° 0,781 0,570 0,017 

RESULTANT 91°-54° 36° 54° 89° 0.808 0,590 0,018
VECTOR 

author has called this critical distance the indepen
dent cell distance (Agterberg, 1961). Each value 
lies in the middle of a cell and influences all other 
values within this cell, whereas all values outside 
the cell are independent of the central value. The 
dependence may vary in different degrees in dif
ferent directions, and therefore the independent 
cell may have a rather irregular shape. The author 

proposed two methods for checking the mutual 
dependence. He pointed out that it is possible to 

combine adjacent values to new values for com
paring the new frequency curve with the old one. 
When there is no difference, it may be concluded 
that the distance between adjacent samples is 
smaller than the independent cell distance. Only, 
when by combining adjacent values, another fre
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quency curve appears with a dispersion equal to 
a certain theoretical value, the values are mutual 
independent. 

The other method is based on the theory of re
lation coefficients. The relation coefficient, r, IS 

defined as 

n 

lin Z (Xi' Yi) 
r = i=I _ 

S (X) . S (y) 
with Xi and yi being the deviations from the mean 
of two different series of values. When Xi isinde
pendent of yi, r = 0; When Xi is equal or pro
portional to yi, r = 1. This last case suggests total 
dependence. A certain value may be called Xi, and 
its adjacent value yi, in consequence Yi = Xi + I. 
When each value is independent of its adjacent 
values, the relation coefficient r = O. 

In dealing with the mutual relation of adjacent 
zinc essays of an ore deposit at Pulacayo (Bolivia), 
it was proved that r decreases gradually with in
creasing distance between Xi and Xi + 1 (Agterberg, 
1961). Such an exact analysis is not possible in the 
present case, because the measuring distance is not 
constant, as can be seen in fig. 11. The relation 
coefficient method only serves to show depen
dence or iRdependence in a qualitative manner. 

Table IX shows the method of calculating r 
for the azimuths and the dips of the 35 minor folds 
of table VIII. The above formula, somewhat sim
plified, is 

where a equals the calculated dispersion of the 
population as shown in table XIV. 

It appears that for the azimuths, y, ry = 0.04, 
and for the dips, a, ra = 0.03. 

Consequently, the mean measuring distance is 
probably greater than the mean independent cell 
distance, as no considerable mutual dependence 
between adjacent measurements appears to be 
present. 

The independent cell distance amounts to ap
prox. 10m in the present case. This distance of 
approx. 10 m should be considered only as an 
illustration as the independent cell probably has 
no constant dimensions and varies with the com
position of the rock. The mutual independence of 
about the same values in a continuously exposed 

outcrop can be demonstrated when between these 
values one other strongly deviating value occurs, 
which is definitely independent of the adjacent 
values. When the interjacent value is the same as 
the adjacent values, dependence of the three val
ues is assumed. This is probable but not certain, as 
within the sample of the population, the devia
tions from the mean of adjacent values may al
most equal each other. 

TABLE IX 
Method for calculating r), and r a 

''i 

ry = 2 (xl'i . xl'i + J) ~8()__ = 0.04 and 
i=1 34 X 19·6' 
--rn--=~a;;;--

ra = 31 (xa . X a. , I) __I~_ = 0.03 
i = I [. 1 T - 34 X 10.2' 

(a-i).Ga' 

xl' and xai are given in table VIII, and and (JaGl' 
in table XV. 

i - i + 1 XjJ i . XYj + 1 

1- 2 0 3 
2- 3 396 4 
3- 4 0 - 28 
4- 5 0 14 
5- 6 0 14 
6- 7 0 189 
7- 8 0 -lOS 
8- 9 0 - 28 
9-10 0 14 

10-11 48 - 2 
11-12 60 9 
12-13 -120 63 
13-14 0 - 49 
14-15 0 14 
15-16 800 34 
16-17 -560 -391 
17-1S -112 - 23 
IS-19 416 15 
19-20 52 120 
20-21 - 44 16 
21-22 110 - 6 
22-23 SO - 15 
23-24 160 35 
24-25 -160 -112 
25-26 -192 368 
26-27 0 -181 
27-2S 0 14 
2S-29 0 - 6 
29-30 0 24 
30-31 0 - 16 
31-32 - 50 - 26 
32-33 -220 39 
33-34 506 24 
34-35 -690 64 
35- 1 0 24 

35 
~ 4so 110 
i = 1 

It is not known how the dependence decreases 
from the centre of an independent cell towards its 
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periphery, but it is not supposed to be linear. 
The deviation from the mean is caused by 

numerous small causes. This is indicated by the 
fact that the frequency distribution in an ideal 
case is a two-dimensional normal one (see further 
on in this chapter). 

For the cause of symmetry, it may be expected 
that the influence of a certain value on its adjacent 
values is active in all directions. The value is a 
property of a certain constant volume. 

The number of affected values at a distance, r, 
from the centre value will be proportional to r2 , 

and increases rapidly when r becomes larger. Con
sequently, and apart form the variation of the 
numerous causes, there are no geometric arguments 
for a gradually decreasing linear influence. 

It is known, however, that a certain mutual 
dependence, if present, does not change the values 
of the population mean and dispersion. It only 
simulates an accuracy greater than actually pre
sent. In practice, the accuracy of the mean is not 
determined by means of frequency curves, but by 
the more or less regular shape of constructed mean 
azimuth and mean dip lines as will be shown in 
chapter 9. 

It is emphasized that these calculations are per
mitted only, when the mean does not vary in the 
studied region. Such a variation is negligible in the 
small region of fig. 11, but may be greater in 
larger sample regions with a considerable varia
tion of the mean. This problem will be discussed 
in another chapter (Ch. 9). 

§ 7C Dispersion of S around the axes of folding. 

Diagram 17 of appendix III is a pole diagram 
(Schmidt net) of the 35 minor folds (mJ.) and the 
33 S-planes of table VIII. 

The position of the mean S-plane is 277° - 88° 
(resp. strike and dip; strike is direction of dip less 
90°). The mean axis of the minor folds is 90° 
53° (resp. azimuth and dip), calculated in table 
VIII according to a method to be explained after
wards. The mean S-plane is roughly vertical, and 
has an E-W strike, whereas the mean axis of minor 
folds is situated within the mean S-plane, dipping 
53° East. 

For convenience sake a rectangular co-ordinate 
system x, y, z is introduced. y is parallel to the 
mean minor fold, x at right angles to this fold and 

within the mean S-plane. Consequently z is the 
normal of the mean S (see fig. 12). 

, 
l< 

x 

mean s-plone z 

y 

Fig. 12
 

x, y, and z represent a rectangular co-ordinate system. z
 
makes right angles with the mean S, and y is parallel to
 

the mean mJ. For further explanation see text.
 

In chapter 12, it will be pointed out that prior 
to folding S was subhorizontal. The subhorizon
tal S was isoclinally folded with respect to a sub
horizontal axis and afterwards refolded about the 
steeply East dipping axes of minor folds. The first 
phase of folding did not result in minor folds. It 
seems reasonable to assume that the mean axis of 
minor folds lies within the mean S-plane, as all 
single axes of minor folds lie within as-plane, 
folded by these minor folds. This rule cannot be 
applied in all cases. The S-planes are strongly 
folded in some places, so that no exact measure
ments of S can be made, but only the attitude of 
the minor folds can be measured. On the other 
hand, the most exact measurements of S may be 
made in places, where no minor folds are found. 
It can now be explained why in many sampling 
regions the position of the mean minor fold does 
not coincide with the mean S-plane, as is apparent 
from our structure maps. 

The example of the 35 minor folds has been 
schematically represented in fig. 12. All single 
measurements are scattered around their mean. It 
can readily be seen, that S may be scattered 
around x and y, but scarcely around z, as z is at 
right angles to the mean S-plane and this plane 
retains the same position when it is rotated around 
z. The position of the individual S-planes may 
vary a little around this mean value and a 
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negligible amount of dispersion may exist around 
z. 

The minor folds are dispersed around z and x 
and scarcely around y. The shape of the frequency 
curves, representing the dispersion of the indivi
dual values around their mean, resembles a Gauss 
curve around both axes z and x. 

The dispersion of S around x equals the disper
sion of mJ. around x, and the values form the 
same frequency curve. 

The dispersion of S around y does not influence 
the positions of the single mJ. The shape of the 
frequency curve may be different from that of the 
Gauss curve. Firstly, the dispersion of S around y 
will be discussed. 

In the observation points 6, 7, 8, 30, and 38 of 
fig. 11 and table VIII, green phyllite occurs, a 
sample (s. 1) of which at point 6 is described in 
table II (see also photograph 18). This green 
phyllite is distinguished from the ordinary quartz 
phyllite by its green colour, its massive appear
ance, and the local presence of pyrite crystals of 
about one centimeter. 

The outcrops are located on an E-W striking 
line. As it is considered probable that the contact 
between green phyllite and quartz phyllite is a 
bedding plane, which is parallel to S (chapter 2), 
it may be assumed that this narrow E-W striking 
zone of green phyllite is the core of a syncline or 
anticline. The S-planes North of this core dip 
toward the South, whereas the S-planes on the 
southside dip toward the North. Consequently, a 
syncline probably exists. The S-planes of the 
points 1-5, 11, 12, and 31-34 (all North of the 
core) are plotted in fig. 13; the S-planes of the 
points 9, 10, 13-29, 36, and 37 (all South of the 
core), in fig. 14. On the northern limb, the strike 
of S :::; 88° and on the southern limb 3 268°. 

This suggests an axial plunge toward the East. 

The mean S of the northern limb is calculated 
as 83° - 81°, and the mean S of the southern limb 
as 280° - 78°. The intersecting line of ~hese planes 
is 90° - 40° (see fig. 15). This line can be com
pared with Sander's (3 (Sander, 1950). Normally 
it represents the axis of a syncline. On the other 
hand, it appears that the mean mJ. equals 89° 
54°. Although these values do not correspond toO 
well, it might be expected that the axes of the 
minor folds are parallel to the axes of the major 
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Fig. 13
 

The 10 S-planes of the northern limb of the syncline of
 
Monguelfo (Schmidt net, lower hemisphere).
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Fig. 14
 

The 19 S-planes of the southern limb of the syncline of
 
Monguelfo (Schmidt net, lower hemisphere).
 

folds. This assumption, however, is geometrically 
not possible, as is proved in chapter 12. 

If the positions of the S-planes were determined 
exclusively by folding about the subhorizontal 
axes of the major folds, y would be subhori
zontal. The actual position of y is explained as 
follows. 

The minor folding also produced folds on a 
larger scale. The measured S-planes lie as well on 
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Fig. 15
 

Construction of the intersecting line between the mean S
 
of northern and southern limbs of the syncline of MongueJfo
 
(Schmidt net, lower hemisphere). For further explanation
 

see text.
 

the limbs of the major syncline as well as on the 
limbs of slight folds belonging to the minor fol
ding phase. It has been attempted to measure S
planes which were not affected by the minor fol
ding phase. However, this influence cannot be 
avoided entirely. The question may be posed 
whether the S-poles are scattered in the x, z
plane or in the vertical N -5 striking plane which 
i'; at right angles to the subhorizontal E-W striking 
axis of major folding (y'). 

This question is answered by the construction 
of the intersecting line of both mean limbs of the 
syncline, which line has a position of 90 0

- 400 

(see fig. 15). The dip lies between 54° (dip of y) 
and 00 (dip of y'). This question can be solved also 
by a more exact method. 

Fig. 16 is a pole diagram of S, in which the x, 
z-plane, located between the x, z- and ,,', z-planes, 
ted. The position will be calculated of the x", 
z-plane, located between the x, z- and x', z-planes, 
and in which S is scattered around an y"-axis. 
All poles of S are supposed to lie in westward dip
ping planes with strike z. The hade, of these 
planes are given in table X *). When the S-poles 
are subparallel to z, the resulting hade is not accu
rate. All the S-poles, forming an angle with z 

*) The hade is the dip's complement. 

TABLE X 

Hades of N-S striking planes, containing the numbered
 
S-poles (see table VIII).
 

718° 
Mean hade 

22 

- illdicates S-pole, which forms an angle with z smaller 
than 91/2 0 

, and has been omitted. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5
 
6
 
7
 
8
 
9
 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 24° 
17 62° 
18 34° 
19 _ 7° 
20 60° 
21 80° 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 

22 
2 

i = 1 

smaller than 9%0, have been omitted. The 9%° 
cones around z are shown in fig. 16. 

The mean hade of the planes is 33 o. This corres
ponds with the dip of the y"-axis. The angle be
tween x, z and x", z (x, z /\ x", z) = 21 0 , and 
(x', z /\ x", z) = 33 0 

• It is assumed that the hade 
of the x", z, which has been introduced, is a meas
ure for determining the influence by which S was 
affected by minor folding. These S-planes were 
originally dispersed around y'. Later folding 
around y, however, caused the actual dispersion 
around ytf, which has an intermediate position 
between y' and y. 
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Fig. 16 

Pole diagram (Schmidt net, lower hemisphere) of the 33 
S-planes of Monguelfo. For further explanation see text. 

If this disturbing influence had not been present, 
y" would equal y'. If the influence of the minor 
folding would largely exceed the influence of the 
major folding, y" would equal y. 

From the preceding considerations it follows 
that the theory of two phases of folding, based on 
other regional data, appears to be in better agree
ment with the data obtained in a small sampling 
region than the hypothesis of minor folds being 
parallel to major folds. 

The above analysis gives another result. A mean 
S was calculated of 275° - 88°. The geometrical 
meaning of this mean S is obvious. It is a first 
approximation of the axial plane of a syncline. It 
is better to apply the mean between the mean S of 
both limbs. The southern limb contributes too 
much to the above value, as most observation 
points are located on this limb. The mean between 
263° - 99° (northern limb) and 280° - 78° (south
ern limb) is given by the bisecting line of the poles, 
and is 273° - 91 0, which indeed is somewhat dif
ferent from 275° - 88°. 

This difference is due to the fact that the mean 
of the schistosity-planes varies about the y-axis or 
more precisely about the y"-axis in the sample 
region. The frequency curve, with a particular 
shape by reflecting folding around an axis, scarse
ly influences the frequency curves of the minor 
folds around x and z. 

It is emphasized that merely calculating of the 
mean from the measurements is not correct. The 
shape of the frequency curves must be checked by 
pole diagrams and contourlines. The lnfluence of 
a varying mean on the frequency curve will be 
discussed in chapter 9. 

§ 7D	 Dispersion of minor folds around x and z 
with application 0 f Pearson's r: test. 

The frequency distribution of the individual 
m.f.'s around their mean in an ideal case is twO
dimensional normal. This was indicated by com
paring a cross section of the observed distribution 
of the 35 minor folds with a Gauss curve (Agter
berg, 1959). This comparison was according to a 
method which will be discussed here more exten
sively. First, Pearson's r: test is applied, which 
generally is used in statistics to test a certain hypo
thesis on the shape of the frequency curve of the 
population. 

A certain observed distribution may resemble 
a predictable theoretical distribution. Pearson has 
found	 a method for checking the observed data 
and those calculated by means of the formula 
which corresponds with this theoretical distribu
tion. 

In the present case, it is assumed that the popu
lation to which the 35 minor folds belong, has an 
isotropic two-dimensional normal distribution. If 
this is correct, each cross section of the sample 
through the mean will result in a histogram resem
bling a Gauss curve. As the population consists of 
numerous values, the sample of measurements may 
have numerous different shapes, the most probable 
of which are Gauss curves. r: is a value of the pro
bability that the sample actually is taken from an 
isotropic two-dimensional normal distribution 
with parameters M and a which correspond with 
the estimations as calculated from the sample. 

The single measurements are combined in a 
histogram. The classes are plotted on an x-axis, 
and the number of observations in each class on 
the y-axis. 

Our basic hypothesis of the population having 
an isotropic two-dimensional' normal frequency 
distribution, is based on the following consider
ations. The 35 minor folds have been plotted in a 
pole diagram with stereographic projection 
(Wulff net). In this projection a circle on the 
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sphere is projected as a circle in the corresponding 
diagram. 

When the two-dimensional frequency distribu
tion of minor folds around their mean is isotropic, 
the frequencies will diminish equally in all direc
tions. The class boundaries are cone-shaped. The 
constructed contourlines of the diagrams are the 
projections of these cones, and must be circles. 
Indeed the shapes of the different contourlines 
approximate circles as is shown in fig. 18. In con
clusion, it may be stated that the distribution is 
isotropic two-dimensional. The distribution fol
lows the normal, which is based on the following 
assumptions. 

In statistics, a normal distribution is frequently 
observed, and can be explained by the so-called 
"Expanded theorem of de Moivre" (Freudenthal, 
1957). This learns that a distribution is normal 
when three conditions are fulfilled. 

1.	 The causes from which the deviations from the 
mean originate, are numerous. 

2.	 The causes are independent of one another. 

3.	 The effect of each cause of dispersion is small 
as compared to the effect ~f all causes together. 

These three general conditions are readily ful
filled in general, and can be expected to be ful
filled in our example. Consequently, an isotropic 
two-dimensional normal distribution may be ex
pected and will be discussed. 

A normal distribution has three parameters, the 
situation of M, and the values M and a. The num
ber of the so-called "degrees of freedom" of the 
sample taken from the normal distributed popu
lation equals the quantity of classes minus the 
number of parameters of the theoretical distribu
tion. One degree of freedom is required at least, 
and four classes must consequently be formed. 

Further Cramer (1946) proved that each class 
must have more than five observations. When 
these two conditions are fulfilled, the test can be 
applied. 

x2 is defined as r i zP (Ei - Fi)2 
1=1 Pi 

p is the number of classes
 
L is observed and Fi is calculated frequency.
 

The technique of the calculation is given in 
diagram 17 and table XI. Around the mean of the 
minor folds 89° - 54°, cones with a regularly in-

Fig. 17 

Pole diagram (Wulff net, lower hemisphere) of 35 axes of 
minor folds at Monguelfo. The calculated mean M = 89° 
-54°, around M cones have been constructed with top 
angles of 6°, 12°, 18°, 24°, and 30° respectively. Cross 
strokes of boundary values point to adjacent class to which 

these values are considered to belong. 

creasing top angle of 6° have been constructed. 
These cones are the class boundaries of fi. 

A few single values coincide with the class 
boundaries and are considered to belong to one of 
the adjacent classes. This is not done systemati
cally, as the minimum class number had to be 
reached in class 3. This method is permitted by the 
following reasoning. Different values are located 
on the same class boundary, due to inexact meas
uring. When a more exact method of measuring 
would be possible, the values would probably be 
scattered around the class boundary. The class 
boundaries can be shifted somewhat in order to 

adapt the frequencies to those of table XI. The re
quired shiftings from the originally 6° boundaries 
are so small that the other values of table XI are 
affected to a negligible degree only. The classes 
4 - 7 are combined to reach a frequency larger 
than 5. The result is four classes with each more 
than 5 observations. The Fi will be calculated 
from the standardized cumulative normal distri
bution with a = 1. It is known that a = 14°.4 for 
the population. 

The values Xi and Yi for the class boundaries of 
the standardized distribution are given in table 
XI. 
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TABLE XI
 

Method for calculating X2 •
 

.2i 

class- number i : 7 6 5 4 3 2
 
class- boundary : 30° 24° 18° 12° 6° 0°
 

2,9169 2.5002 2.0835 1.6668 1.2501 0.8334 0.4167 0 

0,0019 0.00621 0.01876 0.04746 0.1056 0.2033 0.3372 0.5000 

0.00 0,01 0,04 0,09 0,21 0.41 0,67 1,00 

0.01 0,03 0,05 0.12 0.20 0,26 0,33 1.00 

0,35 1.05 1,75 4.20 7.00 9.10 ll,55 35.00 
' 

7,35 

7 6 10 12 

0.35 1.00 0,90 0.45 

0,1225 1,00 0.81 0.2025 

X20.017	 0,143 0.089 0,018 = 0.275 

The values Yi have been doubled because the 
classes are located on either side of the mean. 
Fi' = yi - yi-1 
and Pi = 35. Fi', which brings out the required 
normal distribution pattern with a = 14°.4. 

These values resemble the fi. 

The difference amounts to L..i = 1Fi - fi I. 
L...2 

For L:.i, L:.?, and~-l ,see table XL 
Fi 

L...2 
X2 1= ~i - Fi = 0.267. 

This value must be compared to the fractiles of 
the x2 distribution (see e.g. tables of Hald, 1960). 

With one degree of freedom a r = 0.275 is 
found with 60 % confidence in this case. By ap
plying the t test, the common confidence level is 
selected at 5 %. When this value is not reached, 
the test hypothesis should be rejected. 

When the value is surpassed, the basic hypothe
sis is considered to be correct. Vistelius (1960) was 
very cautious and assumed 50 % confidence be
cause he had no data about the mutual indepen
dence of his observations. As mentioned in our 
example, the independence was proved and 5 % 
confidence has been accepted, which corresponds 
to a X2 = 3.84. 

Our calculated r is actually smaller than 3.84 
and even below r = 0.455, which corresponds 
with the 50 % level of Vistelius. 

Consequently, our initial assumption that the 
distribution is isotropic two-dimensional normal, 
may be considered to be correct. 

§ 7E	 Contour analysis of the frequency distri
bution of the minor folds. 

In fig. 18 eight contourlines have been plotted. 
These contourlines represent the density of the in
dividual values around the mean, and can be com
pared to the frequency distribution. The relation 
between the contourlines and the frequency curve 
will be discussed. 

w 

Fig. 18
 

Pole diagram (Wulff net, lower hemisphere) of 35 axes of
 
minor folds at Monguelfo. Each cross stroke represents a
 
measurement. The 3-9-17-26-34--43-57% contours 
have been drawn, the 63% contour is represented by a 

black dot. 

It has been stated before that the shape of the 
contourlines indicates an isotropic distribution. 
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The irregular contourlines may be replaced by cir
cles representing an equal area (0). The intersec
ting lines of the contour cones with the sphere are 
circles and the radii of these circles (measured on 
the sphere) can be derived from the formula 

rmean = V~ .This mean is the arc correspon

ding to the top angle of the cone. However, we 
are dealing with the projections of the circles on 
the sphere. These projections are also circles in 
stereographic projection, but of a different size. 
When the dispersion is small the above formula 
is an useful approximation. 

A test-curve has been constructed (fig. 19) giving 
the relation between the area of the projected cone 
in mm2 (abcis) and the top angle of the cones in 
degrees (ordinate). This curve can only be used 
when the cone axis dips 540 

, as does the mean 
minor fold of the present example. 

500 1000 ,soo 2000 2500 .000 

area of projected Cone in mm;2 

(net radius: IDem) 

Fig. 19
 

Test-curve giving the relation between the area of a projected
 
cone and the cone's top angle. The cone axis dips 54°.
 

This test-curve can be readily calculated from 
fig. 17, in which cones with known top angles are 
shown. Its shape resembles a parabola as could 
be expected from the mentioned formula. 

The areas enclosed by the contourlines are deter
mined by counting squares with an area of a mm2 

(see table XII). 

It is obvious that these areas are proportional 
to the net area. A net with a net radius of 10 cm 
was used. 

The frequency curve is formed by plotting the 
contour % against the top angle of its correspon
ding cone (fig. 20), and resembles a Gauss curve. 

To continue the analysis and to calculate the (j 

of this frequency distribution this observed fre-

TABLE XII
 
Relation between contoured area and top angle of
 

corresponding cone.
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Fig. 20
 

Frequency curve of 35 ro.f. at Monguelfo showing a contour
 
% against the top angle of its corresponding cone.
 

quency curve will be compared with the theore
tical Gauss curve, this time following a graphical 
method. 

Fig. 21 is a histogram of the distribution. The 
class boundaries lie between the top angles of the 
cones which correspond with the constructed 
contours. The height of each class is given by the 
percentage of these contours. 

'/~61 
t::rl u 30 

'0 
20 

.... 
10 

10' o· '0' 
top angle of cone in degrees 

Fig. 21 

Histogram of 35 ro.f. at Monguelfo. 
For explanation see text. 

a will be calculated by means of the cumulative 
frequency curve. Table XIII gives the mode of 
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calculation for one half of the curve. It has an be normal, a = 0.159. In the table, this value ap
area of 770% units. The total area must be 1541 1h pears to correspond with a top angle of 12°. It is 
units for the sake of symmetry. The single values indeed assumed that we are dealing with a normal 
of the cumulative curve are standardized by divi distribution with a = 12°. 
ding them by 1541 1/2 units. When the curve would 

TABLE XIII 
Method for calculating the standardized cumulative frequency curve. 

these values are for half a curve only 

top angle of cone 
class boundaries 
width of class 
contour percentage 
area of column 
cumulative area 
ditto, standardized 

35° 
30° 

10° 

3% 
30 
30 

0.019 

25° 
20° 

7Vz° 

9% 
67V2 

97V2 
0.063' 

17V20 
15° 

4° 

17% 
68 

165V2 
0.108 

13V2° 
12° 

2%° 
26% 
71Vz 
237 
0.154 

10%° 
9V2° 

2V2o 

34% 
85 

322 
0.208 

81;4° 
7° 

2Vz° 
43% 
107V2 
429V2 
0.278 

5%° 

4V20 

3Vz° 
57% 
199V2 
629 
0.407 

21;4° 
0° 

4Vz° 

63% 
141% 
770% 
0.500 

To test this supposition, the cumulative curve 
has been plotted on probability paper on which 
a cumulative normal curve appears as a single 
straight line. 

The straight line, which may be expected for a 
normal distribution with a = 12°, has been drawn 
in fig. 22. 

Our assumption appears to be correct because 
all points of the cumulative frequency curve prac
tically coincide with this line. 

The single points may be scattered around this 
line within certain limits. 

'/, /.t 99 // . 
GJ 95 //0 
u 90 
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u 50 
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top angle of cone in degrees 

Fig. 22 

The distribution of 35 m.f. at Monguelfo plotted on 
probability paper on which a cumulative normal curve 
appears as a straight line. A normal distribution with 0 

12°	 is represented with its 95 % confidence limits. 

In fig. 22 the 95 % limits are drawn which are 
generally taken for confidence. When one or more 
values lie outside these limits, the basic hypothesis 

must be rejected. In our example, however, a nor
mal distribution is observed. *) 

It is remarkable that the above method results 
in a dispersion of 12° which differs from the 
value a = 14 0 .4 applied before. 

The dispersion will be determined by other 
methods. Firstly, methods for calculating the 
mean will be discussed. 

§ 7F Methods for calculating the Mean of a pop
ulation of tectonic elements; General. 

In the preceding pages, the mutual independence 
of adjacent measurements at Monguelfo, compo
sing a sample, has been proved. This sample re
presents the population adequately. This popula
tion possesses one mean with single values scat
tered around it. The frequency distribution in 
this ideal case is isotropically two-dimensional 
normal. 

Before starting to calculate the properties of a 
population from a sample, it must be ascertained 
that the sample indeed represents one single popu
lation. A priori, it is possible that a sample con
tains values of different populations. To check 
this, a pole diagram of the sample should be con
structed. Only when a single maximum appears, it 

*)	 The limits are derived from Hald's (1957) fig. 6.12. 
and have been calculated for a binomial distribution 
with n = 100, which fairly well approaches a normal 
distribution. This method can be criticized, as shown 
by Hald. But for the present case, it gives the required 
information. 
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is permitted to calculate the properties of the cor
responding population. Tectonic geologists gener
ally consider the net maxima only, and students of 
paleomagnetism calculate the mean according to 
Fisher (1953). 

We found many samples with a dipersion too 
strong to apply the net maximum method, and the 
mean had to be calculated. To be consistent, a sim
plified method for calculating the mean has been 
applied to all samples. 

The first procedure with a sample is to con
struct a pole diagram and to apply this to the 
interpretation of the properties of the popula
tion(s). 

§ 7G Application of the Pole diagram. 

Tectonic geologists generally use projections to 
represent lines, planes, and cones in the horizontal 
plane, such as the stereographic projection 
(Wulff net) and the equivalent azimuth projection 
of Lambert (Schmidt net). 

In the stereographic projection, a cone is pro
jected as a circle. 

In the Schmidt net a cone is projected as an ellip
se, but the area of this ellipse equals the area of the 
spherical surface cut by the cone. For this reason, 
the Schmidt net is also called the equal-area net. 
This projection generally was applied by us, using 
lower hemisphere. *) 

All measurements in the Crystalline of the stu
died regions are mentioned in appendix II with 
their grid co-ordinates. These co-ordinates are 
accurate up to 50 m. 

The measurements in a certain region have been 
combined into one sample, the pole diagram of 
which is given in appendix III. 

Tectonic geologists generally publish these dia
grams only, but these diagrams do not show the 
geographical positions of the single values, and the 
size of the sample regions is unknown. Further 
the single observation points can be grouped in 

*) For indicating planes and lines the method of Trooster 
was followed (Trooster and Van Landewijk, 1958). 
The strike of a plane is not only the horizontal line in 
that plane, but also the direction of the horizontal line 
obtained by 90° anticlockwise turning of the direction 
of dip of the plane. 
The azimuth of a line is determined by the direction of 
dip of the line. 

many ways. Our method of combining samples is 
one of various methods possible. 

In the regions studied, the mean varies rather 
strongly in some places. This necessitates a careful 
determining of the location of the mean which we 
calculated from the co-ordinates as given in ap
pendix II. 

Diagram 17 of App. III shows the 33 poles of 
S-planes and the 35 mJ. at Monguelfo. The single 
measurements are given in table VIII. 

In this case, the minor folds were mostly deter
mined by measuring the angle of rake in the S
plane. The angle of rake of a line in a plane is 
the angle between the strike of the plane and the 
line itself, measured in the direction of dip. The 
minor fold is plotted in the pole net as the inter
secting point of a) the projection of the S-plane 
and b) the cone with the S-strike as axis and the 
angle of rake as top angle. 

In many places, however, the minor folding is 
so strong that no exact S can be measured. In such 
cases, the m.f. is determined by its azimuth and 
dip. In the Pusteria region the number of measure
ments of mJ.largely exceeds the S. When in other 
regions the number of mJ. in a certain place ex
ceeds the number of S, this place is strongly 
folded. 

When all poles of a sample have been plotted 
in the net, contourlines can be constructed. The 
usual technique is applied, counting with a circle 
with an area of 1 % of the net area (e.g. as des
cribed by Sander, 1950). However, the generally 
small number of elements allowed a rapid way of 
counting as the most exact method. 

• .1. maximum. r.
... 
~3

• •
• 

3 

Fig. 23 

Part of the margin of a hypothetic distribution. For cal
culation of the contour % the number 3 must be multiplied 
by 1/ll' 100%, with n being the number of plotted measure

ments. For further explanation see text. 

Fig. 23 illustrates the following possibilities. 
Firstly, the 1 % counter can be moved towards 
the maximum and is stopped when it contains a 
certain number of points (being 3 in the example). 
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This number is indicated in the centre of the 1 % 
area. By connecting the equal numbers by moving 
the counter from all possible directiom, the result 
is the geometrical locus of points, which exactly 
contains the above mentioned required number of 
points. The contourlines have been constructed in 
this manner. 

However, the counter can be moved also away 
from the maximum. Following the same proce
dure, another contour would be obtained which 
lies within the first one, but which has an equal 
percentage. Both lines are iso-density lines. 

It is evident that the method of indicating the 
number obtained from a non-systematic use of the 
counter produces a contour with an irregular 
shape between the above mentioned contourlines. 
This irregular line is actually not an iso-density 
line, but it differs slightly from such a line. 

The iso-density lines have been constructed 
within the horizontal plane. Strictly, the iso-den
sity lines should be determined on the sphere and 
then be projected on the net. The result differs 
negligibly from the constructed contour picture, 
as all single measurements determining the shape 
of contours are projected in the right place. The 
1 % circle may be replaced by 1 % ellipses which 
are the projections of 1 % circles on the sphere. 
As this method is seldom applied and the devia
tions from the common method are so small, it has 
not been used. 

The sample of Monguelfo consists of 35 mJ. 
which have been plotted in the Schmidt net (dia
gram 17 of App. III) as well as in the Wulff net 
(figure 18). The position of the maximum can be 
estimated by the centre of one of the central con
tours. For the Schmidt net it appears to be 
91 ° -54° for the 23 % contour, and for the Wulff 
net 91 0 - 56° for the 51 % contour, and 90° - 53° 
for the 63 % contour. These small differences 
show the approximate character of the obtained 
maXIma. 

The maximum coincides with the mean when 
the population possesses two symmetry planes at 
right angles to each other. The present population 
of mJ. is isotropic and all planes through the 
mean mJ. are symmetry planes. In this case, the 
maximum coincides with the mean to be calcu
lated also. 

From the diagrams of appendix III it appears 
that the condition of two symmetry planes being 

at right angles to each other is more or less fulfil
led for about all studied populations. The distri
bution, however, is generally not isotropic. It was 
stated in another paper (Agterberg, 1959) that the 
dispersion of mJ. within the mean S or around z 
of fig. 12 is not equal to the dispersion of mJ. and 
S around x. When the S-planes have not been 
folded by major folds, no important dispersion 
around x can exist, as the S are subhorizontal. This 
conclusion is supported by the pole diagrams 
showing that the scattering around z generally 
exceeds the dispersion around x. 

It may be assumed that the common frequency 
distribution of tectonic elements is non-isotropic 
two-dimensional normal in an ideal case. When 
the normal character has been disturbed two sym
metry planes at right angles are still present. For 
the mJ. they are x, y and y, z and for the S: x, z 
and y, z. 

When the dispersion of mJ. and S around x is 
small, one might assume that this may be partially 
explained by measuring errors. Measuring errors 
are generally distributed according to a Gauss 
curve. It is assumed that our measuring errors also 
belong to equal isotropic two-dimensional distri
butions around the actual position of the measured 
tectonic element. These errors have to be added to 
the natural frequency distribution. 

According to statistics the sum of two or more 
independent normal distributions of the same 
element results in another normal distribution 
with a somewhat greater dispersion. 

The contribution of the measuring errors, 
however, can be neglected in our case as strike, 
azimuth, and dip can be observed up to one de
gree. The rounding off to 5° generally applied is 
justified by the variation of the tectonic elements 
within a single outcrop. 

The value of the pole diagram lies in its easy 
picture of the sample. The contours are con
structed from adjacent points. This means that 
the maximum is formed also by its adjacent points. 

Removed points do not contribute to the maxi
mum. It may be possible that these removed points 
of the sample do not belong to the population. E.g. 
they may belong to slumped blocks. In this case, 
their contribution to the mean, which always exists 
when calculating the mean, introduces an error.. 

Consequently, the maximum may be a better ap
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proximation for the population mean than the 
calculated mean. 

Such an assumption cannot be proved. The in
fluence of a single deviating measurement can be 
neglected. If it could be proved, the influence of 
single deviating measurements can be observed 
and eliminated. Rotations in opposite directions 
may neutralize these influences on the mean. 

Many of our diagrams do not show a distinct 
maximum and this manner of determining the 
mean has not been applied for constructing our 
maps. The mean has been calculated, and all 
measurements of the sample have been considered. 

§ 7H Calculation of the Mean of a population. 

Every line may be considered as a unit vector. 
The angles of the single mJ. with three rectangu
lar axes V, E, and S (Vertical, East, and South) 
are given in table VIII with the cosines of these 
angles, being the direction-cosines of the single 
mJ. Their means have to be divided by the square 
root of the sum of their squares to find the direc
tion-cosines of the resultant vector. 

This pole appears to be 91 ° - 54°, or with the 
magnetic . 89° - 5 4°, th'IS vaIue wascorrectlOn: 
used before. 

This method is rather cumbersome and it was 
tried to find another method which can be easily 
applied and which is sufficiently accurate. 

It appears that the mean S is adequately repre
sented by the mean strike and the mean dip, and 
the mean mJ. by the mean azimuth and the mean 
dip. 

In appendix II these means for all samples have 
been calculated. They have been plotted in the 
diagrams of appendix III. Upon a preliminary 
comparison these means appear to correspond 
satisfactorily with the maxima (tables XVI-XXI). 
Possible deviations can be ascribed to the asym
metry of the distribution. 

For our present example, a mean azimuth and a 
mean dip of 88° and 53° were calculated, which 
correspond fairly well with the resultant vector 
of 89° - 54°. 

A third method to calculate the mean is to 
determine the mean angle of rake within the mean 
S. These two values are respectively 124° and 
275° - 88° (table VIII), corresponding to a mean 
of 91° -56°. 

§ 71 Median. 

Instead of the mean values the medians of these 
values may be determined. All values are placed 
in ascending order. The middle value is called the 
median. In the case of the 35 mJ. at Monguelfo, 
the median is 88° - 54°. 

When the median is taken from a symmetrical 
distribution, as in the case of Monguelfo, the 
median equals the mean. When asymmetry occurs, 
the median and the mean are different. The con
tribution of some strongly deviating measure
ments to a median is smaller than to a mean. When 
such deviating measurements occur, the median 
will take an intermediate position between the 
mean and the maximum. Table XXI serves to 
compare the means and the medians of the M. 
Spico region. 

§ 7] Graphical calculation of the Resultant 
Vector. 

A graphical method will be discussed as the last 
method for calculating the mean. This method is 
based on the fact that determining the mean be
tween two lines is rapidly done in a stereographic 
or equal-area net. 

Both lines are rotated in a great circle and the 
bisecting line can be determined. The resultant 
vector of four unit vectors can also be found in 
this way, by combining the two resultants of two 
unit vectors. When the number of unit vectors is 
not a whole power of two, the problem can be 
solved otherwise. In the case of Monguelfo, the 
number of 35 mJ. is resolved to the largest possible 
power of two plus a rest: 35 = 25 + 2 + 1. 

These three vectors can be calculated according 
to the mentioned method. 

Observations 1 - 35 of table VIII result III a 
vector of 93°-54°; observations 36-37 gIve 
68° - 48° and 38 = 120° - 45°. 

These values must be added by two additions 
to determine the resultant vector again. 

32 

b) 
Fig. 24
 

Two vector diagrams for calculating the mean mJ. at
 
Monguelfo. For explanation see text.
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At first, 68° - 48° and 120° - 45° are added in 
their common plane 358° - 49°. The angle be
tween the vectors is 36°. The graphical vector ad
dition is shown in fig. 24. The 36 - 37 vector con
sists of two unit vectors, and its contribution to 
the resultant has been taken twice. It appears that 
the angle between the 36 - 37 vector and the resul
tant within 358° - 49° is 12°, which determines 
the resultant. Similarly, this resultant can be com
bined with the 1 - 35 vector; the lengths of the 
vectors are in the proportion of 32 and 3. The ulti
mate result is a vector 90° - 54° (with magnetic 
correction). 

This chapter may be concluded with table XIV 
showing the mean, as determined according to dif
ferent methods. 

TABLE XIV 

Different values of the mean axis of minor folds 
at Monguelfo. 

DIFFERENT VALUES OF THE MEAN 

(with magnetic correction) 

calculated resultant vector 890 - 54° 

centre 57% contour, Wulff net 910 - 56° 

centre 63% contour, Wulff net 90° - 53° 
centre 23% contour, Schmidt net 910 - 54° 
mean azimuth and dip 880 - 53° 
mean S / mean rake = 275°-88° / 124° ~ 910 - 56° 
median of azimuth and dip 880 - 54° 

graphical resultant vector 90° - 54° 

§ 7K Dispersion, a, and Accuracy of the mean. 
The dispersion of the mean am, indicating the 

o 
accuracy, is am = V n 

Column x of table VIII shows the deviation of 
the mJ. from the mean 89° - 54°. a has been cal
culated according to the formula of § 7A at 
a = 14°.4. This value was used in applying the 
x2 test. 

From the cumulative frequency distribution, 
calculated from the contours, a -:- 12°.0 was ob
tained. 

Table XV shows other values of o. 
Table VIII shows the deviations of the single 

azimuths, y, from the mean azimuth 90° (without 
magnetic correction). Consequently, a y = 19.°6. 

The y's correspond with the angles between the 
individual mJ. and their mean, 1>', within y , z 
(fig. 12) according to the formula: tg X o' = 
tg xy• cos 54°. 

with xy = deviation of y from mean 1', and 
X o' = deviation of 1>' from mean 1>' 
(54° = dip of mean). 

This reduction, however, can be made by a 
direct method utilizing a net. It appears that a0' = 
12°.0. 

The dispersion within y, z can also be calculated 
directly from the deviations of the single 1>'s from 
the mean angle of rake (Column X o of table VIII). 

Therefore 0 0 = 12°.0. 
At last 0a = 10°.2 for the dispersion in x , y. 

TABLE XV 

Different values of the dispersion, 0, of the minor folds 
at Monguelfo. 

DIFFERENT VALUES OF THE DISPERSION, 0 

2:><2 7002 0 = 14.°4 

2:><y2 12995 ~ Oy = 19.°6 ~ 0 0' 12.°0 

2:><0 2 4170 0 0 12.°0 

2:xa 2 3526 0a 10.°2 

From cumulative frequency distribution from contours 
o = 12.°0 

§ 7L Fisher's formula. 

Students of paleomagnetism generally apply 
Fisher's formula 

n - R l/n-l
1 - cos e = R {e/p)· - 1} 

o = top angle of cone of confidence 
n = number of vectors 
R = length of Resultant vector with 
R2 = (.2 cos ai)2 + (.2 cos {Ji)2 + (.2 cos Yi)2 

i j 

confidence.
 
ai, {Ji, and yi are the angles between a certain vector
 
i and the three rectangular axes of the co-ordinates
 
system.
 

p = probability of the mean being located 
within the cone of confidence with top angle e. 

The formula can only be applied in the case of 
an isotropic two-dimensional normal distribution 
(Fisher, 1953, p. 296), as it has been derived for 
this distribution. For this reason, we may apply 
the formula to the sample of mJ. at Monguelfo. 

Generally, p = 5 % is selected. In this case, 
R

and as - = 0.967 and n = 35: e = 4° 21'. 
n 

All means of table XIV, determined according 
to different methods, lie within this 5 % cone of 
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Fisher's formula concerns a normal distribution. 
Whether it can be applied or not should be tested. 
The supposition that a distribution of paleomag
netic or tectonic values is always normal, and that 
Fisher's formula can be applied, is not correct. 

E.g. secular variations might cause the scattering 
of the direction of magnetization of specimens 
(van Hilten, 1960). These variations act with a 
relatively strong effect and this is in contradiction 
to the conditions for normal distribution (§ 7D). 

It is emphasized that the normal character of a 
frequency distribution has to be checked. 

It is obvious that it would be too cumbersome 

to apply all different methods discussed in the 
present chapter to the + 500 measurements 
samples collected. 

For each sample, however, the following data 
are gIven: 

1.	 the single measurements with their co-ordi
nates (App. II) 

2.	 a pole diagram (Schmidt net) ('\pp. III) 

3.	 an approximation of the population mean 
(App. II and III). 

The approximate method (nr. 3) will be discus
sed in the following chapter. 

CHAPTER 8
 

ACCURACY OF THE APPROXIMATE METHOD OF CALCULATING THE POPULATION
 
MEAN
 

It will be attempted to prove the following 
theorem: The azimuth and dip of the mean of a 
distribution of tectonic elements are sufficiently 
approximated by the mean azimuth and the mean 
dip of the individual elements. 

The tectonic elements under discussion are the S 
and mJ. of appendix II. It was stated before that 
the diagrams of appendix III apparently permit 
the conclusion that all distributions possess twO 
planes of symmetry at right angles to each other. 
The very existence of this idealized geometry is 
caused by the relation between the mean S apd the 
mean mJ. When the co-ordinates of rig. 12 are 
maintained, the planes of symmetry are x , y and 
y , z for mJ., and x , z and y , z for S. 

The basic theorem may be formulated as: The 
azimuth and dip of the mean of a distribution of 
tectonic elements with two planes of symmetry at 
right angles are sufficiently approximated by the 
mean azimuth and the mean dip of the single 
elements. 

The proof consists of two parts: 
A.	 One of the planes of symmetry is vertical. 
B.	 None of the planes of symmetry is vertical. 

§ 8A	 One of the planes of symmetry of the dis
tribution is vertical. 

This part of the theorem can be proved in two 
steps: 

1) Vertical planes are constructed through all 
single lines. All these planes scatter around the 
vertical plane of symmetry containing the mean. 

The mean strike of these vertical planes is equal 
to the strike of the plane of symmetry, or the 
mean azimuth equals the azimuth of the mean. 

2) Cones are constructed with a vertical axis 
through all single lines. The mean of these cones 
equals the mean dip and is a plane at right angles 
to the vertical plane of symmetry. As this plane is 
not flat, it does not coincide with the other plane 
of symmetry of the distribution. The approxima
tion is only correct when it can be considered as a 
flat plane within that part of the distribution con
taining most lines. 

To prove the theorem, the deviation between 
mean dip and dip of the mean must be calculated 
for a number of models. 

These models should answer two requirements. 
They should approximate the observed distribu
tions, and they must be suited for a simple analy
sis. When both these requirements are contradic
tory, a model must be found that can be analyzed, 
and showing a deviation exceeding the deviation 
of the approximated distribution. 

The only model for the observed distributions 
which can be utilized for simple analysis and 
which contains all possible forms and positions, is 
the cone-chaped linear distribution. Within the 
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cone all lines are regularly distributed and equal 
areas of its projection in the Schmidt net will con
tain an equal number of lines. The parameters of 
this distribution are its top angle and the angle 
between its axis and the vertical. Starting point 
of our considerations is a cone with a small top 
angle and with a steeply dipping axis. The projec
tions of these cones in the central area of the 
Schmidt net can be approximated by circles. 

Fig. 25 shows a cone with a top angle of 15° 
and an axis dipping 75° toward the South. The 
direction of dip does not influence the deviation 
which will be calculated. 

\ 

-------1E 

Fig. 25 

(Schmidt net, lower hemisphere) For explanation see text. 

The mean dip of the lines of this cone-shaped 
distribution are determined by dividing the circle 
in two parts by another circle, the centre of which 
coincides with the net centre. The cone has been 
projected as a circle. The diameter of this circle, 
which is perpendicular to the NS line of the net, 
is drawn. This line divides the distribution into 
two equal parts. Then, a circle is sought with its 
centre in the net centre, and also dividing the dis
tribution into two equal parts. The areas enclosed 
by this circle, the constructed diameter, and the 
distribution cone above the diameter, must equal 
the area that is enclosed by this circle and the dia~ 

meter. These areas are black in fig. 25. The resul
tant circle corresponds with a cone with vertical 
axis and a top angle of 17°. This top angle is the 

complement of the mean dip. The deviation be
tween mean dip and dip of mean is 2%°. Follow
ing, it will be proved that this deviation of 2%° 
is the maximum deviation for all cone-shaped 
linear distributions with a top angle of 15°. 

Firstly, however, it will be determined which 
distributions are approximated by the latter. All 
observed distributions show a maximum, meaning 
that the frequency increases to this maximum. The 
deviation of a cone-shaped linear distribution is 
stronger than the deviations of all these observed 
distributions of lines inside of the cone of the 
linear distribution, and which have the same ver
tical plane of symmetry. This last condition must 
be fulfilled as it implicates the similarity of the 
azimuth of the mean and the azimuth of the 
approximated mean. 

The distribution of mJ. at Monguelfo can be 
approximated by an isotropic two-dimensional 
normal one. The question arises which isotropic 
two-dimensional normal distribution can be com
pned to our example, or which isotropic two
dimensional normal distribution has a 75 ° South 
dipping axis and a deviation of 21/2° between this 
axis and its mean dip. To solve this problem, first
ly, a model of the isotropic two-dimensional nor
mal distribution is projected. This model must be 
simple in order to carry out the analysis. Its cross 
section is given in the histogram of fig. 26. The 
exterior class boundaries include 96 %of the area 
of a standardized Gauss curve, the interior ones 
48 %. 

48% 

24"10 24% 

. 2.0 0.7 0 07 2.0 
Deviation from the mean (<5'"= 1) 

Fig. 26 
Simplified histogram of a standardized normal distribution. 

A linear distribution is assumed within the three 
classes. The corresponding two-dimensional dis
tribution consists of two circles around the pro
jected 75° dipping axis, with a ratio of the radii of 
about 1 : 3. When this ratio is maintained, the 
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radii may be varied untill the distribution with a 
deviation of 2 1

/2 ° between mean and calculated 
mean is found. 

The solution is shown in fig. 27; the 17%° cone 
divides the resultant distribution into two equal 
parts. 

N 
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Fig. 27 

(Schmidt net, lower hemisphere) For explanation see text. 

The black area in fig. 27 counts eight times as 
much as the shaded areas, as it lies within the 
inner class. As the ratio of the class boundaries is 
1 : 3, the ratio of the class areas is 1 : 8. 

The outer class boundary, which includes 96 % 
of the distribution, has a top angle of about 26°. 
If a histogram as fig. 26 with more classes would 
be constructed, which better approximates the 
Gauss curve, and the position of their most ex
terior class boundary would be calculated, this 
cone would have a top angle of more than 26°. 
This statement appears to be acceptable, consid
ering that the last example with a linear distri
bution within the classes is intermediate between 
the cone-shaped linear distribution with its single 
class and the actual isotropic two-dimensional 
Gaussian distribution with its infinite classes. It 
demonstrates that the models of fig. 26 and fig. 27 
can be used for the distribution of mJ. at Mon
guelfo shown in fig. 18, when the latter would 
have an average dip of 75° instead of 54°, for the 
most exterior class boundaries of fig. 27 and fig. 
18 are the same. 

It may be concluded that the deviation is defi

nitely smaller than 2 1/2 ° for the isotropic two
dimensional distribution of the mJ. at Monguelfo, 
whatever the attitude of the mean may be. 

By means of table XIII the mean dip of the mJ. 
at Monguelfo was calculated to be 53'). The ap
parent deviation of only 1° with the calculated 
mean corresponds with the above conclusion. 

Maintaining a cone-shaped linear distribution 
with a top angle of 15°, it will now be proved 
that the deviation is maximal when the vertical is 
a line coinciding with the cone. 

After having proved this theorem, the top angle 
of the cone will be changed and the maximum 
deviation for all possible cone-shaped linear dis
tributions will be calculated. 

The theorem will be proved in two steps: 

1) The axis dips less than 75° 
2) The axis dips more than 75 0. 

1) The axis of the cone-shaped linear distri
bution with a top angle of 15° dips less than 75°. 
In this case, the top angle of the cone dividing 
the distribution into two equal parts increases. 
This means that the same part of the conical sur
face will better approximate a flat plane, and the 
deviation between the axis and the conical sur
face is smaller. 

Fig. 28 gives two examples of cone axes dipping 
45° and 15°. 
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Fig. 28 

(Schmidt net, lower hemisphere) For explanation see text. 

The cone is projected as an ellipse in the Schmidt 
net. The cone axis does not coincide with the long 
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axis of the ellipse but dips less than the line which 
is represented by the intersecting point of the long 
axis and the NS line. 

The ellipses may be divided into two equal 
parts as in fig. 25. The top angles of the vertical 
cones, which divide the example cones with axes 
making 45° and 75° with the vertical, amount to 
46° and 75° respectively. The deviations are 1° 
and 0°. 

2) The axis dips more thans 75 0. 

In this case, the vertical belongs to the distribu
tion, as do the lines above the EW line of fig. 28 
located inside of the conical surface. This EW line 
i~ a critical line for indicating the dip of the single 
lines. In appendix II, the lines above the EW line 
have been shown with the supplements of their 
dips. 

E.g. any line dipping 80° below the EW line 
changes into a line dipping 100°, being the sup
plement of 80°, above this EW line. 

If this change to the supplement would not oc
cur, the deviation would increase to a maximum 
of as much as 10°.6, which equals CV % . 152)°. 

in case of a vertical distribution axis. 

The deviations in the centre of the net cannot be 
neglected, and this would mean a failing of the 
theorem for distributions with a subvertical mean. 
In some cases, the m.f.'s are subvertical, or the S's 
are subhorizontal, and our mode of notation is 
modified in order to apply our theorem in these 
cases. An example follows. The axis of the cone
shaped linear distribution makes an angle of 6° 
with the vertical in fig. 28. Dips have been indi
cated by their supplements in the shaded region 
above the EW line. One may take the image of 
this area at the other side of the EW line, which is 
shaded also. The mean dip of this shaded area is 
90°, and it is parallel to the vertical. The mean of 
the other, not shaded, part of the distribution has 
been determined in the usual way, by dividing it 
into two equal parts by a vertical cone. In the 
present example, this mean has a dip of 150. 

The actual mean dip of the distribution is the 
resultant vector of two vectors being parallel to 
the vertical and to the mean dip of the not-shaded 
distribution. The length of these vectors is propor
tional to the number of lines of the distribution 
from which they have been determined. 

In our example, the shaded and not-shaded part 

of the distribution equal each other, and the resul
tant vector is parallel to the bisecting line between 
both partial vectors. So, the mean dip amounts 
to 7%° and the deviation is 1% 0. 

According to this method we can calculate the 
deviation for all other cases in which the distri
bution axis dips more than 75 0. For 80° dip, the 
deviation is about 2°. For 90° dip the deviation 
is 0°, which is evident. 

As a result, it has been proved that the deviation 
is maximum when the conical surface is tangent 
to a vertical plane. The maximum deviation may 
be calculated for other cases, as follows. 

Fig. 29 shows other cone-shaped linear distribu
tions with top angles of 15°, 30° and 45° respec
tively. The deviation has been calculated as in the 
case of fig. 28. It increases gradually, as the values 
are 2%°, 4%° and 6%° respectively. The last de
viation belongs to distributions with a dispersion 
exceeding almost all dispersions, mentioned in ap
pendix III. 

N 

Fig. 29 

(Schmidt net, lower hemisphere) For explanation see text. 

In some cases, however, the dispersion of the 
m.f.'s within the mean S is very strong and a ver
tical plane of symmetry is present also. These par
ticular cases, for which the present theorem has not 
been proved, may be approximated by models in 
which the dispersion of m.f. around x has been 
eliminated. 

These models will be discussed in the following 
paragraphs. 
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This first part of the proof of the theorem learns 
that the deviation between mean dip and dip of 
the mean does not exceed a few degrees in most 
cases of distributions having a subvertical plane 
of symmetry. 

This deviation can be avoided by projecting at 
right angles all lines of the distribution to the ver
tical plane of symmetry before calculating the 
mean of the reduced dips. In most cases, however, 
the deviation is so small that it may be neglected. 

The criteria for this methodological deviation 
are determined by the natural deviation between 
sample mean and population mean. 

The possibility has been discussed that e.g. 
slumped blocks may cause a discrepancy between 
these means (§ 7G). When the dispersion of e.g. 
30 dips is strong, one of these dips belonging to a 
boulder may have caused a deviation of 60°. This 
deviation of an individual value results in a devia
tion of 2° for the mean value. This hypothetical 
case already demonstrates that the methodological 
deviation is negligible, as a considerable discrep
ancy has always to be taken into account between 
sample mean and population mean. These natural 
deviations can be estimated by comparing adjacent 
sample means (see chapter 9). 

§ 8B	 None of the planes of symmetry of the dis
tribution is vertical. 

This case particularly refers to mJ. with a rela
tively strong dispersion within the mean S. The S 
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mostly show an isotropic two-dimensional distri
bution in the ideal case and belong to case A). 

If a distribution of mJ. is not isotropic, a ver
tical plane of symmetry must be present when the 
mean S is subvertical or subhorizontal. 

In the case of a dipping mean S, a vertical plane 
of symmetry only exists when the mean mJ. coin
cides with the strike or with the direction of dip 
of the mean S. 

Most samples can be approximated by one of 
these particular cases. 

In consequence of the exceptions and as some 
distributions of mJ. with a vertical plane of sym
metry are not covered by the models of fig. 29, the 
theorem will be verified with models in which the 
distribution lies within a single plane of all pos
sible attitudes. 

Apart from those cases in which the distribution 
of the mJ. covers e.g. more than 90° of rake 
within the mean S, the basic theorem has been 
proved for a distribution with a vertic,11 plane of 
symmetry. 

This vertical plane of symmetry has to be 
replaced by an arbitrary plane to represent a dis
tribution within a single plane. In that case, the 
theorem proves its validity for all distributions 
intermediate between this last type and the iso
tropic type. The last type shows the strongest 
deviations in this series. All possible dispersion 
around the plane of strongest dispersion represents 
an approach to the isotropic case for which the 
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Fig. 31 

Left side: example of graphical calculation of the deviation between the mean azimuth and the azimuth of the population 
mean. Righthand side: ditto for the the mean dip and the dip of the population mean. For further explanation see text. 

I mean 

aZimuth of 

deviations have been proved to be negligible in the 
preceding paragraph. 

If it can be proved that the deviations are 
negligible in the present case, they must be negli
gible for all other distributions with a strong dis
persion. 

The true mean of the distribution can be deter
mined by calculating the mean angle of rake of the 
lines in the plane. The question arises whether 
azimuth and dip of this mean deviate from the 
mean azimuth and dip. To answer this question 
two nomograms (fig. 30) have been constructed. 

The first one gives y, the azimuth, and b, the 
rake, for different rp's. rp = the dip of the plane 
of distribution. 

The formula for the relation between these 
angles is: tg y = cos rp. tg b. 

The second nomogram gives the dip, a, and b 
for different rp's. It is based on: tg a = tg rp . sin y. 

By means of these nomograms the deviations 
can be calculated for all cases. Use had been made 
of the fact that the deviations of a linear distri
bution exceed the deviations of all symmetrical 
distributions with a maximum between the same 
boundaries. 

The mean may be readily determined. It divides 
the projection of the distribution along the rp-line 
on the o-axis in twO equal parts. The mean azi
muth and the mean dip must be calculated from 

the projection of all lines of distribution on the 
y- and a-axes. 

It is obvious that the mean azimuth and the 
azimuth of the mean coincide when the rp-line is 
straight. The curvature of the rp-lines in the nomo
grams is a measure for the deviation. 

In the first diagram, the curvature increases with 
increasing rp. The deviation, however, does not 
exceed a few degrees when the dispersion is not 
too strong. 

Fig. 31 gives an example for rp = 80° and a 
linear distribution with b between 30° and 70°. 
The mean azimuth has been calculated by ap
proximating the rp-curve by constructing a poly
gon consisting of equal distances. The centers of 
these distances have been projected on the y-axis, 
and represent an equal number of lines of the 
linear distribution. Their mean approximates the 
mean azimuth. The deviation is 2°. 

In the same manner, a deviation of 2° has been 
calculated between mean dip and dip of the mean 
for a planimetric linear distribution with rp = 60° 
and 50° <0 <90°. 

If the dispersion is not too strong, the theorem 
i~ applicable to case B), in which none of the 
planes of symmetry is vertical. 

Hitherto, however, a number of cases has been 
left out of consideration. Concerning the cases 
where the m.f. are dispersed very strongly in the 
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mean S, new models have to be constructed. These 
cases cannot be replaced by cone-shaped linear 
distributions. 

The distributions without a vertical plane of 
symmetry have been considered as being inter
mediate between a planimetric distribution and 
an isotropic distribution. Their deviations would 
be smaller than the deviations of the latter, and 
stronger than the deviations of the first case. This 
was permitted as the cone-shaped linear models 
indicated that the deviations of the first case are 
negligible. 

An arbitrary distribution will be considered in 
which the dispersion of one plane (the mean S for 
mJ.) largely exceeds the dispersion in the other 
plane of symmetry. 

Fig. 32 is an example of such a distribution, 
which lies between two tangent planes making 
equal angles with the plane of strongest dispersion 
and being at right angles to the plane of smallest 
dispersion. 

Fig. 32
 

Example of a distribution with two planes of symmetry.
 
The dispersion in the dipping plane exceeds the dispersion
 
in the vertical plane of symmetry. For further explanation
 

see text.
 

The lower tangent plane has been shaded. The 
distribution is assumed to be linear. It is postulated 
that the deviations of a planimetric linear distri
bution in the lower tangent plane - which has the 
same strongest dispersion and the same azimuth of 
axis as the drawn distribution - exceed the de
viations of the drawn distribution. 

To prove this theorem is very simple, as the 
drawn distribution can be divided into a number 
of planimetric linear distributions with the same 

axial azimuth, but lying in an array of planes 
between the two tangent planes. All these plani
metric linear distributions have their own devia
tions. These may be multiplied with the number 
of lines of their distribution, added, and then 
divided by the number of distributions to arrive 
at the deviation of the drawn distribution. This 
resultant deviation will be smaller than the de
viation of all these planimetric linear distributions 
after their projection at right angles to the lower 
tangent plane, as the latter has the greatest rp. 

This deviation in its turn will be smaller than 
the deviation of a linear distribution in a plane 
with the same boundaries, as it has a maximum 
between these boundaries. 

A linear distribution of the same size in the 
lower tangent plane will provide us with a suitable 
model for calculating the deviations. 

The present discussion applies to strongly dis
persed mJ. within the mean S of some meas. sam
ples of the southern Bressanone region and the 
Cima d'Asta region (table XVIII). The dips of the 
mean S are not steep in these regions. Apart from 
<I. single exception at most a 60° dip may be ac
cepted for the lower tangent plane in all cases. 

The maximum deviations in this plane will be 
determined as follows. 

§ 8C	 Deviation between the mean azimuth and 
the azimuth oj the mean in case oj m.j. 
strongly dispersed in a certain plane. 

By approximating the rp = 60° line of fig. 30 
by a polygon the deviation for a linear distribu
tion within this plane can be calculated for 
0° <b <90°. This deviation is 60. 

It is difficult to calculate the maximal devia
tion, which must be approximated. Fig. 33 gives 
the rp = 60° curve, which has been approximated 
by two straight lines. 

The first one connects (b = 0, y = 0) with 
(b = 57°, y = 32°) and the second one (b = 57°, 
I' = 32°) with (b = 90°, y = 90°). 

The centre point of the first part of this simple 
polygon has a I' = 17°. The second one has y = 
62°, and the mean azimuth of the polygon is 
39lho. The deviation must be 7%°, which resem
bles the deviation of 6°, calculated from a polygon 
consisting of nine equal distances. 
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39° mean azimuth 

32° Clzimuth of mean 
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Fig. 33
 

For explanation see text.
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The maximal deviation is twice as great as this 
value, and is 15°. This maximum occurs for 
-57° <a <147° (see fig. 33). 

It may be remarked that a planimetric linear 
distribution with -57° <a <147° is regular, 
with an equal number of lines in any direction. 
Strictly, the deviation cannot be determined in 
this case, as all values of amay be called the mean, 
and, consequently, one mean azimuth does not 
exist. However, this deviation may be considered 
as an extremum. 

The maximum of 15° is rather strong. I t has not 
been possible to construct models which ade
quately approximate the actual distributions and 
which result in lower maxima. The possibility of 
deviations between mean azimuth and azimuth of 
the mean as large as 15° clockwise (e.g. 
-57° <a <147°) and anticlockwise (e.g. 57° 
<a <237°) must be considered. 

For the case 0° < a< 180°, no deviation exists. 
Other ranges for awill have intermediate values. 

For twO reasons the basic theorem will be ap
plied: 1). The deviations are positive and negative, 
and a great number of distributions with different 
a-ranges at all places will show no deviation when 
they have been combined. This is opposite to the 
deviation between mean dip and dip of the mean 
which is always positive. 

2) The maximum of 15° is lower than the 
maximal deviation between mean dip and dip of 
the mean (= 25°). In the latter case, the theorem 

may be checked in an empirical way, and a mean 
deviation of 8° will be calculated, which is rather 
small. 

An empirical check is not possible in the present 
case on account of reason 1). 

Notwithstanding, the method is maintained as 
the methods for calculating the deviation are 
analogous and the present maximum is smaller 
than that discussed in the following paragraph. 

§ 8D	 Deviation between mean dip and dip oj the 
mean in case oj m.j. strongly dispersed in a 
certain plane. 

The deviation between mean dip and dip of the 
mean for rp = 60° amounts to 2° for 50° <15 
<90°, and 3° for 0° <15 <90°. 

When 0° <15 <180°, it is 25°. This is a maxi
mum value as is obvious from increasing 15 to 180° 
in the case of rp = 60° (fig. 30). The part 
90° < a< 180° is the image of the drawn part 
0° < 0 < 90°, with respect to the 15 = 90°-ordi
nate. The value of 25° cannot be neglected. It may 
be stated that in the case of a strong dispersion of 
mJ. in the mean S around a vertical plane of sym
metry, this method should be carefully applied. 
For rp = 30° the maximal deviation is 9°. A plani
metric linear distribution with 0° < a< 180° has 
a mean which equals all values of 15 due to its 
regular nature. As in the analogous case of the 
azimuthal deviation, this deviation may be con
sidered as an extremum. 

In these particular cases, the deviation between 
mean dip and dip of the mean has to be calculated, 
as the negligible size of the deviation cannot be 
proved theoretically. 

For this purpose, the f.ollowing reasoning is 
used. The basic theorem can be applied to the S
distributions of the discussed special cases, but 
not to the mJ. The relation between the mean S 
and the mean mJ. is as follows. The mean mJ. 
must lie within the mean S. Exceptions of minor 
importance occur, as the mJ. and S co-ordinates 
do not always coincide. 

Systematic deviations cannot be expected; these 
would occur when the deviations of the applied 
approximate method become too strong. 

Table XVIII shows the mean S and the mean 
mJ. for the cases under discussion. The approxi
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N TABLE XVI 

Table for comparing the mean calculated by approximation 
with the contour maximum of the pole diagram. (with 
magnetic correction) S. Stefano region (meas. samples 1-16) 

Meas. calculated contoured calculated contoured 
sample mean s. maximum mean m.f. maximum 

s m.f. 

, 1 287°- 65° 303°- 7° 295°- 5° 
2 306°- 52° 310°- 50° 112°_ 15° 116°_ 17° 
3 296°- 48° 289°- 8° 298°- 10° 

wr-------\--------~----

\. I 4 309°- 30° 313°- 18° 316°- 14° 
5 294°- 48° 290°- 50° 110°- 14° 
6 266°- 58° 293°- 14° 
7 293°- 58° 326°- 35° 328°- 37° 

\ 205·-3g·1 

I 
8 285°- 54° 105°_ 16° 104°- 17°~ 

mean mf", 
205~lg' 9 297°- 68° 298°- 55° 110°_ 15° 110°_ 25° 

10 340°- 12° 340°- 15° 
s 11 262°- 90° 273°- 41° 266°- 34° 

Fig. 34 12 287°- 56° 281°- 45° 87°- 16° 
Example of an approximate mean m.f. which does not lie 13 107°- 60° 
in the approximate mean S. The mean dip of the m.L must 14 292°- 21° 285°- 28° 
be enlarged by 20° for calculating a more accurate dip of 15 309°- 17° 
the mean m.f. (Schmidt net, lower hemisphere). For fur~her 16 305°- 18° 305°- 27° 

explanation see text. 

TABLE XVII 

See table XVI. Pusteria region (meas. samples 17-91) 

contoured 
Meas. calculated maximum 

sample mean m.£. m.f. 

17 88°_ 53° 91°- 54° 43 103°- 55° 103°- 54° 69 94°- 13° 88°_ 14° 
18 79°_ 51° 89°_ 55° 44 50°_ 19° 42°- 11° 70 87°- 19° 85°- 22° 
19 92°_ 33° 91°_ 28° 45 80o~ 49° 82°_ 53° 71 89°_ 25° 88°- 29° 
20 140°- 25° 147°- 19° 46 92°_ 6° 87°_ 4° 72 104°- 58° 107°- 60° 
21 106°- 13° 47 83°_ 11° 87°- 9° 73 101°- 53° 100°- 52° 
22 92°_ 37° 93°_ 36° 48 91°- 7° 91°- 5° 74 94°_ 26° 98°- 28° 
23 67°_ 21° 66°_ 21° 49 115°_ 23° 105°- 19° 75 78°- 14° 76°_ 12° 
24 227°- 8° 226°- 5° 50 284°- 14° 286°- 13° 76 83°- 20° 83°_ 20° 
25 53°_ 15° 51°- 12° 51 269°- 6° 267°- 1° 77 104°- 38° 
26 137°_ 6° 144°- 4° 52 282°- 17° 281°- 20° 78 96°_ 39° 
27 108°- 8° 1000-~ 8° 53 280°- 18° 282°- 15° 79 89°_ 43° 88°_ 42° 
28 49°_ 24° 58°- 22° 54 298°- 15° 301°- 26° 80 84°_ 41° 86°_ 44° 
29 102°- 11° 104°- 12° 55 321°- 6° 317°- 6° 81 100°- 40° 101°- 39° 
30 103°- 21° 103°- 23° 56 60°_ 12° 60°- 14° 82 99°_ 47° 92°_ 54° 
31 39°_ 24° 34°_ 20° 57 112°- 1° 107°- 7° 83 114°- 26° 116°-_ 32° 
32 47°_ 38° 50°- 37° 58 115°- 6° 107°- 7° 84 106°- 39° 104°- 42° 
33 71 0_ 30° 75°_ 31° 59 316°- 13° 320°- 12° 85 94°- 24° 94°_ 25° 
34 47°_ 34° 42°_ 36° 60 291°- 12° 283°- 0° 86 97°_ 34° 100°_ 36° 
35 47°_ 25° 43°_ 28° 61 99°- 4° 101°- 4° 87 82°- 47° 82°- 49° 
36 41°_ 19° 37°- 13° 62 107°- 12° 106°_ 10° 88 103°- 37° 103°- 38° 
37 107°- 16° 107°- 16° 63 91°_ 23° 88°_ 24° 89 109°- 50° 108°- 55° 
38 101°_ 6° 64 127°- 35° 125°- 36° 90 109°- 24° 120°- 28° 
39 67°_ 26° 70°_ 26° 65 121°- 10° 122°- 10° 91 108°- 19° 108°- 20° 
40 108°- 49° 108°- 50° 66 122°- 11° 124°- 11° 
41 95°_ 37° 98°_ 41° 67 105°- 19° 104°- 16° 
42 100°- 58° 100°- 60° 68 108°_ 20° 100°- 22° 
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mate mean mJ. does not necessarily lie within the 
mean S. in that case, it has been rotated about a 
horizontal axis at right angles to the mean azi
muth. The rotation angle is called positive when 
the mean mJ. dips less than the mean S. 

Fig. 34 gives an illustration of this technique. 
The mean S = 129° - 40° and the mean mJ. 
= 205° - 19° are plotted. The mean mJ. is rotated 
into the position 205° - 39°, and lies within the 
mean S. The rotation angle or deviation = + 20°. 

The 11 cases of table XVIII showing strongly 
dispersed mJ. in combination have a mean de
viation of + gO. 

This chapter will be concluded with an empiri
cal check of the theorem. 

In the tables XVI - XXI the approximated 
mean is compared to the contour maximum of the 
corresponding sample if contours could be con
structed. These tables may be considered as a sum
mary of the appendices II and III. 

TABLE XVIII 

See table XVI. Bressanone region (meas. samples 92-142) In the meas. samples 117, 118, 119, 127, 129, 132, 135, 
138, 139, 140, 141, (and 161 of table XIX) the distribution of the mJ. within the mean S distinctly exceeds 90°; in 

these cases, a correction has been calculated according to § 8D 

contoured contoured 
Meas. calculated maximum calculated maximum 

sample mean s. s. mean m.f. m.f. 

92 217°- 77° 195°- 81° 118 85°-· 38° 85°- 35° 156°- 23° 135°_ 26° +10° 

93 194°- 73° 203°- 72° 119 129°- 40° 130°- 37° 154°- 14° 169°- 25° + 8° 

94 103°- 54° 106°- 54° 120 

95 103°- 58° 107°- 58° 121 102°_ 35° 96°- 32° 152°- 27° 

96 86°_ 39° 89°- 39° 122 84°_ 41° 84°_ 37° 156°- 39° 156°- 42° 

97 116°- 47° 117°- 38° 140°- 25° 146°- 24° 123 102°- 35° 98°_ 30° 169°- 14° 

98 130°- 50° 135°- 40° 158°- 36° 124 112°_ 25° 113°_ 22° 187°- 15° 187°- 18° 

99 115°- 41° 126°- 43° 143°- 23° 148°- 19° o 125 216°- 29° 213°_ 31° 356°- 8° 352°- 10° 
co 

100 125°- 40° 120°- 36° 161°- 25° <Q> 126 153°- 23° 168°- 22° 185°- 9° 185°- 12° 
2

101 122°- 34° 115°- 29° 153°- 19° 155°- 22° OIl 127 ? 

102 82°_ 48° 78°- 45° 159°- 38° 156°- 38° ~ 128 

103 u 
o 

129 102°- 29° 104°- 27° 170°- 18° 175°- 27° + 9°g 
104 18°- 41° 22°_ 41° 141°- 36° 138°- 37° 0. 130 114°- 23° 115°- 23° 166°- 20° 

:.a
105 109°- 62° 117°- 63° 126°- 43° 128°- 48° 131 112°- 37° 112°- 37° 177°- 27° 180°- 32° 

E106 157°- 15° 165°- 4° 173°- 4° 168°- 5° E 132 127°- 39° 131°- 38° 190°- 25° 174°- 31 ° +10° 

107 140°- 17° 145°- 15° 166°- 13° 160°- 13° '"E 133 110°- 91" 1210_ 82° 110°_ 36° 129°- 57° 

108 118°- 55° 126°- 50° 154°- 37° 150°- 34° .§ 134 95°- 55° 85°_ 50° 151°- 40° 150°- 43° 
U

109 ~ 135 87°- 50° 88°_ 37° 140°_ 38° 152°- 34° + 5°
 

110 83°- 69° 81°- 69° 104°- 43° 102°- 43° 8 136
 

111 99°_ 82° 101°- 72° 113°_ 52° 115°- 56° 137 303°- 55° 310°- 60° 79°- 38° 80°_ 40°
 

112 104°- 86° 86°- 78° 101°- 51° 100°- 52° 138 101°- 24° 65°- 24° 176°- 7° 178°- 14° + 8°
 

113 105°- 75° 96°- 76° 201°- 74° 195°- 85° 139 138°_ 40° 140°- 54° 152°- 13°
 

114 190°- 73° 198°- 67° 140 305°- 25° 3010_ 22° 43°_ 11°
 

115 15°- 0° 141 88°- 29° 100°_ 23° 181°- 21°
 

116 202°- 16° 203°- 20° 142 80°_ 78° 86°_ 88° 82°- 47° 81°_ 47°
 

117 88°- 34° 84°- 27° 187°- 2,° +3° (161 236°- 28° 228°- 20° 337°- 19°
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TABLE XIX See table XVI. Cima d'Asta region (meas. samples 143-192) 

contoured contoured 
Meas. calculated .maximum calculated maximum 
sample mean s. s. mean m.f. m.f. 

143 273°-- 25° 296°-- 12° 168 234°-- 30° 338°-- 18° 338°-- 17° 
144 262°-- 33° 261°-- 29° 329°-- 23° 332°-- 32° 169 225°-- 18° 340°-- 10° 338°-- 12° 
145 290°-- 29° 288°-- 25° 346°-- 19° 170 224°-- 25° 225°-- 18° 351°-- 12° 350°-- 12° 
146 248°-- 24° 248°-- 16° 348°-- 17° 346°-- 18° 171 174°- 2° 345°- 5° 345°- 7° 
147 135°__ 16° 159°- 4° 163°- 5° 172 260°-- 19° 225°-- 16° 351°- 9° 354°-- 11° 
148 156°- 2° 150°- 2° 173 266°-- 32° 263°-- 30° 356°-- 22° 358°-- 23° 
149 287°-- 33° 287°-- 33° 334°-- 24° 174 327°-- 48° 336°-- 54° 16°__ 30° 9°__ 25° 
150 268°-- 36° 262°-- 33° 7°_ 24° 175 322°-- 25° 316°-- 14° 354°-- 15° 352°-- 14° 
151 239°-- 11° 180°- 2° 348°- 3° 346°- 1° 176 264°-- 30° 249°-- 33° 10°__ 30° 12°__ 30° 
152 286°-- 38° 284°-- 35° 334°-- 21° 177 303°-- 28° 302°-- 25° 351°-- 16° 353°-- 15° 
153 207°-- 25° 342°- 7° 178 358°-- 31° 253°-- 26° 5°__ 28° 8°__ 27° 
154 272°-- 28° 268°-- 30° 344°-- 21° 338°-- 28° 179 355°-- 50° 348°- 49° 357°-- 13° 353°-- 14° 
155 271°-- 74° 268°-- 80° 266°-- 87° 270°-- 85° 180 244°-- 33° 241°-- 30° 7°__ 27° 11°__ 25° 
156 247°-- 30° 343°-- 21° 181 243°-- 36° 259°-- 35° 5°__ 26° 13°__ 27° 
157 271°-- 39° 269°-- 39° 339°-- 32° 341°-- 35° 182 314°-- 13° 270°-- 12° 355°-- 13° 357°-- 13° 
158 287°-- 39° 346°-- 37° 340°-- 43° 183 232°-- 37° 236°-- 35° 2°__ 27° 3°__ 27° 
159 312°-- 31° 352°-- 19° 352°-- 18° 184 237° 32° 240°-- 32° 10- 29° 2°-- 27° 
160 202°-- 32° 203°-- 30° 8°__ T 15°- 3° 185 294°-- 27° 292°-- 25° 348°-- 12° 347°-- 12° 
161 236°-- 28° 228°-- 20° 337°-- 19° 186 319°-- 39° 314°-- 27° 354°-- 18° 353°-- 19° 
162 348°-- 30° 355°-- 33° 187 17°__ 54° 15°-- 54° 18°__ 11° 20°__ 12° 
163 254°-- 32° 254°-- 24° 339°-- 22° 339°-- 21° 188 342°-- 31° 342°-- 26° 353°- 9° 355°- 9° 
164 250°-- 18° 275°-- 15° 328°- 9° 331°-- 10° 189 312°-- 46° 317°-- 43° 348°-- 30° 350°-- 28° 
165 314°-- 32° 6°__ 18° 5°__ 22° 190 322°-- 46° 338°-- 47° 352°-- 33° 353°-- 30° 
166 194°-- 31° 182°-- 23° 353°-- 15° 350°-- 17° 191 336°-- 38° 339°-- 35° 353°-- 12° 356°-- 12° 
167 265°-- 27° 260°-- 28° 344°-- 20° 340°-- 23° 192 267°-- 38° 268°-- 37° 351°-- 19° 350°-- 20° 

TABLE XX
 

See table XVI. Gosaldo region (meas. samples 193-215)
 

contoured contoured 
Meas. calculated maximum calculated maximum 
sample mean s. s. mean s. m.f. 

193 227°-- 47° 227°-- 48° 356°-- 23° 
194 265°-- 44° 248°-- 39° 8°__ 36° 358°-- 7° 
195 249°-- 43° 250°-- 44° 357°-- 34° 356°-- 40° 
196 290°-- 38° 4°__ 19° 
197 269°-- 44° 270°-- 36° 350°-- 29° 357°-- 36° 
198 260°-- 49° 328°-- 29° 
199 239°-- 51° 240°-- 49° 10°-- 37° 10°__ 36° 
200 233°-- 48° 238°-- 48° 4°__ 33° 6°__ 35° 
201 286°-- 39° 284°-- 36° 354°-- 24° 
202 269°-- 39° 2°__ 28° 
203 247°-- 39° 241°-- 36° 0°__ 36° 0°__ 38° 
204 256°-- 32° 238°-- 27° 
205 237°-- 41 ° 241°-- 34° 335°-- 32° 
206 242°-- 36° 242°-- 28° 348°-- 16° 341°-- 29° 
207 192°__ 5° 334°-- 11° 334°-- 11° 
208 232°-- 40° 235°-- 44° 351°-- 35° 2°__ 36° 
209 254°-- 30° 272°__ 22° 340°-- 15° 337°-- 16° 
210 211°-- 33° 207°-- 24° 329°-- 22° 
211 226°-- 31° 350°-- 14° 355°-- 18° 
212 343°-- 13° 
213 211°__ 40° 351°-- 30° 
214 245°-- 40° 3°__ 28° 4°__ 26° 
215 78°__ 70° 146°-- 44°5Z 



TABLE XXI
 

See table XVI. M. Spica region (meas. samples 216-270). The median s. and the median mJ. are given. If the number
 
of measurements is even. no single median value is present. In that case, the median has been calculated as the
 
mean of adjacent values. E.g., a median strike lies between 268° (2 meas.) and 263° (3 meas.), and amounts to
 

1/5 (2 x 268° + 3 x 263°) = 265°.
 

contoured calculated contouredMeas. mediancalculated maximum median s mean m.f. maximumsample mean S. m.f. s. m.f. 

216 88°- 89° 88°- 89° 88°- 90° 89°- 37° 86°_ 37° 88°_ 35° 244 77°_ 81° 75°- 82° 73°-- 80° 76°- 31° 75°- 30° 73°- 30° 
217 91°- 84° 89°- 83° 88°_ 84° 90°- 11° 90°_ 11° 88°- 10° 245 66°- 80° 68°- 81° 68°- 85° 72°_ 18° 75°- 23° 73°- 18° 
218 104°- 44° 85°_ 41° 88°- 60° 94° 6° 93° 5° 246 77°_ 82° 79°- 79° 78°- 80° 78°_ 4° 79° 7° 78°_ 5° 
219 271°- 45° 263°- 52° 268°- 40° 88°_ -9° 89°_-12° 88°- -5° 247 281°- 24° 276°- 22° 278°- 24° 88°_ 4° 89° 2° 88° 3° 
220 66°- 76° 66°- 78° 68°- 78° 70°- 24° 70°- 24° 68°_ 25° 248 65°_ 77° 65°_ 70° 68°- 75° 67°_ 7° 69° 1° 68° 7° 
221 85°- 83° 85°- 83° 88°_ 85° 85° 4° 88°_ 9° 85° 6° 249 66°- 88° 65°_ 83° 68°_ 88° 67°_ -5° 68° 0° 68°_ -5° 
222 80°- 53° 85°- 56° 78°_ 53° 87°_ 20° 87°- 22° 88°_ 21° 250 61°- 78° 58°_ 76° 58°_ 75° 63°- 15° 61°_ 13° 58°- 15° 
223 80°- 64° 77°_ 60° 78°_ 63° 86°- 14° 87°- 16° 88°- 15° 251 64°_ 81° 62°_ 81° 63°- 80° 65° 9° 63°_ 10° 63°- 10° 
224 78°_ 41° 74°- 43° 73°- 41° 82°- 10° 74° 5° 78°_ 5° 252 80°_ 90° 80°_ 90° 78°_ 90° 86°_ 2° 80°_ 2° 83° 0° 
225 280°- 25° 283°- 23° 283°- 25° 97°_ 5° 97° 6° 98° 3° 253 82°_ 89° 81°_ 88° 78°_ 90° 78°_ -2° 78°- -1° 78°_ 0° 
226 268°- 81 0 268°- 85° 88° 2° 88° 1° 880 

_ 0° 254 89°_ 89° 93°_ 91° 88°_ 90° 89°_ 22° 89°- 23° 88°- 24° 
227 258°- 49° 250°- 45° 89°_ -5° 90°_-10° 88°- -5° 255 254°- 78° 254°- 78° 256°- 77° 73°- -2° 73°_ 0° 73° 0° 
228 268°- 33° 283°- 35° 72°_ 10° 75°- 15° 73°- 11° 256 66°_ 85° 64°_ 82° 63°_ 83° 67°_ 11° 66°- 14° 66°- 12° 
229 87°_ 91° 87°-- 89° 88°_ 90° 85°_ 32° 85°- 31° 88°- 20° 258 79°_ 66° 80°_ 66° 78°_ 65° 84°_ 29° 84°- 28° 83°- 29° 
230 266°- 85° 265°- 85° 263°- 85° 265°- -1° 266°- -1° 268°- -5° 258 277°_ 22° 277°_ 26° 288°- 25° 289° 8° 295°- 12° 293° 6° 
231 272°- 73° 274°- 73° 273°- 70° 272° 6° 271° 2° 268° 3° 259 231°- 93° 235°- 97° 
232 90°- 69° 90°- 73° 93°- 65° 92°_ 8° 91° 8° 93°_ 7° 260 73°- 63° 79°- 67° 78°_ 64° 253°- 13° 257°- 13° 253°- 10° 
233 87°_ 46° 87°_ 38° 88°_ 43° 96°_ 9° 87° 9° 98° 7° 261 78°_ 82° 72°_ 80° 73°- 81° 80°_ 22° 71°_ 23° 73°- 20° 
234 86°_ 93° 87°- 90° 83°- 90° 86°_ 23° 88°- 21° 88°- 20° 262 77°_ 69° 76°-- 64° 73°- 65° 247°- 40° 246°- 39° 248°- 40° 
235 281° 8° 305°- 10° 288°- 15° 98° 8° 103° 8° 98°- 10° 263 272°_ 24° 268°- 21° 268°- 26° 275° 9° 275°---: 9° 277°- 10° 
236 276°- 69° 275°- 69° 278°- 72° 86°- 21° 87°- 2]0 86°- 25° 264 92°_ 81° 92°_ 81° 93°_ 80° 271°- 15° 270°- 16° 268°- 15° 
237 264°_-13° 244°--16° 263°---25° 88°_ 1° 89° 2° 88° 0° 265 70°_ 74° 64°_ 72° 68°_ 75° 69°- -4° 70°_ -9° 68°- -5° 
238 94°- 51° 98°- 49° 98°- 50° 96°_ 0° 94° 4° 98° 3° 266 74°_ 72° 73°- 75° 250°- 10° 250° 9° 253° 5° 
239 92°_ 43° 93°- 43° 93°- 45° 103°- 12° 101°- 10° 267 244°- 20° 244°- 18° 239°- 20° 261° 2° 266° 1°268° 2° 
240 104°- 64° 101°- 64° 103°- 61° 266° 7° 256°- 13° 263° 7° 268 73°_ 76° 75°- 72° 73°- 74° 72°_ -8° 71°_-13° 75°--10° 
241 92°- 20° 93°- 33° 282° 3° 285° 3° 283° 3° 269 75°_ 90° 78°_ 90° 73°- 90° 76°_ 6° 75° 5° 74° 6° 
242 73°- 91° 70°- 90° 73°- 90° 252°- 10° 254° 7° 253°- 10° 270 63°- 79° 63°_ 78° 63°-- 80° 64°_ 3° 63° 1° 63° 3° 
243 76°_ 96° 74°-100° 78°-100° 258° 8° 261°- -1° 261° 3° 

\JI ..... 



CHAPTER 9
 

VARIATION OF THE POPULATION MEAN
 

In the preceding chapters the methods for cal
culating the mean of a supposed population have 
been discussed, and the approximated means may 
be plotted on the structure maps in their correct 
places. To find these correct places, the mean co
ordinates were calculated from collections of 
single measurements. 

The position of the mean is accurate up to 50 m. 
The exact elevation has not been calculated. 
Generally, the mean elevation of a collection of 
single measurements can be approximated by the 
elevation of the point with the mean co-ordinates. 

The condition to be fulfilled is that the ele
vations of the single measurements are scattered 
around a flat plane. As a sample region nearly al
ways lies on a single mountain slope, this flat 
plane may be considered to be represented by the 
topography. 

The mean elevations have been left out of con
sideration in constructing the mean strike lines, 
and similar lines. This implies that the observed 
three-dimensional pattern of a varying mean has 
been represented by a two-dimensional one, in 
which all means have been projected in a horizon
tal plane. This approximation is justified as fol
lows. After its application an observable varia
tion of the mean in that part of the vertical which 
is covered by the mean elevation cannot be proved. 
The absence of a relation between mean and mean 
elevation is considered to indicate the applied ap
proximation to be permitted. 

In the preceding chapters it has been tried to 
prove the existence of populations with a mean 
and with single scattered values. In the present 
chapter the relation between the comparable 
means will be discussed. If these means build up a 
regular pattern the results of the preceding chap
ters are verified indirectly. 

The following types of lines will be used: 

1.	 mean strike lines giving the variation of the 
mean strike of schistosity in the horizontal 
plane at the mean topographic level. 

2.	 iso-lines of mean strike connecting points with 
the same mean strike. 

3.	 mean azimuth lines giving the variation of the 
mean azimuth of minor folds. 

4.	 iso-lines of mean azimuth connecting points 
with the same mean azimuth of minor folds. 

5.	 iso-lines of mean dip of minor folds connec
ting points with the same mean dip of minor 
folds. 

The structure maps (sheet IIa, III, lIla, IV, V, 
VII, and VIII) show these types of lines. The re
gular pattern of the lines indicates the applied ap
proximations to be justified. 

These approximations can be summarized as 
follows: 

1.	 The population of tectonic elements is ap
proximated by a sample. This sample, how
ever, may contain elements of other popu
lations (slumped blocks; minor folds of more 
than one compression phase). 

2.	 The mean of the population is calculated by 
an approximate method. 

3.	 All means are projected in a horizontal plane 
at mean topographic level. 

4.	 The mean strike and mean azimuth lines are 
constructed by assuming a linear variation 
between the corresponding iso-lines. 

5.	 The iso-lines have a supposed course as given 
on the structure maps. 

6.	 Iso-lines of mean dip of minor folds are drawn 
by assuming a linear variation between adja
cent mean dips of minor folds. 

§ 9A	 Frequency curve of (7 distribution with 
Varying Mean. 

Firstly, it will be attempted to determine the 
shape of the frequency curve of a measurements 
sample from a region in which the mean varies. 

From the structure maps it follows that the 
mean azimuth as well as the mean dip of minor 
folds may show sudden variations. Variations 
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have been noted of 50Q per km of mean azimuth 
and dip of the mJ. at the Eggerberg (sheet III) 
and of the mean rake of the mJ. in the mean S 
along the Rio Larice (Sheet II). 

A particular frequency curve of the sample 
results when the variation of the mean cannot be 
neglected in the sample region. A theoretical 
example will be given, starting from an isotropic 
two-dimensional normal distribution of the po
pulation at one point. Numerous observation 
points are assumed to be distributed at random in 
a square sample region with an area of 1 km:!. The 
mean mJ. varies linearly within the constant mean 
S with an amount of 50° per km, and along a line 
parallel to one of the sides of the square sample 
regIOn. 

It is possible to compute the non-Gaussian fre
quency curve in the x, y-plane (see fig. 12), 
whereas the Gaussian frequency curve in the y , z·· 
plane is not changed. 

The contourlines in the Schmidt net have an 
oblong ellipsoidal shape. Each infinitesimal rec
tangle at right angles to the line of maximal varia
tion (50° per km) possesses the original isotropic 
two-dimensional normal distribution, shown in 
fig. 35 (upper part). 
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Fig. 35
 

Upper part: The heavy line gives the variation of the mean
 
m.f. within the mean S in Drake per km. The frequency
 

curve is a Gauss curve in all points of this line.
 
Lower part: Frequency curve of the entire sampling region.
 

The total distribution is compiled from these 
single isotropic two-dimensional normal distribu
tions. 

If the sample region would begin at a boundary 
point with mean rake = 40°, as in fig. 35, but have 
no other boundaries, the curve resulting from an 
accumulation of Gauss-curves of the infinite~imal 

rectangles is the cumulative Gauss curve (fig. 35, 
lower part). Actually, however, this is impossible 
as the periodicity of the rake would result in a 
linear distribution. This makes it clear that for our 
example the produced frequency curve may be 
approximated by two cumulative Gauss curves 
which are images (fig. 35, lower part). 

The frequency formula at the left boundary of 
the sample region (upper side of fig. 35) is ap
proximated by 

x (x -b1)' 2 

Y= c. f e - t -0- dx 

- 00 

with c being a constant and bl being the popu
lation mean at the' boundary of the sampling 
square (bl = 40° in figure 35). 

The cumulative frequency curve for _00° 
<x <65° is approximated by 

xx _i (x -b1) 2 

Y= c. .!f e 0 dx 2 

-00-00 

(lower side of fig. 35). 

The formula's for the righthand half are the 
same when the x = 0° line is reflected by the 
x = 65 ° line, which represents the mean of the 
new distribution. 

If the above theoretical example would serve as 
a model for non-isotropic distributions, the 
amount of the linear variation of the mean could 
be calculated as follows. 

1.	 Determine the intersecting points between the 
contourline enclosing almost the whole distri
bution and their planes of symmetry. 

2.	 Read the angles of rake between these inter
secting points within the tw(' planes of sym
metry. 

3.	 Subtract these rake values to determine the 
linear variation. 

The example of fig. 35, however, is theoretical. 
Under actual conditions the strong variations of 
the mean are not linear. A candido sine qua non 
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for an exact frequency curve is a regular distribu
tion of observation points within a rectangular 
sample region. This condition is generally not 
fulfilled. Finally, the isotropic two-dimensional 
normal distribution is not always a good starting 
pOlllt. 

An example was selected from the S. Stefano 
region. Most observation points of the meas. sam
ples 7 and 8 (App. II) lie along the Rio Larice. The 
quartz phyllites are exposed continuously along 
this river, and the distances between adjacent 
measurements are fairly constant. The observa
tion points are regularly distributed along a 
straight line, about at right angles to the strike of 
the mean schistosity. 

Sample 7 contains 23 mJ. with mean 327° 
33°, and sample 8 contains 26 mJ. with mean 
105° - 16°. These mJ. have been plotted in fig. 36. 

N 

'2 

5 

Fig. 36
 

Pole diagram (Schmidt net, lower hemisphere) of 49 m.f.
 
along the Rio Larice, S. Stefano region. Triangles represent
 
the mean m.f. 's of the meas. samples 7 and 8 (App. II),
 

and rectangles the mean S' of these samples.
 
For further explanation see text.
 

It has been supposed that both mean m.f.'s 
determine the attitude of the mean S, which has 
been drawn as a great circle in the net. Its pole 
nearly coincides with the mean of 7 S of sample 7 
being 293° - 58° and the mean of 10 S of sample 8 
being 285° - 54°. 

The mean mJ. varies within the not varying 
mean S. The difference between the sample means 
with co-ordinates 112-620 and 116-627 respec

tively is 63° rake. This is a variation of 63') in 
position over 800 m. 

This variation, however, does not continue 
beyond the Rio Larice as follows from structure 
map IIA • The shape of the frequency distribution 
of fig. 36 does not resemble fig. 35 which is not 
surprising. Four classes of each 31lf2 ° rake were 
made, and the sample means are the outer class 
boundaries of classes at both sides of their bisec
ting line, being the mean m.f. of both samples 
together. 

The class boundaries are small circles which are 
the projections of cones around the strike of the 
mean S. The frequencies of the classes at the one 
side of the mean mJ. are 9 and 13. At the other 
side, we see 9 and 15. If the classes should be 
reduced, the middle ones would appear to be al
most devoid of m.E. If follows that around the 
mean mJ. the frequency distribution shows a local 
mllllmum. 

This particular shape may be explained as fol
lows. 

The area in the southern part of Rio Larice has 
a mean m.E. of about 327° - 33° (sample 7) and 
the northern part a mean mJ. of about 105° - 16° 
(sample 8). The variation between these different 
means is rather abrupt. It arises almost completely 
over a small stretch of the Rio Larice between 
both sample areas. 

This geometrical fact, however, may be con
cluded from the structure map IIA • The analysis 
of single diagrams contributes little to this pic
ture. For this reason, the structure maps will be 
considered as the geometrical base for kinematical 
considerations. The kinematics are dealt with in 
another part of this thesis; it is mentioned here 
that the strong variation of the mean mJ. along 
the Rio Larice cannot be explained by one single 
deformation of the S-planes, which would result 
in an equal mean mJ. along the Rio Larice. The 
strong variation of the mean mJ. indicates a later 
63° rotation of blocks along the S-planes. 

§ 9B Construction of the Structure maps. 

From the preceding paragraph it follows that 
the separate samples do not produce valuable in
formation on the variation of the mean, but they 
are used as a base for our structure maps. The 
types of lines on the structure maps have already 
been summarized in the beginning of this chapter. 
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The construction of the mean strike and mean 
azimuth lines requires an explanation. 

A methodological approach is not always pos
sible as in the case of unexposed formation bound
aries and of iso-lines of mean dip of mJ. By using 
hand-drawn curves, more regular patterns are 
obtained as small deviations of individual basic 
values from these patterns can be avoided. This 
method is arbitrary as it is influenced by personal 
taste. In applying hand-drawn curves, the adjec
tives "schematic" and "hypothetic" are used. By 
giving basic values in the same figure, the accuracy 
of the hand-drawn lines may be verified. 

The mean azimuth and mean strike lines, how
ever, are constructed according to rather simple 
methods. 

The construction of the mean azimuth lines is 
similar to the construction of the mean strike lines, 
and the latter will not be discussed. 

Our considerations are based on Busk's con
struction methods for sections (Busk, 1929). The 
isoclines of the section must be replaced by iso
mean azimuth lines. 

I 

f-L---~1I 

Fig. 37 

Constructon of the mean azimuth line based on Busk's 
method. For explanation see text. 

In the theoretical case of parallel folding the 
isoclines are at right angles to the bedding planes 
(de Sitter, 1941). Busk's method is based on isoc
lines which are supposed to be at right angles to 
the directiotl of dip in the section (= reduced dip). 

Figure 37 gives the construction of a circle arc 
between I and lip on the isocline of II. I and II 
are mean azimuths and II - lip is the supposed iso
mean azimuth line of II. 

Busk proved that the bisecting line between the 
directions of I and II, at point I, intersects the 
supposed mean azimuth line of II in P, which is a 
point of the arc. For this reason, it suffices to 
construct a point P on every new supposed iso
mean azimuth line found during construction. The 
connecting line of these points P is the required 
mean azimuth line. If the top angle a of the tri 
angle with bisecting line I - P is not too large, this 
line may be replaced by the median I pi (Fig. 38). 
(Busk, 1929, and Molengraaff, 1941). 

Fig. 38
 

Construction of P and P'. For explanation see text.
 

pp' = ah' tg a - a tg a/2 (Fig. 38) or 
PP' = ah' tg2 a/2 . tg a 

This formula proves the above qualitative con
clusion. 

If e.g. a = 20 0 
: PP' = 0.0058a. The distance a 

never exceeds a few kilometers, and for a < 20 0 

the deviation always is negligible. 
In fig. 38, a = 31 0 which means that PP' is 

about 21/2 % of a. This deviation is still small but 
obvious. 

It may not be assumed, a priori, that the iso
mean azimuth lines are at right angles to the mean 
azimuth. Notwithstanding, Busk's method will be 
used for the following theoretical reasons. 
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Generally, the mean azimuth varies slightly in 
the studied regions. The mean azimuth of the ad
jacent points of a computed mean azimuth may be 
approximated by the latter. The iso-mean azimuth 
line is replaced by an iso-mean azimuth area 
around a computed mean azimuth. 

The radius of this circular area is inversely 
proportional to a and proportional to a. The mean 
azimuth line is to touch the circle in point P (fig. 
39) which is the point of this line closest to II. The 
iso-mean azimuth line of fig. 37 is replaced by a 
new line making an angle of a/2 with the mean 
azimuth line. If a is small, the P of fig. 39 lies 
approximately on the arc of fig. 37 (see fig. 39) 
and Busk's method appears to be a good approxi
mation when II lies in the vicinity of the arc. This 
is not the case in fig. 39 and frequently not in 
the structure maps. For this reason, auxiliary 
means have been constructed. 

advantage but it is not the only condition for ap
plying the method. 

In the S. Stefano and the Pusteria regions con
vergences to the SE and the E have been found. 
A convergence of straight lines implies that the 
variation is maximal along the lines at right angles 
to the mean azimuths. In this case, the iso-mean 
azimuth lines coincide with the mean azimuth 
lines. Busk's method may still be applied when the 
convergence is small. Excepted is the Eggerberg 
structure (Pusteria region): The strongly varying 
mean indicates that for constructing the mean 
azimuth lines the particular course of the iso-mean 
azimuth lines has to be considered. They have ap
proximately an E-W course parallel to the axis of 
the structure. 

Fig. 40 gives the general method for construc
ting the mean azimuth lines, when P-II is not at 
right angles to II, and a linear variation between 
I and P is assumed. 

][ 

Fig. 39
 
For explanation see text.
 

An auxiliary mean between two adjacent 
measurements is halfway and its direction is form
ed by the bisecting line. Auxiliary means have 
been constructed for regions with a small varia
tion of the mean which may be called linear. 

It is concluded that Busk's method can be ap
plied without preliminary information on the 
shape of the iso-lines, when a) the variations are 
small, and b) the applied measurements lie close to 
the constructed line. In that case, this method is 
based on two conditions a) linear variation be
tween I and IIp; and b) IIp ~ II. 

When the folding appears to be parallel and the 
iso-mean azimuth line is at right angles to II, 
Busk's method can be applied. This condition is an 

Fig. 40
 

For explanation see text.
 

It is obvious that P lies on the bisecting line be
tween the directions I and II, as the centre of the 
arc of the mean azimuth circle lies on the line 
through P at right angles to IIp. 

Such a well-defined course of the iso-mean azi
muth lines is only found in regions with a strongly 
varying mean, as the Eggerberg area. When the 
variation is not so strong, the course of the iso
mean azimuth lines cannot be determined, but, in 
that case, the earlier described methods of Busk 
may be applied. 

The points P have been constructed according 
to three methods, a) Busk's method; b) the ap
proximate Busk's method of fig. 38; c) the last 
mentioned method of fig. 40 with parallel iso
mean azimuth lines. All points P are plotted on the 
structure maps, and it may be readily determined 
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which method has been used and by which mean 
azimuths point P is determined. 

The accuracy of the applied methods for con
structing the mean strike lines may be judged in 
the Cima d'Asta region. The contact plane be
tween the crystalline basement and the overlying 
Permotriassic series is parallel to the schistosity
planes of the Crystalline. For this reason, it may be 
expected that the mean strike line of the latter at 
the contact will be parallel to the strike line of the 
contact plane. 

The structure map of the Cima d'Asta region 
indeed clearly demonstrates this parallelism at the 
northeastern boundary of the Crystalline. Both 
the mean strike lines and the strike lines of the 
Permotriassic have turned more than 90° and 
their mutual parallelism is preserved. 

The application of a construction method has 
the advantage of all means about equally contri

buting to the resulting mean azimuth or mean 
strike line. 

However, these means may be scattered around 
a mean mean, which causes fluctuations in the 
mean-lines. The deviations either may be due to 
numerous small, mutually independent causes, and 
the frequency curve of all deviations would be 
normal, or the deviations may be due to some 
distinct causes as e.g. the occurrence of boulders 
in the measurements sample regions. There is no 
reason to assume systematic errors. No analysis 
can be given, as the applied construction methods 
are not accurate enough for determining these de
viations. All individual means in the studied re
gions have been integrated. The regularity of the 
resulting structure maps indicates that an adequate 
approximation of the actually existing geometry 
bas been obtained. 

On these structure maps, the kinematic consi
derations of the following part are based. 
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PART III 

Regional tectonics South of the Pusteria Line 

This part links up with the geometry of the 
crystalline rocks as obtained from the general 
methodology in part II making use of the defor
mation types described in part 1. In the first part, 
the tectonics of surveyable structures have been 
discussed. In this third part, the regional tecto
nics are dealt with, and all surveyable structures 
are integrated in order to gain some insight into 
the regional kinematics. The regions are treated 
one by one, and crystalline rocks and sediments 
are discussed respectively. 

At the beginning of this tectonic part, it will be 
explained why so little attention has been paid 
to statics or to the study of the forces and stresses 
responsible for the kinematics. 

The anisotropic nature of a rock may affect 
the direction of the principal stress. The latter 
may form an angle with the direction of maximal 
shortening, which is determined by conditions at 
the limits of the system being the possibility of 
escape from the confining frame. It is further pos
sible that the boundary conditions determining the 
stress field have not such a relation to the possibi-
lities of escape that maximal shortening is parallel 
to principal stress. Perhaps, the fact that the re
gional principal stress mostly was subhorizontal 
and the material could escape upwards, may have 
introduced the frequently supposed parallelism of 
principal stress and shortening. The possibility 
remains that, for instance, cross-folding originates 
at right angles to the principal stress. An example 
will be given. 

It is assumed that a narrow belt of a plastic 
material is compressed between two rigid masses, 
and that upward movement is not possible. The 
rock may then be squeezed out sidewards, which 

is accompanied by folding. This results in a re
gional compression at right angles tQ the belt, 
which possibly parallels the regional principal 
stress. The material of the belt, however, is shor
tened in a direction at right angles to this regional 
principal stress. The material in the belt may be 
subjected to another principal stress. This may be 
possible, but it is assumed that (local) kinematics 
cause (local) statics in the adjacent areas. This 
statement permits to consider the kinematics as the 
last cause for local tectonics, and even as the last 
cause for regional tectonics. Many of the latter 
are definitely gravitational tectonics. The prin
cipal stress, which causes gravitational tectonics, 
is parallel to the vertical. In a mountain chain, the 
possibility of escape from the stress field by sag
ging is present in a sideward direction. The kine
matics of these sideward movements cause new 
subhorizontal principal stresses, which, conse
quently, are of a secondary nature. 

These considerations serve to illustrate the idea 
that kinematics are the ultimate goal of tectonic 
investigations. 

In conclusion, the genetic events: statics -0> kine
matics -0> geometric structure may be considered 
to consist of: statics (e.g. due to gravity) -0> kine
matics -0> more local statics in adjacent areas -0> 

more local kinematics in the latter -0> more local 
statics still farther away, etc. (like a spreading 
wave) -0> geometric structures. As size and direc
tion, and often even the mere existence of a direct
ed principal stress are unknown, the statics are 
omitted from our studies and the above is written 
as kinematics -0> geometry or more in general: suc
cessive phases of kinematics lead to the geometric 
structures studied in geology. 
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CHAPTER10
 

TECTONICS OF THE CRYSTALLINE ROCKS OF THE S. STEFANO REGION
 

The crystalline basement has been deformed 
several times. 

The main phase of folding occurred during the 
Hercynian orogenesis. Our problem is to distin
guish the successive phases of deformation leading 
to the present geometry. The schistosity is parallel 
to the bedding planes (Ch. 2). 

In the Pusteria and S. Stefano regions, this 
schistosity has been rotated into a subvertical po
sition during the Hercynian orogenesis. This 
statement is proved in the S. Stefano region by the 
position of the unconformity at the base of the 
Permian. E.g. Southwest of S. Stefano di Cadore, 
the schistosity-planes are subvertical with an E-W 
strike, whereas the Permian dips to the West. The 
schistosity is at right angles to the plane of un
conformity between them. Although this plane is 
not exposed, the unconformity is evident. 

The mountain summits in the area of crystalline 
rocks in some cases are covered by Permian. The 
M. Rosso North of the M. Croce Pass is an exam
ple (On Sheet I the most northern Permian area 
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Fig. 41
 

Position of the M. Rosso Permian in relation to the
 
.crystalline basement. 1, 2, 3, and 4 give positions of the
 
mean S-planes of the adjacent SW, NW, NE, and SE areas
 

respectively.
 

in the Carnian Alps). Fig. 41 shows the dips of 
the Permian and of the surrounding quartz phyl
lites. 

The isoclinally folded schistosity-planes show 
minor folds. It is possible to prove that in Pusteria 
the phase of minor folding is later than the rota
tion of S into a subvertical position (Ch. 12). This 
rotation occurred about a subhorizontal axis and 
was an accompanying effect of the isoclinal fol
ding. 

In the S. Stefano region and in the Carnian 
Alps, the minor folds are subhorizontal, and a 
distinction into two different deformation phases 
cannot be made. The gradual transition, however, 
of the mJ. in the Carnian Alps into those of the 
Pusteria region suggests that the m.f. of the S. 
Stefano region which belongs to the Carnian Alps 
originated during a separate phase of deforma
tion that would likewise be later than the primary 
isoclinal folding. 

To ascertain the part of the Alpine deformation 
in the S. Stefano C;ystalline, the geometry caused 
by the Hercynian orogenesis must be known. 

It is supposed that prior to the Alpine deforma
tions the schistosity was subvertical with WNW 
strike, and that the mJ. were subhorizontal with 
the same azimuth (see further on in this chapter). 

Sheet IIa shows that the attitude of the mean S 
is rather constant. The mean strike is between W 
and NW, whereas the mean dip fluctuates around 
a mean of about 53°. 

Fig. 42 is a histogram of the dip of the S of the 
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Histogram of 94 S-dips from the S. Stefano region.
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measurements samples. The S are isoclinal but not 
subvertical. 

According to the following considerations it 
can be stated that the deviation of about 25° is 
caused by an Alpine rotation about an axis paral
lel to the strike of S. 

The Alpine age of this rotation in the S. Stefano 
region is probable, as the Hercynian major folds 
in nearby regions are isoclinal without overturn 
(e.g. in Pusteria) and as an Alpine overturning to 
the SSW is recognizable in the Permian of S. Ste
fano (Section I of fig. 50). 

West of S. Stefano, the mean strike is W; going 
to the North, the strike becomes NW. An east
ward convergence of the schistosity-planes in the 
western part of the region appears to be present. 
Such a convergence of the strike in isoclinally 
folded S-planes occurs more distinctly in the Pus
teria region (e.g. Eggerberg structure, Sheet III). 
Parallel strikes are to be expected in a series folded 
isoclinally about a subhorizontal axis. The con
vergences of the S-planes mentioned above can be 
explained by the Alpine deformations JUSt as well 
as the pattern of the minor folds. 

It is possible to divide the S. Stefano Crystalline 
into two parts by the iso-line of horizontal axes of 
minor folds, drawn on Sheet n a• To the SW of 
this iso-line of zero dips the mean mJ. dips to the 
WNW; NE of this line the mean mJ. dips to the 
ESE. 

Fig. 43 is based on observations in the Rio 
Larice which crosses the iso-line of zero dips. This 
diagram has already been discussed in chapter 9. 
I t has been concluded that the sudden geometrical 
rotation of 63° of the mean mJ. at the iso-line 

Fig. 43
 

Diagram of the relation between mean S and mean mJ.
 
along the Rio Larice. For further explanation see text.
 

could not have been formed in one phase of defor
matIon. 

This would mean that two adjacent parallel S
planes had been compressed by stresses at a mutual 
angle of 63°. Such a deformation is mechanically 
not possible. 

Fig. 43 gives the observed geometry and fig. 44 
our explanation. It is assumed that the mJ. in the 
set of S-planes were originally parallel to each 
other. Thereafter, the blocks at both sides of the 
intermediate S have rotated 63° with respect to 
each other.*) 

Fig. 44
 

For explanation see text.
 

Such great abrupt rotations as have been deriv
ed from fig. 43 are rare. They have been observed 
also at the Eggerberg structure (Pusteria region). 
The variation of the mean mJ. is generally more 
gradual. But the present example is a good illus
tration as it brings out that there were later ro
tations at one or at both sides of intermediate S. 
When the variation of the mean m.f. is more gra
dual, one might assume a single phase of deforma
tion. Now, however, on the strength of this 
example, the possibility should be considered of 
smaller variations of the mean mJ. due also to 
later rotations around axes at right angles to the 
S-planes. Abrupt bends in the axes of exposed m.f. 
are demonstrated in fig. 51 of appendix 1. This 
proves that the mJ. may also have been bent in the 
S-plane around an axis lying in these planes. This 
feature is also indicated by the course of the 
mean strike lines on the structure maps. Along 
these lines, the attitude of the mean mJ. varies. 

*) The intermediate S-zone is a belt of about one hundred 
meters width between the eastdipping and westdipping: 
axes of the mJ. (see Ch. 9). 
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The later rotations must have occurred not only 
along the S-planes, but also along planes making 
an angle with the mean schistosity. 

The Alpine age of the above features will now 
be proved. For simplifying this rather compli
cated stereometric problem, first some imaginary 
experiments will serve as model for the geometric 
structure of the S. Stefano region. 

A zone of ductile material is compressed later
ally while the material can escape upwards. When 
the material is a clay or a shale it may be altered 
into a slate. In this case, the slaty cleavage that 
develops will obtain a subvertical position. The 
S-planes surround microlithons that are thinned 
between them. *) In this way a zone of shales may 
be shortened gradually in a horizontal direction 
while the surplus matter escapes vertically up
wards. 

Another possibility is that the mobile material 
already possesses a schistosity. This schistosity 
may have diverse attitudes. 

An example will be given and discussed com
prehensively. After some modifications the con
clusions arrived at can be applied to the actual 
structures of the S. Stefano region and the Pusteria 
region (chapter 12). 

Fig. 45 shows a belt with parallel rigid borders. 
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iso _ line 01 horizontal m.f. 
~ "rigid" border"5 50

----40 ; aZImuth and dip or m.f. 

Fig. 45
 

Unequally compressed belt of more plastic material.
 

The subvertical S-planes are parallel to the bor
ders. The zone is compressed unequally and the 
resulting upward movements are assumed to be 
uniform along a section across the centre (= along 
the iso-line of horizontal m.L of fig. 45B). 

Fig. 45A results in fig. 45B. 
This discussion can be considered as the first 

introduction to a more general concept concerning 

*) For convenience's sake no distinction is made between 
cleavage and schistosity. The definition of schistosity 
of chapter 2 can also be applied to cleavage. 

the use of pre-existing schistosity-planes by later 
deformations. This topic will be discussed also in 
the chapters 12 and 21 in case an old schistosity
plane is present. It seems probable that the new 
compression will make use of this old anisotropy. 
But how can such successive phases of deforma
tion be distinguished? Two conditions have to be 
fulfilled for such a distinction. 

a) The original subparallel schistosity-planes 
must have a lineation. 

b) The compression must result in rotations 
along the S-planes. 

The mere presence of a lineation is not sufficient 
to prove later deformations because if the zone 
is compressed again in the same sense the lineation 
will remain parallel in all S-planes after this later 
compression, and nothing can be concluded at all. 
Only if there is some relative rotation the new 
position of the lineations can be distinguished 
from the original one. 

The only lineations that are actually encoun
tered in the quartz phyllites of the area under dis
cussion are minor folds. Therefore, we will speak 
of mJ. in the following pages. 

Presently, the geometry of fig. 45B will be dis
cussed. The irregular shortening had two results. 
The strike of S (= azimuth of mJ.) converges 
from both sides of the zone to the centre where 
compression attains a maximum. 

It should be kept in mind that fig. 45 is a map; 
in other words, it is a cross section of the structure 
along a horizontal plane. The compression may 
decrease or increase with depth. This cannot be 
deduced from the convergence of the S-planes. 
Fig. 45 gives information only on the compression 
at map level. 

The other result of the irregular compression 
can be concluded from the dip of the mJ. In the 
centre of fig. 45, shortening was maximal and 
most of the plastic material was squeezed out in 
this centre. 

In the most western part of fig. 45B, the mJ.'s 
are horizontal, because no compression occurred 
there. Where the zone has been compressed, the 
mJ.'s dip westwards on the West side of the 
centre and eastwards on the East side. In the centre 
itself, subhorizontal mJ. is found. The iso-line of 
mean dip of mJ. is at right angles to the mean 
strike lines (= mean azimuth lines. For definition:; 
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see chapter 9). Thus from the dips of the mJ., 
information may be obtained on the amount of 
material squeezed out. 

The two results of the irregular compression, 
convergences of the strike and rotations of the 
mJ., are closely related. When a convergence is 
observed, also a rotated mJ. may be expected, but 
this relation is not a functional one. This means 
that the rotation of the mJ. cannot be calculated 
from the convergence of the S-planes, for, as 
stated above, the rotation of mJ. refers to the 
volume of the squeezed out material, whereas the 
convergence refers only to the compression at map 
level. 

This qualitative relation between convergence 
and rotated mJ. can be observed on Sheet IIa, and 
Sheet VIII; it is best illustrated on Sheet III and 
IlIa, on which the Eggerberg structure is depicted. 

When the rotation and the convergence are 
exactly known, some more exact calculations are 
possible. This will be done when dealing with the 
Pusteria region (chapter 12). 

The S. Stefano region serves to prove that the 
theory developed above indeed is valid for that 
crystalline area. The theoretical model of fig. 45, 
however, does not give the actual history of the 
S. Stefano case. 

It may be applied for the principal points if a 
zone of schistose material has been squeezed out 
along the S-planes between rigid borders, and the 
originally subhorizontal mJ. was rotated into op
posite directions at both sides of the iso-line of 
subhorizontal mean mJ. The rigid borders, how
ever, remained parallel during deformation, and 
the upward movement was not uniform across the 
belt. The squeezing out was maximum in the 
middle between the borders (fig. 46) causing a 
convergence of the S-planes toward the iso-line of 
horizontal m.f. in sheet IIa. 

This convergence of the S actually appears in 
the western part of the structure map IIa that is 
best known on account of the abundant outcrops. 

In the eastern part, however, a convergence is 
not so evident. Not enough observations could be 
made here, and the geometry of the northeastern 
part of Sheet IIa, largely obtained by construction, 
is somewhat uncertain. The scarsity of observa
tions allows also in that part the drawing of hypo
thetic mean strike lines with a distinct conver
gence. This would only mean introducing a pre

conceived idea and ostensibly support the evolved 
theory. The lines as drawn on the map according 
to some constructions and their extrapolations 
may not give a sufficient approximation of the 
real geometry of that northheastern part of the 
reglOn. 

The model represented in figure 45, moreover, 
differs from the actual situation in the S. Stefano 
Crystalline in that the mean S does not dip 90° 
but 53° and by the fact that the mean strike lines 
intersect the rigid borders with an average angle 
ofabout25°(fi~4~. 

The course of the iso-line of subhorizontal mJ. 
is more or less parallel to the borders of the blocks 
of Permotriassic rocks bordering the Crystalline 
to the NE and the SW. Because these Permotriassic 
masses have a NE and SW inclination respectively 
due to the Alpine deformations, this course of the 
iw-line in the crystalline basement parallels the 
Alpine direction. 

The probable Alpine rotation of the S-planes 
parallel to their strike has been discussed before. 
This rotation must have been synchronous with 
the Alpine compression and it is to be expected 
that the dip becomes steeper downwards. The 
southern part of the S. Stefano Crystalline has 
not been rotated as demonstrated by the samples 
of measurements 11 and 13. The kinematics in re
lation to the lower layers with a subvertical Scan 
be determined and thus the "absolute" direction 
of movement can be found. The latter appears to 
consist of two components: 

1.	 A general upward movement along the S
planes by compression; 

2.	 A general movement towards to the SSW, 
decreasing in importance towards depth. This 
caused the rotation of the S-planes. 

Three arguments support the foregoing analysis 
of the kinematics of the Alpine deformations in 
the crystalline rocks of the S. Stefano region. All 
three are based on the structure of the Permotrias
sic frame. 

(a) Case 1 of table VII (the overturn of the Per
mian strata in the SW); 

(b) Case 6	 of table VII (the deformations of the 
Bellerophon in the SE corner of the S. Stefano 
area); and 

(c)	 the deformation of the Grodener sandstones in 
the centre of the S. Stefano Crystalline. 
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The cases 1 and 6 (table VII) indicate internal 
mass transport within these plastic strata and 
show that they are affected in correspondence 
with the kinematics of the S. Stefano Crystalline. 
Both cases indicate a movement of the Crystalline 
to the SW - SSW in relation to the more rigid 
borders. Another fact that appears to agree with 
the foregoing is the following. 

The thick Grodener lense (chapter 5) West of 
S. Stefano seems to be folded into twO synclines 
with an EW striking axial plane and an axis dip
ping steeply to the West. 

This structure can be seen on Sheet II, on which 
strike lines of the Grodener are shown by a dashed 
line. This compression was synchronous with the 
compression of the Crystalline. 

The steep West dip of the fold axes in the Per
mian is the same as the observed dip in the ad
jacent crystalline rocks. 

The measurements sample 11 shows that there 
the mean dip of the axis of m.f. is 41 0. The single 
dips may be as much as 80° W. This parallelism 
is a strong argument for our concept on the Alpine 
kinematics of the S. Stefano Crystalline. The fold 
axes of the Gr,odener lie in the bedding planes 
which were originally subhorizontal. They must 
have been rotated from a subhorizontal into a 
westward dipping position. When this rotation is 
eliminated by turning back the axes of the Permian 
folds into their subhorizontal position, the axes of 
the m.f. in the adjacent Crystalline also assume a 
subhorizontal attitude. 

The subhorizontal position of the axes of the 
mJ. in the crystalline rocks was the premise of 
our analysis of the Alpine kinematics. This pre
mise is thus substantiated by the above instance. 

In summary, it can be stated that the Crystal
line of S. Stefano was deformed into a SW over
turned Alpine anticlinal structure. The axis of the 
anticlinal structure (iso-line of subhorizontal mJ.) 
is SE - NW and it intersects the ESE - WNW 
striking pre-Alpine schistosity along which the 
Alpine movements occurred. 

§ lOA Calculations on a simplified Model of the 
S. Stefano region. 

The present situation is illustrated by the sche
matic block diagram fig. 49. The shape of the base 
of the Permian represents the shape of the anti
clinal structure. The maximal movement from the 

horizontal plane upwards was calculated in the 
following manner: 

Fig. 46 is a simplified model of Sheet IP. The 
iso-line of horizontal mJ. is drawn parallel to the 
rigid borders. This axial line is located in the 
middle between the borders, which are at an 
average distance of six kilometers. The schistosity
planes intersect this line with an average angle of 

Fig. 46
 

Structural scheme of the S. Stefano region (Sheet Hal.
 

about 25°. The mJ. dip 20° NW at the SW side of 
the zero line and 20° E at the NW side. These 
values are based on actual observations. The 10 
measurements samples SW of the hypothetic iso
lwe of subhorizontal m.f. on Sheet IIa have an 
average value of 20°. 
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Fig. 47
 
Diagram (Wulff net, lower hemisphere) of mean S with
 
mean mJ. (= PA) and axial plane of S. Stefano anticlinal
 

structure. For further explanation see text.
 

For the sake of symmetry, about this same value 
has to occur at the other side of the zero line of 
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our model. Actually, 6 measurements samples are 
found here with an average mJ. of 23°, which is a 
fair result. 

Fig. 47 shows that a 20° dipping mJ. corres
ponds with a mJ. in the S with a rake of 25° (PA 
in fig. 48). 

It was assumed that the movement along the 
S-planes occurred in a SW direction and at right 
angles to the iso-line of horizontal mJ. This as
sumption cannot be checked directly in the quartz 
phyllites, but the adjacent Permian frame shows 
a similar deformation. As the movement also took 

A 6.5km B 

Fig. 48 

6. ABP. For explanation see text. 

place in the S-planes, the line PB in fig. 47 repre
sents its direction. The angle between PA and PB 
is 82°. The triangle PAB has been drawn in fig. 48 
for calculating the length of PB, which represents 
the maximal upward movement from the horizon
tal plane. This triangle can be drawn as its basis 
AB is known. The later follows from the simpli
fied map (fig. 46). It appears that PB = 2.8 km, or 
about 3 km. The block diagram fig. 49 has been 
developed on the base of this value. In addition, a 
SW dipping topographic plane and a curved axial 
plane of the anticlinal structure have been as
sumed. The latter assumption can be made on 
account of our former concept that the S
planes have been rotated from a subvertical po
sition. As the dip of the schistosity increases 
downwards, it probably also decreased upwards 
in the parts now removed by erosion. The mere 
existence of the anticlinal structure was already 
obvious from the attitudes of the bordering Per
mian strata. But the preceding considerations re
sulted in more exact data on the shape and dimen
sions of this structure and on the kinematics, 
which caused it to be formed. 

Fig. 49 

Block diagram of the S. Stefano anticlinal structure determined by the Permian transgression plane overlying the crystalline 
basement with mean S-planes indicated. N, B', and P' correspond with A, B, and P of fig. 48. The front side of the block 

diagram is formed by a schematic crass section in scale. 
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CHAPTER 11
 

TECTONICS OF THE PERMOTRIASSIC OF THE S. STEFANO REGION
 

Sheet I demonstrates that the S. Stefano region B) The southward overturned folds in the sur
may be considered as a point of junction of faults. roundings of Auronzo; 
The important faults of the Dolomites are con C) The Alpine movement of the M. Tudaio mass. 
verging towards this region. Therefore, it is not 
surprising to meet complicated tectonics here § 11A Tectonic Graben structures of Candide
which are particularly characterized by sudden Padola. 

changes in the direction of strikes. In the surroundings of Candide, mostly steeply 
The tectonics of the S. Stefano region have been NE dipping Grodener sandstones occur amidst of 

divided into a Hercynian part which is restricted the crystalline rocks. They are fairly well exposed 
to the crystalline basement, a sedimentary part as follows from the number of measurements on 
during the geosynclinal evolution (chapter 5), and Sheet II. 
a post-sedimentary Alpine part. The Grodener shows a remarkable bifurcation 

NW of Candide. Section I (fig. 50) illustrates the The influence of the Alpine orogenesis on the 
succession of steeply NE 4ipping crystalline rocks crystalline basement has already been discussed in 
and Grodener sandstones. the preceding chapter in connection with the 

Sheet I shows that this structure continues in a structure of this basement complex. 
NW direction up to the M. Croce Pass. The SW 

In the present chapter the following three sub border of the Grodener is formed by a normal 
jects will be discussed: fault with a net slip of about 25 m. This M. Croce 

structure resembles a tectonic graben, and the oc
A) The tectonic graben structures of Candidc currences of Candide-Padola may also represent 

Padola; a tectonic graben. 

sw Scale 1:50.000 

N 
1500 

~ Anisian. Ladinian strota m 

I 9 Werfenian strota r1000 
~ Bellerophon limestones 

~ Upper Permian limestones 

(::.;.:::.....:::) Grodener sandstones 

!=-::1 Quartz phyllites 

observed dip. projected along tire topogrophy 
~ in direction of strike. 

Fig. 50 
Two cross sections (I and II) from the S. Stefano region. The positions are depicted on sheet II. 
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On the tectonic map, the borders of the Gro
dener are indicated as faults. Although different 
attitudes of strata are encountered in this 
Grodener, its dips mostly are parallel to these 
faults and also parallel to the S-planes of the crys
talline rocks beyond the faults. 

These S-planes have a normal position and it is 
supposed that they determined the position of the 
faults. Along these faults the Grodener subsided 
with considerable drag, and its strata were pulled 
into a position almost parallel to the faults. It may 
be possible that the adjacent Crystalline partici
pated in these fault movements and that the faults 
are not so strictly localized as is suggested by 
Sheet II. 

Before attempting to give a mechanical expla
nation, tne characteristic features of the Candide
Padola structure may be summarized as follows: 

1.	 The Grodener is bordered by faults or fault
zones which are parallel to the schistosity of 
the crystalline rocks; 

2.	 The strata of the Grodener are mostly sub
parallel to the faults but locally may have 
other attitudes, for instance, along the Tor
rente Padola to the West of Candide, where 
also subhorizontal positions have been ob
served. 

3.	 The structure bifurcates to the SE; 

4.	 To the NW the strUcture passes into a graben 
structure. At the M. Croce Pass it is bordered 
to the SW by a normal fault, with SW dipping 
Grodener at both sides. The NE boundary 
probably is a normal fault which has been 
transformed into a southwestward overthrust 
(or upthrust). 

Similar tectonic graben structures are frequent
ly found in the Alps. In chapter 13, the western 
Drauzone will be discussed, in which the first two 
features are also present. 

The tectonic graben structure of Candide
Padola may serve as a basis for a mechanical ex
planation. 

Apart from the four features mentioned 
above, there is an additional feature which has 
been observed more clearly in the Gandella struc
ture of the Pusteria region (western Drauzone, see 

fig. 73). The Gandella structure indicates that 
the younger sediments of the western Draugraben 
in some instances consist of large boulders, with 
totally different orientations of the strata. The 
Gandella graben is a chaotic mixture of boulders. 

It is obvious that the younger material of the 
tectonic graben structures moved dowilwards with 
respect to the crystalline rocks. The latter retained 
their original attitude of schistosity. 

The mechanism, in accordance with the above 
properties, is as follows: Large tension rifts, filled 
by wedges of the overlying sedimentary strata, 
originated in the crystalline basement. 

This concept agrees with 

1.	 The parallelism of the faults with the subver
tical schistosity of the crystalline rocks which 
retained their original position; 

2.	 The great drag of the sedimentary strata that 
caused their parallelism to the border faults; 

3.	 The possibility of bifurcation; 

4.	 The gradual passage into a graben bordered 
by normal faults without considerable drag; 

5.	 The occurrence of large individual boulders 
with different orientations. 

Cornelius Furlani (1902) already mentioned 
this mechanism as a possible alternative of 
another concept accepted by her, namely that the 
overlying sedimentary cover was strongly com
pressed thus causing synclines which were pressed 
into the crystalline basement. However, it is evi
dent that this mechanical concept does not agree 
with the possibility of abrupt bifurcation, the 
gradual transition into a graben that is bordered 
by normal faults without considerable drag, and 
the occurrence of large boulders with totally dif
ferent orientations. 

It is assumed that these tectonic graben struc
tures represent rifts caused by local tension in the 
earth crust. 

In the present cases, these tension rifts were fil
led by material from the sedimentary cover which 
thereafter has been compressed. They further were 
rotated from their original subvertical position 
into a North dipping position (see fig. 68). An 
original subvertical position is probable as the ten
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sion probably was parallel to the subhorizontal It is assumed that the intensity of deformation 
topographic surface. Further, an originally verti increased upwards. 
cal attitude of the schistosity is probable in the Upwards increasing deformation combined 
S. Stefano region as well as in the Pusteria region with overturning determines the absolute direction 
of the western Drauzone. of movement with respect to the basement com

It may be concluded that the compression and plex, and is in the direction of overturn. 
rotation of the S. Stefano Crystalline were pre In the surroundings of Auronzo, this assump
ceded by a phase of tension with formation of tion cannot be proved directly. In a number of 
riftlike grabens which were filled by subsi analogous cases of overturning, however, it ap
ding wedges and boulders of the overlying Per pears to be the most probable interpretation 
motnasSlC. (Sugana Line, chapter 16; Pusteria Line, chapter 

12).
§ 11B Southward overturned folds in the vici In this case, the absolute movement occurred in 

nity of Auronzo. a southward direction. It has already been indi
Sheet II and Section II (fig. 50) show the struc cated that the S. Stefano Crystalline moved to the 

ture of the W erfenian West of Auronzo. This SW. There, the deformation appeared to decrease 
structure can be interpreted as an anticline, over downward as may be derived from the relatively 
turned to the South, with a thrust fault cutting small amount of mass squeezed out (see fig. 49). 
along its axial plane. Another southward upthrust This prov~s the shallow depth at which the kine
occurs in the northern limb of this anticline. The matic process took place. 
anticline is situated between two more or less The relation between the southward movement 
symmetrical synclines, in which the shortening is of the Aiarnola mass and the SW movement of 
less. the Crystalline of S. Stefano is a very interesting 

The M. Aiarnola mass to the North is only mechanical problem. 
slightly folded, the Croda Alta mass to the South In fig. 51, the massive Aiarnola dolomites are 
somewhat more (fig. 9). The shortening of the intercalated between more ductile strata. 
latter increases eastwards. This syncline will be The strata East of the Aiarnola mass have been 
discussed more fully at the end of this chapter, in compressed with a W to SW overturn, whereas 
relation with the Werfenian beds so well exposed the Aiarnalo mass proper compressed the ductile 
along the F. Ansiei South of Villapiccola. strata South of it into a southward overturned 

The southward overturn of the Auronzo - M. anticline. 
Agudo region has been described as case 3 of table Let us suppose that both movements are syn
VII. This overturn may be due to a southward chronous. In that case, interference structures may 
mass transport which increases in importance be expected in the more plastic strata SE of the 
upon approaching the surface as well as to a north Aiarnola mass. There are two possible positions 
ward underthrusting mass transport which in for the axial planes of the folds. These are shown 
creases in importance towards depth. in fig. 51A and B. They may converge to the SE, 
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Fig. 51 

Three possibilities (A, B, and C) of folding of the more plastic strata surrounding the rigid Aiarnola mass. Dashed lines indi
cate the axial planes of folds, and arrows the direction of overturn. 
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and the direction of overturn does not show ab
rupt changes (fig. A). On the other hand, folds 
may be expected to bend around the Aiarnola 
mass (fig. B). The same fold now shows a west
ward overturn East of the Aiarnola mass and a 
southward overturn South of it. At the bending 
point, the direction of overturn, changes abruptly. 

Now the deductions from the imaginary ex
periment are compared with the observations of 
the actual situation at the bend. The folds in the 
Werfenian beds close to the Aiarnola mass show 
curved axial planes. They die out to the North as 
well as to the West, but they form an obvious 
link between the westward overturned fold of 
Section I and the southward overturned folds of 
Section II (fig. 50). 

It can be concluded that possibility B may be 
applied. 

The axial plane of the major anticline of the 
Auronzo region (section II), however, continues 
to the ESE without bends. West of S. Stefano, it is 
accompanied by some folds in the Gr6dener series 
with steeply westward dipping axes. The axial 
planes of these folds, which also die out rather 
quickly, converge to the SE. This represents possi
bility A as these folds form an obvious link be
tween the westward overturned folds of Section I 
and the southward overturned folds of section II. 

lt may be concluded that both patterns of inter
ference are actually present. This situation is re
presented by fig. 51 C. The mass deficiency that 
may be expected between the two patterns at the 
bend has been compensated by Upper Permian 
gypsum. This highly plastic gypsum probably has 
been squeezed into the pressure shadow. On the 
other hand, the presence of small amounts of gyp
sum elsewhere in the Upper Permian of the S. 
Stefano region suggests that the great thickness 
of the gypsum is not only the result of tectonic 
accumulation but also of stratigraphic origin (see 
chapter 5). 

This paragraph has given an explanation of the 
cases 1 and 3 of overturn mentioned in table VII. 
The intermediate case number 2 may be discussed 
also in this connection. Case 2 concerns the west
to northwestward overturn of some minor folds 
of the Valle Ostera (Sheet II). 

The presence of the preceding interference struc
tures renders it probable that the movements oc
curred synchronously and also during the com

pression of the crystalline basement. They belong 
to a phase of compression which was later than 
the formation of the tectonic graben structures of 
Candide-Padola, but which preceded the Alpine 
movements of the M. Tudaio mass to be discussed 
in the next paragraph. 

§ HC	 Southward movement of the M. Tudaio 
mass. 

The M. Tudaio mass is bordered by normal 
faults on the northside and by wrenchfaults on 
the westside (case 5 of table VII). 

Case 4 of this table indicates that the Werfenian 
strata underlying the M. Tudaio Mass were drag
ged southward. 

Moreover, Sheet I shows that the more plastic 
sediments South of the M. Tudaio mass have been 
folded and thrustfaulted with a southward over
turn. 

These combined deformation systems suggest a 
youngest independent southward movement of the 
rigid M. Tudaio dolomite mass over and between 
the more plastic sediments. 

At the rear, several normal tension faults are 
found. The most important one runs from the M. 
Piedo in the West to Transacqua and to the South 
slope of the M. Tezza Piccola in the East. This 
fault separates the Triassic strata of the M. Tudaio 
mass from the Permian strata North of it. Other 
normal faults are encountered in the Rio Mauria, 
the Rio Pinie, and the Rio Giao. The strike of the 
Grodener strata along both first mentioned faults 
is at right angles to the fault plane at the other side 
of which crystalline rocks occur in places. The 
folds of the Permian belong to the compression 
phase described in the preceding paragraph. The 
fact that the folds are cut off obliquely by the 
normal faults here under discussion, indicates that 
the latter are younger. In the next paragraph, the 
younger age of the wrenchfaults will be proved. 

In summary, the latest tectOnic phase of the S. 
Stefano region was an independent southward 
movement of a rigid unit with tension phenomena 
at its backside and compression at its front. At the 
OUtcrop of its floor at the western side, drag fea
tures have been observed. These structural features 
in combination indicate tnat the movement was 
not a reaction to a pushing effect of ether masses, 
but suggest an independent movement. The only 
force that may have caused such an independerit 
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movement of a body is the gravity which accumu
lated potential energy into every particle of the 
mass. This is the first time a force is mentioned as 
the cause of movements. In chapter 19, this subject 
will be discussed in further detail. In the present 
chapters, it will be mainly attempted to deduce the 
kinematics from the observed geometry. 

The surveyability of the M. Tudaio mass with 
its four deformation types, however, so strongly 
suggests that the very weight of the mass caused a 
southward sliding movement, that in this instance 
also the force has been mentioned. It appears that 
almost all Alpine movements South of the Pusteria 
Line caused southward overturns. In consequence, 
it seems possible that all these movements origi
nated by southward sliding of the superficial 
masses as a result of the Late Alpine doming of the 
Central Alps accompanied by subsidence in the 
Po Plain and the Venetian Plain. 

§ llD	 Wrenchfaulting of the Werfenian beds 
along the F. Ansiei South of Villapiccola 

The Werfenian beds exposed along the F. An
siei South of Villapiccola form a syncline exten
ding to the West as far as the Croda Alta mass, 
which is less shortened (fig. 9). To the East, this 
syncline disappears against the M. Tudaio mass. 
North of the axial plane the strata dip to the 
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Fig. 52 

Diagram (Schmidt net, lower hemisphere) of 23 bedding 
planes (circles) and 17 minor folds (dots) from the 
southern limb of the Ansiei Wedenian syncline. The 
axial plane of refolding (great circle) and its pole (cross) 

are indicated. 

South, and South of it they dip to the North. 
Several exceptions, however, disturb this simpli
fied picture. 

Diagram 52 shows 23 bedding planes of the 
southern limb and diagram 53, 32 of the northern 
limb. 
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In the first diagram also 17 minor folds have 
been plotted. These are more or less symmetric 
folds. Photograph 15 and fig. 90 of App. I are 
examples. This synclinal structure has been strong
ly disturbed. 

Fig. 54 shows a flexure with a steeply dipping 
axis. Many features of this type are responsible for 
the deviating strikes in the syncline. 
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Fig. 54
 

Schematic dextral wrench flexures from the northern limb of
 
the Werfenian syncline.
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The measurements of the diagrams are from 
similar flexures of various dimensions. The axes 
of these flexures must be located in the bedding 
planes of the folded strata. 

The E-W striking beds of the southern limb 
have been bent to NW and N strikes about the 
84° - 62° axis. The pole of the great circle of the 
bedding planes has been plotted in the net. The 
mean of the minor fold axes coincides with the 
pole of this great circle. 

The E-W striking beds of the northern limb 
have been bent into NW-SE and N-S strikes along 
the 268° - 40° axis. 

The few minor folds found on this northern 
limb have irregular positions. The many minor 
folds on the southern limb, however, show that 
not only wrench flexures represent deformation, 
but that some compression occurred also. 

It is interesting to determine the direction of 
the principal stress which caused this compression. 
It cannot be assumed that the principal stress lies 
in the refolded bedding plane, at right angles to 
the fold axis, but it may have an arbitrary position 
in the plane at right angles to the minor folds. The 
following considerations confirm the latter pos
sibility. At first the theory of refolding has to be 
considered and afterwards this theory is applied 
to the present example. 

/
/

/

'" Fig. 55
 

For explanation see text.
 

Fig. 55 shows a bedding plane which is com
pressed as a result of a stress, 01, forming an acute 
angle (= a) with the strike of the bedding plane. 
A fold in de bedding plane with an axis at right 
angles to Of1, can be expected, because this is the 
vertical projection of 01, in the plane. 

It has been assumed that a principal stress exists 
and that its course has not been distinctly influen
ced by the anisotropy of the rocks. This assump
tion must be checked first. 

Fig. 56 is a model of the Werfenian syncline 

South of Villapiccola. Let us assume a horizontal
 
NS principal stress forming an acute angle with
 

N 

Fig. 56 
Schematic diagram of the Ansiei Werfenian syncline with 
westward dipping mJ. in the northern limb and eastward 
dipping mJ. in the southern limb. The N-S directed principal 

stress is indicated. 

the axis of the syncline. The figure shows that 
westward dipping folds may be expected in the 
northern limb and eastward dipping folds in the 
southern limb. 

A better picture of the situation can be obtained 
by means of diagrams 52 and 53. It is assumed 
that the observed Nand S strikes are disturbances. 
The E and W striking bedding planes represent 
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Fig. 57
 

Diagram (Schmidt net, lower hemisphere) with the undis

turbed limbs of the Werfenian syncline (great circles) and
 
their poles (circles) intersecting in A (= primary foldaxis).
 
The secondary foldaxes of refolding (crosses) lie in the plane
 
(dashed great circle) at right angles to the principal stress.
 
Al is the not "externally" rotated primary foldaxis (see text).
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the original syncline. The probably undisturbed 
poles of the northern and southern limb have been 
plotted in fig. 57. The intersecting line of the 
limbs gives the synclinal axis. It dips 12° in the 
direction 288°. This West dip corresponds with 
the westward dip of the undisturbed Croda Alta 
syncline, farther to the West. The azimuth of the 
present axis, however, makes an angle of about 
30° with the Croda Alta synclinal axis (with the 
same azimuth of Ai, in fig. 57). This difference can 
be interpreted as due to a drag by the M. Tudaio 
mass. This dragging concerns all of the Werfenian 
beds in this region; it may be called an "external 
dragging" whereas the flexures of fig. 54 represent 
"internal dragging". Both types of dragging show 
dextral rotations. 

As the undisturbed limbs of the Werfenian syn
cline lie in the great circles of fig.'s 52 and 53, 

they are at right angles to the corresponding poles 
of these great circles. These poles have been plot
ted also in fig. 57, and represent the axes of refol
ding. They form together an E-W striking subver
tical plane. When the assumption applied in fig.'s 
55 and 56 is correct, the pole of this plane gives 
the direction of maximal stress which caused com
pression features. It also gives the direction of 
movement of the rigid Tudaio mass causing the 
flexures. The first calculated subhorizontal direc
tion of the principal stress coincides exactly with 
the southward movement of the M. Tudaio mass, 
which has already been deduced from the geologi
cal observations discussed in the preceding chap
ter. 

This is a confirmation of the correctness of the 
theoretical assumptions which have been made in 
deducing the direction of the principal stress. 

CHAPTER 12
 

TECTONICS OF THE CRYSTALUNE ROCKS OF THE PUSTERIA REGION
 

The quartz phyllites of Pusteria have been 
investigated as much in detail as possible. The 
number of outcrops is sufficient for compiling an 
accurate regional map of the mean azimuth and 
the mean dip of the minor folds. Sheets III and 
IlIa show that the mean axes of the minor folds 
vary strongly but gradually in the studied region. 
The mean m.L form a regular pattern and in the 
present chapter the kinematics involved will be 
discussed. 

The planes of schistosity have been strongly 
folded by these minor folds, and not many 
measurements of simple S-planes are available in 
Pusteria. It was stated before that the measured 
number of S-planes in the S. Stefano region is less 
than the number of m.f. The S-planes of the Pus
teria region are not included in the tables and 
diagrams of the appendices, because the measure
ments of mJ. (about 1700) are about seven times 
as high as the measurements of S-planes (about 
250). 

Fig. 58 shows the dips of the 257 S-planes 
measured in the Pusteria region. This histogram 
shows that the mean dip of S is subvertical with 
a small deviation to the North, which is negligible. 

It follows that the mean azimuth lines also indi
cate the mean strike of the subvertical schistosity. 
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Histogram of 257 S-dips from the Pusteria region
 

(Sheet III).
 

And as the observed stratification is parallel to S, 
the mentioned lines also indicate the strike lines of 
the bedding planes. In the western part of the 
Pusteria region, the minor folds dip steeply to the 
East. This fact implicates that the dip of the 
folded S-planes is larger than this value, if the 
strike is not at right angles to the azimuth of the 
mJ. The E-W strike of the S is apparent and it 
may be deduced that the steeply East dipping mJ. 
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in the S-planes implicates a subvertical attitude 
of S. By this reasoning, the geometry appears to 
be not very complicated and can be used for some 
calculations. 

On account of the position of the plane of un
conformity of the overlying Permian, it may be 
assumed that the isoclinal subvertical position of 
S is of Hercynian origin. The picture of the Her
cynian geometry has been obscured by later defor
mations. It probably was an isoclinally folded 
series at the end of the Hercynian as illustrated by 
fig. 59. This folding occurred about subhorizon
tal axes. 

The arguments in favour of this geometric pic
ture are the following: The N-S section between 
the Pusteria Line at Brunico in the North and the 
northern boundary of the Permotriassic of the 
Dolomites at S. Martino in Badia in the South 
shows 11 % km of exposed isoclinal subvertical 
S-planes (Sheet IV). Actually, the subvertical 
quartz phyllites will be thicker, because they ex
tend beneath the Permotriassic. It is certain that 
some redoublings of the originally subhorizontal 
series must have occurred as the total thickness 
of the series will probably not surpass some kms. 
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Fig. 59
 

Assumed relation between stratification (heavy line) and
 
schistosity-planes in the South Alpine isodinally folded
 

crystalline basement.
 

Such redoublings may have originated by iso
clinal folding. However, an anticlinal or syn
clinal bend with a subhorizontal axis has not 
been observed, and for this reason it is supposed 
that the folds do not possess bends. 

From a theoretical point of view, bends are even 
improbable. It can be expected that the originally 
subhorizontal S-planes acted as a medium for the 
deformation again after having obtained a cer

tain dip by rotation during folding. In the anti 
clinal crest, an acute angle between S and stratifi 
cation is probable. 

Fig. 92 shows minor anticlines, the structure of 
which is in agreement with the above theory. The 
original S-planes indeed have acted as axial plane 
schistosity of the new anticlines. This will be dis
cussed again in the summary of Hercynian orog
enesis (chapter 18) after the discussion of the 
other regions. 

The syncline at Monguelfo has been treated 
already in some detail (chapter 7). It was conclu
ded that the observed data of that structure can 
be best explained by assuming an original folding 
around a subhorizontal axis, followed by refol
ding around 55° East dipping minor folds. 

A first assumption on the relation between the 
first mentioned major folds and the minor folds 
might be that their axes are parallel as is the case 
in the S. Stefano region. But again the unproba
bility of the total thickness of the quartz phyllites 
exceeding a few kilometers already contradicts this 
premise. In going from Brunico eastward, 55° 
East dipping axes of mJ. are found over about 
14 km. If the position of the axis of the mJ. coin
cides with the planes of the stratification this 
would implicate a thickness of 14 sin 55 0 = about 
11 km for the quartz phyllites. This already too 
high value has to be augmented by 20 km for the 
E-W section West of Brunico which shows sub
vertical axes of mJ., and still some more kilo
meters for the eastern Pusteria region where the 
mJ. dip less than 55°. 

These considerations prove conclusively that 
the axes of the mJ. are not parallel to the axes of 
the major folds which might be present. The sub
horizontal attitude of the latter follows from the 
fact that one and the same type of rock is found 
in the entire region of Bressanone, Pusteria and 
the Carnian Alps. It must be kept in mind, how
ever, that this argument is based on the relative 
thinness of the folded quartz phyllites and not on 
the thickness of the unfolded quartz phyllites. 

Further, the local occurrence of limestones inter
calated in the quartz phyllites near Brunico pro
vides some information on the subhorizontal axis 
of the syncline, of which they probably form the 
core. These limestones locally show an apparent 
stratification. As could be expected, the latter is 
parallel to the subvertical E-W striking S-planes 
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of the surrounding quartz phyllites. These bed
ding planes have been folded into minor folds. It 
is interesting that the axes of these minor folds are 
subvertical or steeply dipping eastward as do also 
the mJ. of the surrounding quartz phyllites. 
Photograph 5 is an example of these steeply dip
ping mJ. of the Brunico limestones. This situation 
demonstrates that the limestones belong stratigra
phically to the crystalline basement. *) 

Moreover, the parallelism of the mJ. in strati 
fied limestone and quartz phyllite seems to demon
strate in a surveyable structure that the angle 
between the axes of respectively the major and the 
minor Hercynian folds is 60° - 90°. 

w E 

Fig. 60
 

Diagram of the Monguelfo syncline with steeply East dipping
 
crossfolds (mJ.) at both limbs.
 

The Hercynian phase of minor folding is ap
parently younger than the formation of the major 
folds. This statement can be proved as follows. 
Fig. 60 shows the syncline of Monguelfo. A syn
clinal bend is not shown, as the younger green 
phyllites forming the core of this syncline do not 
show such a bend. On the northern as well as on 
the southern limb the minor folds are dipping 55° 
to the East. 

Three possibilities can be enumerated for the 
relation between major folding and minor folding: 
The minor folds may be older, they may be syn
chronous, and they may be younger. 

Fig. 61 is the result of the unfolded major syn
cline of Monguelfo. The abrupt variations of the 
mJ. at the axes of the major folds prove that the 
mJ. cannot be older or synchronous. They must 
have formed parallel to each other after the S
planes already had reached their subvertical at

*) They are not intercalations of later Mesozoic rocks, as 
has been recently supposed by Tollman (1959) in his 
synthesis of the Austrian nappes. 
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Fig. 61 

The Monguelfo syncline unfolded about its synclinal axis. 

titude. The different positions of the S-planes in 
both limbs are too small to show differences in the 
positions of mJ. In the Bressanone region, evi
dently different positions of the S-planes will be 
found, which have been deformed by the mJ. 
(chapter 14). It appears that the mJ. are located 
in a plane which is at right angles to the direction 
of maximal shortening. 

The mJ. are subvertical at Chienes in the Bres
sanone region, and dip towards the East in the 
Pusteria region j they are subhorizontal in the Car
nian Alps. This variation of their mean dip is de
monstrated in fig. 62. The Pusteria region forms 
a transition between the subvertical mJ. in the 
area to the West and the subhorizontal mJ. to the 
East. This pattern of the mJ. is a Hercynian pat
tern, which has been affected by Alpine move
ments. 
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Fig. 62 

Diagram of the variation of the mean mJ. in the Pusteria 
region. Arrows indicate principal stress of minor folding. 

In the following, the complicated structure of 
the mJ. on Sheet IIP will be explained by a simple 
approach of the rigid Crystalline of the Defereggen 
Mountains in the North and the rigid Dolomites in 
the South. At this stage of our analysis, the Alpine 
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influence can be deduced from the parallelism 
between the strike lines of the quartz phyllite and 
the shape of its northern and southern boundaries. 

Moreover, the rapid variations of the azimuths 
and dips, as large as 50° per km at the Eggerberg 
structure, cannot have formed during a single 
phase of deformation. These are local disturbances 
of the more regional and gradual Hercynian pat
tern of fig. 62, just as has been stated for the S. 
Stefano region. Furthermore, the steep dips at the 
northern border of the Permotriassic of the Dolo
mites (between which even overturns occur) speak 
in favour of movements along the subvertical S
planes, as in the S. Stefano region. 

Along this northern boundary the bedding 
planes of the Permian and the S-planes of the 
crystalline basement in places are subparallel. It 
is known that they were at right angles to each 
other before Alpine deformation (chapter 10). 

The character of this Alpine deformation will 
be analyzed. 

The pattern of the mean m.f. of Pusteria (Sheet 
lIla) shows two characteristic properties. 

1. The mean azimuth lines converge eastwards. 

2. The iso-lines of the mean dips show an echelon 
arrangement of the oblong local minima. The 
strongest convergence accompanied by a local 
minimum is observed in the Eggerberg structure, 
which shows that both properties are closely re
lated. 

The other minima are also accompanied by an 
eastward convergence of the strike lines but the 
relation is less obvious. 

As the border masses do not show such proper
ties, it will be attempted to develop a concept to 

explain the two features as the result of a squee
zing out of a plastic zone between straight bor
ders. This links up with the considerations con
cerning the S. Stefano Crystalline. 

On Sheet III is shown that the convergence of 
the mean azimuth lines is about equal to the con
vergence of the borders. It may be supposed that 
prior to compression the borders were parallel to 
each other and to the mean azimuth lines, because 
the quartz phyllite series was isoclinally folded. 
The compression increased gradually eastward as 
the mutual distance between the borders becomes 
smaller in this direction. This concept is illustrated 
by model I (fig.'s 63 and 64). 
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Fig. 63 

Model 1. The upward squeezed out material increases east
ward and 02 = 201 (see text). 
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Fig. 64
 

Model I. It is assumed that the Pusteria Line was dextrally 
rotated about a hinge point above A. For further explanation 

see text. 

The structural outlines of the Pusteria region 
between Sorafurcia and S. Candido are given in 
fig. 65. 

Fig. 65
 

Schematized dimensions of the Pusteria region.
 
A '" Sorafurcia and B '" S. Candido.
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Model I is based on the concept that at Sora
furcia the Pusteria quartz phyllite has been com
pressed negligibly. The Pusteria Line has been ro
tated dextrally along the hinge point. Actually, 
the hinge point lies some kilometers to the West of 
Sorafurcia. 

It may be assumed that this hinge point is situ
ated NW of Brunico at the easternmost end of the 
Bressanone granite massif. 

Perhaps, the southward push exerted on the 
quartz phyllites, which were protected by this gra
nite massif, may be neglected in comparison to the 
southward movements of the crystalline masses 
North of the Pusteria Line, East of Brunico. 

In model I (fig. 64), which is based on fig. 65, 
the width of the belt of quartz phyllites is about 
7 km at Sorafurcia in the West, and about 2 km at 
S. Candido in the East. It has already been as
sumed that the crystalline rocks North of the 
Pusteria Line moved southward, and all distances 
were measured at right angles to this line. This 
assumption will be supported by further consider
ations in the following but for the present analyses 
it may also be assumed that the southern Dolo
mites block moved northwards, taking the dis
tances at right angles to this southern boundary of 
the Pusteria zone. This alternative only negligibly 
influences the following calculations. 

The difference between both distances men
tioned above amounts to 5 km. At S. Candido, the 
Pusteria Line moved 5 km or more southwards, 
causing the observed convergence of the strike 
lines of S and the upward rotation of the mJ. in 
the S-planes. 

At Sorafurcia, no material has been squeezed 
out and at S. Candido the squeezed out material 
reaches a maximum. At the half-way point, the 
squeezing out is intermediate and must be half of 
the maximum at S. Candido. 

A totally different premise is represented by 
model II, which also links up with fig. 65. In 
this case, it is supposed that the compression is 
equally distributed on the entire Pusteria Line, 
and the Crystalline of the Defereggen Mountains 
moved the same distance southwards at Sorafurcia 
and S. Candido. The characteristic properties of 
the Alpine deformation (a convergence of the S
planes and an upward rotation of the mJ.) then 
have to be explained by assuming an original 

convergence of the rigid borders. This concept 
will be analyzed presently. 
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Fig. 66 

Model II. The sideward compression of the plastic belt is 
equal in all places and the squeezed out material (dotted in 
A and B) too. Case A: The S-planes parallel the rigid 
borders. Case B: The S-planes intersect one of the rigid 
borders and the zone narrows toward the righthand side. The 
squeezed out column increases in this direction causing an 
upward rotation of the lineations in the S-planes and a 

convergence of the strike lines of the latter. 

Fig. 66A is a block diagram of a plastic zone 
with a subvertical schistosity parallel to the rigid 
borders. It has been squeezed out equally over its 
entire area, and there is no maximal squeezing out 
in the centre. Lineations within the S-planes will 
not be rotated during such deformation. 

An acute angle may have existed between plane 
borders of the zone before the deformation. 'fhe 
result of the squeezing out in this case is given in 
fig. 66B. As the borders have approached each 
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other equally, the height of the squeezed out co· 
lumn must have increased in the direction of con
vergence of the plane borders. 

Pre-existing lineations within the S-planes must 
have rotated upward in the direction of conver
gence of the plane borders. 

As the strike lines of the S-planes were assumed 
as parallel prior to deformation, they must make 
an acute angle with one or both of the rigid bor
ders. After the deformation the strike lines of the 
S-planes converge in the direction of convergence 
of the borders. 

The absence of an apparent acute angle between 
the mean azimuth lines and the rigid borders is the 
main objection against model II. But it can be de
monstrated that an acute angle of only a few de
grees i~ already in favour of model II. The con
structed mean azimuth lines of sheet III are not 
of such an accuracy that an angle of some degrees 
between constructed lines and actual lines is defi
nitely excluded. For this reason, the possibility of 
model II will be developed also quantitatively. 
Model II is also in accordance with the other char
acteristic properties of the Pusteria region being 
the gradual convergence of the plane borders to 
the East, an eastward convergence of the S-planes 
and an upward rotation of the mJ. in eastward 
direction. 

Although the first model seems to correspond 
best with actual circumstances, model II has the 
advantage that an uniform southward movement 
on the Pusteria Line is a very simple concept sup
ported by the conformity of the situation all along 
the northern boundary of the Pusteria quartz 
phyllites. 

In the second part (methodology), it was stated 
that the models had to answer the following re
quirements. It must be possible to submit them to 
simple calculations and they should correspond 
sufficiently with actual circumstances. 

Although the geometry of the Pusteria region is 
well known from many observations, the com
plexity of the different deformations is caused 
by an interference pattern of the kinematics, 
which can only be partially solved. 

It may be remarked that actual conditions may 
be intermediate between the two extreme con
cepts represented by the models I and II. Each 
combination of both mechanisms is possible. I t is 

not possible to draw a conclusion based on the 
facts on hand. 

Some quantitative calculations based on these 
models will be given. It is possible that the mag
nitude of the variables used in these calculations 
is not correct, but these calculations may aid in 
attaining an insight into the magnitude of the 
processes involved. Furthermore, these quantita
tive calculations will serve for arriving at some 
qualitative conclusions concerning the Alpine tec
tonics of this region, and the meaning of the used 
values will not be overestimated. 

The Pusteria region again shows the existence 
of Alpine movements along Hercynian planes of 
schistosity. The situation resembles that of the S. 
Stefano region discussed in the preceding chapters. 
In both regions the abnormal conformity between 
the S-planes of the Crystalline and the bedding 
planes of the Permian is the effect of a rotation of 
about 90° in the Permian strata whereas the S
planes of the crystalline rocks remained in their 
original position (fig. 1). 

§ 12A Rotation of the mean m.f. 

The iso-lines of mean dip on sheet IlIa show an 
echelon arrangement of local minima. 

These local minima are indicated by the lowest 
adjacent calculated mean dips. The sample re
gions, from which the mean dips have been cal
culated, have an arbitrary geographic position, so 
that the real minima may be assumed to be some
what lower. 

Moving from West to East a minimum of 19° 
is found in the Rio Furcia, 

26° SE of Rasun - Valdaora, 
10° N of Braies, 

-So at the Eggerberg, 
6° at the Pusteria Line (Planca di Sotto), 

-lSo NW of S. Candido. 

The echelon arrangement of these minima is 
evident (Sheet IlIa). Apparently, the Pusteria 
Crystalline has been squeezed out as a whole. The 
squeezing out was greater along three parallel EW 
striking lines. The southern line runs through the 
19° and 10° minima. The central line runs through 
the 26°, -So and _18° minima and the northern 
line runs just South of the Pusteria Line. 

Consequently, the rotation of the mJ. was not 
evenly distributed over the whole width of the 
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plastic quartz phyllite zone. Squeezing out pre
ferably occurred along three anticlinai structures. 
Rotation and squeezing out should not be con
fused. Every upward rotation in Pusteria indicates 
a relative squeezing out of mass to the East. E.g. 
the mass between the 19° and the 10° minima has 
not been squeezed out less than the mass with 26° 
minimum North of it. Although the 19° mini
mum exceeds the 26° minimum, the latter case re
presents a greater amount of material squeezed 
out. 

Rotation indicates an increase of the amount of 
squeezed out material and not its absolute amount. 

The angle of rotation may be estimated in the 
following manner. The northern zone of the Pus
teria Crystalline between Brunico and Monguelfo 
seems to be not squeezed out at all. The mean dips 
present from West to East are 58°,50°,49°,55°, 
58°,51°, and 53°, whereas the mean azimuths are 
subparallel; no convergence towards the East has 
been observed. 

It is assumed that the Hercynian minor folds 
had an average dip of 55° East. The 19°, 26° and 
10° minima are the results of Alpine rotations in 
this belt. 

When this situation at the end of the Hercynian 
orogenesis is assumed to represent the starting 
point of the Alpine cycle of deformations, the 
mean angle of rotation over the whole width of 
the crystalline zone can be estimated and amounts 
to about 15°. 

A priori, it is not certain that the 15° upward 
rotation of a 55° dipping mJ. corresponds with a 
15° upward rotation of a horizontal mJ. This is 
only the case when a = b in fig. 67, or when a 
describes a circle with the centre M. 

If, on the other hand, only vertical movements 
occur, a is shortened to b, as demonstrated in fig 
67. 

Furthermore, a vertical upward movement, p, 
causing a 15° rotation of the 55° dipping a, effects 
a 30° rotation on the horizontal b. 

In the calculations and for the sake of con
venience, it is assumed that a has not been short
ened to b, but this point is of minor importance 
for the outcome. It is not, a priori, certain, that 
no shortening occurred, although no field evidence 
for such an internal shortening has been found. It 
is possible that the entire quartz phyllite zone was 

p 
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Fig. 67
 
The 15° and 30° upward rotations for respectively 55°
 
East dipping and horizontal lineations originated by a
 

relative vertical movement (= p) at the East side.
 

enlarged sidewards as the result of rotations of not 
internally deformed blocks. 

When estimating the mean angle of rotation 
over the whole width of the crystalline zone at 
about 15 0

, this value may be used for some cal
culations. East of Monguelfo, the rotation cannot 
be determined as the observed pattern is the pro
duct of interference of Hercynian and Alpine de
formations. But the rigid borders of crystalline 
rocks North of the Pusteria belt and the Dolomites 
South of it converge gradually to the East, which 
allows a calculation of the rotation of mJ. South 
of Monguelfo-Dobbiaco. The mean strike lines in
dicate a local enlargement of the zone with res
pect to this gradual narrowing. The observed dips 
in the Permotriassic of Sheet III demonstrate that 
this enlargement is due to the fact that the south
ern (Permotriassic) boundary of this belt could be 
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somewhat indented southward over this distance. 
Apart from this indenture, the southern boundary 
of the Pusteria belt runs E-W. This gradual con
vergence of the rigid borders has been assumed in 
both models. In the following part, some calcu
lations for estimating the angle of rotation in the 
eastern part of the Pusteria region are given. 

Both models give a rotation of about 45°. The 
order of magnitude of the amounts of matter 
squeezed upward can be determined. 

§ 12B Calculations on Model I. 

Model I is represented in figures 63 and 64. 
Both are approximations on which model I is 
based. 

As the average angle of rotation has been esti
mated at 15°, it follows that h1 = 10 tg 15° 
2.7 km. 

Then 01 = 4% X 2.7 = 12.2 km2
• 

It is assumed that also below the mean topo
graphic plane of fig. 64, the Pusteria Line rotated 
gradually. 

Then, 02 = 2 01 ~ h2 = 12.2 km. 
h2 - h1 = 12.2 - 2.7 = 9.5 km. 

tg CP2 = 9,5 ~ CP2 = 44° 
10 

CP2 is the average angle of rotation of the eastern 
half of the Pusteria region at the upper side of the 
squeezed out material. 

In the mean topographic plane, this angle will 
be smaller. 

02 = 24.4 km2 implicates that the Defereggen 
Crystalline in cross section has replaced this area 
of quartz phyllite. 

Hitherto, a southward movement of the crys
talline rocks has been assumed. This concept is 
supported by the observed southward overturn of 
the Permotriassic series at the southern border of 
the Pusteria belt (case 7 of table VII). The occur
rence of mirior subhorizontal faults indicating 
southward displacements in the quartz phyllites 
(§ 4 B) and the average northward dip of the 
Mesozoic along the Pusteria Line are additional 
arguments for this supposition. 

As will be discussed in the following chapter, 
the western Drauzone along the Pusteria Line 
probably is a rift or tension zone resembling the 
tectonic graben structures in the S. Stefano region 
described in paragraph llA. The original position 
probably must have been subvertical. The pre
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sent 50 - 70° North dip of this western Drauzone 
has been caused by rotation. 

This northward dip implicates a downwards 
decrease of the compression. And, as stated before, 
overturn into a certain direction, in combination 
with a downwar:d decrease of the deformation, 
means an absolute movement of the material into 
this direction of overturn. For this reason, the Pus
teria Line must have moved southward, whereas 
the southern boundary of the Pusteria quartz 
phyllites has not moved northward. 

Solving the type of compression below the mean 
topographic surface, the following data are given. 
The southward movement in the topographic sur
face amounts to 5 km (fig. 64). The area of the 
replaced crystalline is 02 = 24 km2 

• The present 
dip of the original subvertical Pusteria fault 
amounts to 50° - 70° North. 

N 5km s 
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Fig. 68 
Schematic section across the western Drauzone at San 
Candido based on model I. Three independent data are 
combined: 
a) The southward movement at mean elevation amounts 
to 5 km. b) The area of replaced Austrian crystalline 02 = 
± 25 km2 • c) The actual North dip of the Pusteria fault 

amounts to 50°-70°. 

Fig. 68 gives a reasonable combination of these 
three data. The squeezing out is maximum at S. 
Candido, another schematic cross section of 
which is shown in fig. 69. The value for 02 (fig. 
68) is only estimated, and it may be somewhat too 
high. The emphasis is laid on the vertical move
ment by the quartz phyllites, which are at present 



exposed at the topographic surface. Basing the 
calculations on fig. 68, this distance x can be 
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Fig. 69 
Calculation of the average Alpine vertical movement (= x) 
of the rocks exposed at San Candido. Based on fig. 68. 

solved by an equation taken from fig. 69. Here 
Or = On + am. as On + am is the material 
replaced by Or . 

Or :Ifz(10  x) . :Ifz(10 - x) 
On 2 x 
am {5  liz (10  x)} 1/zx 

It follows that: 

1/2(10 - x) . liz (1 0 - x) 
2x + %x {5 - %(10 - x)}. 

Or x ~ 3 1/z km. 

This value is considered reas,onable. The 
youngest quartz phyllites occur at the northern 
and southern side of the quartz phyllite zone, as 
might be expected from our theoretical conside
rations and as supported by field data. 

As already stated in the first part of this paper, 
green phyllites occur at the northern as well as 
the southern side of the quartz phyllite zone East 
of Rasun Valdaora. At the northern side they are 
locally accompanied by slates. Cornelius Furlani 
(1912) called these rocks younger "Carnian 
Rocks", and also Geyer (1902) assumed the green 
phyllites to be younger than the monotonous 
quartz phyllites. 

This stratigraphic concept is supported by our 
observations and calculations as on account of an 
inward increasing squeezing out the youngest 
sediments are to be expected at the sides of the 
quartz phyllite zone. Indeed, the green schists oc
cur on both sides of the axial line of maximum 
upward movements. 

The isoclinally folded series of quartz phyllites 
and green phyllites are probably thicker than 
(x =) 3% km, which does not contradict the cal

culations. 
It can be said that the Permian was deposited on 

quartz phyllites which became younger to the 
East. 

East of Rasun Valdaora, the green phyllites had 
originally covered the quartz phyllites. But due 
to the squeezing upward of the latter, the layer of 
green phyllites has been pierced diapyrically, and 
now the green phyllites are exposed on both sides 
of the quartz phyllites. 

§ 12C Calculations on Model II. 

Model II is based on a uniformly compressed 
plastic zone narrowing eastwards. This model is 
illustrated in fig. 70. The angle of rotation in the 
western part of the Pusteria region is 15 0 

• 
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Fig. 70 

Model II applied on the Pusteria region. The replaced 
Austrian crystalline (= 0) equals the squeezed out material 

in all places, and 0 = 00 = 01 = 02' 
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Consequently, hI - ho = 2.7 km. 
The squeezed out area 0 is the same in all places 

00 = 01 = 02 = o. 
Thus 0 = 7 ho = 4% (2.7 + ho) or ho= 4.8 km. 
o = 7 X 4.8 = 33 km2

,
 

hI ho + 2.7 = 7.5 km,
 

h2 = O2 = 16.5 km. 
2 

Further h2 - hI = 9 km ~ tg ({!2 = 9/10 

~ ({!2 = 42°. 
It appears that the average angle of rotation in 

the eastern part, ({!2, almost equals its equivalent 
of Model 1. 

The replaced area, 0 = 33 km2 
, is somewhat 

larger than the maximum 02 of model I. 
The section at right angles to the Pusteria Line 

resembles fig. 68 in all places. 
The great amount of material squeezed out over 

its entire length renders model II less probable 
than model I. 

Another objection is that an acute angle is re
quired between mean azimuth lines and at least 
one of the rigid borders. The size of this angle has 
to be calculated and it should be small enough to 
fall within the range of the possib-Ie error in the 
constructed mean azimuth lines. 

It will now be attempted to explain the conver
gence of these lines by means of model II. 

The process of squeezing out between conver
ging borders implicates a convergence of the mean 
azimuth lines as demonstrated in fig. 36B. 

The rotation determines the amount of material 
squeezed out. The convergence only indicates the 
shortening within the mean topographic plane. 

Fig. 71
 

Model II. The righthand map originated from the left map
 
by equal compression and shows the convergence of the
 

originally parallel strike lines of the vertical S-planes.
 
For further explanation see text.
 

An attempt to calculate this amount of short
ening follows. Fig. 71 represents a zone of ductile 
material with converging rigid borders. The in
dicated S-planes are subvertical. If the northern 
border moves southward over a distance x, the 

squeezing out is equal in all places and fig. 71 I 
results in the situation represented in fig. 71 II. 

At the points A and B, the width of the plastic 
zone amounts to ao and bo in fig. 71 I, and to a and 
b in fig. 71 II. b at B is bordered by the same S
planes as p at A. 

ao=a+x
 
bo = b + x
 

The	 relative shortening, SA at A is defined as: 
x 

SA = 
ao
 

x
 
Therefore, SB = b 

o 

At A: a = ao - ao . SA, and also p = bo - bl)' SA 
A formula is required which expresses x in the 

v<Jlues, p a, and b. Successively, the following 
equations can be set up: 

p bo (1 - SA) 

P (b + x) (1 -~) 
ao 

p (b + x) (1 - ~-) 
a+ x 

p = b + )C. a x = a' p - b 
a+x	 a-p 

This formula can be applied to Pusteria. 
Again all compression West of Sorafurcia has 

been eliminated. 
A lies in Sorafurcia, and B at S. Candido. 
The values a and b are well known. 
Fig. 65 gives a = 7 km, and b = 2 km. p must 

be deduced from the mean azimuth lines. It may 
be assumed that the constructed course of these 
lines is not sufficiently accurate in approximating 
reality that exact calculations are allowable. For 
this reason, a diagram (fig. 72) has been construc
ted based on the formula for x and therefore 
giving the relation between p and x for the above 
mentioned values of a and b. 

It can be derived from sheet Ina that p ap
proximately equals a. This means x = 00, which 
is impossible and which may suggest that Model 
II is not possible. 

On the other hand, the mean azimuth line 
drawn North of Sorafurcia (p. 1360 on Sheet III) 
i~ almost tangent to the Permian at S. Candido. If 
it is assumed that the Pusteria Line is parallel to 
the mean azimuth lines, and that these lines form 
an acute angle with the Permian of the Dolomites, 
the two possibilities p = 4 km and p = 5 km may 
not be, a priori, excluded. The acute angle would 
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Fig. 72 
Diagram of the relation between x and p, based on the 

2 + x 
formula p = ---- . 7 (see text). 

7 + x 

then be 'IjJ = 8° and'IjJ = 6° respectively for these 
two values of p. 
p = 4 km means x = 4 km and 
p = 5 km means x = 11 % km. The latter 
value is probably too high. But when p = 4 km 

or somewhat greater, the value of x approaches 
that of the southward movement of the Pusteria 
Line obtained in fig. 68, based on Model 1. The 
replaced area of quartz phyllite 0 = 33 km2 ac
cording to Model II does not differ greatly from 
the value of 02 = 24 km2 obtained for fig. 63 
based on Model 1. 

It may be concluded that indeed if 'IjJ = 8°, Mo
del II gives a reasonable explanation of the present 
situation. In this case fig. 68 would represent a 
cross section valid for the entire Pusteria Line and 
not only a cross section of S. Candido, as in the 
case of Model 1. 

Both models give average angles of 15° and 45° 
respectively for the mean angles of rotation in the 
western and the eastern part of the Pusteria zone. 
All combinations of these models will give a simi
lar result. The amount of squeezed out material 
will increase eastwards and in the case of a com
bination the angle of 'IjJ will decrease from the 
maximum value of 8° accepted in Model II. 

CHAPTER 13
 

TECTONICS OF THE PERMOTRIASSIC OF THE PUSTERIA REGION
 

The tectonics of the non-crystalline rocks in the 
Pusteria region may be divided into the tectonics 
of the western Drauzone along the Pusteria Line, 
situated at the northern side of the quartz phyllite 
zone, and the tectonics of the Permotriassic be
tween the Rio Furcia and the Rio di Braies, along 
the southside of the quartz phyllites. 

§ 13A	 Tectonics of the western Drauzone. 
(North of the quartz phyllite zone) 

Between the crystalline rocks of the Defereggen 
Mountains to the North and the Pusteria quartz 
phyllites to the South, some intercalations of 
younger rocks are present. The stratigraphy of the 
Mesozoic components of these intercalations has 
been summarized in chapter 5. The western Drau
zone was comprehensively described by Cornelius 
Furlani (1912) and Gb. Dal Piaz (1934). 

The rocks consist for the greater part of tec
tonic breccias. The Pusteria Line appears as a mor
phologic depression and the western Drauzone is 
not well exposed. The differences between the 
geologic map of Furlani (1912) and the present 

map, which was compiled in 1957, may be ex
plained by rapid erosion. 

The width of the western Drauzone gradually 
decreases towards the West. The younger rocks 
consist of Mesozoic rocks, Upper Silurian (?) 
limestones, and tonalitic intrusions. The latter are 
only exposed North of Monguelfo and at Planca 
di Sotto. The first two rock types together are 
filling up the western Drauzone, and the Mesozoic 
is generally located North of the Upper Silu
rian (?). At some places, however, e.g. NNE of S. 
Candido, the zone only consists of Mesozoic rocks, 
whereas at other places (e.g. Rasun-Valdaora) only 
Upper Silurian (?) is present. 

The thinly laminated Silurian(?) limestones pass 
eastward uninterruptedly into the Upper Silurian 
limestones of the Carnian Alps, containing Ortho
ceras, but in the Pusteria region fossils have not 
been found. These limestones have been folded 
during Hercynian orogenesis. Their stratification 
is subvertical, and parallel to the schistosity of the 
Pusteria quartz phyllites. The strike of the bed
ding planes is E-W. Frequently, minor folds occur, 
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mostly as ribs but in some cases they may have a
 
width of some ems.
 

At Prato alIa Drava, the following measure

ments have been made on these mJ.:
 

co-ordinates of the grid az.  dip of mJ. 
983 - 800 290° - 10° 
982 - 801 100°  0° 
979 - 802 285° _12° 
975 - 804 110° -15° 
974 - 805 105° - 30° 

North of Dobbiaco, at the Kiihbach, (fig. 73) 
260° - 10° has been found. 

These dips are about equal to the dips of the 
mJ. in the adjacent Pusteria quartz phyllites. 

The fault which probably borders the western 
Drauzone at its southern side apparently is a nor
mal fault parallel to the mean schistosity with a 
downthrown block consisting of younger "Car
nian Rocks" at its northern side (fig. 75). 

The structural position of the Mesozoic rocks 
generally filling up the northern part of the wes
tern Drauzone North of the Silurian rocks is com
plex. 

Strikes parallel to the Pusteria Line are predo
minating but many deviations have been observed. 
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Structural sketchmap of the Hauptdolomit along the Kiihbach 
North of Dobbiaco, Pusteria region. 

Fig. 73 shows the structure of the "Hauptdolo
mit" at Gandella (NNE of Dobbiaco). This 
Hauptdolomit block is subvertical with a N-S 
strike. West of the Kiihbach, some low ridges with 
exposures of Hauptdolomit are present, parallel 
to the Pusteria Line. This Hauptdolomit probably 
strikes parallel to the Pusteria Line. Also East of 
the Gandella structure of fig. 73, E-W strikes are 
found along the Rio di S. Silverstro (Sheet III). 

Apparently, the Hauptdolomit of the western 
Drauzone consists of large boulders in different 
pOSltlOns. 

As stated in chapter 11, this structural indepen
dence of separate boulders is an argument in fa
vour of the concept that these wedges of younger 
rocks intercalated in the crystalline basement were 
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SCHEMATIC SECTION ILLUSTRATING THE
 
FORMATION OF THE PUSTERIA LINE
 

The Pusteria Line is considered as a downthrow fault with
 
a tension rift along the southside of 

rift has been filled up as 
the fault plane. This 

a result of: 

a) 

b) 

c) 

Subsidence of "Carnian Rocks" 

Subsidence of Mesozoic blocks 

Rise of magmatic matter. 

Remarks: 1) The width of the western Drauzone has 
been exaggerated about 10 times. 2) The thickness of the 
folded crystalline series is unknown. 3) The later southward 
toppling over of the Pusteria fault plane has not been 
depicted. 4) Due to earlier Alpine kinematics, the position 
of the rocks North of the Pusteria Line had been disturbed 

(chapter 22) which has not been depicted either. 
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formed by subsidence in grabenlike rifts, which 
were subsequently compressed. 

The Pusteria Line is a fault line and the origin 
of the hypothetic tension rifts probably is about 
synchronous with faulting. 

As the younger rocks occur South of this origi
nally subvertical fault, the southern side is pro
bably the downthrown side of a normal fault. The 
nature of the Pusteria Line will be discussed in 
greater detail in chapter 19. 

For the present, fig. 74 gives the possible mode 
of filling up of the tension zone by the three kinds 
of younger rocks mentioned above. 

The tonalitic intrusions are in support of the 
concept that originally tension existed along the 
Pusteria Line. This tension enabled the igneous 
material to rise. The tonalites filled the western 
Drauzone from below, whereas the Mesozoic and 
Upper Silurian rocks filled the western Drauzone 
from above. 

Dal Piaz (1942) mentioned contact metamor
phism of the tonalites in the Mesozoic. This means 
that at least locally the downward movement of 
the sedimentary wedges preceded the upward 
movement of the magmatic material. 

§ 13B	 Tectonics of the Permotriassic between the 
Rio Furcia and the Rio di Braies. 
(South of the quartz phyllite zone). 

Sheet III is considerably different from the 
Carta Geologica delle T re Venezie, foglia Mon
guelfo (= F. 7, Merla's contribution, 1930). Fig. 
75 gives Merla's map. 
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Geology of the vicinity of Braies according to Meria
 
(Carta geologica, 7, 1930).
 

The most important difference is the distinction 
between the Upper Permian Bellerophon lime
stones and the Werfenian beds which resemble 
each other in the Pusteria region, based on obser

vations in the surroundings of Braies where the 
Bellerophon is well exposed. 

The dip symbols on Sheet III also represent the 
outcrops and indicate an E-W strike, apart from 
the flexures with a subvertical axis, already men
tioned as case 8 in table VII. The rocks at Braies 
called Bellerophon limestones by Merla are gyp
sum containing dolomites which disappear below 
the Quaternary (fig. 75). Indeed, they probably 
belong to the Upper Permian. In that case, the 
stratigraphically older, E-W striking marly lime
stones North of them are Permian and not Lower 
Triassic Werfenian strata as supposed by Merla. 

The five faults distinguished by Merla have 
been reduced to a single sinistral transverse fault, 
the presence of which may be deduced from the 
displacement of about 500 m of the stratigraphic 
boundaries along the fauTt plane. 

Its horizontal slip is indicated by accompanying 
minor faults (see § 6A). 

The faults on Merla's map North of Braies have 
to be replaced by a set of dextral wrench flexures 
which are not restricted to three distinct NNW 
striking lines as the faults on his map. 

The cases 7 and 8 of table VII summarize the 
two systems of deformation types which deter
mine the structure of the Permotriassic under dis
CUSSlOn. 

Case 7 is a bending around an E-W striking axis 
giving the strata a subvertical or even an over
turned attitude. 

These subvertical or steeply dipping strata have 
been folded around subvertical or steep axes, re
sulting in the system, distinguished as case 8 in 
table VII. 

The flexures of this system indicate that the 
eastern block moved southward with respect to 
the western block. These flexures may be com
pared with those of case 5 (table VII) and have 
been discussed in Some detail in paragraph llD. 
They seem to be younger than the phase of folding 
around E-Waxes. It is highly probable that these 
flexures are synchronous with the indenture in 
the general strike of the quartz phyllites South of 
Monguelfo-Dobbiaco. 

This indenture has been explained in chapter 12 
as the result of a southward push of the quartz 
phyllites into the Permotriassic of the Dolomites. 
The parallelism of the strikes of the schistose rocks 
on the one side and of the Permotriassic on the 
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other proves the Alpine age of this indenture. 
From these considerations it may be concluded 
that the Permotriassic under discussion has dex
trally rotated, not only internally (case 8, table 
VII) but also externally. Also on this point the 
present region may be compared with the Wer
fenian rocks along the F. Ansiei, South of Villa
piccola (chapter 11). 

The wrench flexures are accompanied by sub
symmetrical minor folds, although not as frequent 
as along the F. Ansiei. The measured axes of mJ. 
are: 

co-ordinates of the grid az. - dip m.L 
771 - 779 135° - 60° 
759 - 787 130° - 60° 
759 - 787 145° - 45° 
759 - 786 125° - 40° 

Moreover, movements parallel to the bedding 
planes around similar axes are indicated by striae. 
E.g. the bedding planes of the Bellerophon lime
stones North of Braies (co-ordinates: 785 - 778) 
are dipping 70° - 75° in the direction 210°. 

The numerous striae in the bedding planes have 
an angle of rake of 135° - 145°. 

The observations on the minor folds in the Per
motriassic of Braies are too few to allow an exact 
analysis as made in chapter 11 for the mJ. of the 
Werfenian beds along the F. Ansiei. The axes are 
probable parallel to the line of intersection be
tween the generally southward dipping bedding 
planes and a subvertical, 125-145° striking, plane 
in which all axes of mJ. are situated, making right 
angles with the probable direction of principal 
stress. 

CHAPTER 14
 

TECTONICS OF THE BRESSANONE REGI ON
 

The structure of the Bressanone quartz phyllites 
is less complicated than the structure of the quartz 
phyllites in the S. Stefano and Pusteria regions. 
The structure and the kinematics follow clearly 
from the structure map (Sheet IV). 

The Bressanone quartz phyllites are bordered 
On their northside by the Bressanone granite and 
the Pusteria Line. The Bressanone granite belongs 
to the so-called "Periadriatic intrusions", which 
intruded at the end of the Alpine orogenesis. The 
granite of Bressanone on the westside (W. of the 
F. Isarco) resembles a laccolith, the boundary of 
which is parallel to the schistosity of the surroun
ding quartz phyllites; on the East side it is a ba
tholith cutting the schistosity. To the SE of Rio di 
Pusteria, the contact makes right angles with the 
S-planes. The contact along the F. Rienza between 
Vandoies and Falzes, however, is parallel again 
to the schistosity. It may be assumed for the latter 
situation, that the S-planes which were already 
subvertical, have been dragged farther upwards 
by this intrusion, thus causing an apparent paral
lelism between plane of contact and schistosity. 
The very intense drag along the contacts of a 
batholith is generally confined to a zone with a 
width of a few hundreds of meters, and the effect 
decreases outwards. 

Still farther away from the intrusion the mean 

strike of the schistosity-planes makes an angle 
with the contact plane. . 

The sample of measurements SW of Sciaves 
(meas. s. 140 of App. II) shows obvious drag on 
account of the abnormal NNE strike, which is 
parallel to the contact in this place. A zone of 
intense drag of some hundreds of meters wide has 
also been found along the Cima d'Asta and Rieser
ferner batholiths (see chapters 15 and 21). The 
entire crystalline basement complex of the Cima 
d'Asta region has been influenced by the intrusion, 
notwithstanding the fact that in some cases the 
distance from the contact amounts to many kilo
meters. At first sight one may believe that the 
southward dip of the southern and western part 
of the Bressanone quartz phyllites has also been 
effected by an Alpine rotation, which resulted 
from the upward movement of the Bressanone 
granite at that time. 

By this concept, however, the situation is only 
partially explained. It is true that the Permian is 
dipping to the South, but the quartz phyllites are 
dipping steeper in this direction. This different 
amount of dip is demonstrated most obviously by 
the construction of cross sections through the re
licts of Permian which cover the mountain sum
mits of the Bressanone quartz phyllites in two 
places (Sheet Iva). 
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The connecting line between the M. Telegrafo 
(2504m) and the summit of 1835 m located to the 
South gives about the dip of the contact plane 
between the Crystalline and the Permotriassic 
cover. 

This plane dips about 9°, whereas the S-planes 
are dipping 20° - 30° here (Sheet IV). 

The effect of the Alpine kinematics may be 
eliminated by not taking into account the meas
urements in the marginal belts around the intru
sive rocks and by rotating the Permian into its 
original subhorizontal position. Furthermore, the 
probably Alpine anticline in the SW corner of 
Sheet IV between Novale di Sopra and Rasciesa 
di Fuori, which indicates an Alpine shortening of 
the subhorizontal Crystalline, must be left out of 
consideration in analyzing the pre-Permian 
situation. 

The remaining Hercynian geometric pattern is 
rather simple. Nevertheless, some important con
clusions can be drawn. The S-planes are dipping to 
the S to SW in the whole Bressanone region. The 
amount of dip increases from South to North and 
in some degree from West to East. 

The N-S cross section South of Brunico in the 
NE corner of Sheet IV shows subvertical or steep
ly southward dipping S-planes in all places. It has 
been demonstrated in chapter 12 that this section 
probably represents an isoclinally folded series. 

Consequently, the Bressanone region is the tran
sitional region between an unfolded subhorizontal 
Crystalline in the South (also found in the Cima 
d'Asta and Gosaldo regions South of the Dolo
mites, see chapters 15 and 17) and an isoclinally 
folded series in the North (continuing in the Pus
teria and S. Stefano regions). 

This Hercynian macrofolding occurred around 
an E-W axis. The SE strike of the S-planes NE of 
Bressanone may be explained as the result of the 
eastward increasing dip of these planes. 

Steepening of the dip in the direction of strike 
is always accompanied by a convergence of the 
strike lines in this direction. Fig. 76 is a theoretical 
model of the Bressanone region. The convergence 
of the mean strike lines has been calculated with 
an eastward steepening of 150. The mean dip be
tween two mean strike lines bordering an equally 
thick crystalline layer has been indicated 10 a 
western and an eastern section (fig. 76). 
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Theoretical model of the Bressanone region. The SE strikes
 
have orignated by an eastward steepening of the mean dip
 
up to 15°. The principal stress during minor folding is
 
indicated by arrows (in the eastern part 30° West dip and
 

in the western part a subhorizontal position),
 
For further explanation see text.
 

It has been supposed that in the South the mean 
strike lines continue their E-W course towards the 
East. 

As this model resembles actual circumstances, 
it may be stated that the eastern part of the Bres
sanone region has been compressed more strongly 
than its western part, while the material was 
pushed towards the South. 

Hitherto, is was assumed that the quartz phyl
lites of Bressanone had a NW to NNW strike 
(Heritsch in Schaffer's volume, 1951, p. 262). 
This direction was interpreted as the original Her
cynian strike and this strike served as a means of 
distinction between the Bressanone quartz phyl
lites and the Thurntaler quartz phyHites which are 
located North of the Pusteria Line (Sheet I). The 
Thurnthaler quartz phyllites are striking E-W. 
This assumption of a mean SSE strike for a great 
part of the Bressanone Crystalline was based on a 
few measurements by Sander (Carta geologica, 6, 
1924). 

Our tables and diagrams (appendices II and III) 
demonstrate, however, that although some SSE 
strikes do occur, these are exceptions from the 
many S-planes which together from a group with 
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a mean having a SE strike at the most. This SE 
strike probably is the result of an eastward in
creasing dip; for the Hercynian orogenesis the 
N-S direction of compression has to be accepted 
also for the Bressanone region. 

The preceding discussion shows the necessity of 
<J great number of measurements for reaching de
pendable conclusions. Some single values belong
ing to groups of strongly dispersed measurements 
may introduce incorrect conclusions. 

Up to now, nothing has been said on the minor 
folds of the Bressanone region. 

It has been explained in chapter 12 that the 
minor folds are probably younger than the macro
folds. The Hercynian minor folds grow steeper 
from East to West in Pusteria. At Brunico, they 
are dipping about 60° East. This tendency con
tinues in the Bressanone region. In the surround
ings of Chienes, subvertical minor folds are found. 
In this place, the direction of maximal shortening 
was E-W and horizontal (fig. 76). 

In the Bressanone region, the macrofolding not 
only effected subvertical attitudes of the S-planes 
as in the Pusteria region, but varying southward 
dips are present. 

An E-W directed compression produced minor 
folds the dip of which equals the southward dip 
of the S-planes folded by this compression. Sheet 
IV shows S-SSE dipping minor folds in all places 
with the exception of the NE corner. Notwith
standing the strong dispersion of the measure
ments, the mean azimuth lines appear to be sub
parallel. The mean dip of the mJ. may be some
what smaller than the dip of the mean m.f. loca
ted within the mean S-plane which it approxi
mates. The causes of such deviations were dis
cussed at length in chapter 9. The proper devia
tions are given in table XVIII. The relation be
tween major folding and minor folding is also 
shown in fig.'s 62 and 88. 

The parallelism of the mean azimuth lines causes 
various angles between these lines and the mean 
strike lines, the strike of which varies from E to 
SE. This angle is -+- 30° in the surroundings of 
Luson and ± 80° at the T. Eores. 

The variations in the course of the mean strike 
lines result from the phase of major folding. 

Dealing with the Pusteria quartz phyllites it 
was proved that the mJ. in this region are youn
ger. It is obvious that an EW horizontal compres

sion will cause parallel mean azimuth lines in E 
striking as well as in SE striking S-planes. The 
subject of refolding was discussed in chapter 11 
to which may be referred. 

On the other hand, the younger age of the mJ. 
has not been proved in the Bressanone region. Sub
horizontal N-S striking mJ. may be assumed in 
the subhorizontal S-planes which were afterwards 
folded as shown in fig. 76. Probably, all move
ments occurred in vertical N-S planes and for this 
reason the N-S mJ. maintained their N-S azimuth 
during this phase of major folding. 

It may also be assumed that the SW dips of the 
S-planes of the central part of Sheet IV originated 
by folding along a SE running axis. In this case, 
the mJ. indeed would have rotated about a ver
tical axis, but the amount of rotation would be 
too small to be measured. However, this case seems 
to be less probable than that in which the move
ments in the Bressanone region are restricted to 

vertical N-S planes. The calculations on the pos
sible variation of the azimuth of the mJ. by later 
major folding parallel to another axis will be given 
in chapter 15. 

In the NE corner of Sheet IV, the mean azimuth 
lines show a sharp deviation from the N-S course 
in the remaining Bressanone region to the W-E 
course in the Pusteria region. The structural 
meaning of this bend must not be overestimated. 
It has resulted from the exaggeration of the in
fluence of the steep dips on the course of these 
mean azimuth lines by the projection method 
which has been applied. SFieet IVa, in the lower 
right corner of Sheet IV, gives the angle between 
the mean m:f. and the strikes of the mean schisto
sity, in other words the rake of the mJ. 

In the Bressanone region the schistosity-planes 
are generally dipping southward, with a few ex
ceptions of northern dips in the SW corner. For 
the sake of obtaining comparable rakes, they all 
have been measured clockwise with respect to 
the eastward strike of these S-planes, observed 
from above. 

Furthermore, only the rakes belonging to the 
mean strikes varying from 80° to 130° have been 
used for map Iva. By representing the mean mJ. 
in this way, the exceptional character of the NE 
corner of Sheet IV disappears, as the variation 
cf the rake is not greater than in other places of 
this region. 
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CHAPTER 15 

TECTONICS OF THE CRYSTALLINE ROCKS OF THE CIMA D'ASTA REGION 

In the crystalline basement exposed at the 
southside of the Dolomites (Sheet V, VI, VII) the 
schistosity-planes and the stratification are paral
lel to the bedding planes of the overlying Permian 
sediments. 

The major Hercynian folding around an E-W 
axis is absent. Minor folds with N-S axes are 
present. Most minor folds are overturned, gener
ally to the West (chapter 3). They are accompa
nied by larger folds and a N-S strike of the S
planes has been observed in places. 

The Cima d'Asta Crystalline is bordered to the 
NW by the NW dipping Lagorai quartz porphy
ries, to the E by the reef dolomites of the Pale 
di S. Martino, and to the SE by the Sugana Line. 
This crystalline basement complex can be divided 
into two parts. The western part consists mainly 
of intrusive rocks (granites, tonalites, diorites, 
and gabbros) with intercalated and isolated areas 
of quartz phyllites. This part has been called the 
"Cima d'Asta Complex" (fig. 78). 

The eastern part consists of metamorphic rocks. 

§ 15A The Cima d'Asta Complex. 

The intrusive rocks of the Cima d'Asta Com
plex belong to the "Periadriatic intrusions", com
parable with the Bressanone granite North of the 
Dolomites. 

The Cima d'Asta granites have intruded the 
quartz phyllites during Late Alpine orogenesis. 
According to Mittempergher their Alpine age has 
been determined by radioactive methods (personal 
information). The more basic gabbroic rocks at 
the Val Lozen in the eastern part of the Cima 
d'Asta Complex (point 1136 m) have a direction 
of paleomagnetization which is about the same as 
the present direction (non-published data of the 
geophysical department of the Geological Instit. 
at Utrecht supplied by T. L. R. Findhammer). In 
this chapter will be demonstrated, that a relation 
exists between the mechanism of the Cima d'Asta 
intrustion and the Alpine boundaries of the quartz 
porphyries layer and the Schlern dolomites. Mit
tempergher (personal information), moreover, 
found contact-metamorphism in the Lower Per
mian Lagorai quartz porphyries, and the earlier 

concept of a Hercynian age of the intrusion, still 
accepted by Andreatta (1932) and d'Amico (1957) 
must be abandoned. 

The contact-metamorphism is generally restric
ted to a belt some hundreds of meters wide along 
the contact planes of the intrusive rocks. Accor
ding to d'Amico (1957), the great post-kinematic 
feldspar crystals (see fig.'s 45-47 of App. I) and 
some other minerals in the Val Lozen area may be 
considered as a recrystallization of the quartz 
phyllites with some supply of material (e.g. al
kalies, see chapter 20) related to the Cima d'Asta 
intrusion. The intrusive bodies are diapyric batho
liths. The contact planes are generally parallel to 

the S-planes, or subvertical. In the latter case, they 
generally intersect the S-planes. Upward drag of 
the originally subhorizontal S-planes has been ob
served in many places. South of the M. Tauro, at 
the southern contact plane of the Cima d'Asta 
granite, the S-planes are overturned towards the 
South in a zone about 150 m wide. 

Subhorizontal S-planes occur South of this over
turned zone in the Crystalline of the Strigno 
region (Sheet VI). 

These S-planes are not overturned, as they 
are conformably overlain by the Permian (Section 
V, fig. 83). The overturning of the S-planes South 
of the M. Tauro must be the effect of local drag, 
which disappears to the East. South of the M. 
Castelletto the contact plane dips to the South and 
almost coincides with the present topography. 

The subparallelism between the contact plane 
and the present topography is indicated by alter
nating contact-metamorphic quartz phyllites and 

Fig. 77
 
Trener's concept on the Cima d'Asta granite (1957, p. 613).
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granite on the southern slope of the M. Castelletto. 
The local overturning of the S-planes disappears 
also westward. South of the M. Cima the S-planes 
have an average dip of ± 32° NE up to the con
tact plane, without any overturning and drag at 
the contact. These observations on the southern 
contact of the Cima d'Asta granite refute Trener's 
view represented by fig. 77. Trener (1957) was 
of the opinion that the Cima d'Asta granit~ in
truded as a Hercynian laccolith, and that it had 
been folded together with the surrounding quartz 
phyllites into a southward overturned anticline. 
However, as this intrusion most probably has an 
Alpine age, it is more probable that it ascended 
vertically, locally dragging the quartz phyllites 
upward into a subvertical position. 

The contact zone at the North side of the Cima 
d'Asta Complex is not so well exposed, and the 

absence of overturn does not definitely prove that 
overturn cannot be present. 

Local overturn to the South at the South side 
is evident, but an equivalent overturn at the North 
side has not been observed. The dimensions of the 
ohenomenon of overturn at the South side are 
small in comparison to the dimensions of the entire 
Cima d'Asta Complex, and this feature will not 
be used as a factor in our considerations on region
al tectonics. 

Next to features of drag close to the contact 
plane, the curvatures of the mean strike lines on 
Sheet V represent a general doming of the quartz 
phyllites around the intrusive masses. This doming 
is most evident in the eastern part of the Cima 
d'Asta region to be discussed in the following 
paragraph. 

An exception is formed by the Calmandrino 
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Schematized structure map of the Cima d' Asta region. It is assumed that the mean dip IS 35° In all places of the
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area West of Canale San Bovo. The S-planes are 
dipping toward the North, that is in the direction 
of the Mezzogiorno diorite. They seem to make 
right angles with the contact plane of the latter. 

The contact plane of the Cima d'Asta granite 
dips steeply to the East, and is well exposed SE of 
the M. Tolvo. The gently westward dipping S
planes are intersected at right angles by the steep
ly eastward dipping contact plane. No drag is 
present. 

The 20° northward dip in the Calmandrino 
area indicates that this area is the northern limb 
of an anticlinal structure with an overturn to the 
South, the reduced middle limb of which is formed 
by the Sugana Line (Ch. 16). 

The quartz phyllites in the surroundings of the 
M. Cengello belong to the roof of the granite, and 
contain all sorts of veins (Carta geologica, 22 by 
Trener, 1943). These veins and dykes have been 
omitted from our maps. In some places breccias 
have been found consisting of fragments of quartz 
phyllites with different attitudes of the S-planes. 

E.g. at the M. Cengello, on about a quart of a 
square meter, a number of fragments with dia
meters of about one decimeter were observed with 
orientations of 270 0

- 40°,215° - 55°, 205° - 58°, 
305° - 55°, and 255° - 50°, respectively. This is 
possibly the cross section of a funnel-shaped body 
in which the rotations of the independent blocks 
were caused by escaping gases. 

The mantle of quartz phyllites reacted more 
or less plastically during the Alpine intrusion. 
This will be demonstrated in the following para
graph. 

§ 15 B Tectonics of the NE part of the Cima 
d'Asta Regwn. 

Fig. 78 is a simplified structural representation 
of the crystalline triangle NE of the Cima d'Asta 
Complex and its Permotriassic framework. The 
strike lines of the S-planes in the crystalline base
ment are parallel with the NE border of the Cima 
d'Asta Complex, with the southern border of the 
Lagorai Range, and with the western border of the 
Pale di San Martino unit. 

These strike lines converge from the central 
area of the crystalline triangle to its southeastern 
and southwestern cornerpoints. This convergence 
is not caused by a variation of the dip as was the 
case in the Bressanone region. As the dip is fairly 

consistent all over the region, this convergence 
must be due to a wedging out from the centre to 
the corner points. The 22 mean dips of S-planes of 
the crystalline triangle have a mean of 350. This 
value will be used in some calculations. In the 
centre of the triangle, the exposed crystalline series 
is about 5 km thick. In the western angular point 
it has wedged OUt to about 1 km. Such wedging 
out is probably caused by a subsequent deforma
tion and not a pre-Permian property of the crys
talline rocks. 

The mean azimuth lines of the minor folds are 
subparallel in the whole Cima d'Asta region. 
Their direction is about N-S, as in the Bressanone 
regIOn. 

The rotation of the S-planes is younger than the 
formation of the m.f. At first sight, it seems that 
rotations of subhorizontal S-planes with subparal
lel m.f. around different axes would disturb the 
subparallelism of the m.f. by variation of the 
<J.zimuth during the rotation. When the angle of 
rotation is not too great, this variation of the azi
muth may be neglected. In fig. 79, the variation 
has been calculated for an angle of rotation of 
350. The axis of rotation makes all possible angles 
between 0° and 90° with the originally horizon
tal, N-S directed m.f. After rotation, the rake of 

+ 

Fig. 79
 

Diagram (Schmidt net, lower hemisphere) of the after

rotational positions of originally horizontal, N-S directed,
 
mJ. which lie in planes rotated 35° about axes between
 
Nand W. The maximal deviation of the after-rotational
 
azimuth is _6° in case of a NW directed rotation axis.
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the mJ. is the same. It appears that the deviation 
between the original N -S direction and the after
rotational direction of the mJ. reaches a maxi
mum when the axis of rotation makes an angle of 
45° with this original N-S direction. 

The maximal deviation of the after-rotational 
azimuth from the original one is only N 6° W. 
For this reason, the after-rotational variations of 
the azimuth may be neglected in the Cima d'Asta 
regIOn. 

On account of the preceding analysis, the po
sition of the mJ. is of no importance for the fol
lowing considerations on the Alpine deformations 
of the crystalline basement complex. 

Fig. 78 may be considered as a sufficiently ac
curate approximation of true circumstances. The 
following theory is based on these considerations. 

The Cima d'Asta Complex ascended during the 
Late Alpine orogenesis. This upward movement 
caused the tilting of the adjacent crystalline rocks 
and of the overlying Lagorai quartz porphyries. 
The latter are about 1 km thick. This layer of 
quartz porphyries was tilted without internal de
formation; it reacted as a rigid plate. At its east
ern side the crystalline rocks are bordered by the 
Pale di S. Martino, which consist of reef-like 
Schlern dolomite, about 1 ¥z km thick, which 
might have been overlain by an equally thick 
layer of Hauptdolomit. These reef dolomites are 
slightly folded. The Lagorai quartz porphyries 
and the Pale di S. Martino dolomites reacted as 
rigid bodies in comparison with the crystalline 
basement. It may be assumed that the actual limits 
of these rigid blocks are more or less represented 
by their present boundaries. 

The supposition that the quartz porphyries 
wedged out South of their present boundary is sup
ported by the absence of these rocks at the eastern 
boundary of the crystalline triangle. Moreover, 
these quartz porphyries do not occur in the Per
mian of the Strigno region South of the Cima 
d'Asta Complex. These quartz porphyries were 
apparently more or less confined to a volcano
tectonic basin. A sideward wedging out of the reef 
dolomites is observed in many parts of the Dolo
mites. Generally, the reef dolomites form saucer
shaped plates, which at their borders interfinger 
with more plastic sediments (see chapter 19). 

The relative movements of the Cima d'Asta 
Crystalline with respect to the rigid framing mas

ses (porphyries and reef dolomites) caused an ac
cumulation of the more plastic crystalline rocks in 
the pressure shadow between these two. This ac
cumulation is relative as the original thickness of 
the crystalline rocks is unknown. It is possible that 
the 5 km at the centre of the triangle represent the 
original thickness, and the strong thinning out 
towards the angular points is caused by squeezing 
out. 

In the preceding discussion the apparent rela
tion between the distribution of the thickness of 
the crystalline rocks and the positions of the rigid 
confining masses has been explained by assuming 
that this change of thickness was caused by the 
framework. It is highly improbable that the pre
sent boundaries of the rigid framework have been 
caused by deformations of the crystalline base
ment complex during or preceding the deposition 
of the rocks of this framework. 

§ 15C Check of the. Approximation applied in 
fig. 78. 

As a conclusion to this chapter, the correctness 
of the simplification, used as a basis for the pre
ceding considerations (fig. 78), will be checked 
stereometrically. This check can be effected by in
vestigating whether an average dip of 35° of the 
S-planes in all places can correspond stereometri
cally with a gradual wedging out of these 35° 
dipping strata. 

N d2=P2.sin 35=~l'..km 
5 

r 

Skm 
t-----~ 

Fig. 80 

For explanation see text. 

Fig. 80 is an approximation of the western half 
of the crystalline triangle of fig. 78. The S-planes 
A, B, C, D, and E converge gradually westward. 
A and E respectively represent the borders with 
the Cima d'Asta Complex and the Lagorai Range. 
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The distance between C and E, dl = pl, sin 
35° = 2% km in the West, and d2 = p2 sin 35° 
= 21/2 km in the East. The thinning out between 
C and E is 2 km. 

It may be assumed that the present position is 
the result of this thinning out and a later rotation 
of 35° around an E-W axis. However, such mo
vements as assumed above have not actually oc
curred during the Alpine orogenesis. They serve 
only for describing the geometric pattern. 

The rotation of 35° around the E-W axis (C in 
fig. 80) can be eliminated. The plane A appears to 

N 

Fig. 81
 

(Schmidt net, lower hemisphere) For explanation see text.
 

dip 10° East. The plane E dips 10° West. This 
westward wedging out series again may be rotated 
35° around a horizontal line in C. Fig 81 shows 
this rotation and fig. 82 shows the new positions 
of the planes A, B, C, D, and E. The planes A 
and E dip 36° instead of the 35° assumed as a star
ting point. In fig. 82 the gradual convergence of 
the S-planes agrees with the drawn dips. Fig. 78, 
with an overal dip of 35° is, strictly seen, a stereo
metric impossibility, but the variations of dip, 
represented in fig. 82 are too small to be distin
guished in the schematic fig. 78. 

For this reason, a constant mean dip (of 35°) 
of the S-planes in the' crystalline triangle is a 
satisfactory approximation which is not contra
dicted by the above geometric considerations. 

N 

r 

0~~ -=,=3=-5_ 

-----A ~35~0 

5km 

Fig. 82
 

For explanation see text.
 

CHAPTER 16
 

TECTONICS OF THE PERMOTRIASSIC AND YOUNGER SEDIMENTS OF THE CIMA
 
D'ASTA AND STRIGNO REGIONS
 

This chapter deals with the tectonics of the 
Sugana Line at the Brocon Pass in the Cima d'Asta 
region and the tectonics of the Strigno region. 

§ 16A	 Tectonics of the Sugana Line in the sur
roundings of the Brocon Pass. 

The Sugana Line separates the crystalline com
plex of the Cima d'Asta region at its northern side 
and the younger Mesozoic at its southern side. It 
is the intersecting line of a fault plane and the 
topography and may be approximated by the 

straight lines 80° - 18° and 169° - 10° in the vici
nity of section IV. These lines lie in the plane 
266° - 74° being the approximate flat fault plane. 

The sections III and IV (fig. 83) have been com
bined as they are at different elevations above 
sealevel. 

Section III probably represents the underlying 
layers of Section IV. The 71° (NNW) reduced 
dip of the approximate Sugana fault plane has 
been used for orientation of the sections in relation 
to each other. 
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Four sections across the Sugana Line. The positions are depicted on sheet V-VI,
 

The Hauptdolomit along the T. Vanoi is sub
horizontal up to the fault plane. The overlying 
more plastic Jurassic and Cretaceous have been 
strongly folded into a southward overturned syn
cline. 

In the vicinity of the fault plane the Jurassic is 
overturned. The core of the syncline is well-ex
posed along the road NE of the Brocon Pass, and 
it consists of Biancone. The axial plane dips 
± 40° N. 
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The southward movement of the overlying 
strata indicates an abrupt bend of the fault plane 
to an almost subhorizontal position as shown by 
section III-IV. The syncline is probably a drag 
feature caused by southward overthrusting of the 
crystalline rocks over a subhorizontal fault plane. 
This situation is actually exposed along Section 
VI in the Strigno region. 

The crystalline rocks overlying the younger 
sediments are phyllonites with a subhorizontal 



schistosity, along which Alpine thrust movements 
have been observed. 

In the crystalline rocks of section III-IV, Al
pine folds (e.g. fig. 54 of App. I) have been ob
served. 

The Sugana Line may be considered as the axial 
plane of a southward overturned anticline with a 
reduced middle limb, only the Mesozoic part of 
which exists. 

Probably no overturned subhorizontal S-planes 
occur in the quartz phyllites above the subhori
zontal fault plane. 

The bend of the fault plane is younger than the 
downthrown movement of the younger sediments 
South of this fault. 

The subvertical position of the faultplane cut
ting through the lower strata in sections III-IV 
suggests that the fault originally was a down
throw fault with a subvertical position. The 
downward movement of the southern block 
caused a topographic escarpment. The height of 
this step was partially reduced by a southward 
overthrusting of the relatively high-lying material 
North of it. The movements were restricted to the 
uppermost part of the crystalline basement com
plex and its sedimentary cover. The underiying 
layers were apparently not deformed. This allows 
the conclusion that the true direction of the move
ments was towards the South, and that it was not 
an underthrusting of the southern block to the 
North. 

The most probable initial force is the gravity 
which provided potential energy (relief energy). 
The southward toppling over of the Sugana fault 
was the result of gravitational tectonics. Additi
onal arguments for the gravitational character of 
these tectonics will be given in the following pa
ragraph. 

§ 16B Tectonics of the Strigno Region. 

The Strigno region is a tectonic graben which is 
bordered by the Sugana Line in the North and a 
southern fault line passing along the Val Coalbia 
and Ospedaletto (Sheet VI). 

In the surroundings of Carzano (Section VI), 
the Sugana Line separates the crystalline rocks at 
the northern side and the Jurassic rocks exposed 
at its southern side. 

The dip of the Jurassic is to the North. The 
series is apparently overturned as it becomes older 

in northward direction. The curved shape of the 
Sugana Line near Carzano-Strigno almost paral
lel to the contourlines shows that it is the outcrop 
of a subhorizontal faultplane. The subhorizontal 
quartz phyllites above this faultplane are over
lying the E-W striking younger sediments below 
this plane. The structure of the southward over
turned syncline of T. Maso (section VI) is analo
gous to that of the Brocon syncline (Section IV). 

Some E-W striking folds in the Crystalline, more 
or less phyllonitized, rocks make right angles with 
the N -S striking Hercynian tolds. This proves an 
Alpine deformation of the crystalline rocks. The 
subhorizontal S-planes have been used as planes of 
internal differential displacements during the Al
pine orogenesis, thus enabling the southward over
thrusting movements. These movements are also 
indicated by folds of the type of fig. 57 of App. 1. 

At both sides of the same S-plane, a compressed 
and a non-compressed rock is present and this S
plane must have been a plane of internal shear. 
Figure 57 with a subvertical position of the schis
tosity is part of an exposure of an Alpine anti
cline along the road between Tomaselli and Sa
mone. 

The curvatures of the Sugana Line are caused 
by the topography cutting off a subhorizontal 
faultplane. They do not indicate abrupt bends of 
a steep faultplane. The crystalline rocks of the 
upper block are not overturned as they are nor
mally overlain by Permian in Section V. This sub
horizontal Permian in its turn is overlain by south
ward dipping Werfenian beds, which form the 
base of the M. Lefre Nappe consisting of Haupt
dolomit and Jurassic (Section V). Between the 
Werfenian and the Hauptdolomit locally some 
Middle-Late Miocene (Tortonian) deposits are 
probably exposed (chapter 5). 

It is assumed that the crystalline rocks, the 
Permian, and the Werfenian beds are wedging 
out below the M. Lefre and M. Civeron Nappes 
(Section V-VI). South of these nappes, T ortonian 
occurs in a southward overturned syncline. This 
indicates a strong compression of the area South 
of the nappes in contradistinction to the area SW 
of the M. Civeron where only gently folded Midd
le and Upper Miocene strata occur. 

The latter form a saucer shaped syncline which 
is the westward continuation of the isoclinal Val 
Coalbia syncline. As mentioned in chapter 5 the 
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Tortonian is probably a syn-tectonic deposit. In 
this southern syncline it may overly older Tertiary 
(Section V-VI) but also Werfenian beds or older 
rocks may be present below it (Chapter 5). 

Originally, the tectonic graben of Strigno pro
bably was bordered by two steeply dipping nor
mal faults, the Sugana fault at its northern side 
and the Val Coalbia-Ospedaletto fault at its 
southern side. The smaller net slip of the latter 
fault indicates that it is an antithetic fault in re
lation to the former and main fault. The Strigno 
region subsided between these two faults during 
the Middle Miocene, until the top of the younger 
Tertiary sediments reached the height of the pre
sent topographic surface. 

The morphologic depression which came into 
existence during the formation of the tectonic 
graben was filled up by Tortonian conglomerates 
and other sediments, but, even for the greater 
part, by masses sliding down from the escarpment 
on the North side. 

The crystalline rocks with their overlying sedi
mentary cover slid southward into this depression. 
After this movement, which probably was follow
ed by deposition of Tortonian conglomerates, the 
M. Lefre and M. Civeron nappes in their turn slid 
down into the graben using the Werfenian as a 
lubricating layer. 

The present theory is in contrast to Venzo's 
concepts of the tectonics of this area (Venzo, 
1940) represented by fig. 84. 

Fig. 84 

Venzo's concept of the Strigno region (according to Venzo's 
section III, 1940). For legend see fig. 83. 

According to Venzo, all faults of the Strigno 
region have steep faultplanes. It has to be stressed, 
however, that the sharp bend of the outcrops of 
the fault and the gentle dip of the strata along the 
faults indicate gently dipping or even subhorizon
tal faultplanes. 

The bedding planes of the Grodener North and 
West of the M. Lefre mass are not subvertical as 
assumed in Venzo's section III (fig. 84). All out
crops show gentle dips to the South and even to 
the North (Sheet VI). 

Only the Tortonian strata of the southern syn
cline form a larger zone with steep strata. How
ever, at the faultplane North of Ospedaletto these 
strata are overturned and dipping 45° N. The 
fact that the M. Lefre and M. Civeron masses are 
surrounded by Werfenian and T ortonian sedi
ments indicates that they are isolated basin-shaped 
klippes on a Werfenian and Tortonian base. 

CHAPTER 17
 

TECTONICS OF THE GOSALDO REGION
 

The denudation plane between the crystalline 
rocks of the Gosaldo region and the overlying Per
mian is subparallel to the schistosity-planes of the 
Crystalline. The Hercynian minor folds might 
have caused local unconformities. 

The crystalline rocks are bordered by Permian 
on three sides, and at their SE side by the Sugana 
Line (sheet VII). The strata of the Hauptdolomit 
at the SE side of the Sugana fault are locally dip
ping NW (e.g. at the V. Imperina). The Sugana 
fault probably dips steeply NW, just as in the 
Cima d'Asta region. 

South of California, the Sugana fault extends 

into a southward overturned anticline of the crys
talline rocks and a NNE striking fault. The latter 
disappears gradually in SSW direction. 

The anticlinal structure continues westward in 
the overlying Permian and passes into the Sugana 
fault of the Cima d'Asta region. The phyllonites 
along the Torrente Mis indicate that the anti
clinal structure is accompanied by a southern up
thrust in the Gosaldo Crystalline. 

The Permian Northwest of the crystalline rocks 
strikes NE; this direction parallels the south
eastern border of the Schlern reefdolomites of the 
Pale di S. Martino, the base of which is Permian. 
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The strike of the 5-planes below this Permian 
is also NE. The strike in the central part of the 
crystalline rocks is E-W with an average dip of 
40° North. 

The strata Southeast of the Sugana Line have a 
NE strike. It may be concluded that the crystalline 
rocks have a strike which differs from the regional 
Alpine NE strike. 

Castiglioni (1939) assumed the strike of the 
crystalline rocks to be parallel to the strike of the 
adjacent Permotriassic strata and of the Sugana 
Line. This assumption is supported by the NE 
striking belt of gneisses which forms the central 
part of the Gosaldo Crystalline and which is bor
dered by quartz phyllites at its NW side as well as 
at its SE side (see fig. 87). From the statistical ana
lysis, however, it follows that this belt obliquely 
crosses the E-W striking 5-planes. It also obliquely 
crosses the sedimentary stratification of the crys
talline rocks which is parallel to the 5-planes (e.g. 
photograph 9). 

The Hercynian phase of folding about a N-S 
axis may cause two types of errors in the calcu
lated means of the 5-planes. Locally, the 5-planes 
may have been dipping E or W prior to Alpine 
folding about an E-W axis. Such original dips 
may have influenced the present means of the 5
planes which are assumed to be Alpine. Further
more, some 5-planes, measured in the outcrop, 
appeared to be 52-planes under the microscope 
(Ch. 2). Although the deviation between the po
sitions of 52 and 5 cannot be a great one, as in that 
case separate maxima would appear in the pole 
diagram, a systematic error may have been intro
duced in this way. The 52-planes are parallel to 
the axial planes of westward overturned folds. 

Originally, they must have been dipping East, 
whereas the 5-planes were subhorizontal. 

Locally, the resultant angle may amount to 45° 
(Fig. 43 of appendix I, Cima d'Asta region, to 
which the same considerations may be applied). 

These two types of errors in the Alpine position 
of the means of the 5-planes, however, do not ex
plain the difference in strike between the Gosaldo 
Crystalline and the adjacent Permotriassic. 

They either have no influence at all, or they 
change the W strike into a strike that is more 
parallel to the Alpine strike, which is SW. 

Fig. 85 shows a group of 5-planes which have 
been folded symmetrically about the Hercynian 

N-S axis. This group has been rotated afterwards 
40° about the Alpine E-W axis. It is evident that 
the mean strike of this last group is exactly E-W 
or parallel to the Alpine axis. When the Hercy

group of s- planes 
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Fig. 85 

(Schmidt net, lower hemisphere) For explanation see text. 

nian folds are symmetrical, the Alpine mean strike 
of the 5-planes is not influenced. When the Her
cynian folds are overturned toward the West, the 
Alpine East strike must have changed into a NE 
strike. Also the originally East dipping 52, possi
bly present in the group of 5-planes, may have 
caused the E strike to become NE. 

If present, the two described types of errors in 
the Alpine position of the mean 5-plane are small. 
When they are of considerable size, they would be 
evident in the frequency distribution, as given by 
the pole diagram of the considered group of 5
planes. Furthermore, they do not explain the dif
ferent directions of strike of the crystalline rocks. 

The mean azimUth lines of the m.f. are sub
parallel. This indicates that the North dip of the 
central crystalline rocks of the Gosaldo region 
originated by a rotation about an E-W axis, 
whereas the NW border has been rotated about 
a NE- and SW axis. The direction of the m.f. re
mains the same whether the 5-planes are 400 ro
tated about an SW-NE axis or about an W-E axis. 
To prove this statement, the reader is referred to 
chapter 15 on the Cima d'Asta region. 

The E-W strike of the central Crystalline has 
not been caused by a dextral rotation about a ver
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tical axis, as such a rotation would be indicated by 
bends of the mean azimuth lines of the m.f. It is 
explained by a thickening of the crystalline strata 
to the SE. 

Fig. 86 is a schematical representation of Sheet 
VII. The S-planes are dipping approx. 40° in all 
places, whereas the direction of strike varies from 
SW on the northwestern side to W in the central 
part. The thickness has been estimated in two 
places (fig. 86). 

o f-_r---L_5 km 

Fig. 86
 

Schematized structure map of the Gosaldo region. It is
 
assumed that the mean dip is 40° in all the Crystalline North
 

of the anticlinal axial plane.
 

In the SW corner, dl = Pl sin 40° = lf2 km 
and at the Col Colazzo d2 = p2 sin 40° = 4 V2 km. 

The abrupt bends in the strike lines indicate a 
considerable thickening of the crystalline strata 
towards the central part. A thin series of about 
V2 km, which conformably dips under the over
lying Permian, increases in thickness up to 4 km. 
This increase in thickness may be compared with 
the wedging out of the crystalline triangle in the 
Cima d'Asta region (fig. 78). Dealing with this 
crystalline triangle, proof was offered for the 
stereometric possibility of a gradual wedging out 
and a constant dip of about 35°. In the present 
region the stereometric feasibility of the schematic 
fig. is obvious, as wedging out is abrupt. The cen
tral and 40° N dipping crystalline rocks are pas
sing into a thin and 40° NW dipping series to
wards the Northwest. 

At their SE side the crystalline rocks are cut off 

by the Sugana Line and the variations in thick
ness cannot be followed into this direction. 

It may be assumed that the wedging out is either 
partially due to a squeezing out of the thinner 
part or to thickening of the central part, which is 
also mechanical. As in the Cima d'Asta region, the 
crystalline rocks become thicker in a pressure 
shadow determined by the borders of rigid bodies 
(e.g. the reef dolomites of the Pale di San Mar
tino). 

On the other hand, crystallization as a result of 
mass supply partially may have caused the in
crease in thickness. 

The central part of the Gosaldo Crystalline is 
formed by a gneiss, called "ortogneiss" by Castig
lioni (1940). Fig. 87 shows the distribution of 
these gneisses in the Gosaldo region and in the 
Cima d'Asta region. Their borders unconformably 
in-ersect the S-planes of the crystalline rocks and 
the sedimentary stratification parallel to these S
planes. D'Amico (1957) concluded that the gneis
ses of the Cima d'Asta region originated by "gra
nitization" developing new minerals in originally 
phyllitic rocks. This granitization was accompa
nied by Ca and Na supply, as indicated by chemi
cal analyses (see chapter 20). 

D'Amico also studied the petrography of the 
Gosaldo region. He also assumed mass supply 
to explain the gneisses (personal information). 

Our structural analysis shows that the possible 
"granitized" rocks occur in the thicker parts of the 
Crystalline. A relation between a pressure shadow 
and crystallization of new minerals as a result of 
mass supply, seems to be reasonable. 

The structures of the Permotriassic rocks in the 
Gosaldo region have an average strike of N 35° E. 
The folds and faults having this strike show mass 
displacements at right angles to this direction. 
These movements originated by regional compres
sion. One might expect that the originally sub
horizontal rocks would have moved also in planes 
at right angles to the regional direction of com
pression. For the greater part, their vertical N-S 
striking plane of movement, however, intersects 
the regional Alpine plane of movement with an 
angle of about 550. The folding of the crystalline 
rocks about a subhorizontal E~W axis has pro
bably not originated by regional Alpine compres
sion only. The rotation into the 40° North dip
ping posit;on probbly partially orig:nated by an 
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Fig. 87 
Distribution of recrystallized quartz phyllites in the southern crystalline basement of the Dolomites, based on the Carta 

geologica, 22 and 23. 

upward movement of the southern crystalline was prevented by competent plates of reefdolo

rocks with respect to the northern rocks. This up mIte.
 
ward movement was restricted to the present crys The faults at the NW border of the crystalline
 
talline belt, as follows from its absence in the ad rocks (Sheet VII) may be explained by this in

jacent Permotriassic rocks. It is assumed that this dependent upward movement of the Gosaldo belt.
 
upward movement is related to the intrusion of The anticlinal structure of the T. Mis at first
 
the Cima d'Asta granite. The crystalline material may have been a doming structure which, there

could escape vertically under the Gosaldo region, after, was compressed during the southward topp

whereas in adjacent areas the upward movement ling over of the Sugana fault.
 

CHAPTER 18
 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS ON THE HERCYNIAN TECTONICS SOUTH OF THE
 
PUSTERIA LINE
 

The Hercynian structure of the crystalline ment of which the Alpine deformations have been 
rocks can be studied in the relatively small areas omitted. 
around the Dolomites where these rocks are ex The schistosity of the mesozonal micaschists is 
posed. The Hercynian folded crystalline basement in all places parallel to the sedimentary stratifi
has been deformed intensively during Alpine cation. This parallelism is found in the isoclinally 
orogenesis, as indicated on Sheets II, III, V, VI, folded series of the northern part of Sheet IV, 
and VII (see Sheet I). Sheet III, Sheet II, the Carnian Alps, and the 

In the preceding chapters the influences of the Thurntaler syncline North of the Pusteria line, as 
Hercynian and Alpine orogenesis on the crystal well as in the subhorizontal unfolded series of the 
line basement have been separately discussed. southern part of Sheet IV, Sheet V, VI and VII. 

This chapter deals with the Hercynian base- Probably, the subhorizontal unfolded senes 
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continues under the Dolomites and the plate of 
Permian quartz porphyries connecting the Bres
sanone region to the North and the regions South 
of them. 

The isoclinally folded series probably originat
ed from the subhorizontal unfolded series by ma
jor folding about an E-W axis. The size of the 
major folds is unknown but their shape is pro
bably represented by fig. 59. 

The steeply dipping schistosity of the isoclinally 
folded series passes gradually into the subhorizon
tal unfolded series. Tliis transitional region is 
shown on Sheet IV. The enveloping contour of a 
certain bedding plane in the major anticlines is 
located some kilometers above the same bedding 
plane in the subhorizontal unfolded series. The 
average e1evation of a bedding plane in the iso
clinally folded series also lies above its counter
part in the unfolded series and the difference is 
about 10 kilometers. This amount has been esti
mated from the South dip in the transitional re
gion (Sheet IV). 

The folded series moved up,:ward in relation to 
the unfolded series. 

The isoclinally folded belt lies NNE of the un
folded belt. The lines indicating the intensity of 
folding make an acute angle with the strike lines. 

The subhorizontal Bressanone region lies North 
of the isoclinally folded S. Stefano region. This 
implies an eastward steepening of the dips. Con
sequently, a convergence of strike lines appears 
to be present. This situation may be studied on 
Sheet IV. The isoclinally folded series apparently 
was moved towards the South in relation to the 
Western unfolded series (fig. 76). The Hercynian 
age of this phase of major folding follows from 
the Devonian and Carboniferous components in 
the Carnian Alps which obviously were compres
sed in the same way and at the same time as the 
other components of the isoclinally folded series. 
The phase of minor folding is younger than the 
phase of major folding as has been proved in 
chapter 12. 

The compression from which the major folds 
originated had a N-S direction, whereas the minor 
folds originated by an E-W compression, as shown 
on Sheets IV, V, VI, and VII. 

The interference of major folding and minor 
folding is depicted in the N-S cross section of fig. 
88. The mJ. are subvertical in the isoclinally fol

ded series at Chienes; they are dipping southward 
in the transitional region, and subhorizontal with 
a N-S azimuth in the unfolded region. 

CIMA d' ASTA 

Fig. 88
 

Diagram of the South dip of the m.f. in the Bressanone
 
region. The m.f. at Funes may be compared to the westward
 

overturned m.£. of the Cima d'Asta region.
 

As evident from obvervations in Sheets V, VI 
and VII, westward overturned folds suggest a 
westward mass transport increasing in the higher 
levels (chapter 3). 

The subvertical mJ. in the vicinity of Chienes 
also pass eastward into subhorizontal mJ. (see fig. 
62). These observations are restricted to the iso
clinally folded series. The Pusteria region forms 
the transitional region between the subvertical 
mJ. at Chienes and the subhorizontal mJ. in the 
Carnian Alps. 

The mean mJ. changes gradually from a sub
horizontal position in the Carnian Alps to a sub
vertical position in the northern part of the Bres
sanone region. From the latter region it changes 
into a subhorizontal position in the regions South 
of the Dolomites, and makes right angles with the 
subhorizontal axes of the Carnian Alps. This con
tinuity indicates the existence of a single phase 
of minor folding in the Carnian Alps as well as 
in the Cima d'Asta region. 

The facts that the Permian cuts off the mJ. 
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and that these mJ. have been observed in Verru
cano pebbles, indicate their pre-Permian origin. 
This later phase of minor folding is also of Her
cyman age. 

In the Carnian Alps and the S. Stefano region, 
the axes of the m.f. are parallel to the axes of 
the major folds. 

However, these mJ. may have originated later 
as they gradually pass into mJ. which are defini
tely younger than the major folds (Pusteria 
region). 

At the end of this chapter, a theory will be 
carefully developed to explain the Hercynian 
kinematics summarized above. 

A bed in the belt of isoclinally folded mica
schists has been eroded some kilometers deeper 
than the same bed in the unfolded series. This 
indicates that the isoclinally folded belt formed a 
Hercynian mountain range. The difference in 
height between the isoclinally folded series and 
the unfolded series probably originated during the 
phase of major folding, and was present prior to 
the phase of minor folding. This phase of minor 
folding may be considered as a gravitational le
velling off of the Hercynian mountain range. 
Sideward spreading on a limited scale originated 
as a result of this gravitational process. 

In the Carnian Alps and S. Stefano region the 
material could escape northward and southward. 
This may have caused a shortening along the 
vertical indicated by minor folds. In the western 
part of the mountain range, the material could es

cape westward, causing a horizontal E-W com
pression in the regions of Sheets IV, V, VI, and 
VII. 

This explains two successive phases of Hercy
nian kinematics deduced above. It explains the 
gradual change of the mean mJ., and also the ab-, 
solute direction of movement of the particles du
ring minor folding. 

On Sheets V, VI, and VII, the minor folds show 
overturn towards the West. They are accompa
nied by larger folds of 10 meters wide (Photo
graphs 7 and 12) with gently East dipping axial 
planes. 

This strong westward overturn probably not 
only indicates a westward transport of the upper 
layers with respect to the underlying layers, but 
also an absolute westward movement of the par
ticles. It is not probable that the strong westward 
overturn was caused by an eastward underthrust. 

As the particles moved westward South of the 
Dolomites, they probably also moved westward 
in the Bressanone region North of the Dolomites. 
The continuity of the movements requires that the 
particles moved into a 30° West dipping direction 
at Brunico-Monguelfo, and steeply downward at 
Villabassa, and vertically downward in the Car
nian Alps and S. Stefano region (fig. 62). 

This absolute direction of movement of the par
ticles along regionally curved lines corresponds 
with the theory of sideward mass transport by 
gravitational spreading of a Hercynian mountain 
range, developed above. 

CHAPTER 19
 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS ON THE ALPINE TECTONICS SOUTH OF THE PUSTERIA LINE
 

The Alpine tectonics of the sedimentary rocks 
of the Dolomites are well known. The tectonics 
of the Permotriassic series have been discussed by 
many authors, whereas the tectonics of the crys
talline basement were practically neglected. 

As the Dolomites consist of only slightly folded 
saucer-shaped synclines, it may be stated that 
large-scale Alpine deformation has only taken 
place in the crystalline rocks. 

The crystalline rocks have not formed a rigid 
basement of the more deformed sedimentary 
cover, but, on the contrary, the quartz porphyry 

plate and the reef-dolomites acted as rigid bodies 
overlying the more plastic crystalline basement. 

I t has been proved that 

a.	 The S. Stefano Crystalline forms the core of 
an anticlinal structure which is about 6 km 
wide and has an amplitude of more than 3 km 
(fig. 49). The pre-Alpine isoclinally folded S
planes made the Alpine shearing movements 
possible. 

b.	 The Pusteria Crystalline has been strongly 
compressed between the Austrian gneisses to 
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the North and the Dolomites to the South. 
The present width of 2% km of the crystalline 
belt at S. Candido originated from another 
and also isoclinally folded belt, at least 7% 
km wide, in which Alpine shearing movements 
took place. 

c.	 The crystalline rocks of the Cima d'Asta re
gion and the Gosaldo region show a thickening, 
respectively from 1 to 5 km and from % to 
4% km. These increases in thickness are 
probably due to a plastic deformation of the 
crystalline rocks, which were adjusted to the 
borders of the adjacent rigid sedimentary 
masses during the intrusion of the Cima d'Asta 
granite. The thickening probably was accom
panied by crystallization with mass supply. 

d.	 The crystalline rocks of the Strigno region 
overly Tertiary rocks; their position and their 
internal Alpine deformations indicate a south-

N 
km 

.~5 ..J 

ward overthrust along the subhorizontal S
planes. 

The crystalline areas surrounding the DolomItes 
moved diapyrically upward with respect to the 
adjacent sedimentary masses. 

a	 The S. Stefano and Pusteria crystalline rocks 
moved upward by squeezing out. 

b.	 The Bressanone and Cima d'Asta crystalline 
masses were dragged upward by Alpine granite 
batholites. 
Fig. 89 is a section across the western Dolo
mites. The saucer-shaped syncline of quartz 
porphyries and overlying Schlern dolomites 
is bordered by granite batholiths in the North 
and in the South. 

c.	 The deviating Alpine strike of the Gosaldo 
Crystalline also indicates an upward move
ment independent of the surrounding rigid 
sedimentary masses. 

s 

•	 WESTERN DOLOMITES .~ 
u 

O~,_----'--~ __~ 15 20 

Fig. 89
 
Section across the western Dolomites, based on unpublished section by van Bemmelen. For legend see sheet 1. Vertical
 

exaggeration Z'l2X.
 

The quartz porphyry plate and the Dolomites 
together form a saucer-shaped syncline. This 
saucer probably originated by drag againSt the 
surrounding upward moving crystalline basement. 

This quartz porphyry plate wedges out toward 
the East. The eastern Dolomites consist of reef 
dolomites surrounded by more plastic sedimentary 
strata. These strata have been folded to anti
clinical structures which surround the saucer
shaped plates of reef dolomites (fig. 90). Due to 
their softness they have been eroded, and the cores 
of the dolomite saucers actually form the moun
tain summits. 

On these summits "gliding nappes" occur, pre
dominantly consisting of Hauptdolomit sheets on 
a base of the younger Cretaceous and Liassic 
strata. These gliding nappes have moved from the 

uplifted borders of the dolomite saucers toward 
their cores. This theory was proved by Accordi 
(1955, 1957). 

The ex.amples of overthrust folds and gliding 
nappes ("Gipfelfaltung" of the N. Italian Dolo
mites) are summarized on Sheet I. Different di
rections of movement are present. This demon
strates the local character of the deformations. 
The "Gipfelfaltung" was not caused by regional 
compression. The superficial nature of these de
formations is indicated by the gradual continu
ation of the undisturbed underlying strata. Our 
Lefre and Civeron Nappes (chapter 16) may be 
compared to Accordi's gliding nappes. 

Signorini (1951) was the first to emphasize the 
lack of regularity in the directions of the tectonical 
lines. 
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Fig. 90 represents his geologic map of the eastern 
Dolomites from which the faults have been 
omitted. 

GEOLOGIC MAP OF THE EASTERN DOLOMITES 

(simplified after Signorini, 1951) 
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Fig. 90
 
Geologic map of the eastern Dolomites, based on Signorini's
 

map (1950.
 

On this map the more plastic clastic sediments 
are indicated by dots, and show steeper dips than 
the enclosed dolomite saucers. Although not all 
these more plastic strata are Middle Triassic, as 
Permian and Werfenian strata are also present 
(Sheet I), which do not interfinger with the reef 
dolomites, it may be assumed that the present 
exposures of folded Permian and Werfenian strata 
have been overlain by more plastic and folded 
Middle Triassic strata. The Permian and Wer
fenian beds are also present below the reef dolo
mites, but probably they have not been folded in 
this protected position. 

In consequence, the dotted areas in fig. 90 pro
bably indicate the more plastic part of the Middle 
Triassic. They moved upward diapyrically by 

compression between the only slightly deformed 
dolomite saucers. These lower basins partially 
were filled up by gliding nappes ("Gipfelfal
tung"). In the eastern Dolomites E-W strikes pre
dominate but other directions of strike are fre
quently present. 

With Signorini it is emphasized that these tec
tonics are local phenomena in contradistinction 
with Leonardi (1955), Fallot (1950), and other 
authors, who considered the Dolomites as com
pressed in a N-S direction, resulting in saucer
shaped synclines between sharper anticlines. How
ever, also Leonardi (1955) mentioned the irre
gularities of his tectonic lines and the presence 
of cross folds. 

In summary, it may be stated that the reef 
dolomites were deformed into saucer-shaped 
synclines surrounded by anticlines. 

The region was shortened in all directions, pre
dominantly in a N-S direction. 

The faults of the Eastern Dolomites are south
ward overturned upthrusts. They suggest a mass 
transport toward the South (and toward the SW 
in the more western part). This southward move
ment which increases in higher strata is contrary 
to the "Gipfelfaltung" in the southern part of 
the Eastern Dolomites showing northward over
turn. It also is opposite to the locally northward 
overturn found in the quartz porphyry plate of 
Bolzano (Trodena line South of Bolzano, see 
Sheet I; case 9 and 10 of table VII). 

On account of this contrast, two phases of de
formation may be distinguished. 

1.	 The quartz porphyry plate and the Dolomites 
together were de10rmed into a saucer-shaped 
basin by diapyrical movements of the sur
rounding crystalline areas. North of the Cima 
d'Asta granite some overturn toward the 
North occurs. The case of the Trodena up
thrust and case 10 of table VII are probably 
related to the Cima d'Asta intrusion. The 
larger distance of the northward overturn of 
case 9 makes such a relation doubtful. Perhaps 
other factors have been of influence. The 
eastern Dolomites together were formed as a 
saucer, consisting of smaller saucers with folds 
between them. The uplifted overlying strata 
moved toward the centre of the smaller saucers 
by gliding ("Gipfelfaltung"). 
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2.	 The Eastern Dolomites were subjected to a 
southward overturn, which mainly resulted in 
upthrusts. These upthrusts together describe 
an arc between Bressanone and S. Stefano with 
a SSW directed convex side. 

It is probable that phase 2 followed phase 1, 
but these two phases may have been synchronous. 

The SSE border of the discussed region is 
formed by the Sugana fault. It is probably a 
normal fault, which afterwards toppled over 
towards the South (chapter 16). 

The northern and northwestern border of the 
discussed region are formed respectively by the 
Pusteria Line and the Giudicaria Line. The Pus
teria Line also is a normal fault which toppled 
over (chapter 13). This toppling over is indicated 

by the downward diminishing intensity of de
formation of the Pusteria belt of quartz phyflites. 
The Pusteria Line passes into the Giudicaria Line 
which also has a faultplane dipping steeply below 
the crystalline rocks of its upper block, which be
long to the Austrian nappes. 

Furthermore, also along the Giudicaria Line, 
wedges of younger sediments are present, com
parable with those of the western Drauzone 
(Dietzel 1960, van Hilten 1960), and practically 
everywhere intrusive rocks are also present. These 
analogous features indicate a similar origin. The 
tectonics of the Giudicaria Line seem to be more 
complicated. They will be discussed again in 
chapter 22, after a discussion of the tectonics of 
the adjacent crystalline rocks of the Austrian 
nappes. 
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PART IV
 

Position of the Dolomites and their basement In the Alpine framework
 

CHAPTER 20
 

PETROGRAPHY OF THE M. SPICO REGION
 

It was stated in the introduction that the 
crystalline rocks of the M. Spico region do not 
belong to the crystalline basement of the Dolo
mites, which is bordered to the North by the 
Pusteria Line. 

It seems probable, however, that the Pusteria 
Line originated by an Alpine downthrow fault, 
causing the Dolomites and their basement to have 
subsided. At the northern side of this major fault 
rocks may be expected, which in the southern Alps 
are covered by the Dolomites and their basement. 

This concept seems plausible as the Pusteria Line 
passes eastward into the gradually pinching out 
"Karnische Hauptiibersdiiebung". In this region, 
the Carnian quartz phyllites and the Thurntaler 
quartz phyllites, which may be correlated with 
the quartz phyllites of the crystalline basement of 
the Dolomites, indeed lie upon the older gneisses 
which are also present in the M. Spico region. 

The crystalline rocks of the M. Spico region 
have been grouped geographically and the fol
lowing units are distinguished from North to 
South (see the legend of Sheet VIII). 

A.	 Tauern gneiss, containing augen-gneIsses 

B.	 saccharoidallimestones 

C.	 ordinary gneisses 

D.	 limestones 

E.	 calcareous phyllites, containing green 
phyllites 

F.	 serpentine and talc 

G.	 quartz phyllites, containing green phyllites 

H.	 ordinary gneisses of the M. Spico Nappe 

1.	 M. Spico gneiss 

JK.	 Rieserferner augen-gneIsses, contal11l11g 
migmatites 

L.	 Rieserferner tonalite. 

§ 20A T auern gneiss, containing augen-gneisses 

North of the calcareous phyllites four types of 
rock have been mapped. Sander (1921) described 
a quartzite in the vicinity of point 2571 now 
classified as an ordinary gneiss which in some 
other places also appears to consist exclusively of 
quartz. 

The term ordinary gneiss, also used by Palm 
(1960) covers the larger group of gneisses called 
"paragneisses" in literature. Some examples of 
these ordinary gneisses will be given presently. The 
somewhat genetic terms "para" and "ortho" are 
avoided because some "orthogneisses" among the 
Tauern gneisses are probably altered "parag
neisses". Thus, confusion is caused in the terms 
paragneiss as used by Karl and orthogneiss as used 
by Bianchi. 

The Tauern gneiss of the Zillertaler Alps is, in 
general, a tonalite gnei.ss (Karl, 1959). It was 
studied at first by Sander (1912,1921,1925) and 
later in greater detail by Christa (1931, Oberes 
Zemmgrund), and Bianchi (1934). 

On the basis of Christa's and his own investi
gations in the Tauern, Karl gives the following 
synthesis of crystallization and deformation in the 
Zillertaler Alps (Karl, 1959, p. 101). 

TABLE XXII 

ORDER OF CRYSTALLIZATION AND 
DEFORMATION IN TONALITE GRANITES OF 

ZILLERTALER ALPS, 
according to Karl (1959) 

A First crystallization of: 

1 biotite + hornblende 

2 plagioclase 

3 (K. feldspar) + quartz 

B Deformation 
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C	 Secondary Tauern crystallization of 
(now undeformed) 

biotite + titanite + garnet + clinozoisite 
-epidote + hornblende 

2 oligoclase + clinozoisite + zoisite + hornblende 

3 quartz (+ K. feldspar) 

4 carbonate. 

This table is based on a detailed examination of 
slides by Karl (1959) and it can also be applied to 
our Tauern tonalite gneiss type I (see below). 

According to Bianchi, all "orthogneisses" of the 
Zillertaler Alps originated by one and the same 
uniform process of differentiation. 

On the basis of diagrams, giving the relation 
between the different geochemical parameters 
after Osann and Niggli, Bianchi stated that the 
"orthorocks" of the Aurina mountain chain in 
their different forms - as granulated non-orien
tated orthogneiss, schistose beds of different 
composition, "Schlieren", and aplite and lampro
phyre dykes - compose a large geologic-petro
graphic unit. This belongs to a mixed magmatic 
province in the sense of Niggli, in the first place 
of an alkalic-calcic type with tendencies to an 
alkalic-sodic and particularly to a potassic type 
(Bianchi, 1934, p. 66). 

This synthesis, based on many analyses, was 
critisized by Karl. 

Karl (1960) stated that Bianchi made no dis
tinction between his (Karl's) "tonalite granites" 
and "tonalitic gneisses". We will call both these 
rocks tonalite gneisses, type I and type II respec
tively. Table XXIII gives the mineral content of 
both types, determined from about 32 slides (fig. 
91). 

TABLE XXIII 

MINERAL CONTENT OF TONALITE GNEISS 

Type I	 Type II 

V'\ plagioclase plagioclase* 
A	 quartz quartz 

biotite microcline~ epidote	 biotite~ c:: 
<U	 muscovite 
QlJ 

epidote 

K. feldspar garnet 
K. feldspar (not microcline) 

.s 

garnet clinozoisite 
apatite chlorite 

muscovite opaque minerals 
V'\*	 chlorite zircon
V 

opaque minerals apatite
d clinozoisite titanite
 
<U 

zircon sillimanite
 
1A 
.... 
Po 

~ titanite calcite 
calcite 

According to Karl, type II is a tonalitized bio
tite-plagioclase gneiss (tonalitized ordinary gneiss) 
and the following arguments for the "para" cha
racter of type II were presented: 

1.	 inverse zoning of the plagioclases (An 10-30); 

2.	 the presence of few microliths in the plagio
clase crystals; 

3.	 the growth of albite (AnlO~); 

4.	 the presence of muscovite; 

5.	 the presence of more garnet; 

6.	 the presence in the field of frequent distinct 
transitions into non-tonalitized biotite-plagio
clase "para"gneisses and intercalations of me
tabasite lenses. 

Most Tauern tonalite gneisses of the M. Spico 
region possess some of these properties and, there
fore, Karl's distinction has been applied to them. 

The following three arguments may be added: 

7.	 sillimanite present in some cases; 

8.	 the frequent presence of augen consisting of 
aggregates of microcline, plagioclase, and 
quartz; 

9.	 the absence of basic "Schlieren" or other xeno
liths. 

On the basis of the mentioned microscopic dif
ferences, Karl divided Bianchi's tonalite gneisses 
into two types. 

It appears	 that these types also can be dis
tinguished petrochemically. Type II lies under 
type I in the FMC-S-AA triangle after Eskola 
(II	 contains less FMC than I), and mg > k is 
applicable to type I and k > mg to type II (Niggli 
parameters) (Karl, 1960). 

Fig. 91 gives the position of 32 samples taken in 
the Tauern tonalite gneiss of the M. Spico region. 
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MQp with petrographic data 

of the Tauern tonalite gneiss 

in the M. Spice region 
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EilllliI Socchoroldol limestones 

[[illillI Ordinary gneisses

mill Limesotones' 

X8(ld) {lumber and type of slide 

augen 

I "or-tho" tonalite gneisS 

dior-jtlc >:eno!iths 

II "pora" tonolite gneiss 

SIllImanite 

'III ordinary gneiss 

In practically all samples of type II, muscovite 
is present as a primary mineral. 

The letter a means that the gneiss macroscopi
cally is an augen-gneiss; s means microscopically 
sillimanite and d means that dioritic "Schlieren" 
occur. 

The following types may be distinguished: 
I, la, Id, lad, 
II, IIa, lIs, and lIas. 
The ordinary gneiss has been indicated as III. 
a is already given on sheet VIII with the symbol 0 
(= augen-gneiss betweenTauern gneisses). 

Fig. 
Position of 32 slides and other data 

Both types may contain augen. The augen of 
type Ia consist of plagioclase-quartz, whereas 
those of type IIa may contain microline. 

Sander and Bianchi mapped the Tauern gneiss 
as one unit with "ortho" character, which follows 
from the small differences between both types I 
and II. Karl (1960) distinguished two types, and 
added (p. 293) that the two types cannot be defi
nitely distinguished macroscopically and in some 
cases even not microscopically. 

It is concluded that the Tauern tonalite in
trusion has tonalitized its mantle. 

The mechanism of intrusion is comparable to 
that of the Pennine nappes. According to Karl and 
Schmidegg, the tonalite gneiss of the Zillertaler 
Alps is a large nappe (fig. 109). It is known that 
its core is a tonalite, in our region conformably 
.surrounded by a tonalitized mantle of ordinary 

91
 
from the northern M. Spica region.
 

gneisses bordered by calcareous phyllites, the 
equivalent of the "schistes lustres" of Ticino. 

An abnormal position of the contact plane, as 
frequently observed by Karl (1959) in the front 
region of the nappe, has not been observed in the 
M. Spico region. 

Dealing with the Pennine nappes of the Eastern 
Alps, Wenk (1956) is cited, who discussed the 
Pennine nappes as if it were the Zillertaler tonalite 
gneIss nappe. 

"Am klarsten kann die Frage im tief durchfalten Gebiet 
der Tessiner Gneissdecken entschieden werden, und zwar 
bietet die Vall Verzasca besonders giinstige Voraussetzungen 
fUr eine solche Untersuchung. Hier bilden die hellen quarz
dioritischen (trondhjemitischen) Kerngesteine in formaler, 
architektonischer Hinsicht Musterbeispiele von Decken mit 
Stirn, Scheitel und Wurzel; diese quarzdioritischen Decken 
sind von einer sedimentogenen Gneisshiille umgeben, die 
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ihrerseits von metamorphem	 Mesozoikum liickenhaft um
rahmt wird. 

Die deckenartigen Kernkorper sind in der Stirnregion 
gneissig; gegen die wUrzel hin werden sie oft massig-kornig. 
Auch volumenmassig nimmt das quarzdioritische Material 
zu gegen die Tiefe, die Wurzel. Typischerweise andert von 
der Stirn gegen die Wurzel und vom hangenden gegen den 
liegenden Schenkel hin auch die Zusammensetzung der 
Hiillgneise. Sie werden feldspatreicher, glimmerarmer, zu
nehmend quarzdioritahnlich. Hauptsachlich Si und Na 
nehmen zu auf Kosten von AI, Fe, Mg, und K. Der Vnter. 
schied zwischen hellem Kerngneiss und dunklern sedi· 
mentogenem Hiillgneiss verschwindet in der Tide. Das soli 
uns veranlassen, die Grenzzone zwischen Hiille und Kern 
im Deckengebiet, wo sie am scharfsten hervortritt, genauer 
zu studieren", (Wenk, 1956, p. 86). 

§ 20B Saccharoidallimestones. 

In this connection the presence of saccharoidal 
limestones is important. These rocks exclusively 
consist of large parallel crystals causing a sort of 
schistosity. 

On Sander's map (1921) which includes the 
western boundary of the Hohe T auern, a lime
stone zone separates almost continuously the 
Tauern gneiss of the Zillertaler Alps from the 
ordinary gneisses of the "Untere Schieferhiille". 

To the East, however, in the region covered by 
our map, the zone consists of a number of separate 
lenses. These resemble large "boudins" or mullion 
structures, wedging out parallel to the strike of the 
adjacent gneisses. A difference between the lenses 
and boudins is that the former in some cases show 
an alternation of gneiss and limestone, as can be 
seen on sheet VIII and in more detail in fig. 78 of 
appendix I. 

According to Sander (1925, p. 28), a disconti
nuity is seen at the Tristenspitze (p. 257 North of 
Lappago) between the schistosity of the Tauern 
tonalite gneiss and the saccharoidallimestones and 
ordinary gneisses with quartzites. The author has 
not found such a structural discontinuity, but only 
a transition from ordinary gneiss to tonalite gneiss. 
This transition is due to tonalitization. 

North of the Tristenspitze, both the limestone 
and the tonalite gneiss are striking ESE instead of 
ENE, as normal. 

It seems reasonable to assume that the irregular 
lenses of saccharoidal limestones have been de
rived from a continuous layer of limestone within 
ordinary gneisses as found farther to the West. 

It is assumed that the abnormal circumstances 
accompanying the tonalitization of the ordinary 

gneisses also caused a highly plastical behaviour 
of the limestones, as a result of which it is now 
present as lenses. During this process, the initially 
probably impure limestones recrystallized into 
pure saccharoidallimestones. 

§ 20C Ordinary gneisses. 

The term ordinary gneiss corresponds with the 
term "paragneiss" as used in literature. 

According to Sander (1925, p. 18), the com
position of this type of gneiss varies from a fine
grained two-mica gneiss, rich in feldspar, to a 
phyllitic gneiss. 

Bianchi (1934, p. 152) also described the most 
common type as a finegrained gneiss passing into 
a gneissic micaschist, containing above all quartz, 
and further biotite and muscovite, and less plagio
clase. K. feldspar is rarely present as microcline. 

The author found the mineral content of the 
ordinary gneisses in the Tauern gneisses to consist 
of (samples 3, 6, 10 and 11 of fig. 91): 

in all cases > 5 %:	 quartz 
biotite 
muscovlte 

1ll some cases > 5 %:	 plagioclase 
garnet 
chlorite 

if present < 5 %:	 K. feldspar 
opaque minerals 
Zlrcon 
epidote 
clinozoisite 
apatite 

The sillimanite in some cases observed in the 
tonalite gneiss, type II, is probably a relict of the 
ordinary gneisses. 

These gneisses must be partially similar to the 
"gneiss superieurs" of Jung and Roques (1952) 
between the isogrades - chlorite + sillimanite, 
and + sillimanite - muscovite of Palm (1957). 

The ordinary gneisses just as all other rocks in 
the M. Spico region have been subjected to the 
Tauern crystallization, and the micas e.g. are de
formed as well as undeformed. 

The ordinary gneisses in some cases pass into. 
tonalite gneisses (type II). Samples 10 and 11 (fig. 
91) belong to a small lense of ordinary gneiss,. 
within tonalite gneisses (s. 12) (see fig. 77 of App.. 
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I). These transitions can be studied in a single 
outcrop. 

Transitions of the larger lenses which surround 
the saccharoidallimestones are more difficult to 
determine. It seems, however, that the boundary 
between ordinary gneiss and tonalite gneiss South 
of the Croda della Paura (Sheet VIII) intersects 
both the strike lines of schistosity and the form
ation boundaries. 

The mean strikes of the samples of measure
ments 230 and 231 (App. II) are exactly parallel 
to the	 formation boundaries between calcareous 
phyllite and Tauern tonalite gneiss in the South, 
and between ordinary gneiss and saccharoidal 
limestone in the North. 

The relation between saccharoidal limestone 
and ordinary gneiss is very interesting. It is stated 
as a rule that the saccharoidallimestone lenses are 
<J.ccompanied by ordinary gneisses except at their 
northern boundary, where they are directly in 
.contact with the Tauern tonalite gneiss. 

As it is probable that	 all gneisses around the 
saccharoidallimestones originally were ordinary 
gneisses and that part of them has been tonalitized, 
the process of tonalitization must have been ob
structed by the presence of limestone. This is in 
.correspondence with	 the fact the tonalitization 
stops at the northern boundary of the calcareous 
phyllites. 

Sander (1925) mentioned that the limestones 
within the ordinary gneisses generally are accom
panied by amphibolites. 

In the case of the saccharoidallimestone lenses 
within the Tauern gneiss of the M. Spico region, 
only in a single sample amphibole (s. 21, fig. 91) 
has been encountered. This sample is from a mas
sive rock in tonalite gneiss, type lad, in the tonalite 
gneiss, type II, and probably belonging to a dyke. 
The rule that an amphibolitic contact zone accom
panies limestones within gneisses is not valid in 
the present case. 

§ 20D	 Limestones. 

Some limeStones occur at the boundary of the 
upper and lower mantle of the T auern tonalite 
gneiss North of the Sasso Fondo (p. 2551). They 

. are stratified and parallel to the contact planes 
between the upper and lower mantle and to the 

,adjacent schistosity-planes. They are "Bander

kalke" and are different from the pure saccharoi
dal limestones. The limestones at S. Martino (s. 
25 of fig. 91) resemble the saccharoidallimestones, 
but are less pure; they have enclosures of mica and 
quartz parallel to the stratification. 

East of the M.Spico, limestones occur within 
the ordinary gneisses, and they are parallel to the 
schistosity-planes of these gneisses. In the gneisses 
of the M. Spico Nappe, generally the S-planes are 
also parallel to the stratification. 

In some cases, the limestone content of the cal
careous phyllites is so high that the name lime
stone must be used, but these limestones have not 
been distinguished on the map (Sheet VIII). 

§ 20E	 Calcareous phyllites, containing green 
phyllites. 

The calcareous phyllites are equivalent to the 
slightly metamorphic Mesozoic "Blindner Schie
fer" ("schistes lustres" or "calcescisti") of the 
Pennine nappes. 

They consist of 

generally> 5 %	 calcite 
quartz 
muscovite 
plagioclase 

in some cases > 5 %	 epidote 
biotite 

if present < 5 %	 opaque minerals 
chlorite 
garnet 
ZlCcon 

The stratification is parallel to the S-planes. In 
some places, green phyllites are intercalated in the 
calcareous phyllites. 

The green phyllites consist of: 

generally > 5 %	 quartz 
chlorite 
muscovite 
epidote 
calcite 

in some cases > 5 %	 green hornblende 
tremolite 
chinozoisite 
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if present < 5 %	 tourmaline 
opaque minerals 
Zircon 
garnet 
apatite 

Photograph 26 represents a green phyllite col
lected North of Lappago. The macroscopic augen 
consist of albite. As this albite is accompanied 
by epidote, chinozoisite and calcite, it probably 
originated from a (more) Ca containing plagio
clase. The high content of green hornblende ren
ders Sander's (1925) name of amphibolite appli
cable. These green phyllites are probably meta
morphic "ortho" rocks (e.g. tuffs) in all studied 
slides. 

§ 20F. Serpentine and talc. 

Lenses of serpentine and talc have been ob
served on the large overthrust plane along which 
the Austrian Nappe moved over the Mesozoic 
complex of calcareous phyllites (Sander, 1925). 
They are probably altered ophiolitic rocks. In the 
literature, these rocks are considered as the re
duced equivalent of the Matrei Zone (chapter 22). 

§ 20G. Quartz phyllites, containing green 
phyllites. 

The gneisses of the M. Spico Nappe 0) are 
underlain by westward wedging out quartz phyl
lites, in which green phyllites ar~ present as inter
calations. 

The quartz phyllites consist of: 

in all cases > 5 %	 quartz 
mUSCOVIte 
chlorite 

in some cases > 5 %	 plagioclase 

if present < 5 %	 garnet 
opaque minerals 
tourmaline 
ZIrcon 

The chlorite partially is kelyphitic on garnet. 
The mineral content of quartz phyllites and 

*) The M. Spico Nappe	 consists of the gneiss complex 
overlying Mesozoic rocks in the M. Spico region and is 
part of the large Austrian Nappe. Its nappe structure 
is evident, whereas the nappe structure of the Austrian 
Nappe (chapter 23) is based on interpretation. 

green phyllites is approximately the same. A 
higher content of chlorite causes greener colour 
of the green phylhes, which are "para" rocks. 

§ 20H. Ordinary gneisses 0/ the M. Spico Nappe. 

The mineral content of the ordinary gneisses 
of the M. Spico Nappe resembles that of the 
gneisses mentioned in § 20C. 

In some places stratified limestones are present 
as intercalations (Sheet VIII). Their stratification 
is parallel to the S-planes of the gneisses. In con
sequence, the stratification of the gneisses is as·
sumed to be indicated by the S-planes. Moreover, 
the contact planes with the underlying quartz 
phyllites and the overlying M. Spico and Anter
selva gneisses, which possibly are the boundary 
planes of originally subhorizontal series, are also 
parallel to the S-planes. 

§ 201. M. Spico gneiss. 

The M. Spico gneiss is of a light colour. The 
lack of any considerable content of dark minerals 
facilitates to distinguish these gneisses from the 
ordinary gneisses. 

The M. Spico gneiss consists of quartz, plagio
clase, and K. feldspar. Accessory minerals are cli
nozoisite, apatite, and opaque minerals. According 
to Sander and Bianchi, it is an "ortho" granite 
gneiss. This gneiss has also been found South of 
the M. Spico region (Section VIII) as the Anter
selva gneiss. 

In one of the slides of this Anterselva gneiss, 
riebeckite appeared to be present as a primary 
mineral. 

In consequence of the conformity of the con
tact plane of this granite gneiss with the ordinary 
gneiss, it may be considered as an old laccolith 
(Sander, 1925). 

§ 20J. Riesenferner augen-gneisses, containing 
migmatites. 

The Riesenferner augen-gneiss in the M. Spico 
region is characterized by precipices. The distri
bution of the gneiss is shown on Sheet VIII, and as 
a whole on Sheet I. 

The augen are generally a few cms large, but 
may exceed 10 cm. According to Bianchi (1934) 
the mineral content is microcline, albite, quartz, 
and muscovite. 
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The mineral content of the Rieserferner augen
gneIss IS: 

Generally> 5 %	 quartz
 
plagioclase
 
microcline
 

In some cases > 5 %	 muscovite
 
biotite
 
chlorite
 
hornblende
 
epidote
 

If present < 5 %	 opaque minerals
 
zircon
 
garnet
 
apatite
 
clinozoisite
 

The augen generally consist of perthitic micro
cline crystals. Bianchi (1934) mentioned this type 
of augen, but other augen have been found 
consisting of aggregates of microcline, albite, and 
quartz (photograph 27). Augen, consisting of al
bite and quartz only have been found too (photo
graph 28). 

The augen may contain inclusions with a plan
ation or lineation parallel to the schistosity, con
sisting of e.g. quartz, muscovite, biotite, apatite, 
and opaque minerals. 

The poikiloblastic nature indicates that the 
augen were formed within an ordinary gneiss, the 
schistosity of which must have been present. 

The distribution of the augen suggests that the 
genesis of the augen is related to the intrusion of 
the Rieserferner tonalite. For this reason, the 
name Rieserferner augen-gneiss is used. In the 
chapter on tectonics, a structural analysis of the 
M. Spico region will be given. It may be readily 
seen, that the Rieserferner augen-gneiss intersects 
the westward anticlinal continuation of the dome 
of the Rieserferner tonalite, and that it also inter

.sects the syncline North of this anticline, both of 

which were formed in a later phase of Alpine 
orogenesis (Ch. 21). The outcrop of the Rieser
ferner augen-gneiss follows the northern border 
of the Rieserferner tonalite. Its western part lies 
above the probably westward and subsurface 
continuation of this tonalite, as follows from the 
presence of migmatites, generally containing leu
cocratic tonalites (see below). 

The above COncept differs from the opinion of 
Sander (1925), Bianchi (1934), and Dal Piaz 
(1933), who considered the Rieserferner augen
gneiss as a laccolith conformably intercalated in 
the ordinary gneisses. But the unconformable re
lationship is now well established, as the author 
has measured -+- 200 planes of schistosity in the 
section Molini-Campo Tures. It could be con
cluded that the strike is E-Wand, therefore, at 
right angles to the N-S running belt of augen
gneiss (see § 21A). 

A supply of K may be expected from the rela
tive abundance of K. feldspar. This is supported 
by comparing the petrochemical analyses of the 
Rieserferner augen-gneisses made by Becke and 
Semerano with those of the ordinary gneisses by 
Bianchi. 

From the analyses given in table XXIV, the 
relative abundance of K20 is obvious. The K20 
content of the Rieserferner tonalite is about the 
same as that of the ordinary gneiss. However, it 
is assumed that the intrusion of the tonalite caused 
migration of the potassium. 

The possibility of a migration of K +ions by 
means of a volatile-rich (predominantly iliO) 
phase has been proved by Orville (1960). He 
described a mechanical process by which large 
amounts of K+ and Na+ ions can be transferred 
within a rock, if a thermal gradient is present. Po
tassium tends to migrate toward .the low-tempe
rature and sodium toward the high-temperature 
areas. An increase in pressure displaces the ion
exchange between the K and Na feldspar crystals 
and the K + and Na+ ions in the same direction. 
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TABLE XXIV
 

RESULTS OF PETROCHEMICAL ANALYSES.
 

The values of d'Amico are means of (4) and (7) individual analyses,
 

\ Fe2 03 
Author analyzedliterature ';{ Fe 0 % Ca 0 % Na20% K2 0of analysis reference rock 0/ Mg 0 

Mn 0 
\ 

I 
Becke Sander, 1925 Ries. aug. gn. 4,26 2,49 1,89 3,07 

Semerano Bianchi, 1934 5,42 2,86 1,58 3,16"I " " I 
Bianchi Bianchi, 1934 ord. gn. 2,34 2,80 2,98 9,76 

1,41 10,303,92 2,07" " "" I" 

Ries. tonalite S. Morgante Bianchi, 1934 3,41 5,503,15 3,90 

8,242,48 3,02 5,91" " " " " 
2,16 6,54 9,842,87" " " " " 

(4) d'Amico quartz phyllited'Amico 1957 

ditto, "granitized"(7) 
" "" 

The effect of an increase in pressure is the 
same as that of a decrease in temperature. 

Experimental work supports Orville's mechan
ical explanation. Prior to Orville, the processes 
of ion-exchange, metasomatism, and granitization 
have been treated from a theoretical viewpoint 
only. 

Actually, these processes are much more com
plicated. The K20-supply of the Rieserferner 
augen-gneiss is not accompanied by a decrease of 
the Na20 content which remained the same during 
the ion-exchange. Calcium, iron, and other con
stituents are also involved in these processes. E.g. 
in d'Amico's (1957) "granitized" quartz phyllites, 
the K20 content remained the same during gran
itization, whereas the Na20- and the CaO content 
increased and the FeO content decreased. 

Next to ion-exchange also supply of matter 
may have taken place in certain areas. 

The actual processes are complex because of the 
number of involved ions, crystals, and P,T con
ditions. The Rieserferner augen-gneiss does not 
entirely surround the Rieserferner tonalite. It is 
8bsent at its southside. The presence of a zone 
without K20 supply between the two bodies must 
be explained by the complicated P,T conditions 
during metasomatism. The source of the K20 is 
not known. The K20 cOntent of the tonalite as a 
whole is perhaps somewhat lower than that of the 
ordinary gneisses but the difference is too small 

3,11 7,891,59 0,50 

2,17 6,023,60 2,78 

to be determined from a few analyses. 
The following observation should be mentioned. 
East of Campo on the road to Riva, the contact 

zone of the tonalite is well-exposed. At two 
meters from the contact, an augen-gneiss occurs, 
resembling the common Rieserferner augen-gneiss, 
and with augen consisting of aggregates of micro
cline + plagioclase + quartz. 

These augen also contain recrystallized biotite 
crystals. This has not been observed in the common 
Rieserferner-augen-gneiss. It is supposed that this 
type of augen-gneis is a contact-metamorphic 
rock. The biotite may have crystallized in the 
augen and the microcline may have been replaced 
by other minerals. 

This hypothesis is supported by the augen tex
ture in the borderzone of the tonalite. Some augen
shaped areas of a leucocratic tonalite occur in a 
matrix of the darker tonalite. 

At about one meter from the contact, only the 
same darker homogenized tonalite may be ob
served. These observations support the opinion 
that at the contact some ordinary gneisses and 
augen-gneisses have been replaced metasomatically 
by tonalite possible under expulsion of potassium, 
which may have been a source of K20 for the 
Rieserferner augen-gneiss. 

Nevertheless, the ultimate mise en place has 
been a forceful intrusion as is shown by the dome 
structure (Ch. 21). 
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It is emphasized that our concepts based on a 
few observations should not be considered as 
proved. This would only be possible by detailed 
petrochemical analyses, which goes beyond the 
scope of this paper. 

During the last years the augen of many East 
Alpine augen-gneisses have been the subject of 
petrographical examinations. 

At first, Exner (1950) proved that the micro
cline augen in a granite gneiss at Badgastein be
longed to the Tauern crystallization. These augen 
have a helical texture, indicating a rotation of 
about 90°, which must have originated during and 
after crystallization. 

Rotations of augen have also been described by 
Collette (1959), who stated that rotation of some 
minerals as evident from helical textures may not 
have been caused by affine movements along 
schistosity-planes but by the behaviour of a more 
competent crystal of a special form within a less 
competent and compressed medium. 

Such "snowball" textures have not been observ
ed by us in the augen of the Rieserferner augen
gneiss, but the origin of the augen is ascribed also 
to a post-kinematic crystallization. 

On the other hand, Frasl (1954 and 1957) proved 
that the microline augen of many East Alpine 
augen-gneisses had crystallized in a magma. One 
of his convincing arguments is the zoning, i.e. 
parallel arrangement, of the inclusions in some 
crystals. 

The augen of the "filladi feldspatiche" of 
Trener (carta geologica, 22), later called "filladi 
granitizzate" by d'Amico (1957), resemble the 
augen of the Rieserferner augen-gneiss (our figures 
42-47 of App. I), and occur in the Cima d'Asta 
region. Their distribution is shown in fig. 87. 

These augen consist of microline and in places 
of orthoclase, and they are related to the intrusion 
of the Cima d'Asta intrusives (d'Amico 1957). 

Fig. 47 of App. I shows that the locally folded 
schistosity may continue in the augen, and these 
must have crystallized later. As mentioned in 
chapter 17, the distribution of d'Amico's 
"granitized" rocks coincides with our areas of 
tectonical thickening. The observed thickening 
may be partially due to supply of material. 

§ 20K.	 Possibly metasomatic dykes of
 
leucocratic tonalite.
 

It has already been mentioned that the augen 
of the augen-gneiss do not in all places consist of 
microcline. In some cases they contain aggregates 
of microcline, albite and quartz, and in other cases 
they only contain albite with some quartz. In 
photograph 28 One of the latter is shown under 
the microscope. It appears to consist of albite as 
a new mineral, containing zoned inclusions of 
biotite and quartz, which are probably relicts of 
the partially replaced and partially included or
dinary gneiss. The plagioclases are zoned in places. 

In a number of places West of Molini (Sheet 
VIII), migmatites have been mapped. 

A migmatite is a mixed rock in which a granitic 
component (in the broad sense of the phrase) is 
clearly recognizable (according to Turner and 
Verhoogen, 1951, p. 294). It can only be studied in 
the outcrop, as both components together are lar
ger than the thin section area. 

Palm (1957) stated the "granitic" component 
to be isotrope. We have also called those rocks 
migmatites, the "granitic" component of which 
shows parallel mica's. In consequence of the 
schistosity, this component of the migmatite will 
be called "dyke gneiss". The granitic component 
of the migmatite may be a dike gneiss or an iso
tropic rock. It traverses the Rieserferner augen
gneiss, which is the original rock as it is generally 
present in the M. Spica region, and only locally 
altered in migmatite. 

The dyke gneiss in some places macroscopically 
and microscopically resembles the above described 
augen consisting of albite and quartz (photo
graph 29). 

Next to the albite and quartz also mica crystals 
may be primary minerals. They are parallel to the 
schistosity in the adjacent augen-gneiss. The pla
gioclase consists of more or less euhedral coarse 
crystals, and many xenomorf grains of the matrix 
frequently showing zoning and gradually pa~sing 

into each other. 
The quartz also shows coarse and small grains. 

Accessory minerals are garnet, biotite (parallel to 
S), opaque minerals, epidote, c1inozoisite, and 
apatite. 

Next to the dyke gneisses, isotropic veins with 
the same mineral content may be observed. In 
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some cases, these contain coarse biotite, plagio
clase, and quartz crystals, predominating over the 
matrix. Muscovite is present as a primary mineral. 

As the original rock does not contain such coarse 
crystals without planation, it is supposed that 
these are new crystals. The dykes have the com
position of a leucocratic tonalite. 

The contacts between original rock and veins 
are always sharply defined (fig.'s 92 and 93). 

w 

Fig. 92 

Sketch of sharply defined contact between augen-gneiss 
(West) and dyke-gneiss (East) from migmatite West of 
Molini, M. Spico region. Grid co-ordinates 227-985. This 
S-planes are represented by lines, and actually have an 

orientation of 275°-17°. 
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Fig. 93 

Sketch of a leucocratic tonalite dyke and dyke-gneiss West 
of Molini, M. Spico region. Grid co-ordinates 227-985. 
The schistosity of the surrounding augen-gneiss in places 
may continue into the dyke. Position of S.: 3Igo-ZOo. 

It is supposed that the parallel mica crystals are 
relicts of the transformed augen-gneiss, as crystal 
planation, if present, is parallel to the planation 
forming the schistosity of the adjacent augen
gneISS. 

Muscovite, which probably is a relict, was also 
an important relict mineral in the tonalitized 
gneisses (tonalite gneiss, type II, § 20A). 

Other explanations are less acceptable. Mica 
crystals in an intruding dyke cannot be expected 
to be orientated parallel to the schistosity of the 
intruded rock. 

The explanation that muscovite crystals have 
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grown simultaneously in original rock and dyke 
after the intrusion, is rejected for the following 
reason. The schistosity of the ordinary gneisses 
and Rieserferner augen-gneisses has been subjec
ted to doming and folding by the rising Rieser
ferner tonalite, which caused different attitudes 
of S in the migmatite areas (Sections VII-IX). 
Consequently, the schistosity can hardly be ascri
bed to a later stress field which could create a uni
form subparallel schistosity in the entire M. Spico 
region. The dykes definitely belong to the intru
sion of the Rieserferner tonalite, in view of their 
mineral content and their geographic position. 
The intrusion is definitely younger than the schis
tosity in the M. Spico region. 

Interesting are the local open anticlines formed 
by dyke gneiss schistosity (figure 94). 

The genesis of these folds follows from the 
lower part of figure 94. When the dyke gneiss 
with its subhorizontal schistosity was compressed 
from the sides, it was bent into anticlines. The dips 
on the limbs of these anticlines became steeper up 
to a certain degree. Then the anticlinal crest was 
broken and the upward movement took place 
along the schistosity-planes which became steeper 
by this process. 

'1-0 
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Fig. 94 

Sketch of the schistosity of a dyke-gneiss with indication
 
of thin sections (photographs 30 and 31) at approximately
 
right angles to the subvertical drawing plane. The schistosity
 
is caused by parallel muscovite crystals in an albite-quartz
 

rock West of Molini, M., Spico region.
 
Grid co-ordinates 227-985.
 

Corresponding synclines have not been found. 
This may be attributed to a possible upward es



cape. The plastic dyke material moved upward 
and it is assumed that such plastic movements 
could reach such a degree that the original schisto
sity disappears and that the dyke of metasomatic 
origin could be isotropically injected into the ad
jacent rock. This might be the origin of the ob
served isotropic dykes. On the other hand, fig. 94 
shows that between areas with orientated musco
vite (photograph 30) areas are present without 
such orientation (photograph 31). Possibly, the 
muscovite has been replaced for the greater part. 

In conclusion, it is stated that the Rieserferner 
tonalite intruded into a series of ordinary gneisses. 
This was locally preceded by the formation of a 
zone of augen-gneisses with locally some mig
matites. The Rieserferner tonalite partially seems 
to be a anatexite (§ 20 J). This tonalite has an 
intermediate position between a real anatexite and 

a real intrusive rock with only some contact me
tamorphism. 

The term anatexite is used as by the French pe
trologists. Jung and Roques (1952) supposed that 
in the subsurface of France a "front des mig
matites" moved across the regional metamorphic 
series. In this case an anatexitic granite was pre
ceded firstly by augen-gneisses and secondly by 
migmatites. 

§ 20L Rieserferner tonalite. 

The Rieserferner tonalite belongs to the peria
driatic intrusives, intruded during Miocene time 
(Karl, 1959). The coarse crystals generally show 
no orientation. If some biotite crystals show pla
nation, they parallel the dome-shaped contact 
plane of the intrusive body. 

CHAPTER 21
 

TECTONICS OF THE M. SPICO REGION
 

Fig.'s 32 - 75 of appendix I show the type of 
deformation generaliyfound in the M. Spico re
gion. The minor folds as depicted in these figures 
are present in 1) the T auern tonalite gneiss of the 
Zillertaler Alps, 2) the inner and outer mantle 
("untere" and "obere Schieferhiille" respectively); 
the first consists of partially tonalitized ordinary 
gneisses and saccharoidallimestones, the second of 
Mesozoic calcareous phyllites and green phyllites, 
3) the overlying partially granitized ordinary 
gneisses of the M. Spico Nappe. 

These minor folds indicate a general northward 
overturn, which originated by a northward mass 
transport, the intensity of which increased to

wards higher strata. The northward overturn of 
the minor structures is in correspondence with the 
regional tectonics. The gneisses of the M. Spico 
belong to the Austrian Nappe, which has been 
thrusted over the Mesozoic of the outer mantle of 
the Tauern Inlier. The participation of Mesozoic 
strata demonstrates the Alpine age of these kine
matics. The Alpine deformation types of the M. 
Spico region are in contradistinction with the Her
cynian deformation types of the crystalline base
ment of the Dolomites. Most crystals (e.g. the bio
tite crystal of fig. 76 in App. I) are post-kinematic, . 

and belong to the so-called Alpine "Tauern Kris
tallisation". This is also in contrast to the pre
kinematic crystallization of the Hercynian folded 
crystalline basement of the Dolomites, South of 
the Pusteria Line. 

This basement rests upon gneisses which may 
be different from the gneisses of the M. Spico re
gion. The gneisses South of the Pusteria Line are 
overlain by rocks without an Alpine northward 
overturn. Their deformation during this Alpine 
phase, if present, must be smaller than of the cor
responding M. Spico gneisses, the overlying rocks 
of which have largely been affected by Alpine 
kinematics. 

"Tauern Kristallisation" may be present in the 
not-exposed gneisses South of the Pusteria Line. 
The absence of post-kinematic crystals in the 
greater part of the exposed crystalline basement 
of the Dolomites does not necessarily imply the 
absence of these crystals in lower levels. 

In conclusion, it is stated that somewhere be
tween the Pusteria Line 'and the M. Spico region a 
belt of 'Strongly Alpine deformed rocks is separa
ted from a belt of not, or slightly, Alpine deform
ed rocks. 
-~From a petrographical point of view, the Tau
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ern tonalite gneisses of the Zillertaler Alps may 
be compared to the Pennine nappes of Ticino 
(Chapter 22). 

This analogy also exists with respect to the 
structure. Fig. 109 represents a section across the 
Hohe T auern by Karl and Schmidegg (Karl, 
1959). The Zillertaler tonalite gneiss forms a 
northward overturned nappe with a mantle of 
ordinary gneiss and "Biindner Schiefer" just as 
the Pennine nappes of Switzerland represented by 
fig. 108 (according to Argand). 

In sections VIII and IX (fig. 95), only the steep 
so-called "root zone" of the large Zillertaler Nap
pe (Sheet I) is shown. 

It is assumed that a tonalitic rock was injected 
subhorizontally into its mantle of gneisses and 
"Biindner Schiefer" during Early and Middle Al
pine orogenesis. 

The steepness of the root zone may have ori
ginated by a Late Alpine doming up of the Tauern 
Inlier. This assumption follows from the follow
ing arguments. 1) The parallelism between the 
steep root zone of the Zillertaler Nappe and the 
major thrust plane over which the gneisses of the 
M. Spico Nappe moved over the "Biindner Schie
fer". This major zone of overthrust probably was 
flat and not folded locally. At present, it is folded 
as shown in the Sections VIII and IX. When the 
present syncline and anticline are unfolded, the 
original subhorizontal position of the root zone of 
the Zillertaler Nappe is demonstrated. 

2) The axial planes of the minor folds of the 
M. Spico region are subparallel to the S-planes, 
whether the latter are subvertical or subhorizon
tal. During their formation they probably were 
parallel to each other. The above unfolding re
establishes the parallelism, and the axial planes of 
the minor folds assume a subhorizontal position 
which might be expected of minor folds during 
large-scale mass transport. 

The first phase of Alpine orogenesis in the M. 
Spico region consists of injection of a Pennine type 
nappe and overthrusting movements of the M. 
Spico Nappe over this Pennine unit. The M. Spico 
Nappe has been described by Sander (1925). It 
belongs to the upper Austrian Nappe. In the 
following chapter it will be suggested that the 
overthrust movements of the M. Spico Nappe oc
curred in two Alpine phases. 

For the present, the Late Alpine kinematics of 
the M. Spico region will be analyzed. The star
ting point for the discussion of these movements 
is a series of subhorizontal rocks consisting of the 
Zillertaler "ortho" tonalite gneiss, its partially 
tonalitized lower mantle of ordinary gneisses and 
limestones, and its upper mantle of calcareous 
phyllites with green phyllites ("Biinder Schiefer"). 
The subhorizontal rocks include furthermore the 
gneisses of the M. Spico Nappe. During Late AI
pirie orogenesis two E-W striking doming struc
tures originated: a) The Tauern dome North of 
the M. Spico region and b) the Rieserferner dome 
in the M. Spico region. 

A syncline originated between these two domes. 
The primary vertical movements of the domes 
caused secondary sideward movements which may 
be deduced from the isoclinal character of the 
intermediate syncline and of the anticlinal struc
ture West of the Rieserferner dome (Section IX). 
The latter cannot be explained by doming only. 

These tectonics are represented in three sections 
across the M. Spico region (fig. 95). 

The eastern section (VII) is across the Rieser
ferner tonalite which is covered by gently North 
dipping gneisses. The anticlinal structure of the 
gneiss mantle evidently originated by doming 
above the intrusion. The central section (VIII) 
is West of the Rieserferner tonalite. The tonalite 
core is not exposed but the anticlinal structure of 
the mantle also originated by doming. 

The western section IX shows an isoclinally 
folded series. The Rieserferner intrusion must 
have determined the position of an anticline and 
of a syncline. Afterwards, these originally gentle 
folds became isoclinal by sideward compression. 

Our theory on the genesis of the isoclinal series 
of the crystalline basement of the Dolomites re
presented in fig. 59 is confirmed by the gradual 
transition of an isoclinally folded series into a 
gentler folded series. 

The westward increasing folding-intensity with 
increasing dips caused the convergence of the axial 
planes in this direction (fig. 95). 

The axial plane of the syncline and the contact 
plane between the upper and lower mantle of the 
Tauern tonalite also converge westward. 

A comparison of the sections VIII and IX de
monstrates that the latter convergence is not due 
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to westward increasing dips, as most strata are 
subvertical in the compared parts of these sec
tions. 

In consequence (see chapter 15), this conver
gence may be explained by a wedging out caused 
by the following features. 

1) The dislodged slices of marmor, talc, and ser
pentine, together forming the Matrei shear zone 
at the base of the M. Spico Nappe, are over
lain by a series of quartz phyllites wedging 
out westward. This wedging out probably origi
nated during the earlier Alpine orogenesis prece
ding the late Alpine orogenesis now under discus
sion. 2) The mean axis of mJ. dips eastward in 
the calcareous phyllites between Lappago and 
Lutago. The maximum mean dip is 37° E, and 
the individual mJ. may dip 70° E. This East dip 
decreases southward and northward to the sub
horizontal mJ. of the Tauern tonalite gneisses. 

As shown in the Chapters 10 and 12, an up
ward rotation of the m.f. and a convergence of the 
subvertical S-planes in the same direction indicate 
an increasing squeezing out in this direction caused 
by increasing compression between rigid masses. 

A westward increasing compression follows 
from a comparison of the sections Vln and IX. 
It is possible that the compression continued in 
the surroundings of Lappago (section IX), also 
after the series became isoclinally folded. This 
later compression was made possible by squeezing 
out of the material along the subvertical S-planes. 
This vertical movement is the latest Alpine move
ment in the M. Spico region. The mentioned East 
dip of the m.f. is in contrast to the gentle West 
dip in the western border area of the Tauern In
lier. 

East of sheet Vln the gneisses locally show 
westward dipping m.f. Measurements sample 262 
(App. II) has a mean m.f. of 247° - 40°. This 
deviating mean m.f. is accompanied by a mean S 
of 77° - 69°, and disappears to the South (meas. 
sample 260 with mean S : 73° - 63° and mean 
mJ.: 253° - 15°) as well as to the North (meas. 
sample 264 with mean S: 92° - 81 ° and mean m.f.: 
270° - 15°). 

The mean strikes of the S-planes suggest an 
eastward convergence. 

Although this area has not been examined in 
detail, the available data suggest an eastward con
vergence of the S-planes, accompanied by an up

ward rotation of the mJ. in this direction. This 
situation probably originated by a local eastward 
increasing compression of the gneisses. The rota
tion of the m.f. is opposite to the rotation of the 
m.f. between Lappago and Lutago. 

The variation of the mean dip of the mJ. is 
rather abrupt at the boundary of the calcareous 
phyllites and the Tauern gneisses. Whereas the 
latter maintained their original subhorizontal 
mJ., the block of calcareous phyllites as a whole 
rotated abOUt 25° along this boundary plane. 
Such a difference of dip between the mJ. of ad
jacent rocks does not indicate a difference of age 
of the mJ. A similar shape of the mJ. in the lower 
and upper mantle of the Zillertaler "ortho" tona
lite indicates their formation during one and the 
same phase of compression. Later internal rota
tion along the S-planes frequently occurred in 
the crystalline basement of the Dolomites (e.g. 
fig. 43). 

For this reason, Karl's statement (1939) that 
the 30°-35° difference between the dips of his 
augen granite gneisses and the Zillertaler tonalite 
gneisses (in the eastern part of the NW boundary) 
point to a different time of origin, is questionable. 
Moreover, this difference disappears gradually to 
the West. 

§ 21A The Rieserferner dome. 

In Chapter 20 it has been explained that the 
intrusion of the Rieserferner tonalite may be ex
plained firstly by stoping and secondly by ana
texis. 

The contact plane is subparallel to the S-planes 
and the stratification of the overlying gneisses. 

The gneisses above the contact plane are altered 
by contact metamorphism (Dal Piaz, 1934). 

The meas. samples 263 and 267 (App. II) have 
been collected in the contact metamorphic gneisses 
North of the Rieserferner tonalite. They are 
disturbed by faults as indicated by the fig.'s 85 
and 86 of appendix 1. These faults may be inter
preted as gently dipping normal faults, formed 
by tension in the roof gneisses. The uniformity of 
the rocks affected by faulting does not permit to 
determine the net slip. 

In some cases, the dip of the S-planes changes 
abruptly at the fault planes, from which consid
erable rotational mOvements may be concluded. 
The stretching must have been large, as also in
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Fig. 96 

Diagram (Schmidt net, lower hemisphere) of 196 S-poles and 113 m.f. from the Campo di Tures-Molini section across 
the Rieserferner augen-gneiss. The S-poles lie in the depicted 2°_90° plane. The mJ. scatter around the 92°_0° axis. 

dicated by abrupt changes in thickness (see fig. 82 
of appendix I). 

The contact-metamorphism is restricted to a 
zone of some hundreds of meters. In those places 
where the contact plane is subvertical, a small zone 
of intensive drag of the mantle gneisses, resulting 
in a subvertical position, may occur. This feature 
has been observed most clearly along the Rio di 
Riva (meas. sample 259 of App. II, Sheet VIII). 

As indicated before, the influence of the in-
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oW 
0 

0 

trusion is not limited to such a small border area. 
The intrusion caused large-scale doming in the 
overlying gneisses, and also metasomatism in the 
Rieserferner augen-gneisses. These augen-gneisses 
hitherto have been considered as a conformably 
intercalated "ortho" (granite) gneiss, but the 
unconformable character of this augen-gneisses 
belt around the Rieserferner tonalite will be 
proved by the following detailed analysis (see 
also § 20J). 
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Fig. 96 is a pole diagram with the measurements 
of a N-S section between Campo Tures and Mo
lini. The 194 Sand 132 mJ. of the measurements 
samples 219, 225, 226, and 227 mainly form the 
196 Sand 133 mJ. of fig. 96. 

This N-S section is parallel to the N-S striking 
belt of Rieserferner augen-gneisses, which west
ward and eastward passes into ordinary gneisses. 

The 196 S, which are measured at about 10 m 
interval, are dispersed around the plane 2°-90°. 
Their dispersion indicates folding around a sub
horizontal E-W axis. The 133 mJ. are scattered 
around this mean value of 92°_0°. In conse
quence, the axes of the mJ. are parallel to the axis 
of the anticlinal structure. 

This parallelism does not imply a synchronous 
genesis, because the origin of the minor structures 
preceded the origin of the dome. 

Fig. 97 is a histogram of the observed dips of 
the S-planes of fig. 96. The individual S have been 
projected in the mean 2°_90° plane by rotating 
their pole in a plane determined by this pole and 
the mean fold axis 92°_0°. The mean dip in this 
part of the northern limb of the dome is 43°. 

amount of 5 -dip 

Fig. 97
 

Histogram of the 196 S-dips of fig. 96.
 
For further explanation see text.
 

This analysis is in agreement with the situation 
as shown in section VIII. The difference between 
the shape of the dome and a true anticline is that 
in the dome the central subhorizontal part is 
larger and passes abruptly into the subvertical 
limbs. 

The particular coffin-shape of the dome is ex
plained by the position of the contact-plane be
tween the gneisses and the underlying intrusive 
body. The belt of Rieserferner augen-gneiss is at 
right angles to the well-established strike direction 
of the S-planes. The other disconformities be
tween the S-planes and the contact planes of the 
Rieserferner augen-gneiss have been summarized 
in the preceding chapter. 

CHAPTER 22
 

TECTONICS OF THE CRYSTALUNE ROOT ZONE OF THE EASTERN ALPS
 

Most authors accept the following geometric 
structure of the Eastern Alps (Sheet I). 

The autochthonous Flysch belt in the North 
and the Mesozoic "Biindner Schiefer" of the 
Pratigau region, and the Engadin and Tauern 
Inliers, are overlain by large overthrust nappes, 
the so-called "Austrian Nappes". 

These nappes consist of Mesozoic rocks in the 
Northern Limestone Alps, and of crystalline rocks 
in the Central Alps. The direction of movement 
of the nappes was North, and their southside with 
steeply dipping strata is called the "root zone" of 
the Eastern Alps. 

This root zone lies North of the Insubric Line, 
NW of the Giudicaria Line, and North of the 
Pusteria Line. 

In the Peio region, in the SE part of the thz 
Mass, and in the Defereggen Mountains, the root 

zone is characterized by folds with subvertical 
axes. This style of folding was called "Schlingen
bau" by Schmidegg, who mapped the above 
regions (Schmidegg, 1933). 

His observations on the structure of the indi
vidually considered areas have been summarized 
in Sheet I. It will be attempted to integrate the 
particular cases of "Schlingenbau" into a single 
geometric pattern which originated during a phase 
of Alpine orogenesis. This phase is considered as 
intermediate between the earlier overthrusting 
movements of the Austrian nappes and the Late 
Alpine kinematics. The latter consiSt of (a) 
doming of the Tauern and the Rieserferner tona
lite (Chapter 21), and (b) the Late Alpine kine
matics of the areas, South of the Pusteria Line 
(Chapter 19). 

The M. Spico region is located North of the 
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Four diagrams, A, B, C, and D, (Schmidt net, lower 
83, and. 82 mJ. The positions of 

root zone. It has been stated that the steep dips of 
this region have a Late Alpine origin, synchronous 
with the intrusion of the Rieserferner tonalite 
which belongs to the Miocenian periadriatic plu
tonic bodies. 

Section VIII shows a cross section through the 
root zone North of Brunico. This part, investi
gated by Groenewold, will be discussed in the 
following paragraph. It is followed by a discus
sion of the tectonics of the Upper Gail Valley 

DIAGRAM D 

E 

98 

hemisphere) with contoured groups of respectively 82, 83, 
the diagrams are given in fig. 95. 

gneisses, examined by Felix. The data are from 
unpublished Utrecht-survey reports by H. Groe
newold (1960) and R. Felix (1959). 

§ 22A.	 A cross section North of Brunico
 
(see Section VIII of fig. 95)
 

The mean S-planes projected in that part of 
section	 VIII which is located between the axial 
plane of the Rieserferner dome and the Pusteria 
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Line have been computed from groups of about 
15 individual S-planes each. The mean co-ordi
nates and the mean elevation of each group have 
been determined and all means have been project
ed at right angles to the cross section. 

This part of Section VIII may be divided into 
three parts. 

1.	 The southern limb of the Rieserferner dome. 

2.	 The steeply dipping root zone. 

3.	 A gentle syncline of the Anterselva granite 
gneiss which is cut-off by the Pusteria Line to 
the South. 

The borders of these three parts are not defi
nitely known. The northern part of the Anter
selva granite gneiss for the greater part belongs 
to 1, as gentle South dips are present and as this 
rock is found again in the core of the M. Spico 
syncline. 

The width of the root zone is probably 2 km 
approximately, as the southern part of the Anter
selva gneiss consists of a gentle syncline. This 
syncline continues eastward and abuts against the 
Defereggen "Schlinge" (see Sheet I). 

In	 interpreting the structures of section VIII, 
the presence of a root zone in this section may be 
doubted. The Rieserferner anticline might grad
ually pass into the syncline to the South. 

The entire section VIII might be explained by 
doming and folding of a subhorizontal series of 
gneisses, as assumed for the M. Spico region in the 
preceding chapter. The structure of the adjacent 
areas, however, does not confirm such an as
sumption. 

The Defereggen "Schlinge" with its subvertical 
axis, which originated by E-W compression, can
not be explained by simple doming accompanied 
by compression. The "Schlinge" must have been 
present during the intrusion of the Rieserferner 
tonalite. This implies the existence of a zone of 
subvertical S-planes or a root zone of the Austrian 
Nappe prior to the Late Alpine phase of doming. 

This zone wedged out from the Defereggen 
"Schlinge" into the small root zone of section 
VIII. This will be discussed more comprehensively 
at the end of this chapter. 

Four diagrams A, B, C and D (fig. 98) show 

the positions of the mean axes of the minor folds 
along the discussed part of section VIII. The 
widths of the sample areas are indicated by braces 
in the section. The groups have means of 90°_6°, 
93°-18°,106°-30°, and 80°-16° respectively. 
These East dips may have a structural meaning, 
as will be discussed presently. 

§ 22B. Gneisses of the Upper Gail Valley. 

The distribution of the Upper Gail Valley 
gneisses is shown on Sheet I. They are bordered in 
the South by the "Carnian major upthrust", and 
in the North by the Thurntaler Syncline which 
consists of quartz phyllites, and the Drauzone. 

The "Carnian major upthrust" is the eastward 
continuation of the Pusteria Line. As mentioned 
before, it disappears to the East. The gneisses of 
the Upper Gail Valley represent the strata under
lying the quartz phyllites of the Carnian Alps 
and the Thurntaier syncline. The situation indi
cates the similarity of the rocks at both sides of the 
Pusteria Line and its eastward prolongation. 

A distinction between Austrian and Dinarian 
crystalline rocks cannot be made. 

The Thurntaler quartz phyllites overly ordinary 
gneisses, as well in the North as in the South. The 
gneisses in the North show "Schlingenbau". The 
subvertical axis of this Defereggen "Schlinge" and 
the subvertical axes of the minor folds gradually 
disappear upward in the overlying quartz 
phyllites (Schmidegg, 1937). 

We may distinguish a) an infrastructure con
sisting of ordinary gneisses with Schlingenbau and 
gently folded Anterselva granite gneiss, and b) a 
suprastructure consisting of meso- and epizonal 
micaschists (quartz phyllites of the Thurntaler 
syncline, the crystalline basement of the Dolo
mites, and the "Carnian" rocks). The latter do 
not show subvertical axes of the mJ. The Thurn
taler quartz phyllites have subhorizontal axes in 
the major and minor folds. The azimuth generally 
is ENE. The pattern of the quartz phyllites South 
of the Pusteria Line has been discussed in part III. 
The m.E. of the rocks in the western Carnian Alps 
are subhorizontal with an ESE azimuth (un
published survey report of R. Felix, 1959). 

The Upper Gail Valley gneisses belong to the 
infrastructure. Fig. 99 shows that the position of 
the axes of the mJ. of the biotite gneisses and am
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phibolites of the westernmost 5 km of this zone 
(between Sillian and St. Oswald) differs from the 
subhorizontal position of the mJ. in the adjacent 
suprastructure. 
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Fig. 99
 

Diagram (Schmidt net, lower hemisphere) with 33 mJ. of
 
the westernmost 5 Ian of the Upper Gail Valley gneisses.
 

The discussed gneisses are only locally exposed 
and it was not possible to obtain a clear structural 
picture. The S-planes are strongly folded and 
have different positions. 

The 33 plotted foldaxes vary in position be
tween steeply dipping East and subhorizontal N-S. 
The distribution may be interpreted as being in 
accordance with the infrastructure of the Defe
reggen Mountains. The shape of the southern part 
of the Defereggen "Schlinge" indicates E-W com
preSSlOn. 

It is assumed that the Upper Gail Valley gneis
ses originally possessed S-planes with a subvertical 
to gently South dipping position. These S-planes 
were subjected to E-W compression, thus causing 
subvertical mJ. in the subvertical S-planes and 
slightly South dipping mJ. in the slightly South 
dipping S-planes. 

In chapter 11 it was shown that the m.f. are 
distributed in a plane at right angles to the direc
tion of compression. If it is assumed that this 
plane has a N-S strike, its dip can be computed. 
In fig. 99 the plane has been constructed in such a 
way that one half of the mJ. lies above and one 
half below the plane. It is a median plane (see 

Chapter 7) and its position is 0°-67°. This result 
corresponds with the infrastructure of the Defe
reggen "Schlinge", the mJ. of which in some 
places also dip steeply eastward. The line along 
which compression took place dips 23° westward. 

This agrees with Paulitsch's (1960) investiga
tions on the Upper Gail Valley gneisses between 
S. Oswald and Obertilliach (the westernmost 25 
km). He gives a diagram with 38 mJ. in this 
region, and concludes that two families of respec
tively E-W and N-S striking mJ. occur. The N-S 
striking mJ., which predominate in our diagram, 
appear to be younger than the E-W striking mJ. 
This is in support of our view that the N-S striking 
mJ. belong to an Alpine phase, whereas the E-W 
striking mJ. might have a Hercynian age, JUSt as 
the mJ. of the adjacent suprastr~cture. 

In conclusion, it may be stated that a distinction 
in suprastructure and infrastructure is allowed. As 
the steep folding of the infrastructure must have 
an Alpine age, it follows that the infrastructure 
was deformed below the suprastructure, during 
Alpine orogenesis, in which an E-W shortening 
has not been observed. 

§ 22C. "Schlingenbau" of the Infrastructure. 

In the preceding chapter it has been demon
strated that gneisses which underly the mesozonal 
micaschists in the Defereggen Mountains have 
steep axes of the major "Schlinge" and the ac
companying mJ. 

The same difference between infrastructure and 
suprastructure is found in the surroundings of the 
Schneeberger Zone and the Peio region (Sheet I). 

The Schneeberger zone is probably separated by 
a fault from the northern gneisses of the south
eastern Otz Mass. The infrastructure North of this 
fault is characterized by "Schlingenbau" with sub
vertical m.f. The suprastructure of the Schnee
berger micaschists only shows subhorizontal mJ., 
except at its southwestern border zone which be
longs to the Otz "Schlinge". The Schneeberger 
micaschists belong to a synclinal structure in the 
gneisses of the Austrian Otz Nappe. The E-W 
striking overturned mJ. (e.g. App. I, figs. 59, 60, 
and 61) are probably Alpine and may be compared 
to the mJ. of the M. Spico region. This possibly 
Alpine age is in contradistinction with the Her
cynian age of the mJ. of the micaschists of the 
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Thurntaler syncline and the crystalline basement 
of the Dolomites. 

The third example of adjacent infrastructure 
and suprastructure is found in the Peio region. 
The Peio Line separates katazonal gneisses with 
"Schlingenbau" from meso- and epizonal mica
schists located to the NW (Andreatta, 1948). The 
latter belong to a syncline with possibly an up
ward disappearing "Schlinge"-like structure 
(Sheet I). 

The three mentioned cases permit the following 
generalization. The crystalline root zone shows 
"Stockwerk" tectonics. Below a suprastructure of 
mesozonal micaschists with subhorizontal (pro
bably Hercynian and Alpine) foldaxes, an infra
structure of katazonal gneisses occurs with sub
vertical foldaxes. 

§ 22D. Shape of the "Schlinge". 

The above conclusion was already drawn by 
Andreatta (1948) with respect to the Order region. 
He interpreted the "Schlinge" as "vortex" struc
tures (see fig. 100). 

N 

1 

Fig. 100
 

Ortler ordinary gneisses with "vortex" structure according
 
to Andreatta. (Part of Gortani's fig. 2, 1956; without
 

indication of scale).
 

It is based on the assumption that a certain S
plane was rolled up. This proces is mechanically 
not possible, and the resulting "vortex" structures 
actually do not occur. We concur with Schmi
degg's structural concept (1932, 1936). He intro

duced the term "Schlinge" (= sinuosity). Accord
ing to Schmidegg, a "Schlinge" is formed by 
bending of subvertical S-planes in consequence of 
a subhorizontal compression. This idea is support
ed by Wenk (1934) who described a "Schlinge" in 
the southern Silvretta Mass. Fig. 101 shows two 
small "Schlinge" of the Peio region, the Mt. Pin 
"Schlinge", and the Le Mandrie "Schlinge". It 
appears that the subvertical Northeast striking S
planes NW of the Giudicaria Line have been com
pressed in NE-SW direction. 

Fig. 101
 

Mt. Pin and Le Mandrie "Schlinge" according to
 
Schmidegg's map (1936).
 

Two types of "Schlinge" originated. 

1.	 The Mt. Pin "Schlinge" consists of folds with 
well-developed bends. 

2.	 The Le Mandrie "Schlinge" is a fold with only 
one visual bend. After passing the visual part 
of the "Schlinge", the S-planesseem to con
tinue in the opposite direction. 

The "Schlinge" are local phenomena, the strike 
of which deviates from the regional strike which is 
parallel to the Giudicara Line. 

For this reason, the Le Mandrie "Schlinge" must 
have another limb, as the S-planes must continue, 
not in the opposite direction but in the same 
direction and parallel to the Giudicaria Line. This 
other limb cannot be observed, as a visual bend is 
absent. This absence may due to new movements 
along the old S-planes during the formation of the 
"Schlinge". This process is analogous to the fold
ing represented by fig. 59 and fig. 94. 
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In conclusion, it is stated that all "Schlinge" 
must have two limbs. Generally the bend of the 
one limb is well developed, whereas the bend of 
the other limb is absent. This result has been 
applied on the larger Dtz- and Defereggen 
"Schlinge". The position of the other limb is in
dicated by convergence of the S-plane (Sheet I). 
From Schmidegg's maps it seems that the S-planes 
turn 1800 after passing the bend of a "Schlinge"; 
he left the existence of the other limb out of 
consideration. 

§ 22E.	 "Schlingenbau" considered as a result of 
Alpine compression. 

The Alpine phase of "Schlingenbau" is inter
mediate between the formation of the Pennine and 
Austrian nappes, and the gravitational tectonics 
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caused by the Late Alpine uplift along the Tauern
Engadin axis. 

Harland and Bayly (1958) have developed a 
theory for explaining folds with subvertical axes 
in some orogenes. When a subhorizontal series of 
strata is compressed laterally, the strata may ob
tain a subvertical position. If this subvertical series 
afterwards is subjected to unequal compression, 
as shown in fig. 45, the plastic material may con
tinue to be squeezed upward, but sideward move
ments may occur also. In that case the latter take 
place from the more compressed central area to

wards the less compressed sides of the belt. These 
sideward movements cause folding with a sub
vertical axis. 

It appears to be possible to explain the observed 
East Alpine "Schlinge" accordingly. 

Z 
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Fig. 102
 

Harland and Bayly's concept (1958) of "Schlingenbau" applied to the East Alpine root zone. For further explanation
 
see text.
 

Fig. 102 represents a plastic zone which was 
squeezed out between rigid masses. Most material 
was replaced in the central area, through which 
a cross section is drawn. It is assumed that the 
southern block unequally moved northward, 
causing folds overturned to the North in the 
central section, and respectively westward and 
eastward mass transport in the adjacent areas. An 

analysis of Sheet I shows that fig. 102 may 
schematically represent the East Alpine root zone. 

The central section corresponds with our section 
VIII with its small root ZOne. The northern rigid 
mass is formed by the Tauern Inlier and the 
northern Dtz Mass, and the southern rigid mass 
is bordered by the Giudicaria Line and the Pusteria 
Line (or more precisely by the northern boundary 
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of the Anterselva granite gneiss). 
The western and eastern "Schlinge" correspond 

with the actual Otz- and Defereggen "Schlinge". 
Actually, the structure is not as symmetrical as 
suggested by fig. 102. 

The present theory is supported by the following 
considerations. 

1. The strike lines of the Austrian Nappe strong
ly converge from the -f- 80 km wide section be
tween the Engadin and Peio regions to the -f- 10 
km wide section at the western boundary of the 
Tauern Inlier. This width of ± 10 km originated 
from a width of -f- 80 km by (a) a steepening of 
the dips and (b) upward and lateral squeezing out. 
The eastern part of the structure (Defereggen 
"Schlinge") shows less convergence. 

2. The E-W strike of the Silvretta Mass, the 
northern Otz Mass, and the surroundings of the 
Tauern Inlier may be considered as the regional 
Alpine direction of strike. 

The rigid crystalline basement of the Dolomites 
was moved towards the North, thus causing the 
large wrench flexure of the Crystalline NW of the 
Giudicaria line. The Northeast direction of the 
Giudicaria Line may be considered as a local 
deviation of the above mentioned Alpine E-W 
strike. 

The structure of the Crystalline indicates that 
the Giudicaria Line originated by a sinistral 
wrench movement. The crystalline rocks of the 
Peio region were plastically deformed in the zone 
of flowage. The overlying rocks probably were 
deformed in the zone of fracture, and this resulted 
in wrench faults. 

The Dolomites moved northward with respect 
to the Bergamasc Alps. In consequence, wrench 
faults might be expected in the Brenta region, 
South of the Peio region, as the Permotriassic rocks 
of the Brenta region were deformed in the zone of 
fracture. 

Trevisan (1930) developed a mechanical theory 
of sinistral wrench faulting in the Brenta region. 
This is represented in fig. 103 (according to De 
Sitter, 1956 b), and corresponds with the expected 
wrench movement. 

The downward increasing intensity of de
formation is analogous to our interpretation that 
the lower infrastructure is more deformed than 
the upper suprastructure (see § 22B and C). 

([§Ii!J!J!J
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Fig. 103 

Diagram for explaining the onglO of the Brenta faults 
according to Trevisan (de Sitter's fig. 115, 1956 b). 

3. I t is assumed that the southern rigid mass 
moved northward. In consequence, the plastic 
material of the compressed belt with a position 
closer to the southern border has moved earlier 
and further than the material at the northern 
border. The material of the southern part indeed 
moved sidewards with respect to the material of 
the northern part (Sheet I and fig. 102). This 
"Vergenz" of the "Schlinge" may be compared 
to the overturn of the folds of table VII. In the 
preceding paragraph it was assumed that the 
material of the central area moved upward and 
that not all material East of the central area 
moved eastward. 

An upward movement implies subhorizontal 
axes of the accompanying folds. As the material 
close to the southern border moved further, these 
folds will show an overturn toward the North. 

The M. Spico region actually shows folds over
turned to the North, and they may be considered 
to belong to the present tectonic pattern. In 
Chapter 21, in the discussion of the m.f., it was 
assumed that they belong to the overthrusting 
phase of the Austrian Nappe. Both assumptions 
can be justified. For the present, it is not possible 
to determine the phase of folding of the individual 
m.f. 

Probably, they partially belong to the "Schlin
ge" phase, as may be explained as follows. The 
actual m.f. in the root zone of section VIII are 
dipping 18° East. The steeply South dipping S
planes of the northern limb of the Anterselva 
granite gneiss syncline have 30° East dipping m.f. 

During an excursion to the Staller Sattel, the 
author found the following dips of a number of 
individual m.f.: 65°, 60°, 72° 62°, 65°, 60°, 70°, 
70°,65°, and 65° E. 

In consequence, the m.f. in this most north
western part of the Defereggen "Schlinge" have 
an average dip of ± 65° East, which corresponds 
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with the dip of the mJ. of the subvertical S-planes 
of the Upper Gail Valley gneisses. 

At a point between the Staller Sattel and Section 
VIII (at the eastern border of the Lago di Anter
selva), 5°, 10°, 20°, 34°, 30°, 40°, 40°, 
50°, and 42° East dipping mJ. have been 
measured. 

Although the results are too scarse for deter
mining the regional structure, a gradual transition 
may be considered to exist between the gently 
East dipping mJ. of section VIII into the sub
vertical mJ. of the Defereggen "Schlinge" proper. 

This transition is represented in fig. 104. 

AUSTRIAN NAPPE 

E 

"Schlingenbou" 

Fig. 104
 

Diagram with the transition of the northward overturned
 
folds in the vicinity of section VIII (fig. 95) into the
 

Defereggen '"Schlinge'" with sinistral "Vergenz".
 
For further explanation see text.
 

Gradually transisting minor folds have origi
nated synchronously. It is concluded that the 
greater part of the subhorizontal mJ. in the 
central area of fig. 104 were formed during the 
intermediate phase of orogenesis. 

§ 22F The Giudicaria Line. 

From the preceding paragraphs it does not fol
low that the Giudicaria Line corresponds with a 
wrench fault. The Giudicaria fault probably is a 
toppled over normal fault, as suggested by van 
Bemmelen (1957). This is further indicated by the 
fieldwork of Dietzel (1960) and van Hilten (1960) 
(see also Chapter 19). 

The following three theories have been develo

ped concerning the steeply Northwest dipping 
Giudicaria fault. 

1.	 It is a sinistral wrench fault. 

2..	 It is an upthrust fault, due to NW underthrus
ting of the South-Alpine block. 

3.	 It is a normal fault with a fault plane secon
dary toppled over in Southeast direction. 

ad 1) According to Trevisan (1939), Staub 
(1949), de Sitter (1956a and b), and others, the 
lnsubric Line and the Pusteria Line originally 
formed a single straight line. 

In that case the Giudicaria fault would have 
displaced the Insubric Line in NE direction. As 
discussed earlier in this chapter, the present author 
partially concurs with this concept. 

The Dolomites block was probably displaced 
by a wrench flexure in the underlying crystalline 
rocks, and by a zone of wrench faults in the over
lying Permotriassic. This zone actually is present 
in the Brenta region. 

The Insubric, Giudicaria, and Pusteria Lines 
have not corresponded with faults during this ear
lier Alpine phase, as they do at present. They only 
indicated the strike of the crystalline root zone. 
During later Alpine orogenesis, when the Tauern
Engadin axis was raised with respect to the Po 
Plain and the Venetian Plain, a large normal fault 
developed. The strike of this fault became paral
lel to the strike of the underlying crystalline rocks. 
This normal fault then toppled over toward its 
downthrown block as was suggested by van Bem
melen (1957). 

During this same phase, other step faults de
veloped, e.g. the Sugana fault and the Valtrompia 
fault. The first also toppled over toward the South 
(see chapter 19). 

De Sitter (1956b) assumed that the relatively 
less compressed Dolomites block was pushed 
northward with respect to the more compressed 
Bergamasc Alps. During the deformation at the 
Giudicaria wrench fault, the Sugana Line con
tinuously remained in a direct line with the Val
trompia Line (Sheet I). 

These faults, however, are of later origin, and 
no conclusions can be drawn from them concer
ning earlier Alpine movements. 

It seems more reasonable to assume that wrench 
movements extended southward. According to 
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Fallot the northward overturned deformations of 
the Bergamasc Alps - which according to de 
Sitter would indicate an internal shortening of 
this block with respect to the Dolomites block 
only exist in a 15 km wide zone (FaIlot, 1950). 
Consequently, these northward overturned de
formations are to small to explain the assumed 
relative compression which would amount to 40 
km at the most. 

ad 2) Dal Piaz (1942) and Vecchia (1957) ad
vocated that the discussed lines correspond to 
upthrust faults. According to Dal Piaz, the Giudi
caria upthrust developed during the late Insubric 
phase (chapter 23) of the Upper Oligocene and 
continued to exist until Upper Miocene by under
thrusting of the southern block. Approximately at 

the transition of Oligocene and Miocene, the Pe
riadriatic bodies intruded during a decrease in 
orogenetic compression. 

Such underthrust movements explain the pre
sent dip of the faultplane. The intensity of the 
deformation, however, decreases downward, and 
a southern overthrust is more probable than a nor
thern underthrust (chapter 19). 

ad 3) In chapter 19 and at the beginning of this 
paragraph, it has been discussed that the Giudi
caria Line probably is a toppled over normal fault. 
Its course, however, was determined by the infra
structure of the adjacent katazonal gneisses, which 
originated during an earlier phase of Alpine fol
ding. 

CHAPTER 23
 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS ON THE ALPINE TECTONICS OF THE EASTERN ALPS
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Fig. 105
 

Staub's tectonic map of the Alps (based on Escher's fig. 471, 1954). Sheet I, the Tauern section (T) fig. 109, and
 
the Simplon section (S) = fig. 108 are depicted.
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Fig. 105 is a tectonic sketch map of the Alps, (1960a) gives a structural scheme of the Lower 
based on Staub's map (1923), showing the position Middle Tertiary situation before the the Insubric 
of sheet I. uplift (fig. 106). He assumed that as a result of 

physico-chemical processes an asthenolith with a
The three principally different types of nappes, 

relative low density (e = 2,5) developed in the 
Helvetides, Austrides, and Pennides, have been in

present Po Plain, and moved upward. This ver
dicated. 

tical movement caused a sideward escape of ma

For the explanation of the relations between terial. The overlying sedimentary cover was sub


these nappes in the western Alps, van Bemmelen jected to epidermal gravity tectonics (Helvetides).
 

N s 
Structural scheme of the Western Alps (01 lower Mid-Tertiary time. before their uplift) 
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Fig. 106 

Structural scheme of the western Alps before their Insubrie uplift according to van Bemmelen (1960 a, fig. 4). 

The underlying crystalline rocks participated 
in these gravitational movements by forming the 
Austrides. Still deeper, in the bathydermal "Stock
werk", the Pennides were injected, and a lower 
and upper mantle of crystalline rocks and "schis
tes lustres" were formed around the Alpine intru
sive bodies. 

The presence of the Helvetides is mainly restric
ted to the western Alps. They form an arc sur
rounding the present Hercynian masses uplifted 
during Late Alpine orogenesis. The Helvetide se
dimentation area was situated at the inner side of 
the arc of Hercynian masses (fig. 105). Its lime
stone facies differs from the monotonous "schistes 
lustres" facies of the more southern basin which 
was to be injected by the Pennides. The subsidence 
and sedimentation of the Helvetide and Pennide 
basins occurred mainly during the Jurassic and 
Cretaceous. The Austride sediments developed 
mainly during the Permotriassic in the more 

southern basin. Part of these sediments was dis
cussed in Chapter 5. 

After this short summary of Alpine tectonics, 
particular attention will be paid to the Austrian 
nappes (§ 23A) and the Pennine nappes (§ 23B). 

§ 23A Austrian Nappes. 

The Helvetide basin became narrower in east
ern direction. The Pennide basin continued from 
the western Alps into the eastern Alps, where the 
width amounted to more than 100 km. The "schis
tes lustres" actually occur in the Engadin and 
Tauern Inliers. The entire Pennide zone is over
lain by the Austrian overthrust sheets consisting of 
a) mainly gneisses in the Silvretta and Otz Mass 
and in the regions South and East of the Tauern 
Inlier; b) quartz phyllites and graywackes, North 
of the T auern Inlier, and c) Mesozoic sediments 
with Austride facies in the Northern Limestone 
Alps. 
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Tectonic sketchmap of the Strigno region 
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Fig. 107
 
A comparison between the Eastern Alps (lower side) and the Strigno region (upper side). For explanation see text.
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This large Upper Austrian Nappe overthrusted 
the Pennide basin for more than 100 km. Actually, 
the situation is more complicated than discussed 
because below the Upper Austrian Nappe, Lower 
and Middle Austrian nappes are present, for in
stance, the "Matrei Zone" of the Tauern Inlier 
which was overridden by the large Upper Aus
trian Nappe. Furthermore, the Mesozoic of the 
eastern side of the thz Mass is overlain by the 
Steinach Nappe consisting of quartz phyllites and 
Carboniferous (sheet I). 

If these complications are left out of considera
tion, the situation is simplified to fig. 107 (lower 
side) which may be compared to a tectonic skctch
map of the Strigno region (fig. 107 upper side). 

The following five analogous units have been 
indicated by similar symbols in this figure. 

1) The autochthonous foreland. 

As illustrated by section V and VI (fig. 83), 
this foreland in the Strigno region consists of un
disturbed subhorizontal Permotriassic sediments. 
In the eastern Alps, it is formed by crystalline 
rocks covered by the Bavarian Molasse. 

2) Parautochthonous rocks. 

In the Strigno region these rocks are Tertiary. 
In the western area they are subhorizontal and 
they have been overridden by the nappes (Sections 
V and VI). The Tortonian sediments were depo
sited during the formation of the nappes, as pre
sumably Tortonian conglomerates occur between 
the units 3 and 4. The analogous "schistes lustres" 
of the East Alps partially were injected by Pen
mne nappes. 

The M. Lefre and Civeron Nappes at their 
South side are bordered by a strongly folded belt 
of Tortonian rocks which may be compared to 
the Helvetic belt and the Flysch belt in front of 
the Allgau Nappe of the eastern Alps. 

3) Mesozoic nappes. 

The M. Lefre and Civeron nappes are formed 
by sliding of the sedimentary cover of the Cima 
d'Asta quartz phyllites. The uppermost strata 
moved furthest foreward and as a result the pa
rautochthonous mantle of Tertiary in the South 
is covered by Upper Triassic strata, whereas older 
rocks are absent. 

The Austrian Limestone Nappe (= Northern 

Limestone Alps) is more complicated. According 
to older concepts it is formed by accumulation of 
secondary nappes. In the western area the Allgau 
Nappe was assumed to be covered by the Lechtal 
Nappe, and the latter by the Inntal Nappe. 
The modern German schools (Kockel, Richter, 
Schmidt-Thome) consider the upper nappes as 
mushroom folds squeezed out from the lower nap
pes (Sheet I). 

The sliding of the Mesozoic nappes over the 
underlying crystalline rocks probably was not 
large, as the thz Crystalline SW of Innsbruck is 
covered by Mesozoic rocks which might have been 
deposited South of the Mesozoic of the Northern 
Limestone Alps. Furthermore, the contact between 
the Mesozoic of the Staufen Nappe and the under
lying graywackes is normal. 

In consequence, the large overthrust plane of 
the Austrian nappes was probably located be
tween the units 2 and 3 - 5 combined. 

4) The subhorizontal Permian and Werfenian 
strata of the Strigno region may be compared 
with the subhorizontal quartz phyllites and gray
wackes North of the T auern Inlier of the eastern 
Alps. Both have an intermediate position between 
the over- and underlying units 3 and 5. 

5) Overthrust sheet of crystalline rocks. 

The quartz phyllites of the Strigno region at 
Carzano lie on Tertiary. These rock units are 
compared with the Austrian gneisses of e.g. the 
Silvretta and thz Masses which form a sheet, 
several kilometers thick, and are partially covered 
by sedimentary rocks. 

Because of the structural resemblance, the kine
matics of the Strigno region may serve as a model 
for the kinematics of the eastern Alps. 

It has been discussed in chapter 16, that during 
the Tortonian a tectonic graben originated South 
of the Sugana Line. This graben formed a mor
phologic depression which was filled up by nap
pes sliding down from the North. 

The Strigno area is about 40 times smaller than 
the analogous area of the eastern Alps, and can be 
easier surveyed. On the other hand, its dimensions 
and the time range of its kinematics can be com
pared with the dimensions and time range of the 
Austride tectonics. 
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Our conclusion is that the Austrian Nappe pro
bably originated by a sideward (i.e. northward) 
spreading out of a column consisting of the units 
5, 4 and 3 over unit 2. This gravitational concept 
was developed by van Bemmelen (1933, 1960a 
and b). He assumed that the above mentioned Po 
Plain asthenolith continued eastward into the 
Adriatic Tumor, which was largely submarine 
and did not cause an uplift of strata above sea
level, was simultaneously counteracted by down
sliding and spreading of the rocks toward the 
Tauern Foredeep, located to the North. 

The tectonics of the eastern Alps are more com
plicated than the Strigno tectonics, as the former 
were subsequently uplifted along the Tauern-En
gadin axis in Oligocene-Miocene time. This later 
Alpine uplift caused 1) Northward movements 
with further compression in the Northern Lime
stone Alps, North of the axis of uplift; e.g. the 
northern borderfault of the thz Mass at that time 
was possibly formed as a toppled over normal 
fault. 

2) Southward movements with compression in 
the still undisturbed Southern Limestone Alps, 
South of the axis of uplift. 

All tectonics described in part III belong to this 
Late Alpine phase. 

The occurrence of the Austrides is restricted to 
the eastern Alps. According to earlier concepts 
they must have covered the western Alps where 
they should be absent at present due to erosion. 

De Sitter (1956) a.o. assumed that the Austrides 
have developed only in the eastern Alps. The Pre
alpes formerly were considered as Austrides, (e.g. 
Staub's concept in our fig. 105). Their sediments 
are now considered as deposited between the Hel
vetide and Pennide basin (de Sitter, 1956) or in 
the Pennide basin (Triimpy, 1958). For this 
reason, they cannot be considered anymore as 
being an argument for the presence of a large 
Austrian Nappe in the western Alps. 

The following argumentation supports this 
view. As shown in fig. 105, the Alps are arc-sha
peel at their western side. The material moved 
outward at right angles to the arc. In the hitherto 
discussed areas it moved northward. West of the 
Po Plain, however, it moved Westward and SW 
of the Po Plain (Mercantour region) southwest
ward and southward. The arc-shape is explained 
by assuming that the Cretaceous Tumor disap

peared in the western Po Plain. If this tumor 
caused the gravitational downsliding of the 
Austrian Nappe, a more than 100 km northward 
movement in the western Alps cannot have taken 
place next to a more than 100 km southward 
movement in the Mercantour region. Although 
the Austrian nappes might have been lengthened 
during their formation, the available space is in
sufficient for more than 100 km of large nappes to 
move north-, west-, and southward, unless large 
crustal shortening .~, accepted. 

It is possible to explain Alpine tectonics as se
condary reactions to the formation of an astheno
lith as proposed by van Bemmelen. For the Alps 
rhese secondary reactions principally are the for
mation of sliding nappes in the upper strata and 
the injection of magmatic material in lower strata. 

I t is interesting to compare the region under dis
cussion with the Caledonides of East Greenland, 
where the upper strata are hardly deformed 
whereas the lower "Stockwerk" is characterized 
by a nappe structure analogous to the Pennine 
nappes of the Alps (e.g. Wenk, 1956, Haller's fig. 
7,1956). 

The relatively undeformed shape of the upper 
strata demonstrates the absence of crustal shorte
ning. For this reason, crustal shortening in the 
Alps may be considered as absent too, although 
the strong deformation of the upper "Stockwerk" 
prevents a direct conclusion to be drawn. Gravi
metric calculations are not in contradiction with 
the no-crustal shortening concept of van Bem
melen (van Bemmelen, 1953 and Hospers, 1957). 

§ 23B Pennine Nappes. 

Hitherto the tectonics of the upper "Stock
werk" have been considered to be gravitational 
(epidermal and dermal tectonics of van Bemme
len, fig. 106). They are characterized by an up
ward increasing degree of deformation. 

In the lower "Stockwerk" also movements oc
curred (bathydermal tectonics of van BemmeJen); 
rheomorphic migma was horizontally injected. 
These tectonics also may affect the upper "Stock
werk" causing a downward degree of deformation 
as a result of drag. 

The Pennides are present in the western Alps as 
well as in the eastern Alps. The figures 108 and 
109 represent the Simplon section and a Tauern 
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section; the positions of both sections are indicated According to Argand, the order of injection in 
in fig. 105.	 the SimpIon nappes was: 1° S. Bernard Nappe, 

2° D. Blanche Nappe, and 3° M. Rose Nappe 
(fig. 108). 

Karl and Schmidegg assumed that the ,Ziller
taler Nappe is the only Pennide of the western 
Tauern Inlier. The northern augen-granite gneiss 
is considered as a pre-Alpine mass, which may be 
compared with the Hercynian masses of the West

• "schistes lustres" ern Alps. 
Fig. 108 Some structural questions are unsolved; the M. 

Classical section across the Pennine nappes at the Simplon Rose and S. Bernard nappe have elsewhere been 
Pass according to Argand (see e.g. Heim, 1922, Profil 2 of 

Tafel XXIII). Position depicted in fig. 105. assumed to form a single unit (Goguel, 1952), and 
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Fig. 109 

Section across the western Tauern Inlier according to Karl and Schmidegg (Karl, 1959, Tafel IIIl. Position depicted in 
fig. 105. 

Karl's augen-granite gneisses perhaps belong to 

another Pennide. 
Pennides with a core of an Alpine "ortho" rock 

and a mantle of partially crystalline rocks and 
partially "schistes lustres" are present in the 
lower "Stockwerk" of the Alps. Wenk (1953) as
sumed an Alpine age of the "ortho" cores for the 
western Alps and Karl (1959) considered the tona
lite cores of the eastern Alps to be of the same age. 

Staub and Argand assumed the steep root zone 
of the Pennides of the Western Alps to have form
ed during the Insubric phase when the originally 
flat Pennides became steeper at their backside. 
As discussed in chapter 21 this concept is suppor
ted by the tectonics of the M. Spico region. At the 
other hand, Wenk (1953) considered the vertical 

position of the root zone in the western Alps as a 
primary structure caused by vertical intrusion of 
the syntectonic "ortho" cores. 

The structure of the Pennides suggests large
scale subhorizontal mass transport in the lower 
"Stockwerk". Our Alpine intermediate phase 
(§ 22E) might have originated by a mass transport 
in lower levels which cannot be studied directly. 
It caused the relative northward movements of the 
Dolomites block. 

The "Schlingenbau" of the East Alpine root 
zone generally was considered as pre-Alpine. We 
have argued that they are of Alpine age and this 
feature may be compared with the "Schlingen
bau" in the northern and southern zone of the 
Pennides of Ticino, investigated by Wenk (1955). 
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It may be stated that the Alps are an example of 
an orogene which originated in two main phases 
a~ was suggested by van Bemme1en (1960a and b). 
During the first phase, the material moved out
ward from the Po- and Venetian Plain centre. 
During the second phase, considerable smaller 
movements occurred from the Tauern-Engadin 
axis outward. Crustal shortening during these two 
phases of Alpine orogenesis is not probable. 

The accumulation of different types of nappes, 
and the formation of isoclinal series of strata with 
subvertical positions suggesting local shortening, 

probably were accompanied by equivalent stret
ching of the compressed strata and their exten
sions in adjacent areas. 

Accumulation of nappes without shortening of 
the framework is evident for smaller more survey
able areas as the Strigno region. 

The M. Spico re~ion (section VIII) indicates 
that an isoclinal subvertical series of strata can be 
formed by doming. The resulting structures do 
not prove shortening of the framework, as their 
limbs were simultaneously elongated by stretching. 
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APPENDIX I
 

94 sketches of minor structures from the crys
talline basement of the Dolomites, and the M. 
Spico region. 

These drawings are more or less schematic as 
topographic irregularities have been eliminated. 
They all represent cross sections which are about 
at right angles to the axis of the minor structure; 
they belong to the chapter on folds of the crystal
line rocks (Ch. 3) and are also illustrations of the 
minor folds compiled in appendix II. The folded 
rock is a quartz phyllite, unless another rock is 
indicated. Grid co-ordinates are given in paren
theses. 

Hercynian mmor structures of the Pusteria 
Crystalline. 

1 (813-827)
 
2 (813-827)
 
3 (813-828)
 
4 (814-831) - boulder
 
5 (809-827)
 
6 (817-826) - tendency to parallel folding
 
7 (814-811)
 
8 (903-812) - some 52 formation
 
9 (723-863) - green phyllite with accordion
 

folding 
10 (922-803) 
11 (813-802) 
12 (726-812) 
13 (983-818) - mushroom-shaped fold 
14 (854-831) 
15 (851-828) - mushroom-shaped fold 
16 (833-813) - the eastermost syncline shows no 

crestal bend; this has been broken 
by shearing movements along the 
old 5-planes 

17 (839-813) - plastical folding indicated by 
(dotted) quartz veins 

18 (813-826) - sharply defined (dotted) quartz 
lenses 

19 (802-821) - ditto 
20 (792-825) - irregular quartz veins 
21 (823-825) - quartz lens exercising protection 

against crumpling 

22 (807-819) - bending of the competent quartz 
veins, and 52 formation in the 
phyllitic material 

23 (710-797) - conglomeratic quartzite with red
dish quartz pebbles elongated in 
the direction of the axes of minor 
folds 

Hercynian mmor structures of the Bressanone 
Crystalline 

24 (044-773) 
25 (048-781) - ribs and minor folds; the ribs are 

restricted to places with coarse al
bite crystals 

26 (113-804) - 52 intersecting 51 
27 (209-757) - parallel folded quartz vein 

Hercynian minor structures of the S. Stefano 
Crystalline 

28 (104-624) - 5-plane with readily steepening of 
the axes of minor folds 

29 (102-631) - quartzite 
30 (103-641) 
31 (106-645) - ribs and younger minor folds with 

slightly different axes 
32 (103-641) - quartzitic phyllite 
33 (102-649) - quartzite 

Hercynian minor structures of the eima d'Asta 
Crystalline 

34 (101-146) 
35 (051-200) - disharmonic folding with west

ward overturn 
36 (066-131) - quartzite with mushroom-shaped 

fold indicating that conclusions 
on regional mass transport cannot 
be based on single overturned mi
nor folds 

37 (971-154) - disharmonic folding with west
ward overturn 

38 (081-145) - quartzite 
39 (015-205) - quartzite (left side of sketch 

eastern side) 
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40 (086-137) - subhorizontal 52 in the phylEtic 
material; the competent quartz 
veins have been bent 

41 (971-074) - folded quartz veins 
42 (136-182)-folded 52-planes (different scales 

parallel and at right angles to 52) 
secondary mineralogic banding 
parallel to 52 being an alternation 
of (indicated) feldspar-mica and 
quartz rock 

43 (136-182) - ditto; the angle between 51 and 52 
amounts to about 45° 

44 (080-130) - feldspar augen 
45 (136-175) - ditto 
46 (136-175) - ditto, originally conformably in

tercalated (?) and later intersec
ting the 5-planes as euhedral poi
kiloblasts 

47 (136-175) - ditto, intersecting the minor folds 

Alpine minor structures of the crystalline base
ment of the Dolomites 

48 (982-801) - Southward overturned overthrust 
flexure and fault in the Upper Si
lurian (?) limestone of Prato alIa 
Drava, Pusteria region 

49 (910-800) - flexure zone from eastern Pusteria 
regJOn 

50 (947-797) - Alpine minor fold with eastward 
overturn intersecting the Hercyni
an minor folds at right angles; 
eastern Pusteria region 

51a(954-802) - Alpine bends of Hercynian minor 
folds, Pusteria region 

51 b(126-603) - ditto, S. Stefano region 

51c(128-603) - ditto 
52 (043-701) - minor graben structure at M. Cro

ce Pass, North of S. Stefano re
gion, indicating SW-NE extension 

53 (205-766) - two intersecting syst~ms of flex
ure zones; maximum shortening 
along the vertical, Bressanone re
glOn 

54 (089-136) - fold with minor folds in cataclas
tic rock, parallel to the Alpine 
Sugana Line and at right angles to 
the Hercynian minor folds, Cima 
d'Asta region 

55 (061-155) - flexure zones (left side of sketch = 
southeastern side), Cima d'Asta 
reglOn 

56 (971-075) - see 53, Cima d'Asta region 
57 (953-058) - disharmonic folding with axes pa

rallel to the Sugana Line and at 
right angles to the Hercynian mi
nor folds, indicating Alpine shear
ing movements; this minor struc
ture has been taken from the steep 
limb of an Alpine major fold 
South of Samone, Strigno region 

58 (953-058) - boudins of quartz vein, indicating 
Alpine stretching in N-S direction, 
Strigno region 

Alpine minor structures of the M. Spico Crystal
line 

59 (775-058) - ordinary gneiss 
60 - ordinary gneiss at Moos (Schnee

berger Zone) 
61 - amphibolite with anticline with

out crestal bend; point 1280 along 
the Moos-Timmels section across 
the Schneeberger Zone 

62 (139-968) - Rieserferner augen-gneiss 
63 (246-000) - ditto 
64 (150-973) - ditto 
65 (244-999) - ditto 
66 (217-044) - calcareous phyllite, the folded 

layer is more calcareous 
67 (147-975) - calcareous phyllite 
68 (245-999) - Rieserferner augen-gneiss 
69 (246-009) - ditto 
70 (123-986) - calcareous phyllite 
71 (254-987) - ordinary gneiss 
72 (153-021) - map of minor folds with subverti

cal axes in stratified limestone 
73 (756-029) - contact-metamorphic gneiss 
74 (186-045) - tonalite gneiss, type IIa; in the 

crestal bends some 52 formation 
(not indicated) 

75 (205-063) - tonalite gneiss, type II 
76 (167-036) - ditto 
77 (166-050) - transition between ordinary gneiss 

and tonalite gneiss, type II 
78 (206-062) - tonalite gneiss, type II, intercal

ated between saccharoidal lime
stones 
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79 (191-032) - calcareous phyllite; map of boud
inlike structure with quartz lens 

80 (247-002) - Rieserferner augen-gneiss, wed
ging out 

81 (245-011) - ditto 
82 (255-991) - contact-metamorphic gneiss, wed

gIng out 
83 - Anterselva granite gneiss with 

southward overturned overthrust 
flexures, East of S. Maddalena in 
Casies (Defereggen Mountains) 

84 (140-046) - southward overturned overthrust 
flexure in tonalite gneiss, type I 
(position of figure to the left of 
fig. 80) 

85 (747-021) -low angle normal faults in con
tact-metamorphic roof gneisses of 
the Rieserferner tonalite, indica
ting stretching 

86 (753-026) - ditto 

Some Alpine minor structures of the Permotrias
sic of the Dolomites 

87 (162-591) - map of flexure with subvertical 
axis in Bellerophon limestones, S. 
Stefano region (case 6 of table 
VII) 

88 (162-591) - ditto 
89 (069-562) - southward overturned minor fold 

in Werfenian beds, S. Stefano re
gion (case 4 of table VII) 

90 (059-558) - steeply East dipping minor fold 
from the southern limb of the An
siei Werfenian syncline, S. Stefa
no region (case 5 of table VII) 

91 (950-013) - southward overturned minor over
thrust faults in T ortonian beds of 
Strigno region 

92 (085-117) - cleavage in Biancone limestones of 
Cima d'Asta region; the distan
ce between the cleavage-planes 
amounts to about 1 cm 

93 (285-793) - minor normal fault in Permotrias
sic of Pusteria region 

94 (278-786) - minor wrench fault in Permotrias
sic of Pusteria region 
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APPENDIX II
 

Tables of the positions of the S-planes and the minor folds
 

The positions of the individual S-planes and the 
minor folds are given with their grid co-ordinates. 
The grid is shown on the map sheets. The grid co
ordinates are accurate up to 50 m. 

The position of the S-planes is given by strike 
and dip. The strike is defined as direction of dip 
minus 90° (according to Trooster and van Lande
wijk, 1958). 

The position of the minor folds is given by azi
muth and dip. The azimuth is the direction of dip. 

E.g., in meas. sample 1: 
co-ordinates of the grid: 101-633 with 
position of S-plane 235°-37° and 
position of m.f. 360°-45°, and so on. 

The grid co-ordinates of the measurements of 
the samples 90, 91, and 138-141 are missing. 

Groups of measurements have been collected 
in measurements samples (= meas. samples), con
sisting of a number of S-planes and minor folds. 

E.g., meas. sample 1 (38 s. and 52 m.f.). 
The S-planes of a meas. sample have a mean S., 

and the minor folds have a mean m.f. Both these 
means thave their own grid co-ordinates. 

E.g. the mean S. of meas. sample 1 is 289° - 65° 
with grid co-ordinates 102-631 and the mean m.£. 
is 305° - 7° with 102 - 632. 

These means have been calculated by approxi
mation and are represented by the mean strike 
and the mean dip of the S-planes, and the mean 
azimuth and the mean dip of the minor folds 
respectively. 

The meas. samples have been collected by: 

S.	 Stefano region (1- 16) 
by F. P. Agterberg (1958) 

Pusteria region ( 17- 91) 
by F. P. Agterberg (1957) 

Bressanone region	 ( 92-114) 
by F. P. Agterberg (1957-'58) 

Bressanone region (115-141) 
by G. H. W. Nijenhuis (1958) 

Bressanone region (142) 
by B. G. Engelen (1959) 

Cima d'Asta region (143-173) 
by F. P. Agterberg (1959) 

Cima d'Asta region (174-192) 
by T. L. R. Findhammer (1959) 

Gosaldo region (193-215) 
by M. Freudenthal (1959) 

M. Spico region	 (216-270) 
by F. P. Agterberg (1960) 

Apart from the measurements by Findhammer 
and Freudenthal (174-215) the strikes of the S
planes and the azimuths of the minor folds are 
given without the magnetic correction of -2°. 

REMARKS: 

1.	 Measurements in slumped blocks may have 
caused occasional errors. 

2.	 If the dispersion is strong, some measurements 
of other populations of m.f. may occur 
amongst the measured m.f., e.g., younger Al
pine m.f. or Hercynian m.f. formed simulta
neously but at right angles to the general m.f. 
(crossfolds as shown by photograph 4). 

3.	 In the Cima d'Asta and Gosaldo regions some 
S actually are S2. However, the position of S2 
approximates the position of the original un
deformed Sl. 

The above mentioned errors may influence the 
calculated means. The influence, if present, is 
small, as larger numbers of deviating measure
ments do not occur (see the pole diagrams of ap
pendix III). 
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Tables of the positions of the schistosity - planes and the axes of the minor folds in the S. Stefano 
region (Sheet II). 

(The strikes of the s~planes and the azimuths of the m.£. are given without the magnetic correction 
of _ 2°.) 

Meas. sample 1 (38 s. and 52 m.f.) 320°- -5° Meas. sample 3 (17 s. and 26 m.f.) 
mean s. mean m.f. 103-634 295°-123° 290°---10° mean s. mean m.f. 

103---635 335°-- 52° 285°---20°102--631 289°- 65° 096--655 298°-- 48°
 
320°-- 15°
102--632 305°-- 7° 097--654 29P- 8° 
320°-- 10° 

co-ordinates position position300°-- 10°co-ordinates position position of the grid	 of s-plane ofm.f.103--636 315°- 60° 300°-- 20°of the grid	 of s-plane ofm.f. 
320°- 40° 310°-- 12° 
310°- 58° 270°-- -5° 098-~652	 270°- 50° 295°- 20°101--633 235°-- 37° 360°- 45°
 

103--637 315°-- 70° 295°-- 0°
 320°-- 57°	 310°-- 17°265°-- 47°	 365°-- 35° 
270°- 50°	 310°-- 30°104--640 290°-- 43° 335°-- 30°315°-- 70°	 265°---30° 

280°- 8°315°-- 90°	 315°-- 15° 
350°- 38°300°-- 65°	 285°---52° Meas. sample 2 (14 s. and 33 m.f.) 265°_-17°245°- 45°	 295°- -2° mean s. mean m.f. 305°-- 10°275°-- 95°	 290°- 30° 104--646	 308°-- 52° 290°- 13°315°---17° 104--646 114°-- 15° 300°- 2°103--640	 280°-- 70° 272"---29° 
330°-- 12°280°-- 75°	 300°-- -5° co-ordinates position position 285°-- 25°310°--102°	 280°- 40° of the grid of s-plane of m.f. 097--653	 320°-- 57° 330°-- 20°290°-- 83°	 310°---43° 
315°-- 5°302°---48° 106--645 290°- 60° 115°-- 10° 
250°__-10°265°---45° 290°-- 58° 70°-- 20° 
250°__-15°

330°-- 20° 315°-- 60° 95°-- 12° 
096--657	 310°-- 17° 285°-- -3° 295°-- 50°	 110°__ 18° 

300°-- 32°	 295°-- 3°50 
295°- 60° 270°---15°

295°--	 100°-- 15° 
101--625	 280°-- 60° 120°- 0° 

0° 275°---22°103--622	 225°-- 43° 320°-- 25° 120°-- 10° - 

310°-- 30°	 260°---30°235°- 33°	 275°-- 33° 130°-- 22° 
300°- 55°	 260°_ -3°240°-- 42°	 360°--30° 82°__ 28° 

096--658	 310°- 75° 300°- 10°225°-- 55°	 280°-- 40° 110°-- 25° 
095--657	 270°- 40° 330°-- 25°235°- 55°	 115°-- 25° 

280°-- 28°210°-- 35°	 105-646 305°-- 40° 1300 
- 0° 

094--656	 290°-- 65° 300°-- 55°104--623	 340°-- 85° 295°- 10° 325°- 55° 130°-- 10° 
270°-- 70°	 250°-- 0°335°--125°	 345°- 32° 298°-- 38° 128°-- 5° 
325°-- 60°340°- 80°	 330°- 60° 110°-- 3° 

094--655	 300°- 60°100--631	 315°-- 25° 310°-- 0° 87°__ 15° 
092--651	 310°-- 30°104--626 360°-- 85° 330°--20° 104--646 315°- 52° 120°-- 10°
 

102-629 295°-- 50° 300°-- 40° 305°- 48° 115°__ 20°
 
Meas. sample 4 ( 8 s. and 26 m.f.)290°-- 65°	 300°-- 5° 330°- 32° 130°- 20° 

mean s.	 mean m.f.
295°- 55° 290°-- 30° 310°-- 57° 125°- 34° 

081--642 311°-- 30°285°- 20° 115°-- 30° 
081--642 315°-- 18°320°- 35° 110°-- 20° 

305°-- 0° 103--647 112°__ 28° 
co-ordinates position position

325°- 15°	 140°- 12° of the grid	 of s-plane of m.f. 
102-630	 280°- 65° 340°-- 40° 125°-- 23° 

290°- 60° 285°- 10° 140°- 5° 082--643 300°-- 55° 320°- 10° 
310°-- 65° 102--647 295°- 60° 90°_ 20° 305°-- 35° 320°-- 18° 

102--631	 285°--105° 290°-- 10° 100°-- 10° 315°-- 15° 
295°-- 45°	 265°--12° 102-648 290°- 65° 105°-- 10° 300°-- 30° 

295°-- 5° 315°-- 42° 120°-- 18° 305°·- 3° 
310°- 15° 330°- 53° 125°-- 17° 325°-- 15° 
300°---30° 150°-- 0° 081-643 335°-- 40° 275°-- -5° 

103--633 285°--30° 102-649 80°_ 5°	 315°-- 20° 320°- 28° 
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335°- 15° 360°- 15° 275°- 65° 80°- 25° 
350°- 20° 103-607 260°- 30° 110°_ 25° 
315°- 2° 300°- 25° 75°_ 20° 
300°- 23° 103-606 280°- -3° 105°- 18° 
245°--15° 290°- 10° 100°- 10° 
310°- 18° 101-607 275°- 65° 300°- 10° 110°- 23° 

081-642 315°- 25°	 325°-- 18° 102-603 315°- 75° 116-627 320°- 45° 95°- 40° 
335°- 30° 260°- 48° 120°_ 40° 
360°- 30° 098-607 285°- 60° 320°- 27° 95°- 25° 
330°-- 35° 230°- 60° 95°- 25° 
315°- 35° 093-610 260°- 67° 270°- 20° 100°- 5° 
280°- 22° 295°- 5° 85°- 25° 
335°- 8° 092-611 240°_40° 275°- 22° 110°- 15° 
300°- 10° 230°- 43° 315°- 10° 117-628 270°- 40° 

080-641 275°- 45° 300°- 43° 308°- 50° 290°- 10° 117---629 320°- 40° 120°--18°
 
315°- 25° 335°- 33° 091·-612 240°_ 38° 270°- 12° 115°- 0°
 

330°- 7° 089-613 255°- 65° 100°_ 10°
 
081-641 330°- -5° 305°- 25° 116-628 285°- 45° 105°- 12°
 

Meas. sample 7 ( 7 s. and 23 m.f.) 265°- 7° 105°_ 10°
 
Meas. sample 5 (13 s. and 14 m.f.) mean s. mean m.f. 110°_ 10°
 

mean s. mean m.f. 113-627 100°- 0°
113-621 295°- 58° 
118-633 320°- 75° 140°--15°109-648 296°- 48° 112-620 329°- 33° 

110°_ 15°108-648	 112°- 14° 
co-ordinates position position 105°- 25° 

co-ordinates position position of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 
of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 

109-617 255°-· 50° 350°- 30° Meas. sample 9 (14 s. and 13 m.f.) 
107-647 315°- 50° 130°- 5° 315°- 40° mean s. mean m.f. 

305°- 65° 135°- 10° 110-618 310°_ 42° 129-646 299°- 68° 
108-648 325°- 43° 85°_ 25°	 340°_ 50° 129---646	 112°_ 15° 

290°- 33° 145°- 20° 111-619 255°- 68° 345°~ 15°
 
305°- 40° 120°- 0° 330°- 33° co-ordinates position position
 
275°- 45° 105°- 2° 315°- 35° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f.
 

105°- 27°	 360°- 25° 
133-642 320°- 80°	 130°- 10°110°_ 13°	 265°- 50° 
128-646 300°- 90°	 115°_ 0°109-649 315°- 30° 95°_ 3°	 325°- 40° 

285°- 67° 115°_ 30°293°- 50° 95°- 27°	 370°- 50° 
320°- 70° 120°- 0°290°- 42° 110°- 25°	 395°- 40° 
260°- 75° 106°- 11°125°- 18°	 345°- 40° 
295°- 90° 100°- 40°109-650 265°- 65°	 100°- 18° 340°- 70° 
305°- 60° 90°_ 12°290°- 57°	 112--619 315°- 55° 
300°- 45° 117°_ 25°109-648 295°- 50°	 345°- 40° 
295°- 50° 110°_ 23°110-648 290°- 55°	 105°- 0° 112-620 260°- 45° 360°- 48° 
280°- 68°115---622 315°- 60° 340°_ 30° 
310°- 60° 

Meas. sample 6 (16 s. and 22 m.f.)	 345°- 50° 320°- 27° 
130-647 330°- 80°	 150°_10° 

mean s. mean m.f.	 345°- 45° 340°- 3° 
130-648 300°- 63° 70°_ 25°225°--15°098-610 268°- 58° 100°- 30°115-623 290°- 900 290°- 0°100-610	 295°- 14° 128-647 285°- 55°	 135°--20°320°- 20° 

co-ordinates position position 
of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. Meas. sample 8 (10 s. and 26 m.f.) Meas.sample 10 (14 m.f.) 

mean s. mean m.f.106-613 280°- 70° 275°--38° mean m.f. 
265°- 20° 116-628 287°- 54° 075-653 342°- 21° 

105-613 260°- 55° 285°- 25° 116-627 107°- 16° 
co-ordinates position position250°- 65° 260°- -5° 

co-ordinates position position of the grid of s-plane of m.f.107-610	 305°- 27° of the grid of s-plane of m.f.105-612	 300°- 30° 074---652 330°- 0° 
103---612 335°- 90° 335°- 20° 116-625 275°- 70° 160°_-10° 340°_ 15° 

265°- 43° 320°- 30° 116-626 260°- 95° 135°_ 40° 335°- 5° 
330°- 15° 280°- 60° 95°_ 40° 330°- 57° 
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075-653 325°- 25° Meas. sample 12 (17 s. and 30 nM.) Meas. sample 14 (24 m.f.)
355°- 15° mean s. mean m.f. mean m.f. 
330°- 5° 

161-614 289°- 56° 138-599 294°- 21°335°- 23° 
159-613 89°_ 16°

320°- 10° co-ordinates position position 
377°- 30° co-ordinates position position of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 
345°- 15° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 

138--598 310°- 30°345°- 45° 
165-612 265°- 60° 30°- 40° 300°- 35°350°- 35° 

35°- 50° 285°- 20°350°- 20° 
105°- 30° 295°- 55° 
95°- 20° 275°- 40°Meas. sample 11 (19 s. and 29 m.f.) 

165-613 275°- 80° 110°_-23° 290°- 50°mean s. mean m.f. 
290°- 60° 280°- 35°106-591 264°- 90° 

165-614 270°- 35° 95°- 15° 138-599 280°- 40°110-589 275°- 41° 
260°- 65° 295°- 25°
 

co-ordinates position position 290°- 43° 285°- 5°
 
of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 164-615 325°- 55° 280°- 5°
 

164-616 295°-120° 285°- 0°
 
112-586 253°- 80° 240°- 40° 163-617 320°- 30° 20°_ 35° 300°- 5° 

255°- 40° 120°- 13° 285°- 20° 
245°- 43° 95°- 3° 270°--40° 
240°- 65° 162-617 95°_-18° 315°- 15° 
270°- 80° 161-621 280°- 45° 120°- 0° 315°- 55° 

108-584 285°- 23° 285°- 45° 95°_ 0° 138-600 290°- 40° 
119-588 235°- 70° 320°- 70° 161-623 275°- 45° 135°_ -5° 290°- 25° 

305°- 58° 55°--15° 280°- 30° 
118-588 255°- 60° 290°- 60° 80°- 20° 137-600 310°- 10° 

340°- 50° 158-613 305°- 40° 105°- 30° 305°--10° 
335°- 40° 105°--28° 137-602 330°- 10° 

110-588 240°- 83° 255°- 12° 157-613 345°- 42° 80°_ 30° 300°- 5° 
240°- 15° 95°- 28° 
265°- 22° 80°_ 40° Meas. sample 15 (25 m.f.) 
275°- 35° mean m.f. 
275°- 35° 

155-610 315°- 55° 125°- 50° 
130°_ 25° 127-603 311°_ 17° 

255°- 32° 107°- 45° 
109-589 255°- 70° co-ordinates position position85°_ 55° 
107-591 270°- 75° 270°- 35° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f.149-606 55°_ 35° 

265°- 85° 280°- 12° 150-605 90°_-20° 130-601 290°- 10°285°-110° 15°_-22° 330°- 15°106-592 275°_130° 151-604 150°_-20° 335°- 25°105-592 280°-120° 151-603 270°- 65° 129-601 290°- 20°104-592 250°-115° 250°- 75° 105°--45° 285°- 25°104-592 270°-120° 52°-106° 126-603 325°- 25°102-593 275°- 97° 290°- 20° 
127-603 330°- 45°285°- 75° 270°- 40° Meas. sample 13 (9 m.f.) 295°- 30°285°- 43° mean m.f. 260°- 10°270°- 90° 275°- 35° 154-586 109°- 60° 128-603 320°- 10°265°- 60° 265°- 73° 

280°- 20°275°- 75° 265°- 30° co-ordinates position position 
310°- 45°250°_ 100° 250°- 48° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 
310°- 10°255°- 95° 240°- 50° 

154-586 110°- 60° 307°- 10°117-584 310°- 30° 
140°- 40° 295°- 5°116-584 280°- 60° 
90°- 80° 310°- 30° 

175°- 80° 300°-- 7° 
25°- 50° 127-604 305°- 20° 

130°- 65° 340°- 10° 
95°- 47° 290°- 100 

85°- 50° 3400 
- 10° 

130°_ 65° 123-606 3250 
- 250 
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122-605 315°- 15°	 120...-{)01 305°- 40°Meas. sample 16 (13 m.f.)
360°- 0°	 310°_ 20°mean m.f. 
330°- -5°	 315°- 10°

120...-{)01 308°- 19° 305°- 30° 
310°- 22°co-ordinates position position 

118-600 290°- 15°of the grid	 of s-plane ofm.f. 
300°- 25° 

121-602	 270°- 0° 119-599 320°- 0° 
320°- 0° 295°- 15° 
350°- 30° 310°- 35° 

Tables of the positions of the axes of the minorf olds in the Pusteria region (Sheet Ill). 

(The azimuths of the m.f. are given without the magnetic correction of - 2°.) 

60°- 20° 

co-ordinates position 

Meas. sample 18: 10 m.f. 
mean m.f. 

785-829 81°- 51° 

.Yleas. sample20: 13 m.f. 
mean m.f. 

812-827 142°- 25° 819-819 

55°- 15° 
68°- 18° 
45°- 10° 

Meas. sample 23: 28 m.f. 
mean m.f. 

806-818 69°- 21° 

co-ordinates position 
of the grid ofm.f. 

784--829 90°_ 30° 
70°_ 50° 
50°- 68° 
50°- 67° 
90°- 55° 

100°- 40° 
67°_ 35° 

785-829 86°- 53° 
110°- 55° 
98°- 55° 

Meas. sample19: 17 m.f. 

co-ordinates position 
of the grid ofm.f. 

813-826 110°_ 30° 
813-827 135°_ 30° 

150°- 20° 
155°- 40° 
150°- 20° 

813-828 141°- 23° 
814--830 150°- 15° 
809-827 130°- 35° 
810-828 130°_ 40° 
812-827 135°- 20° 

150°- 15° 
155°- 10° 

812-826 150°- 22° 

820-819 45°_ 0° 

Meas. sample 22: 24 m.f. 
mean m.f, 

801-823 94°_ 37° 

co-ordinates position 
of the grid ofm.f. 

800-824 90°_ 40° 
95°_ 30° 

110°_ 50° 
100°- 38° 
100°- 0° 
77°_40° 
85°_ 45° 
65°_ 60° 

co-ordinates position 
of the grid ofm.f. 

806-818 70°- 20° 
60°- 20° 
70°- 20° 
60°_ 20° 
60°_ 25° 
50°_ 15° 
60°_ 20° 
80°_ 20° 

805-817 75°- 15° 
80°_ 40° 
75°- 15° 

804--816 100°- 25° 
75°_ 20° 
60°_ 40° 

mean m.f. 92°_ 39° 75°_ 25° 
801-820 94°- 33° Meas. sample21: 20 m.f. 90°_ 35° 100°- 40° 

mean mJ. 110°_ 38° 85°- 20° 
co-ordinates position 
of the grid ofm.f. 

820-824 108°_ 13° 800-824 
800-823 

95°_ 30° 
105°- 40° 

803-816 
807-818 

95°- 45° 
45°- 5° 

799-819 
800-819 

803-821 
802-821 

108°- 32° 
120°- 55° 
110°-- 40° 
96°_ 41° 
95°_ 39° 

105°_ 40° 
90°_ 45° 
78°_ 22° 
75°_ 40° 
95°_ 25° 
85°_ 25° 

co-ordinates position 
of the grid ofm.f. 

817-826 157°- 19° 
120°- 20° 
125°_ 10° 
140°_ 10° 
140°_ 10° 

819-826 145°- 5° 
818-827 155°- 5° 

160°- 10° 
819-828 165°- 10° 

801-823 

801-822 
802-821 

110°_ 40° 
105°- 50° 
81°_ 41° 
85°_ 35° 

115°_ 35° 
105°_ 35° 
90°_ 40° 
75°_ 40° 
95°_ 25° 
85°_ 25° 
95°_ 30° 

40°_ 15° 
807-819 70°- 15° 

65°- 25° 
70°- 30° 
75°- 25° 
65°_ 10° 

809-819 60°_ 20° 
809-820 40°_ -5° 
809-821 60°- 0° 

Meas. sample 24: 16 m.f. 
mean m.f. 

95°_ 30° 823-825 130°- 30° 814--819 229° 8° 
802-821 95°- 25° 115°_ 20° 

90°_ 20°	 115°- 15° 
of the grid ofm.f.802-820	 90°_ 25° 822-822 95°- 0° 

90°_ 25° 818-820 60°- 25° 814--819 210°- 15° 
75°_ 30° 60°_ 15° 220°- 10° 
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235° 5° 
225° 5° 
210°- -5° 
220° 0° 

135°- 10° 
135°- 25° 
150°- 15° 
155~ - 10° 

Meas. sample 29: 11 m.f. 
mean m.f. 

854-830 104°- 11° 

831-811 
35°_ 25° 
45°- 20° 
35°- 20° 
45°- 40° 

813-818 

240°- -5° 
230° 0° 
240°- 20° 

155° 5° 
120°- 10° 
125°- 20° 

co-ordinates 
of the grid 

position 
ofm.f. 

35°- 15° 
45°- 30° 
50°_ 25° 

205° 5° 150°- 10° 852-827 105°- 10° 831-812 30°- 25° 
230°- 15° 150° 0° 853-827 90° 0° 30°- 15° 

815-818 270°- 35° 838-828 130°_ 30° 115°- 30° 40°_ 20° 

815-819 230°- 15° 150° 0° 855-831 110°- 10° 20°- 20° 

220° 5° 155°_-10° 120° 5° 831-813 20°_ 10° 

245°- 10° 140° 0° 115° 7° 35°_ 25° 

816-818 230° 0° 839-828 135°_ 0° 95° 0° 20°_ 13° 
854-832 90°_ 15° 30°- 10° 

Meas. sample 25: 19 m.f. 
mean m.f. 

813-812 56°_ 15° 

Meas. sample 27: 14 m.f. 
mean m.f. 

847-829 110° 8° 

105° 5° 
95°- 20° 

105°- 20° 
833-812 

25°_ 20° 
30°_ 10° 
40°_ 20° 
40°_ 0° 

co-ordinates position 
of the grid ofm.f. 

818-815 45°_ 10° 
816-815 60° 5° 
815-816 35°--18° 
814-813 50°_ 20° 
809-813 60°_ 30° 
807-811 60°_ 20° 

75°- 30° 
70°- 45° 

100°- 50° 
50°_ 30° 

815-811 45°_ 5° 
50°_ 10° 
50°- 10° 
60°- 10° 
40° 5° 
60°_ 20° 

814-814 60°_ 5° 
55°_ 0° 
40° 5° 

co-ordinates position 
of the grid ofm.f. 

845-828 100°_ 0° 
105°- 20° 
130°_ 0° 

845-829 100°_ 15° 
98°_ 9° 

110°- 15° 
845-830 92°_ 15° 
844-830 100°_ 10° 
850-831 140° 0° 

125°- 10° 
851-829 120° 5° 
851-828 105° 0° 

105°- 10° 
110° 0° 

Meas. sample 28: 16 m.f. 
mean m.f. 

826-813 51°- 24° 

Meas. sample 30: 11 m.f. 
mean m.f. 

855-824 105°- 21° 

co-ordinates position 
of the grid ofm.f. 

853-824 110°- 20° 
110°_ 20° 

854-823 100°_ 30° 
105°- 10° 
105°- 20° 
90°_ 30° 
90°- 40° 
95°_ 30° 

858-825 120°- 20° 
858-824 120°- 10° 

110° 5° 

Meas. sample 31: 39 m.f. 
mean m.£. 

831-811 41°- 24° 

30°_ 15° 
40°_ 20° 

833-813 30°- 15° 
834-812 45°_ 20° 

Meas. sample 32: 27 m.f, 
mean m.f. 

839-813 49°_ 38° 

co-ordinates position 
of the grid ofm.f. 

839-812 30°_ 25° 
35°_ 35° 
30°- 35° 
70°- 45° 
75n 

- 40° 
30°_ 30° 
55°- 35° 

839-813 70°_ 40° 
40°_ 50° 
0°_ 60° 

70°- 35° 

Meas. sample 26: 26 m.f. 
mean m.£. 

837-828 139° 6° 

co-ordinates 
of the grid 

825-816 

position 
ofm.f. 

60°- 15° 

co-ordinates 
of the grid 

831-808 

position 
ofm.f. 

45°- 30° 

50°- 30° 
50°_ 25° 
35°- 35° 
40°_ 35° 

co-ordinates 
of the grid 

position 
ofm.f. 

35°- 35° 
60°- 25° 
40° 0° 

50°- 35° 
20°- 55° 
76°_ 38° 

25°- 45° 
45°_ 35° 
25°_ 40° 

836-829 150°--10° 30°- 15° 122°- -8° 839-814 65°_ 30° 
135°- 10° 826-816 70°- 15° 40°_ 25" 60°_ 50° 

836-828 130° 0° 826-815 45°- 25° 15°- 60° 85°- 40° 
160°_-10° 826-812 75°_ 30° 25°- 25° 45°- 40° 
130° 0° 827-812 70°_ 35° 831-809 40°_ 30° 75°- 40° 
115°- -5° 35°- 25° 60°_ 50° 839-815 45°- 30° 
155°- 25° 60°- 20° 75°- 30° 50°- 60° 
140° 0° 60°- 20° 50°- 40° 60°_ 40° 
135° 0° 829-811 45°_ 35° 831-810 35°- 30° 70°_ 25° 
155° 0° 45°- 35° 60°- 30° 
110°- 15° 824-808 60°- 25° 45°_ 200 

837-828 110° 5° 20°- 35° 55°_ 20° 
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Meas. sample 33: 14 m.f. 
mean m.f. 

841-817 73°- 30° 

863-811 50°_ 30° 
0°_ 10° 

85°- 50° 
45°_ 35° 

968-795 

110°_ 20° 
110°- 20° 
105°- 20° 
100°- 10° 

752-830 
60° 5° 
75°_ 25° 
65°- 17° 
60°_ 30° 

co-ordinates position 
of the grid of m.f. 

840-816 95°- 25° 
75°- 25° 

863-812 40°_ 25° 
25°- 15° 
65°- 30° 
55°- 40° 
70°- 35° 

120° 0° 
105°- 15° 

Meas. sample 38: 13 m.f. 
mean m.f. 

751-831 85°_ 35° 
80°- 25° 
65°_ 30° 
80°_ 35° 
90°_ 20° 

841-816 75°- 30° 
85°- 30° 
80°- 35° 
75°- 25° 863-813 

65°- 30° 
45°- 25° 
75°- 25° 
55°- 15° 

860-831 103° 6° 

co-ordinates position 
of the grid ofm.f. 

Meas. sample 40: 12 m.f. 
mean m.f. 

750-833 110°_ 49° 
80°- 40° 
50°- 25° 
45°_ 40° 

20°- 10° 
40° 5° 
20° 0° 

855-833 

856-831 

90°- 15° 
75°- 10° 

110°- 15° 

co-ordinates 
of the grid 

position 
ofm.f. 

841-817 85°_ 25° 50_ 0° 95° 0° 749-833 95°_ 40° 

841-818 

80°_ 40° 
45°- 40° 
60°_ 45° 

Meas. sample 36: 19 m.£' 
mean m.f. 

861-829 
863-830 

95°_ 15° 
110°_ 10° 
120°- 10° 

750-833 
105°- 40° 
120°- 60° 
120°- 65° 

842-818 90° 0° 864-814 43°- 19° 120° 0° 115°- 45° 

Meas. sample 34: 16 m.f. 
mean m.f. 

co-ordinates 
of the grid 

position 
ofm.f. 864-831 

90°
110°
90°_ 

5° 
0° 
0° 

751-833 120°- 50° 
100°- 50° 
115°- 38° 

854-814 49°_ 34° 863-813 40°_ 10° 120° 0° 100°- 55° 
863-814 40°_ 15° 864-832 120° 0° 115°- 60° 

co-ordinates position 
of the grid ofm.f. 

854-817 65°_ 45° 
854-816 35°_ 50° 

25°- 40° 
30°_ 65° 

854-815 30°_ 45° 
854-814 60°- 40° 

90°_-30° 
40°- 40° 
30°_ 25° 
65°_ 25° 

854-813 30°_ 45° 
50°_ 30° 
60°_ 35° 

854-812 60°_ 30° 
65°_ 25° 
45°- 35° 

35°_ 12° 
60°- 20° 
60°_ 20° 
30° 0° 

863-815 75°- 10° 
45°_ 15° 
50°- 15° 

863-816 30°- 35° 
863-817 55°_ 15° 

30°- 30° 
867-814 70°- 10° 

30°_ 5° 
45°_ 35° 
20°_ 20° 
0°_ 10° 

867-813 45°_ 40° 
867-812 60°_ 45° 

Meas. sample 37: 16 m.f. 

Meas. sample 39: 36 m.f. 
mean mJ. 

751-831 69°- 2{i° 

co-ordinates position 
of the grid ofm.f. 

749-831 95°_ 40° 
35°_ 40° 
45°_ 30° 
90°_ 40° 
90°_ 35° 
30°_ 40° 

748-832 90°_ 25° 
95°_ 30° 
80°_ 20° 

747-831 65°- 20° 
60°_ 25° 
65°_ 35° 

105°- 50° 
110°- 40° 

Meas. sample 41: 25 mJ. 
mean m.f. 

758-831 97°_ 37° 

co-ordinates position 
of the grid ofm.f. 

756-833 70°_ 20° 
758-833 75°- 30° 
758-832 90°- 45° 
759-831 90°- 40° 

105°- 40° 
100°- 20° 
115°_ 40° 
105°- 30° 

759-830 100°- 45° 
758-830 90°- 50° 

Meas. sample 35: 25 m.f. 
mean m.f. 

864-811 49°_ 25° 

co-ordinates position 
of the grid ofm.f. 

mean m.f. 

969-795 109 16° 

co-ordinates position 
of the grid ofm.f. 

974-795 110°- 15° 
115°- 20° 

754-830 

65°_ 20° 
80°_ 20° 
90°_ 30° 
90°- 25° 
65°_ 20° 
60°_ 15° 
60°- 15° 

757-830 

115°_ 30° 
100°- 65° 
105°- 65° 
95°_ 33° 

100°- 40° 
110°_ 20° 
105°- 42° 

866-809 40°_ 25° 105°- 25° 65°- 20° 95°_ 25° 
866-810 40°_ 50° 115°_ 15° 753-831 60°_ 10° 70°_ 30° 

45°- 45° 120°- 15° 65°_ 40° 80°_ 5° 
40°_ 25° 967-795 115°- 15° 60°_ 30° 759-834 105°- 50° 
85°- 20° 110°- 15° 50°_ 25° 100°_ 45° 
80°_ 30° 105°- 12° 60°- 30° 95°_ 40° 

865-810 50°- 30° 100°- 15° 60°_ 15° 120°- 45° 
80°_ 15° 100°- 25° 60°_ 15° 90°_ 40° 
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Meas. sample 42: 20 m.f. 
mean mJ. 

45°- 10° 
35°- 0° 
95°_-10° 

892-816 
90°_ 10° 

130°--15° 
90°- 25° 

90°_ 0° 
75°_ 5° 
70°_ -3° 

778-840 102°- 58° 100°- 50° 80° 0° 90° 0° 

co-ordinates 
of the grid 

position 
ofm.f. 

20°- 30° 
_ 90° 

30°- 25° 
892-815 

95°- 17° 
95°- 30° 
70°_ 10° 

902-812 
90°_ -5° 
95°- 0° 

120°- 20° 
779-840 100°- 65° 40°_ 10° 100° 0° 90°_ 15° 

90°- 60° 45° 5° 110° 0° 100°- 15° 
115°- 80° 40°_ 20° 95° 0° 901-813 95°_ 0° 
95°_ 50° 35°- 40° 110°_-10° 100°- 10° 

105°- 52° 5°_ -5° 95°- 20° 

778-840 
120°- 65° 
100°- 43° 

50°_ 15° 
30°- 5° 

Meas. sample 47: 34 m.f. 
mean mJ. 900-813 

80°_ 15° 
85°_ 5° 

105°- 50° 100°_-15° 895-821 85°- 11° 100° 0° 

778-841 
95°_ 60° 

105°- 40° 
105°- 80° 

45°_ 0° 
30°_ 15° 
20°- 20° 

co-ordinates 
of the grid 

position 
ofm.f. 

100°- 0° 
105°- 10° 
85°_ 0° 

777-840 90°_ 42° 105°- 45° 894-820 105°- 15° 899-813 80°_ 10° 
115°- 55° 75°- 45° 90°_ 20° 85° 5° 

776-839 95°_ 55° 95°- 25° 95°- 30° 95°_ 15° 
85°_ 42° 896-821 80°_ 10° 898-814 100° 0° 

777-840 
115°_ 60° 
110°- 55° 

Meas. sample 45: 14 m.f. 
mean mJ. 

898-822 90°_ 0° 
57°_-13° 

80°_ 43° 
100°- 5° 

110°- 75° 882-814 82°- 49° 891-821 60°_ 20° 90° 0° 
777-842 95°- 65° 

85°- 70° 

Meas. sample 43: 12 m.f. 
mean m.£. 

co-ordinates 
of the grid 

881-811 

position 
ofm.f. 

90°- 50° 
60°_ 60° 

894-824 
893--823 
893-822 

81°_ 28° 
90°_ 0° 
95°_ 25° 
75°- 0° 
85°- 0° 

897-814 110°- 0° 
90°_ 20° 

Meas. sample 49: 16 m.f. 
mean mJ. 

752-844 105°- 55° 882-813 80°- 50° 80° 0° 895-808 117°- 23° 
co-ordinates 
of the grid 

position 
ofm.f. 882-815 

40°- 30° 
80°_ 55° 
80°_ 40° 893-821 

70°_ 15° 
75°_ 15° 
75°_ 3° 

co-ordinates 
of the grid 

position 
ofm.f. 

753-843 110°_ 60° 
125°- 60° 
110°_ 50° 
105°- 55° 

752-843 95°- 40° 
95°- 55° 

751-843 90°_ 45° 
95°- 70° 

750-843 130°- 80° 
90°- 30° 

752-848 120°- 45° 
90°_ 75° 

Meas. sample 44: 28 m.f. 
mean mJ. 

877-808 52°_ 19° 

co-ordinates position 
of the grid ofm.E. 

874-806 75°- 10° 

110°- 50° 
90°_ 45° 
90°_ 60° 
75°_ 50° 

883-814 100°- 35° 
90°_ 60° 
90°_ 35° 

886-814 70°_ 70° 

Meas. sample 46: 22 m.f. 
mean mJ. 

892-816 94°- 6° 

co-ordinates position 
of the grid ofm.f. 

889-815 110°_ 5° 
100°- 30° 

892-818 90°- 45° 
90°_-10° 

893-818 85°_ 0° 

90°_ 25° 
95°_ 15° 
80°_ 5° 
80°_ 10° 

895--,-818 85°- 20° 
895-819 100°- 10° 
896-819 90°- 10° 

90°_ 12° 
43°_ 40° 

897-820 95°_ 7° 
100°- 5° 
90°_ 5° 
90°_ 5° 

898-821 85°- 12° 
95°- 15° 

899-822 90°_ 0° 
900-822 100°_ 0° 

85°- 0° 

Meas. sample 48: 28 m.f; 

892-808 110°_ 20° 
893-808 105°- 20° 
894-808 90°_ 20° 

90°- 50° 
110°- 15° 
105°- 20° 

895-808 110°- 25° 
115°- 15° 
125°- 20° 

896-808 155°- 50° 
95°_ 45° 

130°_ 20° 
140°- 30° 

896-807 135°- 0° 
895-807 120°- 0° 

135°- 10° 

Meas. sample 50: 9 m.f. 
mean mJ. 

873-806 65°- 10° 85° 0° mean mJ. 901-801 286°- 14° 

877-807 45°- 20° 
85°- 15° 
40°- 30° 
30°- 40° 

893-817 100°_-10° 
90°_-10° 
90°_ 0° 
85°- 20° 

901-813 

co-ordinates 
of the grid 

93°_ 7° 

position 
ofm.f. 

co-ordinates position 
of the grid ofm.f. 

901-801 290°- 10° 
20° 0° 75° 0° 903-812 105° 0° 290°- 15° 
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912-811 

910-799 

270°- 25° 915-808 290°- 30° 315° 0° 100°_ 5° 
285°- 15° 916-806 240°_ 0° 320°- 10° 100°- -5° 

300°- 20° 916-805 270°- 30° 320°- 10° 100°_ -5° 

285°- 10° 270°- 40° 325° 0° 906-809 120°_ -5° 

295°- 15° 275°- 25° 315° 5° 909-810 112°- 20° 

275°- 10° 295°- 20° 930-802 325° 5° 115°_ 18° 

285°- 10° 350° 5° 115°- 12° 

Meas. sample 51: 28 m.f. 
Meas. sample 53: 6 m.f. 

mean mJ. 
929-802 330°

315°
0° 
5° 

110°
125°_ 

0° 
0° 

mean mJ. 
917-803 282°- 18° 320° 5° 125° 0° 

271° 6° 305° 3° 105° 0° 

co-ordinates position 
of the grid ofm.f. 

912-797 285°- 20° 
285°- 50° 
270°- 10° 
270°--10° 
235°--30° 

911-798 265°- 0° 
250°- 10° 
2600- 12° 

co-ordinates position 
of the grid ofm.f. 

917-804 280°- 20° 
270°- 35° 

917-803 310°- 30° 
917-802 280°- 10° 
918-801 290°- 15° 

260°- -3° 

Meas. sample 54: 22 m.f. 
mean mJ. 

320°- 0° 
320°- 10° 
360°- 10° 

928-801 340°- 10° 

Meas. sample 56: 29 m.f. 
mean mJ. 

886-795 62°_ 12° 

co-ordinates position 
of the grid ofm.f. 

115°_-10° 
125°_-30° 
130°---20° 
125°_ 0° 

915-813 125°_ 0° 
110°- 7° 
110°_ 5° 

Meas. sample 58: 25 m.f. 
mean mJ. 

942--796 117°- 6° 

911-799 
270°_-10° 
270°_-10° 
240°--20° 

922-803 300°- 15° 

co-ordinates position 

884--796 90°- 10° 
60°- 0° 
90°- 30° 

co-ordinates 
of the grid 

position 
ofm.f. 

280°--15° of the grid ofm.f. 30°- 10° 942-793 90° 5° 

910-800 

909-801 

909-802 

270°_-20° 
265°--25° 
290°- 5° 
270°- 40° 
270°- 20° 
270°_ 35° 
270°- 20° 
270°_ 10° 
290°- 30° 
290°- 30° 
240°_ 10° 
325°_-15° 
250°- 17° 
255°- 25° 
270°- 0° 
315°--20° 

923-801 
922-802 

922-803 

285°--25° 
300°--10° 
330°--25° 
320°- 10° 
290°- 25° 
280°- 5° 
315°- 20° 
270°- 10° 
310°_ 45° 
330°- 45° 
345°- 20° 
270°- 35° 
300°- 30° 
300°_ 25° 
310°- 30° 

885-796 

886-795 

887-795 

40°- 0° 
55°- 0° 
60°- 25° 
65°- 0° 
75°- 25° 
30°- 0° 
60°- 5° 
65°- 15° 
60°_ 30° 
75°- 30° 
60°- 10° 
60°- 15° 
55°- 10° 
50°- 20° 
75°- 5° 
65°- 0° 

942-794 

942-795 

942-796 

942-799 
941-797 

937-797 

105°- 0° 
115°_ 15° 
140°- 0° 
135°_ 0° 
130°_ 0° 
100°_ 20° 
120°- 30° 
105°- 20° 
100°- 10° 
110°- 20° 
125°_ 0° 
165°--40° 
115°_-10° 
150°- 0° 
120°- 10° 
120°- 15° 

325°- 30° 60°- 10° 936-795 115°- 25° 
Meas. sample 52: 17 m.f. 260°- 25° 70° 0° 946-794 125°_-10° 

mean mJ. 285° 0° 75°- 10° 946-795 105° 0° 
914--807 284°- 17° 275°- 25° 50°- 15° 947-796 105°_ 2° 

co-ordinates 
of the grid 

position 
ofm.f. 

923-804 
923-805 
923-806 

290°- -5° 
305°- 20° 
295°- 0° 

888-795 
50°- 5° 
55°- 17° 
65°_ 15° 

947-797 

946-797 

110°_ 20° 
135°- 15° 
90°_ 5° 

913-808 

913-809 

310°- 15° 
285°- 25° 
300°- 0° 
280°- 15° 
275°- 20° 
300°_ 15° 
290°- 15° 
285°- 10° 
285°- 30° 

Meas. sample 55: 19 m.f. 
mean mJ. 

930-803 323°- 6° 

co-ordinates position 
of the grid ofm.f. 

931-804 310°- 10° 
320°- 5° 

80°_ 20° 
889-797 70°_ 15° 

Meas. sample 57: 20 m.f. 
mean mJ. 

910-810 114°_ 1° 

co-ordinates position 
of the grid ofm.f. 

945-797 105°_-10° 

Meas. sample 59: 12 m.f. 
mean mJ. 

943-810 318°- 13° 

co-ordinates position 
of the grid ofm.f. 

942-809 325°- 10° 
914--809 305° 0° 300° 5° 903-808 110°_ 15° 943-810 285°- -7° 

280° 0° 930-803 320°- 10° 105°_ 3° 295°- 25° 
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335°- 35° 956-793 90°_ 20° 135°- 70° 787-797 125°- 10° 

320°- 25° 956-792 900_ 10° 140°- 60° 120°- 25° 

325°- 25° 155°- 45° 122° 0° 
320°- 15° 
325° 0° 

Meas. sample 62: 8m.£. 
mean mJ. 

782-813 160°- 55° 
165°- 30° 786-797 

120°- -8° 
130°- -5° 

3300- 10° 973-799 109°- 12° 125°- 40° 132° 5° 

944----809 

320° 5° 
295°- 15° 
335° 3° 

co-ordinates 
of the grid 

position 
ofm.f. 

125°_ 35° 
105°_ 15° 
80°_ 35° 

787-797 125°- 15° 
132° 5° 
105°_ 15° 

973-799 107° 5° 125°- 30° 788-798 125°- 12° 

Meas. sample 60: 19 m.f. 
mean mJ. 

120°- 20° 
110° 5° 

140°_ 17° 
125°_ 30° 

115°_ 20° 
120°- '25 0 

953-805 293°- 12° 110°- 15° 
107° 5° 

781-813 105°_ 35° 
112°_ 30° 789-799 

115°_ 35° 
120° 5° 

co-ordinates position 100°- 15° 115°_ 30° 790-800 105° 5° 
of the grid ofm.f. 105°- 12° 125°- 30° 130°- 15° 

953-806 290° 0° 974----799 110°_ 15° 105°_ 25° 790-801 
791-801 

100° 0° 
140°- 25° 

953-805 300°- 40° 
310°- 30° 

Meas. sample 63: 16 m.f. 
mean mJ. 

Meas. sample 65: 28 m.f. 
mean m.f. 

145°- 10° 

330°- 48° 
953-802 285°- 15° 

275°- -5° 
285° 0° 
295° 0° 
320°- 15° 

954----801 285°- 10° 
300°- 15° 

952-806 285° 0° 
285° 0° 

953-808 275° 0° 
280° 0° 
265° 0° 
290° 0° 
330°- 30° 
280°- 25° 

Meas. sample 61: 19 m.f. 
mean mJ. 

955-794 101° 4° 

813-801 93°- 23° 

co-ordinates position 
of the grid ofm.f. 

813-802 70°_ 15° 
813-801 60°- 15° 

90°- 40° 
85°- 25° 

105°- 15° 
110°_ 20° 
95°_ 10° 

119°- 20° 
105° 0° 
75°- 45° 

105°- 40° 
107°_ 30° 
95°_ 20° 
80°_ 25° 
95°_ 22° 
90°_ 25° 

774----801 123°- 10° 

co-ordinates position 
of the grid of m.£. 

774----803 135° 0° 
110° 5° 
130°_ 30° 
125°_ 5° 
115°_-10° 
140°_ 0° 
120°- 15° 
110°_ 5° 

774----802 140° 5° 
130°_ 0° 
130°- 10° 

774----800 120°_ 15° 
135° 0° 
117°- 20° 
110°_ 5° 

774----799 110°_ 0° 
120°- 30° 

Meas. sample 67: 14 m.f. 
mean m.f. 

793-804 107°- 19° 

co-ordinates position 
of the grid ofm.f. 

791-801 107° 0° 
105°- 35° 
120°- 10° 

792-802 85°_ 25° 
125°- 30° 

792-803 110°_ 10° 
793-804 105°- 10° 

125°- 10° 
793-805 110°- 15° 

115°- 15° 
105°_ 20° 

793-806 100°_ 30° 
794----807 100°_ 20° 

90°_ 35° 

co-ordinates 
of the grid 

position 
ofm.f. 

Meas. sample 64: 30 m.f. 
mean mJ. 

112°_ 17° 
135°-- 15° 

Meas. sample 68: 23 m.f. 
mean mJ. 

954----797 

954-795 

955-794 

100° 5° 
120°- 10° 
125°--20° 
130° 0° 
105°--15° 
105° 7° 
110°- 10° 
100°- 10° 
90°- 25° 

782-815 129°- 35° 

co-ordinates position 
of the grid ofm.f. 

783-819 140°- 20° 
140°- 15° 
160°- 15° 

783-818 135°- 35° 
105°- 30° 

775-798 

774----801 

105°- 10° 
110°_ 20° 
125° 0° 
1250- 10° 
125° 0° 
135°- 25° 
125°- 10° 
120° 5° 
130°- 20° 

802-801 110°- 20° 

co-ordinates position 
of the grid ofm.f. 

803-803 100° 0° 
110°_ 10° 
105°- 12° 
105°- 17° 

802-802 110°- 20° 
90° 0° 130°_ 30° Meas. sample 66: 21 m.f. 130°_ 20° 

955-793 95° 0° 125°- 40° mean mJ. 110°- 20° 
105° 5° 783-815 130°- 35° 788-798 124°- 11° 95°_ 20° 
105°
70°_ 
90°_ 

0° 
0° 
5° 783-814 

135°- 20° 
140°- 45° 
130°- 55° 

co-ordinates 
of the grid 

position 
ofm.f. 

105°_ 25° 
95°- 25° 

100°- 25° 
90°_ 10° 125°_ 50° 788-796 135° 0° 105°- 30° 

100°_ 0° 125°- 50° 135°- 12° 110°_ 15° 
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95°_ 25° 834-796 90°_ 30° 100°_ 57° 80°- 15° 
801-801 105°- 25° 100°_ 25° 102°- 40° 751-807 90°_ 15° 

90°- 30° 90°_ 15° 120°- 50° 70°_ 28° 
801-800 95°_ 35° 835-795 107° 5° 100°_ 45° 750-808 90°_ 25° 

105°_ 15° 90°_ 15° 95°_ 50° 70°- 10° 
90°- 15° 90°_ 15° 105°- 65° 95°_ 15° 

145°- 20° 835-794 115°_ 25° 104°- 55° 748-810 100° 0° 
130°- 15° 90°_ 30° 110°- 65° 80°_ 22° 
135°_ 20° 100°_ 30° 95°_ 55° 105°- 30° 

801-799 150°- 15° 

Meas. sample 69: 19 m.f. 
mean m.f. 

799-798 96°_ 13° 

co-ordinates position 
of the grid ofm.f. 

801-799 105°- 35° 

835-793 

835-792 

835-791 

835-790 

90°_ 25° 
95°_ 35° 

105°- 35° 
92°_ 35° 
90°- 35° 
95°_ 15° 
85°_ 15° 
90°_ 40° 
85°- 45° 

Meas. sample 74: 14 m.f. 
mean m.f. 

758-810 96°- 26° 

co-ordinates position 
of the grid ofm.f. 

758-810 105°_ 10° 
90°_ 25° 

97°_ 20° 
95°- 15° 

Meas. sample 77: 20 m.f. 
mean m.f. 

744-814 106°- 38° 

co-ordinates position 
of the grid ofm.f. 

90°- 25° 
800-799 105°_ 15° 

90°- 20° 
100°- 0° 

80°_ 25° 
90°_ 25° 
95°- -1° 
55°- 9° 

110°- 10° 
105°- 30° 
107°- 32° 
100°_ 30° 

747-815 90°- 15° 
742-815 120°- 35° 

95°- 45° 
100°- 45° 

800-798 110°- 5° 
90°_ 0° 

105°- 17° 
110°- 12° 

799-798 90°- 15° 
90°- 40° 

799-797 80°_ 10° 
90°- 20° 

978-797 95°- 15° 
90°_ 15° 

107°- 0° 
90°- 5° 

100°- 0° 
95°- 0° 

Meas. sample 70: 9m.f. 
mean m.f. 

84°_ 40° 

Meas. sample 72: 22 m.f. 
mean m.f. 

237-854 106°- 58° 

co-ordinates position 
of the grid ofm.f. 

236-854 90°_ 60° 
60°- 60° 
80°- 40° 
90°_ 60° 

237-854 105°- 70° 
100°- 65° 
105°- 40° 
115°- 55° 
110°- 53° 

103°- 15° 
95°_ 30° 
80°_ 30° 

105°_ 25° 
60°- 20° 
85°_ 30° 
95°_ 33° 
97°_ 40° 

Meas. sample 75: 11 m.f. 
mean m.f. 

757-806 80°_ 14° 

co-ordinates position 
of the grid ofm.f. 

758-805 85°_ 23° 
78°_ 5° 

743-814 

744-813 

745-813 

105°- 20° 
100°_ 30° 
130°- 35° 
125°- 55° 
105°- 40° 
105°- 55° 
95°_ 45° 

105°- 35° 
90°_ 45° 
90°_ 40° 
90°- 30° 

125°- 40° 
125°- 40° 
100°- 30° 
120°- 35° 
103°- 40° 

812-792 

co-ordinates 
of the grid 

89°- 19° 

position 
ofm.f. 

80°- 47° 
140°- 65° 
100°- 75° 
120°- 55° 

757-806 
83°_ 5° 
90°_ 25° 
70°- 12° 
85°_ 10° 

Meas. sample 78: 17 m.f. 
mean m.f. 

746-806 98°_ 39° 

812-792 80°- 20° 105°- 57° 70°_ 12° co-ordinates position 
100°- 10° 115°- 62° 756-806 75°- 10° of the grid of m.f. 
95°- 25° 
85°- 25° 
90°- 20° 
90°- 15° 

813-791 85°- 10° 
90°- 20° 
85°_ 25° 

Meas. sample 71: 25 m.f. 
mean m.f. 

105°- 45° 
238-853 85°- 50° 

90°_ 55° 
120°- 62° 
125°- 75° 

240-854 125°- 60° 
242-855 165°- 70° 

Meas. sample 73: 11 m.f. 
mean m.f. 

85°_ 20° 
75°- 20° 
80°_ 10° 

Meas. sample 76: 17 m.f. 
mean m.f. 

750-808 85°- 20° 

co-ordinates position 
of the grid ofm.f. 

746-808 

746-807 

95°- 25° 
110°- 30° 
90°- 25° 

110°- 50° 
105°- 40° 
90°- 30° 

105°- 57° 
105°- 15° 
105°- 50° 

835-793 91°- 25° 759-829 103°- 53° 752-807 65° 8° 90°- 25° 

co-ordinates position 
of the grid ofm.f. 

co-ordinates 
of the grid 

position 
ofm.f. 

80°_ 30° 
75°_ 30° 
85°_ 15° 

746-806 90°_ 20° 
90°- 35° 

100°- 50° 
835-798 85°_ 25° 759-829 105°- 45° 85°_ 40° 746-805 105°- 50° 

80°- 25° 95°- 55° 80°_ 25° 80°_ 55° 
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746-804 90°_ 55° 97°-- 38° 115°_ 30° 115°_ 45° 
105°- 45° 105°- 35° 95°- 50° 105°- 40° 

95°_ 50° 289-795 105°- 45° 110°- 20° 
Meas. sample 79: 17 m.f. 100°- 45° 110°- 30° 90°- 30° 

mean m.f. 90°_ 53° 130°- 45° 285-797 115°- 38° 
747-800 91°- 43° 720-862 115°- 45° 110°- 40° 105°- 35° 

co-ordinates 
of the grid 

position 
ofm.f. 

721-862 

105°- 35° 
100°_ 30° 
115°_ 30° 

288-795 105°- 38° 
125°- 20° 
110°- 15° 

130°- 50° 
95°_ 35° 

100°_ 43° 
746-802 115°- 40° 100°_ 25° 130°- 25° 120°- 40° 

80°_ 45° 110°_ 25° 120°- 10° 115°- 50° 
135°_ 40° 105°- 25° 120°- 30° 105°- 40° 

747-802 75°- 40° 722-863 105°- 50° 287-795 85°- 20° 100°_ 35° 
85°- 55° 723-863 110°- 30° 145° 5° 105°- 45° 
90°_ 40° 100°_ 50° 160°- 10° 110°_ 40° 
95°_ 45° 75°_ 60° 150°- 15° 95°_ 40° 

747-801 
747-798 
748-798 

90°- 35° 
80°_ 30° 
60°- 50° 

Meas. sample 82: 26 m.£. 
mean m.f. 

110°_ 35° 
115° 7° 
125°- 10° 

Meas. sample 85: 39 m.f. 
mean mJ. 

748-797 60°- 55° 709-798 101°- 47° 140°- 27° 727-812 96°_ 24° 

744-799 

95°- 45° 
40°- 70° 

105°- 50° 

co-ordinates 
of the grid 

position 
ofm.f. 

286-794 

135°- 40° 
155°- 10° 
135°- -5° 

co-ordinates 
of the grid 

position 
of m.f. 

745-800 140°_ 32° 710-799 115°_ 45° 130° 0° 726-811 60°- 25° 
746-802 110°- 20° 100°_ 50° 286-795 80° 5° 60°_ 20° 

85°_ 40° 60°- 45° 90°_ 15° 120°- 25° 
90°_ 60° 85°- 15° 90°_ 30° 

Meas. sample 80: 19 m.f. 85°_ 43° 105°- 10° 110°_ 25° 
mean m.f. 80°_ 60° 110°_ 15° 100°_ 25° 

740-796 86°- 41° 95°_ 45° 285-795 90°_ -5° 80°_ 30° 

co-ordinates 
of the grid 

position 
ofm.f. 

710-798 70°- 45° 
90°_ 50° 

100°- 35° 286-794 

115°_ 15° 
120°- -5° 
135°_ 15° 

75°_ 20° 
90°_ 15° 
80°_ 23° 

739-795 90°- 50° 710-797 105°_ 30° 115°- 25° 100°_ 30° 
739-796 55°- 35° 115°- 35° 285-793 135°- 15° 90°- 25° 

75°- 30° 95°- 45° 284-793 140°_ 20° 105°- 30° 
70°_ 35° 140°- 33° 100°- 20° 105°- 25° 
85°- 40° 110°_ 30° 125°- 35° 95°- 28° 
60°- 50° 708-798 70°- 40° 120°- 40° 727-812 95°_ 22° 

740-796 90°- 45° 85°_ 60° 125°- 35° 75°- 20° 
60°- 30° 120°- 60° 120°- 35° 80°- 25° 
60°_ 45° 90°- 60° 105°_ 65° 110°_ 17° 
90°- 20° 707-797 100°- 53° 125°- 35° 105°- 12° 
70°- 50° 105°- 57° 283-792 100°_ 45° 80°- 30° 

105°- 25° 115°_ 57° 115°- 38° 80°_ 15° 
741-796 105°_ 40° 140°- 50° 115°_ 35° 120°- 25° 

120°- 50° 
90°- 45° 
85°- 35° 

90°- 25° 
135°_ 45° 
125°- 60° 

Meas. sample 84: 23 m.f. 
mean m.f. 

115°- 20° 
90°_ 45° 
85°- 45° 

741-797 
742-797 

105°- 35° 
145°- 70° 
80°- 50° 

Meas. sample 83: 50 m.f. 
mean m..f, 

287-795 116°- 26° 

283-797 108°_ 39° 

co-ordinates position 
of the grid ofm.f. 

727-813 75°- 18° 
85°_ 18° 

125°_ 35° 
110°_ 25° 

Meas. sample 81: 17 m.f. 
mean m.f. 

721-862 102°_ 40° 

co-ordinates 
of the grid 

position 
ofm.f. 

277-795 

278-795 

105°_ 40° 
90°_ 35° 

105°- 50° 

103°- 22° 
75°_ 20° 

100°_ 15° 

co-ordinates 
of the grid 

position 
ofm.f. 

291-797 120°- 55° 
90°_ 70° 

145°- 40° 282-797 

95°- 35° 
115°_ 50° 
135°- 30° 

728-814 125°- 30° 
110°_ 15° 
110°- 20° 

719-862 102°_ 48° 290-796 135°- 40° 115°- 35° 728-815 100°_ 30° 
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120°- 30° 721-794 75°- 45°	 135°- 20°Meas. sample 89: 18 m.f. 
115°- 22° 100°_ 50° 140°- 44°mean mJ. 

720-795 60°_ 60°	 150°- 30°278-845 111°_ 50°Meas. sample 86: 18 m.f. 105°- 40° Meas. sample 91: 40 m.f.mean mJ. co-ordinates position mean mJ. 
728-817 99°- 34° Meas. sample 88: 32 m.f. of the grid ofm.f. 716-813 110°_ 19° 

mean mJ.
co-ordinates position 280-843 120°- 30° 584°-587° 

267-837 106°- 38°of the grid ofm.f.	 115°- 48° 85°_ 4° 
115°_ 35° 90°- 10°728-815 105°- 40° co-ordinates position 
110°- 37° 90°- 10°105°- 37° of the grid ofm.f. 

279-844 100°_ 42° 90°- 35°95°_ 22° 262-838 95°_ 45° 60°- 60°	 95°- 10°728-816 90°_ 35° 263-838 105°- 40° 140°- 55°	 100°- 10°110°- 40° 263-837 155°- 45° 277-846 110°- 55°	 100°- 25°100°- 30° 100°_ 55° 276-846 120°- 25°	 100°- 25°90°- 12° 110°- 35° 115°- 55°	 100°- 30°728-817 95°- 40° 115°- 25° 95°- 52°	 100°- 35°95°-- 37° 264--837 100°- 45° 105°- 580	 1000 
- 50°80°- 27° 90°_ 40° 110°_ 60°	 105°- 0°729-817 115°_ 37° 264--836 90°_ 45° 90°_ 60°	 105°- 10°90°_ 25° 105°- 43° 115°- 65°	 105°- 20°110°- 30° 115°- 46° 120°- 55°	 105°- 20°120°- 55° 265-836 105°- 40° 275-847 140°- 53°	 105°- 20°105°- 35° 110°_40° 110°_ 55°	 105°- 25°729-818 105°- 15° 110°- 40° 105°- 40°90°_ 45° 266-836 100°_ 35° Meas. sample 90: 22 m.f. 

110°- 20°85°_ 50°	 mean mJ.266-835 100°- 35° 110°- 22° 
90°- 35° 714-805 111°_ 24°Meas. sample 87: 18 m.f.	 110°_ 25° 

267-835 110°_ 40°mean mJ.	 75°_ 30° 110°- 40° 
115°·_ 37° 

716-798 84°_ 47°	 85°- 0° 115°- 0° 
100°_ 30° 85°_ 5°	 115°- 10° 

co-ordinates position 267-836 125°- 40° 90°- 10°	 115°_ 12° 
of the grid ofm.f.	 115°- 37° 90°_ 35°	 115°- 14° 

115°_ 40° 
713-801 95°_ 35°	 95°- 25° 115°- 15° 

271-837 120°_ 30°
100°- 55°	 105°- 0° 115°- 20° 

272-838 105°- 30°
95°- 35°	 100°_ 35° 115°- 30° 

95°- 35° 117°_ 10°90°- 50°	 105°- 0°
90°_ 30°

85°_ 57°	 105°- 30° 120°- 10° 
100°- 35°70°_ 30°	 105°- 35° 120°- 10° 
85°_ 37°

713-800 105°- 55°	 115°- 30° 120°- 15° 
110°_ 30°

75°- 57°	 115°_ 30° 120°- 25° 
110°_ 25°

714--798 85°_ 60°	 120°- 24° 125°- 10° 
90°_ 45° 

715-797 80°- 400 120°- 25° 125°- 12° 

716-795 65°_ 55° 120°- 29° 130°- 50° 
60°_ 52° 125°- 25° 135°- 10° 

723-794 85°_ 40° 130°_ 33° 135°_ 15° 

722-794 75°- 35° 130°_ 33° 1100- -6° 

Tables of the positions of the schi~tosity - planes and the axes of the minor folds in the Bres~
 
sanone region (Sheet IV).
 

(The strikes of the s-planesand the azimuths of the mJ.are given without the magnetic correction of _ 2°.)
 

190°- 80°	 230°- 85° 235°-100°
Meas. sample 92: 37 m.f. 

_ 90° 205-849 230°- 55°	 240°- 60° mean mJ. 
300°- 60°	 245°- 55° 220°-110° 

207-851 219°- 77° - 90° 235°- 77° 206-851 210°- 70° 
260°- 65° 180°- 70° 203-849 210°- 55°co-ordinates position 
220°- 80° 265°- 55° 204--849 210°- 85°of the grid of m.f. 
260°- 80° 265°- 60° 250°-100° 

204--849 260°- 65° 230°- 85° 206-850 250°-135° 206-852 240°_110° 
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211-855 210°- 70° 
160°- 58° 

Meas. sample 94: 26 m.f. 
mean mJ. 

Meas. sample 95 :32 m.f. 
mean mJ. 

Meas. sample 96: 23 m.f. 
mean mJ. 

150°- 65° 
195°- 77° 233-833 105°_ 54° 187-831 106°- 58° 208-788 88°_ 39° 

210-855 215°- 75° co-ordinates position co-ordinates position co-ordinates position 
190°- 75° of the grid ofm.f. of the grid ofm.f. of the grid ofm.f. 
180°- 70° 
165°- 70° 
180°- 80° 
200°- 60° 
180°- 80° 
190°- 80° 

232-834 

232-833 

80°_ 50 0 

115°_ 62° 
110°_ 45° 
110°- 60° 
100°_ 35° 
110°_ 55° 

187-834 

187-833 
187-832 

110°_ 75° 
65°- 70° 

105°_ 65° 
105°- 75° 
105°- 65° 
110°- 70° 

210-785 

211-786 

115°_ 60° 
100°- 55° 
130°- 50° 
140°- 40° 
100°_ 30° 
80°_ 20° 

Meas. sample 93: 17 m.f. 
mean mJ. 

100°_ 60° 
105°_ 50° 

150°-110° 
115°- 50° 210-787 

65°- 35° 
65°_ 15° 

184--862 196°- 73° 
233-833 

120°_ 60° 
100°_ 50° 

95°- 70° 
105°_ 70° 

70°_ 20° 
55°_ 15° 

co-ordinates position 80°- 55° 110°- 55° 90°- 45° 
of the grid ofm.f. 100°- 57° 90°- 65° 85°- 40° 

182-864 

186-861 

230°- 60° 
200°- 80° 
210°- 65° 
205°- 55° 
190°- 70° 
250°-115° 

_ 90° 
220°- 70° 
130°- 60° 
210°- 75° 
270°- 70° 
150°- 50° 
200°-100° 
130°_ 70° 
205°- 65° 
190°- 70° 
150°- 800 

235-832 

232-834 

233-834 

110°- 57° 
112°_ 53° 
85°_ 55° 

110°_ 45° 
105°_ 80° 
115°- 45° 
120°- 50° 
115°_ 45° 
105°_ 45° 
90°_ 60° 
95°_ 65° 

110°_ 35° 
105°_ 65° 
125°_ 55° 

187-831 

188-830 

100°- 40° 
90°- 60° 
90°_ 30° 

125°_ 50° 
120°- 60° 
105°- 50° 
115°_ 40° 
120°_ 45° 
117°-60° 
95°_ 55° 
90°- 50° 

115°_ 50° 
100°- 60° 
115°- 55° 
1000~ 45° 
85°_ 50· 

107°- 60° 
105°- 50° 

207-790 

206-790 

206-791 

75°_ 25° 
80°_ 30° 
80°_ 25° 
95°_ 35° 
60°_ 40° 
35°_ 65° 
85°_ 40° 
95°_ 45° 
90°_ 40° 

100°_ 40° 
85°_ 40° 

105°_ 40° 
60°_ 65° 

110°- 45° 
70°_ 40° 
90°_ 50° 
900 

_ 30° 
95°_ 53° 

125°- 45° 110°_ 53° 
110°_ 50° 95°_ 35° 

145°- 25°	 155°- 30° 
Meas. sample 97 (30 s. and 34 m.f.) 774--044 110°- 60°	 155°- 13° 

mean s.	 mean m.f. 776-045 145°- 45° 145°- 10° 65°_ 35° 
778-046 118°- 47° 100°- 85° 100°_ 25° 783-048 115°- 42° 170°- 23° 
775-045 142°_ 25° 100°_ 45° 165°- 20° 135°- 45° 

80°_ 50° 170°- 25° 150°- 62°co-ordinates position position 
145°- 42° 175°- 35°of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 
145°- 45° 

Meas. sample 98 (20 s. and 22 m.f.) 773-042	 130°- 50° 145°- 30° 780-047 125°_ 35° 135°_ 30° 
mean s.	 mean m.f.105°_ 40° 130°- 20° 125°- 40° 150°- 18° 

132°- 50°135°- 45° 115°- 38° 
086-813773-041	 115°- 45° 110°- -5° 781-047 125°- 45° 90°--30° 

115°- 60° 170°- 55° 781-048 150°- 35° 086-812 

110°- 57° 155°- 35° 782-048 95°_ 35° 155°- 15° co-ordinates position position
773-044 50°_ 45° 135°- 25° 145°- 65° 140°- 25° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 

70°- 50° 175°- 45° 782-048 120°- 33° 125°- 15° 
115°- 45° 155°- 35° 110°- 55° 130°- 15° 088-811 150°- 40° 120°- 42° 
125°- 33° 165°- 15° 95°_ 45° 150°- 20° 135°_ 50° 150°- 5° 
115°- 45° 170°- 30° 140°- 40° 160°- 35° 130°- 60° 150°- 25° 
150°- 55° 150°- 20° 135°_ 20° 150°- 72° 202°- 57° 
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148°_ 15° 130°- 50° 175°- 22° 60°_ 52° 185°- 50° 
145°- 45° 125°- 60° 185°- 40° 65°_ 50° 150°- 30° 
145°- 60° 140°_ 45° 125°- 30° 005-798 90°- 35° 195°- 45° 
155°- 55° 155°- 20° 004-797 83°_ 60° 165°- 42° 

088-811	 130°_ 68° 150°- 50° 105°_ 32° 75°- 55° 
125°- 60° 135°_ 50° 113-805 117°_ 48° 160°- 42° 003-797 100°- 78° 90°- 45° 
140°- 65° 135°- 65° 125°- 25° 200°- 22° 002-796 105°- 40° 155°- 48° 
135°_ 83° 115°_ 55° 195°- 50° 001-794 75°- 20° 190°- 30° 
130°- 68° 120°- 28° 190°- 30° 000-794 90°- 40° 160°- 35° 

087-813	 135°_ 43° 170°- 40° 115°- 42° 165°- 42° 65°_ 35° 170°- 23° 
145°- 45°	 135°- 35° 110°_ 50° 180°- 45° 95°- 50° 180°- 25° 

180°- 27° 130°_ 30° 60°- 42° 195°- 30° 
170°- 23° 112-805 120°- 35° 185°- 40° 

086-814	 120°- 28° 190°- 25° 150°- 35° 125°_ 42° 
135°- 35° 170°_ 25° 140°- 15° 004-798 165°- 30° 
130°_ 35° 125°- 40° 155°- 43° 

086-815 130°_ 37° 195°- 30° 110-806 117°_ 50° 135°- 10° 006-798 80°- 57° 160°- 25° 
135°- 33° 125°- 35° 185°- 28° 85°- 40° 

082-814 135°- 55° 160°- 25° 125°- 33° 120°- 25° 
Meas. sample 103 (21 s. and 21 m.f.)

140°_ 50°	 200°- 40° 135°_ 35° 145°- 30° 
mean s.	 mean m.f.

083-814	 110°- 45° 105°_ 45° 
971-793	 95°_ 46°078-811 95°_ 33° 160°- 32° 

Meas. sample 101 (15 s. and 11 m.f.) 972-793 177°- 36°155°- 30° 
mean s. mean m.f. co-ordinates position position

Meas. sample 99 (17 s. and 14 m.f.) 002-723 124°- 34° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 
mean s. mean m.f. 002-723 155°- 19° 

982-795	 93°_ 54° 185°- 55°065-807	 117°_ 41° co-ordinates position position 973-793	 140°- 55° 160°- 50°066-809 145°- 23° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 110°_ 50° 180°- 40° 
co-ordinates position position 133°_ 45° 192°- 60°002-722 100°_ 38° 160°- 27° 
of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 115°- 42° 195°- 47°002-723 135°- 40° 155°- 15° 

165°- 40°115°- 27° 150°- 12°061-802	 110°_ 15° 150°- 25° 
187°- 45°125°- 35° 155°- 30°90°_ 40°	 152°- 12° 
165°- 48°115°- 54° 145°- 30°45°_ 25°	 130°- 15° 

972-794	 123°- 35° 155°- 33°115°- 30° 150°- 32°130°_ 40°	 145°- 35° 130°_ 40°	 195°- 30°145°- 55° 160°- 23°115°- 42° 
90°- 35°	 185°- 35°130°_ 40° 155°- 22°130°- 50° 

971-794	 130°_ 42° 205°- 40°120°- 17°130°- 30° 90°_ 40°	 183°- 17°115°- 42°120°- 25° 
195°- 42°120°- 27°068-811	 105°- 55° 135°_ 40° 
130°- 15°100°_ 24°60°_ 50°	 145°- 35° 

970-793	 55°_ 45° 180°- 13°003-724 155°- 40° 160°- 10°125°- 50°	 125°_ 40° 
80°_ 35°	 165°- 35°145°- 48° 165°- 20°125°- 40°	 175°_ 50° 
90°- 45°- 0° 145°- -8°140°- 60°	 130°- 10° 968-793	 55°_ 45° 190°- 30°

145°- 20° 
Meas. sample 102 (20 s. and 24 m.f.)	 50°_ 60° 170°- 25°

155°- 27° 
mean s.	 mean m.f. 75°_ 70° 170°_ 22° 

068-812	 130°_ 42° 150°- 0° 
90°- 62°004-797	 84°- 48°160°- 44°	 150°- 12° 100°_ 30°161°- 38°135°- 45°	 145°_ 5° 004-797 
80°- 30°

140°- 50° co-ordinates position position 967-793 65°- 45° 165°-- 38° 
of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 105°- 65°Meas. sample 100 (23 s. and 15 m.f.) 

mean s. mean m.f. 007-798 135°- 58° 155°- 40° Meas. sample 104 (21 s. and 21 m.f.) 
112-805 127°- 40° 75°- 50° 150°- 45° mean s. mean m.f. 
112-805 163°- 35° 90°_ 37° 155°- 35° 022-829 20°_ 41° 

100°_ 53°	 225°- 35° 023-829 143°- 36°co-ordinates position position 
145°- 42°

of the grid	 of s-plane ofm.f. co-ordinates position position125°- 50° 
of the grid	 of s-plane ofm.f.

113-804	 147°- 68° 150°- 60° 006--798 85°_ 50° 160°- 35° 
140°- 50° 130°- 55° 65°- 50° 130°_ 42° 022-830 30°- 30° 140°- 25 ° 
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-10°_ 55° 130°- 25° 107°_-12° 175°_-10° 140°--:' 10° 185°- 20° 
25°- 35° 140°- 35° 011-767 120°- 5° 170°- 0° 

Meas. sample 108 (18 s. and 11 m.f.)-5°_ 40°	 145°- 27° 150°- 40° 165°- 25° 
mean s.	 mean m.f. 10°_ 30° 140°- 34° 125°- 16° 

025-806 120°- 55°25°_ 35° 145°- 32° 010-767 135°_ 27°
 
35°_ 28° 009-768 165°- 34° 170°- 15°
 025-806	 156°- 37° 

20°_ 40°	 140°- 20° co-ordinates position position
30°_ 40°	 009-767 140°- 32° 150°_-10° 

of the grid	 of s-plane ofm.f. 
022-829	 20°_ 43° 145°- 25° 180°- 20° 200°- 12° 

25°_ 50° 174°- 38° 200°- 40° 185°- 10° 025-806 120°- 47° 155°- 30° 
20°_ 60° 155°- 40° 155°- 5° 175°_ 22° 135°- 52° 160°- 27° 
20°__ 40° 010-765 130°_ 20° 165°- 3° 123°- 50° 155°- 34° 

023-829 0°_ 50° 140°- 42° 140°- 15° 170°- 3° 107°- 60° 145°~ 40° 
20°_ 42° 138°- 40° 155°- 2° 122°- 60° 145°- 40° 
20°- 43° 125°- 35° 009-765 170°- 7° 165°- 3° 115°- 54° 165°- 48° 
30°- 35° 138°_ 40° 200°- 10° 160°- -7° 95°_ 60 175°_ 45° 
5°_ 48°	 195°- 20° 190°- 0° 110°- 58° 

023-828 0°_ 35° 133°- 33° 009-764 160°_ 5° 190°- 10° 123°- 45° 
33°- 45° 155°- 47° 180°- 10° 170°_ 3° 100°- 50° 
60°_ 37° 145°- 45° 210°--25° 175°- 12° 024--807 110°- 77° 150°- 35° 

1450- 40° 220°- 2° 175°_ 0° 130°- 62° 150°- 33°
 
153°- 47° 170°- -4° 195°_-10° 135°- 60° 160°- 35°
 
140°- 35° 190°- 10° 100°_ 56° 155°- 35°
 
140°_ 42° 009-763 125°- 35° 140°- 55°
 
145°- 37° 160°- -3° 130°- 50°
 

011-764	 150°- 30° 155°- 0° 140°- 45° 
Meas. sample 105 (15 s. and 14 m.f.) 185°- 35°	 170°- -5° 130°- 50° 

mean s.	 mean m.f. 130°- 35° 
111°_ 62°	 Meas. sample 109 (25 s. and 19 m.f.)042-843 

mean s. mean m.f. 041-843	 128°- 43° Meas. sample 107 (20 s. and 16 m.f.) 
086-875	 95°_ 56° 

mean s. mean m.f. co-ordinates position position 086-875	 142°- 44° 
of the grid	 of s-plane ofm.f. 021-756 142°- 17° 

021-756 168°- 13° co-ordinates position position
042-844	 120°_ 60° 115°_ 57° of the grid	 of s-plane ofm.f.

120°- 75°	 115°_ 30° co-ordinates position position 
125°- 62° 110°- 50° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 086-876 60°- 35° 150°- 42°
 
130°- 65° 100°- 35° 80°- 55° 190°- 47°
 
120°- 65° 120°- 52° 021-756 145°- 35° 170°_ 22° 120°- 43° 160°- 52°
 
115°- 57° 110°- 65° 150°- 30° 165°- 15° 105°_ 40°
 
105°- 60° 155°- 15° 165°- 10° 086-875 120°- 52° 130°_ 50°
 

043-843	 113°_ 80° 113°_40° 175°- 9° 65°_ 45° 155°- 32° 
120°_ 60° 135°- 45° 195°- 25° 85°_ 35° 125°- 45° 
133°- 45° 130°- 15° 020-756 120°- 14° 200°- 22° 120°- 55° 110°- 50° 
100°- 60° 120°- 45° 145°- 27° 155°- 15° 75°-110° 120°- 20° 
112°_ 52° 165°- 15° 150°- 8° 60°_ 65° 135°- 50° 
125°- 65° 160°--20° 60°- 72° 145°- 37° 

039-839	 75°- 85° 120°- 25° 170°- 32° 145°- 35° 
038-840 45°_ 45°	 150°- 45° 130°- 15° 80°_ 55° 155°- 25° 

150°- 45° 110°_ 28° 135°_ 90° 
150°- 42° 020-755 122°- 22° 130°_ 4° 150°- 70° 
170°- 35° 170°_ 18° 190°- 7° 145°- 90° 

90°_ 15°	 157°- 0° 130°- 47°
Meas. sample 106 (28 s. and 22 m.f.) 135°- 23° 086-847 60°- 50° 140°_ 50° 

mean s.	 mean m.f. 190°- 0° 60°- 35° 160°- 25° 
009-766 159°- 15° 021-755 150°- 15° 155°- 15° 80°_ 72° 90°- 60° 
009-766 175°_ 4° 170°- 19° 85°_ 35° 145°- 50° 

140°_ 13° 110°_ 60° 155°- 58°co-ordinates position position 
130°_ 3°	 95°_ 40° 145°- 50°of the grid	 of s-plane ofm.f. 
180°- 25° 45°_ 60° 135°_ 65° 

012-766 - 0° 185°- -5° 021-756 150°- 22° 165°- 15° 67°- 47° 
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207-772	 85°_ 83° 115°_ 52° 110°_ 90 ° 
Meas. sample 110 (20 s. and 21 m.E.) 

100°- 80° 95°_ 40° 105°_ 87° mean s. mean m.E. 
100°- 73° 95°_ 65° 125°-105° 

209-756	 85°- 69° 110°_ 65°	 105°_ 38° 160°-115° 
209-756 106°- 43° 206-769 105°- 70° 125°-100° 

co-ordinates position position 100°- 72° 
Meas. sample 112 (24s. and 29 m.E.)

of the grid	 of s-plane ofm.f. mean s. mean m.f. Meas. sample 113 (20 s. and 24 m.f.) 
mean s. mean m.f. 209-755	 75°- 65° 90°_ 30° 195-804 107°- 85° 

95°- 80° 95°- 42° 196-804 103°_ 51° 163-877 107°- 75° 
80°_ 65° 115°- 58° 163-876 203°- 74° 

co-ordinates position position85°- 80° 100°_ 35° 
of the grid	 of s-plane ofm.f. co-ordinates position position95°_ 83° 100°- 48° 

of the grid	 of s-plane ofm.f.80°- 75°	 90°- 50° 100°_ 50°195-805
 
90°_ 75° 115°- 40°
 90°- 35° 161-877 65°- 95° 210°-120° 
90°_ 70° 125°- 48° 115°- 55° 90°- 90° 270°-100° 

100°- 45° 105°- 40° 115°_ 85° 134°_ 75° 
209-756 95°- 62° 160°- 60° 195-804 90°- 45° 87°- 90° - 90° 

80°- 72° 95°- 35° 120°- 65° 100°_ 70° 
110°- 45 110°- 40° 80°- 75°
 

208--756 30°- 50° 115°- 45°
 105°- 55° 161-876 100°- 75° - 90° 
80°- 70° 105°- 58° 90°- 60° 120°- 60° 

105°_ 75° 110°- 35° 100°- 50° 170°- 58° 
87°_ 65° 105°_ 32° 110°- 40° 155°- 75° 
90°- 48° 90°- 38° 105°- 70° 162-877 85°- 45° 160°- 32° 

208-757 100°- 80° 110°- 35° 95°_ 45° 1300- 40° 220°- 60° 
75°_ 60° 95°_ 42° 100°- 55° 130°- 57° 210°_ 55° 

102°- 70° 196-803 110°- 55° 163-877 100°- 55° 165°- 48° 
208-758 80°- 75° 105°- 37° 80°_ 60° 125°- 65° 185°- 73° 

85°- 65° 100°- 55° 120°- 40° 164-876 125°_ 67° 165°- 75° 
197-803 120°- 45° 105°_ 60° 

Meas. sample 111 (26 s. and 17 m.f.) 125°_ 70° 130°- 100° 
mean s. mean m.f. 95°_ 50° 135°- 85° 220°- 85° 

206-769 101°- 82° 120°- 65° 125°-105° - 90° 
115°_ 52°206-769	 100°_ 50° 90°_ 85° 255°- 55° 

110°_ 30° 115°- 83° 225°- 75°co-ordinates position position 
80° - 50° 105°- 75° - 90°of the grid	 of s-plane ofm.f. 

105°- 45°	 275°- 60° 
206-766 105°-100° 130°_ 60° 100°- 40° 240°_ 75° 

105°- 65° 140°_40° 198-802 95°_ 55° 260°- 60° 
85°- 65° 105°- 55° 95°- 53° 225°- 85° 

107°- 87° 85°- 65° 190°-100° 
206-767 100°- 67° 120°- 57° 195-804 100°- 60° 

Meas. sample 114 ( 8 s. and 24 m.f.) 95°_ 83° 135°- 63°	 95°- 70° 
mean s. mean m.f. 115°_ 75°	 105°_ 45° 80°- 68° 

133-877	 93°- 67°110°_ 68° 105°- 62° 90°- 87° 
133-877 192°- 73°100°- 67° 80°_ 78°
 

206-768 95°_ 100° 130°_ 55° 135°_ 90°
 co-ordinates position position
95°- 130°	 160°-120° of the grid	 of s-plane ofm.f. 

135°- 150° 145°- 72°
 
120°_ 115° 90°_ 75° 136-877 110°_ 95° 160°- 83°
 
105°- 82° 85°- 87° 130°-116°
 

206-769 90°- 70° 100°- 35° 125°- 85° _ 90°
 
105°- 68° 85°- 62° 135-877 105°_ 80° 110°-125°
 

206-770 90°- 80° 125°- 55° 90°- 80° 120°- 35° 230°- 52°
 
90°- 65° 115°- 57° 195-803 120°- 90° 133-877 90°- 37° 210°- 65°
 

100°- 75° 85°_ 83° 45°_ 90° 195°- 45°
 
206-771 105°- 78° 135°_ 45° 65°_ 80° 95°_ 52° 245°-120°
 

80°- 65° 80°_ 75° 145°-125°
 
95°- 70° 125°-100° 225°- 75°
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190°- 35° -20°_ -7° 90°_ 40° 146°- 15° 
195°- 50° 20°- -8° 245°- 10° 

- 90° 
210°- 70° Meas. sample 116 (30 m.f.) 

230°- 25° 
255°- 25° 

270°- 75° mean m.f. 210°- 30° 
195°- 62° 001-694 204°- 16° 230°- 28° 

13~877 

200°- 60° 
170°- 57° 

90°_ 70° 215°- 65° 

co-ordinates 
of the grid 

position 
of s-plane 

position 
ofm.f. 

165°- 15° 
175°_ 28° 
130°_ 30° 

215°- 50° 998-695 175°- 10° 125°- 20° 
230°- 50° 170° 8° 140°- 20° 
180°- 58° 220° 5° 135°- 27° 
190°- 70° 001-694 215° 5° 190°- 47° 
170°- 68° 230° 5° 220°- 15° 

85°- 80° 215° 7° 
220°- 10° Meas. sample 118 (16 s. and 45 m.f.) 

205°- 30° mean s. mean m.f. 
Meas. sample 115 (39 m.f.) 190°- 30° 075-(;,79 87°_ 38° 

mean m.f. 195°- 35° 07~679 158°- 23° 
991-700 

co-ordinates 
of the grid 

position 
of s-plane 

17° 0° 

position 
ofm.f. 

212°- 18° 
190°- 22° 
195°- 20° 
180°- 27° 

co-ordinates position position 
of the grid of s-plane of m.f. 

084-682 105°- 34° 135°_ 8° 
988-702 30°_ 5° 2130_ 14° 110°- 33° 233°- 20° 

30°--15° 255°- -6° 80°_ 35° 120°- 40° 
10°_-30° 250° 5° 80°_ 34° 210°- 35° 

-25°_-10° 256°- 15° 60°_ 40° 135°_ 20° 
20° 3° 200°- 28° 150°- 24° 
60°_-30° 235°- 25° 135°- 23° 
30°_ 35° 190°- 30° 140°- 24° 

991-701 -10°_ -3° 217°- 18° 240°_ 4° 
-50_ 5° 220°- 13° 150° 5° 
30_ 3° 196°- 24° 155° 8° 
50 _ -8° 155° 6° 071-678 90°- 50° 183° 6° 

40°_ -7° 165°- 20° 65°_ 35° 100°--10° 
-20°_ 3° 175° 4° 85°_ 32° 225°- 20° 
-20°_ 5° 003-695 190°- 20° 95°_ 30° 215°- 10° 
-15°_ 5° 212°- 18° 85°_ 48° 218°- 10° 
-20° 5° 172° 8° 93°_ 70° 100° 3° 
17°_ 2° 
15° 5° 
15°- -1° 

Meas. sample 117 (14 s. and 27 m.f.) 
mean s. mean m.f. 

65°- 25° 130°- 23° 
90°_ 30° 200°- 20° 

120°- 36° 200°- 34° 
-20_ 5° 058-(;,85 90°- 34° 80°- 37° 140°- 30° 
0°_ 2° 058-685 189°- 23° 90°_ 35° 150°- 28° 

992-700 
50°- -8° 
20°_-10° 
25°_-10° 

co-ordinates 
of the grid 

position 
of s-plane 

position 
ofm.f. 

170°_ 20° 
140°- 34° 
140°- 34° 

25°_-10° 058-685 95°- 30° 200° 7° 140°- 39° 
30°_ -3° 70°- 35° 230° 6° 135°_ 27° 
50_ 3° 85°_ 47° 160°- 25° 100°_-10° 

10°- 15° 115°- 43° 215°- 17° 103°_-17° 
993-698 45°- 30° 104°- 50° 235°- 32° 153°- 20° 

20°- 30° 65°_ 25° 205°- 50° 180°- 40° 
10°_ 20° 80°_ 25° 253°- 15° 195°- 40° 
35°_ 30° 100°- 20° 150°- 25° 216°- 30° 

99~697 45°- -5° 90°_ 25° 215°- 45° 200°- 35° 
50°_-10° 90°_ 35° 210°- 42° 143°- 40° 
55°_-10° 123°- 48° 135°_ 8° 155° 30° 
30°- -5° 85°_ 30° 145°- 10" 153°- 20° 
350_ -5° 65°_ 20° 163°- 25" 150°- 26° 
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153°- 34° 155°- 34° 220°- 32° 165°- 40° 
166°- 33° 165°- 32° 245°- 32° 196°- 44° 
150°- 35° 112°_ 38° 237°- 35° 205°- 16° 
145°- 30° 123°- 27° 1020--31 ° 226°- 44° 
130°_ 30° 133°- 28° 80°--28° 205°- 22° 
130°- 46° 122°- 60° 95°--16° 187°- 42° 
110°_ 35° 125°- 50° 185° 4° 184°- 33° 

140°- 47° 190°- 20° 232°- 36° 

Meas. sample 119 (65 s. and 119 m.f.) 
mean s. mean m.f. 

135°- 40° 
103°- 60° 

105°--35° 
146°- 14° 

83°--34° 

145°- 55° 
120°_ 37° 
95°_ 47° 

165°- 28° 
165°- 31° 
165°- 34° 

020-686 13P- 40° 125°- 40° 125°- 55° 200°- 35° 
020--686 156°- 14° 019-688 112°_ 47° 108°_ 2° 196°- 38° 

co-ordinates 
of the grid 

position 
of s-plane 

position 
ofm.f. 

60°_ 26° 114° 0° 
93°- 29° 93°_ 13° 

110°_ 32° 110°_ 22° 

160°- 27° 
138° 5° 

018-688 170°- 47° 175°_ 6° 
165°- 53° 175°- 12° 
152°- 46° 178°- 10° 

113°- 43° 93°_ P 
146°-18° 

150°- 19° 

Meas. sample 120 (4 s. and 9 m.f.) 
mean s. mean m.f. 

148°- 52° 180°- 15° 80°--18° 983-693 114°- 32° 
140°- 37° 175°_ 25° 123°- 1P 983-693 20P- 23° 
148°- 37° 176°- 27° 120°- -2° 
132°- 40° 170°- 20° 152° 1° co-ordinates position position 

127°- 36° 180°- 18° 137°- -3° of the grid of s-plane of m.E. 

145°- 43° 175° 2° 
125°- 44° 162°- 11° 
143°- 40° 172°_ 30° 
145°- 55° 173°- 28° 
120°- 37° 160°- 28° 
125°- 34° 180°- 16° 

180°- 20° 
165°- 28° 
165°- 31° 
200°- 35° 

022-685 116°-35° 
120°- 37° 
137°_ 28° 

135°- -5° 
125°- 37° 
81°--37° 

150°- 31° 
240°_ 48° 
175°- 28° 
135°_ 16° 
99°_ -2° 

110°_ 4° 
120°- -6° 

983-693 90°_ 28° 180°- 38° 
90°_ 39° 178°- 40° 

110°- 24° 225° 2° 
165°- 36° 210° 9° 

220°- 19° 
220°- 18° 
202°- 28° 
195°- 23° 
180°- 16° 

196°- 38° 135°- 27° 152°- 20° 
160°- 27° 136°_ 44° 180°- 24° Meas. sample 121 (26 s. and 30 m.E.) 

022---685 130°- 45° 160°- 20° 137°- 58° 150°- 16° mean s. mean m.f. 
168°- 14° 145°- 40° 100° 5° 043-706 104°- 35° 

016-677 
165°- 16° 

140°- 55° 140°- 23° 
125°- 43° 115°
128°- 46° 115°_ 

1 
4° 

044-706 154°- 27° 

130°_ 40° 130°- 23° 90°_ 42° 110°_-11° co-ordinates position position 
70°_ 25° 140°_ 17° 123°- 33° 165°- 12° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 

140°- 20° 133°_ 46° 95°- -4° 
145°- 18° 141°- 45° 115°- -2° 035-707 95°_ 23° 155°- 20° 

023-687 93°_ 37° 200°- 18° 153°- 29° 182°- 40° 110°- 42° 120°- 16° 
130°_ 25° 175°- 12° 148°- 38° 195°- 38° 125°- 55° 150°- 22° 
110°_ 42° 197°- 38° 138°- 37° 183°- 41° 105°- 43° 165°- 30° 
135°- 30° 170°- 26° 126°- 40° 175°- 32° 108°- 33° 175°_ 38° 
100°- 42° 163°- 13° 142°- 31° 115°--28° 95°_ 37° 145° 9° 

165°- 11° 122°- -9° 135°_ 40° 145°- 22° 
180°- 12° 115° 5° 115°_ 25° 
192° 5° 173°--20° 040-707 95°_ 15° 185°- 35° 
200°- -2° 170°- 18° 123°- 35° 187°- 35° 
200°- -2° 162°- 21° 90°- 40° 183°- 34° 
202°--10° 135°_ 1° 85°_ 45° 135°- 50° 

018-687 165°- 49° 93°_-36° 141° 1° 115°- 48° 160°- 38° 
182°- 34° 126°_-28° 140° 5° 140°- 34° 150°- 48° 
162°- 34° 124°_-40° 171°- 18° 135° 6° 

117°_ 32° 180°- 36° 046-706 80°- 40° 165°- 44° 
158°- 36° 220°- 31° 170°- 35° 95°- 34° 185°- 44° 
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155°- 8°	 150°- 35° 205°- -3°Meas. sample 123 (26 s. and 4 m.f.) 
049-705	 95°_ 19° 165°- 20° 90°_ 40° 200°- 20° mean s.	 mean m.f. 

120°- 20°	 155°- 17° 90°_ 37° 205°_ 22° 
013-715	 104°- 30°90°- 25° 170°- 12°	 85°_ 27° 
013-715 171°- 14°78°- 32°	 138°- 48° 70°- 35° 

87°- 42°	 135°- 45° 95°- 15°co-ordinates position position 
103°- 30° 80°- -5° 150°- 36°of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 
100°- 45° 145°- 35° 962-671 70°- 25° 190°- 20° 

160°- 40° 009-711 60°- 30° 190°- 12° 85°_ 10° 170°_ 20° 
150°- 15° 100°- 20° 195°- 7°30°- 35° 145°- 15° 

145°- 35° 105°- 20° 210°- 10°62°- 20° 
50°- 30°057-702	 105°- 22° 200°- 28° 145°- 25° 185°- 10° 

120°- 50° 160°- 23° 150°- 28° 195°- 3°100°- 25° 

100°_ 28° 115°_ 5° 115°- 30° 153°- 30° 190°- 20°
 
130°- 40° 160°- 25° 205°- 8°
 

Meas. sample 122 l27 s. and 29 m.f.) 013-711 95°- 40° 150°- 25° 210°- 2°
 
mean s. mean m.f. 120°- 25° 105°- 10° 210°- 7°
 

95°- 30° 65°- 18° 155°- 10°
018-726	 86°- 41° 
-80°- 35° 160°- 32°	 175°- 7°018-727 158°- 39° 
165°- 30° 75°- 10° 

co-ordinates position position 009-716 165°- 30° 140°- 30°
 
of the grid of s-plane ofm.f.
 90°- 30° 140°- 15° 

105°- 23° 961-678 195°_-40° 175°- 15°017-727	 87°- 33° 190°- 36° 
115°- 30°	 165°- 15°185°- 35° 
145°- 30°	 175°- 3°017-726	 65°- 30° 155°- 35° 

017-718	 115°- 37° 165°- 2° 170°- 24°98°- 34°	 240°- 34° 
155°- 15°	 963-681 45°_ 20°65°- 35°	 155°- 48° 

018-719 95°- 30° 185°- 25° 50°- 22°019-727	 95°- 35° 167°- 40° 
87°- 30° 966-683 65°- 25° 
87°_ 40°

85°_ 45°	 100°- 20° 
65°- 40°	 150°- 32° 

020-719	 100°- 25° Meas. sample 125 (23s. and 24 m.f.) 90°- 54°	 160°- 44° 
85°- 35°	 mean s. mean m.f. 

70°- 32°	 170°- 40° 
019-717	 105°- 35° 953-675 218°- 29°66°- 43°	 150°- 35° 

140°- 20° 953-675 358°- 8°76°- 42°	 150°- 52° 
65°- 40°	 150°- 40° Meas. sample 124 (44 s. and 37 m.f.) co-ordinates position position
60°- 52°	 170°_ 60° 

mean s.	 mean m.f. of the grid of s-plane of m.f. 
60°- 45°	 168°- 60° 

96~79	 114°- 25° 953-675 295°--31" 345°- 10° 
9M-679 189°- 15°

87°- 70°	 178°- 36° 
223°- 34° 358°- 16° 
227°- 20° 351"- 11° 

60°- 68°	 135°- 25° 
90°- 30°	 168°- 46° co-ordinates position position 
550- 40°	 182°- 44° 210°- 26° 372°- 7°of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 
93°_ 45° 160°- 40° 213°- 33° 340°- 10° 

115°_ 30° 78°- 45° 965-683 120°- 22° 190°- 18° 207°- 36° 342°- 9° 

100°- 38° 95°- 50° 100°- 22° 240°- 10° 215°- 43° 350°- -2° 

110°- 43° 97°- 48° 120°- 30° 210°- 20° 227°- 35 325°- 12° 

100°- 50° 125°- 20° 185°- 60° 235°- 5° 229°- 37° 362°- 22° 

130°- 40° 160°- 30° 150°- 43° 180°- 20° 220°- 30° 354°- 14° 

110°- 23° 200°- 43° 90°- 30° 210°- 8° 225°- 23° 381°- -1° 

105°- 32° 155°- 43° 90°- 17° 170°- 15° 218°- 31° 372°- 13° 
95°_ 40° 175°_ 37° 197°- 37° 346°- 6°118°- 35°	 185°- 28°
 

190°- 22°
 70°- 38° 205°- 25° 208°- 30° 367°- 9° 
130°- 20° 195°- 22q 213°- 25° 366°- 10° 
50°- 37° 180°- 25° 214°- 27° 344°- 8° 

153°- 25° 170°- 8° 220°- 38° 358°- -3° 
150°- 30° 180°- 27° 210°- 33° 360°- 17° 
140°_40° 150°- 25° 192°- 38° 357°- 12° 
135°_ 22° 155°- 27° 211°- 27° 343°- 14° 
100°- 25° 195°- 10° 218°- 32° 382°- 8° 
160°- 17° 195°- 20° 200°- 34° 390°--20° 
110°- 37° 180°- 3° 215°- 34° 
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957-674 358°- 7° 115°_ 25° 120°- 25° 220°- 15°
 
357°- 7° 175°_ 10° 140°_ 35° 240°- 5°
 

160°- 15° 120°- 42° 165°- 34°
 
Meas. sample 126 ( 34s. and 20 m.f.) 945-662 152°- 5° 172°--12° 170°- 15°
 

mean s. mean m.f. 198°- 9° 165°- 15°
 
90°_ 3° 218°- 1° 140°_ -2°997-711 155°- 23° 

200°_ 18° 193°- 6° 245°_-15°997-710 187°- 9° 
2100 _-11° 192°- 9° 185°- 40° 

co-ordinates position position 156°- 14° 204°- 14° 240°_ 50° 
of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 1920 

- ~9° 211°_ 2° 195°- 40° 
150°- 18° 208°- 1° 190°- 42°

998-711 65°_ 25° 180°_ 18° 
165°- 4° 207°- -8° 037-748 115°- 28° 100°- -7°

130°- 20° 165°- -1 ° 
230°--17° 135°--25° 102°- 30° 120°- 2°

90°- 23° 155°- -3° 
210°_-27° 157°- 13° 98°_ 31° 130°- 2°

180°- 15° 
203°--19° 164°- 9° 100°- 40° 150°- 17°

165°- 5° 
120°- 11° 196°- 7° 80°- 28° 140°_ 15°

997-709 105°- 20° 195°- 22° 
193°- -2° 122°- 40° 135°_ 27°

165°- 35° 222°- 20° 
204°- 2° 80°_ 17° 132°- 27°

167°- 35° 197°- 22° 
170°_ 17° 80°- 13° 150°- 8°

90°- 20° 195°- 20° 
135°_ 6° 142°- 13° 156°- 20°

120°- 15° 180°- 18° 
168°- 13° 110°_ 15° 127°- 28°

190°- 25° 190°- 7° 
93°_ 1° 130°- 20°

185°- 10° 198°- 5° 
135°- 27°

175°- 30° 183°- 2° 
Meas. sample 128 (11 s. and 9 m.f.) 155°- 33°

180°- 25° 180°- -3° 
mean s. mean m.f. 155°- 25°

185°- 15° 185°- 1° 
133°- 22°941-649 101°- 36°200°- 30° 190°- 2° 
150°- 28°943-648 188°- 31° 
150°--13°

185°- 22° 180°--25° 
180°- 25° 185°- P co-ordin<ttes position position 135°- 5°
195°- 16° 185°- 25° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 150°- 2°
145°- 20° 

97°--23°
155°- 25° 940-650 153°- 13° 178°_ 12° 

038-746 130°- 35° 190°- 28°
60°_ 12° 108°- 25° 218°- 10° 

93°- 18° 177°_ 2T
999-712 157°- 20° 160°- 35° 225°- 12° 

125°- 25° 162°- 10°
182°- 32° 165°- 25° 

123°- 20° 248°- -5°
000-709 158°- 35° 48°- 21° 

248°--10°
210°- 33° 65°- 29° 

190°- 22°
000-714 165°- 22° 230°- 20° 66°- 25° 

180°- 30°
168°- 20° 943-646 96°_ 73° 158°- 62° 

173°- 27°
180°- 20 0 93°- 56° 130°- 66° 

170°_ 12° 
155°- 12° 96°_71° 160°- 58° 

190°- 25°
150°- 30° 947-648 60°- 25° 210°- 25° 

180°- 17°
185°- 15° 210°- 20°
 
150°- 22° 205°- 18°
 
122°- 22° Meas. sample 130 (10 s. and 22 m.f.)
 
135°- 25°
 Meas. sample 129 (24 s. and 50 m.f.) mean s. mean m.f. 
170°- 30° mean s. mean m.f. 045-754 116°- 23° 

036-750 104°- 29° 045-754 168°- 20° 
Meas. sample 127 (15 s. and 27 m.f.) 036-749 172°- 18° 

co-ordinates position positionmean s. mean m.f. 
co-ordinates position position of the grid of s-plane ofm.f.946--663 171°_-5° 
of the grid of s-plane of m.f.946-663 17P- 5° 045-754 128°_ 20° 156°- 10° 
035-754 100°_ 32° 175°_ 35° 70°- 15° 210°_ 25°

co-ordinates position position 
90°- 30° 200°- 45° 107°_ 22° 235°- 35°

of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 
55°_ 40° 175°- 33° 105°- 35° 162°- 10°
 

949-665 155°--17° 190°--13° 83°- 35° 230°- 15° 85°- 20° 150°- 5°
 
165°--30° 130°- 15° 100°- 28° 175°_ 25° 123°- 28° 140°- 10°
 
170°--20° 170°- -2° 173°- 30° 120°- 27° 140°- 5°
 

140°_ 15° 034---752 100°_ 40° 240°- 24° 143°- 10° 150°- 10°
 
120°- 20° 93°- 30° 238°- 24° 134°- 40° 147°- 16°
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210°- 25° 
170°- 23° 
150°- 8° 
140°_ 9° 
196°- 40° 
170°- 42° 
178°- 30° 
148°- 15° 
162°- 23° 
175°_ 31° 
162°- 28° 
160°- 36° 
190°- 5° 

053-748	 140°- 17° 

Meas. sample 131 (24 s. and 41 m.f.) 
mean s. mean m.f. 

041-725 114°- 37° 
041-725 179°- 27° 

co-ordinates position position 
of the grid of s-plane of m.f. 

040-727 133°- 22° 240°_-25°
 
107°- 33° 155°-- 24°
 
105°- 30° 163°- 25°
 
130°- 40° 150°- 26°
 
134°- 30° 205°- 41°
 
126°- 32° 173°- 35°
 
135°_ 40° 200°- 33°
 
118°- 37° 200°- 25°
 
122°- 34° 118°_ 5°
 
108°- 32° 100°- -5°
 
132°_ 34° 177°- 20°
 

190°- 25°
 
165°- 17°
 
152°- 15°
 
195°- 33°
 
160°- 18°
 
175°- 30°
 
150°- 7°
 

041-724	 106°- 41° 195°- 37° 
100°- 41° 180°- 34 ° 
113°_ 38° 165°- 37° 
107°- 36° 160°- 30° 
100°- 45° 180°- 23° 
102°- 48° 182°- 24° 
97°- 46° 221°- 35° 

113°- 39° 205°- 40° 
127°- 37° 203°- 43° 
125°- 42° 210°- 33° 
102°- 42° 180°- 42° 
86°- 39° 120°- 15° 
97°- 38°	 136°_ 24° 

172°- 30° 
180°- 34° 
212°- 40° 
200°- 42° 
165°- 32° 
160°- 35° 
196°- 38° 

160°- 33° 
170°- 37° 
215°- 37° 

Meas. sample 132 (15 s. and 48 m.f.) 
mean s. mean m.f. 

052-718 129°- 39° 
051-719 192°- 25° 

co-ordinates position position 
of the grid of s-plane of m.f. 

048-723	 215°- 25° 
203°- 25° 
255°- 42° 
258°- 45° 
205°- 30° 
205°- 22° 
245°- 45° 
250°--47° 
248°--45° 

052-718 145°- 30° 165°- 8° 
132°- 38° 160°- 13° 
130°_ 43° 165°- 16° 
125°- 35° 210°- 43° 
112°_ 30° 165°- 2,° 
140°_ 38° 168°- 13° 
100°- 34° 148°- 44° 
132°_ 38° 105°_-10° 
133°- 35° 105°- -9° 
147°- 40° 247°- 38° 
140°- 53° 175°- 32° 
128°- 36° 165°- 16° 
135°- 43° 162°- 22° 
132°_ 40° 230°- 25° 
106°- 45° 170°- 26° 

178°- 28° 
150°- 15° 
190°- 37° 
196°- 34° 
170°- 18° 
280°- 25° 
180°- 35° 
182°- 40° 
172°- 28° 
250°- 43° 
185°- 37° 
255°- 26° 
246°-- 42° 
176°- 28° 
183°- 31° 
185°- 28° 
217°- 13° 
160°- 30° 
185°- 38° 
188°- 36° 
155°- 28° 
150°- 30° 
178°- 35° 
160°- 34° 

Meas. sample 133 (21 s. and 58 m.f.) 
mean s. mean m.f. 

153-779 112°_ 91° 
151-781 112°- 36° 

co-ordinates position position 
of the grid of s-plane of m.f. 

147-782 130°- 77° 140°- 57°
 
140°- 84° 132°- 62°
 
122°- 80° 136°- 40°
 
130°- 83° 120°- 40°
 
120°- 90° 142°- 56°
 
123°- 80° 150°- 32°
 
138°- 88° 140°_ 60°
 

135°- 42°
 
148°- 50°
 
148°- 58° 

155-778	 93°- 98° 93°- 35° 
98°-102° 100°- 10° 
80°- 88° 100°- 40° 
95°_ 88° 103°- 45° 
90°- 95° 90°- 83° 
77°_136° 95°_ 25° 

105°- 92°	 105°- 44° 
105°- 5° 
95°- 7° 
93°_ 3° 
95°_ 3° 

130°- 48° 
128°- 42° 
108°- 18°
 
120°- 57°
 
114°- 12°
 
108°- 0°
 
98°- 28°
 

161-774 120°- 80° 90°- 45°
 
122°- 83° 110°_ 55°
 
110°_ 82° 120°- 53°
 
110°- 78° 122°- 47°
 
122°- 82° 120°- 30°
 

150°- 65°
 
75°- 17°
 

110°_ 30°
 
125°- 53°
 
115°- 63°
 
140°- 63°
 
130°- 60°
 
155°- 68°
 

155-783 95°-135° 80°- 33°
 
87°- 30°
 

105°- 8°
 
82°_ 35°
 
60°- 5°
 
60°- 27°
 

143-787 80°- 5°
 
75°- 11°
 
85°- -8°
 
90°_-10°
 

140-788 80°_ -3°
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88°_ -2°	 93°_ 35° 
Meas. sample 135 (50 s. and 41 m.f.)127-793	 130°- 83° 157°- 58° 100°- 45° 

mean s.	 mean m.f. 150°- 64°	 083-707 125°- 45° 
115°_ 48° 081-703 89°_ 50°	 112°- 58° 
156°- 62° 080-703 142°- 38° 

Meas. sample 136 (12 s. and 17 m.f.)108°- 50° co-ordinates position position	 mean m.f. mean s. 
of the grid of s-plane of m.f. 990-643	 124°- 43°Meas. sample134 (43 s. and 17 m.f.) 

990-643 144°- 17°mean s. mean m.f. 081-702 105°- 41° 161°- 33°
 

136-766 97°_ 55° 95°- 30° 165°- 31°
 co-ordinates position position
83°_ 36°	 153°-- 36°135-767 153°- 40°	 of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 
90°- 41°	 200°- 33° 

co-ordinates position position 85°- 36° 180°- 40° 984--641 154°- 42° 110°_ -7° 
of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 78°_ 34° 152°- 33° 117°- 26° 153°- 12° 

72°_ 48° 148°- 32° 138°- 36° 150°- 18°134--771	 100°- 65° 130°- 32° 
82°_ 43°	 173°- 38° 127°- 29° 102°_-20°115°_ 61° 130°_ 25° 
67°- 52°	 162°- 33° 90°_-25°

118°- 68° 130°- 35° 
68°_ 48°	 185°- 45° 993-644 110°_ 28° 140°- 8°128°- 76° 125°- 28° 
87°- 46°	 155°- 32° 84°- 39° 173°- 27°110°- 55° 145°- 38° 

100°- 40° 135°- 36° 123°- 48° 143°- 28°85°_ 37°	 165°- 37° 
78°- 39°	 184°- 37° 129°- 64° 135°- 15°60°_ 34°	 150°- 40° 
93°_ 52°	 120°- 36° 116°- 55° 185°- 4°100°- 45° 170°- 47° 
91°- 65°	 170°- 36° 137°- 48° 147°- 25°

80°- 45°	 137°_ 43° 
96°- 60°	 150°- 32° 121°- 50° 132°_ 55°

120°- 65° 180°- 46° 
86°- 57°	 170°- 50° 132°_ 50° 148°- 32°105°_ 65° 135°_ 43° 

100°- 68° 167°- 61°	 162°- 38°105°- 57° 165°- 46° 
86°-- 58°	 110°- 38° 165°- 33°135°- 63° 

112°- 70° 108°- 37°	 147°- 20°120°- 60° 
92°_ 77°	 120°- 38° 166°- 34°104°- 49° 
87°_ 67°	 188°- 60°110°_ 62° Meas. sample 137 (24 s. and 29 m.f.) 83°_ 70°	 115°_ 56°87°_ 52° mean s.	 mean m.f. 90°-- 82°	 115°- 41°123°- 66° 

103°- 87° 85°_ 13° 000-642 305°- 55° 
97°_ 64° 

97°- 87° 82°_ 15° 000-642 81°-- 38° 
87°- 46° 

106°- 55°135°- 75°	 co-ordinates position position
107°- 43°118°- 62°	 of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 
97°- 10°130°- 62° 

105°_ 42° 999-642 305°- 73° 120°- 52°
136-765	 100°- 42° 160°- 45° 

102°- 45° 314°- 72° 122°- 33°
88°- 52° 

085-704	 100°- 45° 140°- 33° 323°- 62° 115°- 52°84°_ 55° 
85°_ 43°	 318°- 58° 153°--26° 

80°- 48° 
76°- 24°	 331°- 60° 42°- 65°

88°_ 64° 
64°- 33°	 274°- 27° 30°- 33°

85°_ 47° 
72°_ 31°	 305°- 27° 85°- -2°

86°_ 46° 
87°_ 33°	 282°- 31° 10°_ 45° 

107°- 56° 
87°_ 28°	 295°- 32° 79°- 57°

110°- 55° 82°_ 32°	 297°- 64° 66°_ 47°
87°_ 58° 

90°_ 25°	 302°- 52° 85°- 45° 
138-762	 100°- 46° 175°- 38° 

073-704 96°- 73° 158°- 62° 306°- 58° 95°- 41° 
100°- 50° 

93°- 56°	 130°- 66° 305°- 62° 87°- 31° 
75°_ 50° 

96°_ 71°	 160°- 58° 298°- 67° 96°_ 52° 
141-754 65°- 48° 160°- 49° 85°_ 20° 315°- 67° 105°- 37° 

87°- 53°	 165°- 51° 
077-701	 110°- 90° 320°- 58° 112°- 32° 

67°- 50° 
078-703 65°- 34° 155°- 34° 322°- 60° 109°- 27°

72°_ 50° 
54°- 40°	 150°- 36° 322°- 50° 47°_ 53° 

142-751 90°- 55° 185°- 45° 
75°_ 41°	 312°- 63° 65°_ 48° 

60°- 49° 
62°- 40°	 290°- 53° 40°_ 50° 

70°- 47° 
081-705	 107°- 43° 170°_ 28° 70°- 47° 

101°- 39° 135°- 25° 003-643 305°- 54° 53°- 55° 

100°- 46° 167°- 46° 287°- 55° 
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312°- 52° 80°- 33° 70°_-18°Meas. sample 139 (68 s. and 34 m.f.)

275°- 63° 75°_ 48° 204°- 14°
mean s. mean m.f. 

85°- 33° 214°_ 7°
965-692 140°- 40°

70°- 34° 68°--12°
965-692 154°- 13°

75°- 27° 183°- 22° 
90°_ 20° co-ordinates position position 110°- 13° 
87°_ 28° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 220°- 32° 

60°--18°140°- 45° 180°- 46°
 
128°_ 33° 185°- 32° 55°--20°


Meas. sample 138 (46 s. and 31 m.f.) 
mean s. mean m.f. 

195°- 27°145°- 50° 186°- 33°963-688 103°- 24° 
143°- 50° 200°- 53° 140°- 25°

963-688 178°_ 7° 
122°- 80° 120°--38° 181°- 14° 

co-ordinates position position 80°- 15°145°- 52° 136°--32°
 
of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 110°- 15°
135°_ 55° 136°--13°
 

145°- 34° 178°- 18° 140°- 61° 118°--25°
 220°- 36° 
181°- 74° 186°- 23° 142°- 50° 205°- 45° 

Meas. sample 140 (27 s. and 23 m.f.)160°- 36° 180°- 12° 165°- 57° 128°- 7° 
mean s. mean m.f. 166°- 26° 125°--20° 140°- 56° 166°--10° 

961-699 307°- 25°102°- 54° 192°_ 1° 135°- 60° 125°- 6° 
961-699 45°_ 11°135°- 27° 200°- 19° 158°- 46° 215°- 57°
 

110°- 41° 120°- 17° 145°- 49° 116°- -5°
 co-ordinates position position
87°- 37° 212°- 9° 159°- 53° 108°_-17° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 
22°- 52° 185°- 19° 143°- 52° 175°- 28° 
37°- 40° 180°- 13° 142°- 52° 122°- 18° 275°- 15° -28°- 25° 

116°- 30° 174°- 10° 145°- 51° 125°- 25° 280°- 25° 98°_-10° 
103°- 36° 181°- 1° 170°_ 47° 118°_ 13° 295°- 28° -40°_ -5° 
127°- 16° 178°_ 26° 148°- 56° 150°- 12° 283°- 31° 40°_ 29° 
180°- 30° 225°- 13° 132°- 56° 175°- 50° 290°- 24° -35°- 25° 
150°- 7° 220°- 16° 140°- 60° 188°- 42° 288°- 18° 52°- 14° 
175°- 37° 233°- 14° 142°- 54° 177°- 58° 280°- 18° 0°_ 4° 
61°_ 21° 120°--11° 130°_ 70° 145°- 30° 300°- 37° -20°_ 10° 
55°- 29° 123°- -2° 151°- 52° 135°- 20° 240°_24° -10°_ 17° 
61°_ 17° 98°--30° 142°- 55° 188°- 17° 275°- 34° 10°_-25° 

123°- 25° 228°- 7° 128°- 72° 190°- 16° 260°- 29° 10°_ -1° 
15°- 11° 155°- 12° 97°- 70° 130°- -6° 340°- 25° 60°- 13° 

166°- 12° 208°- 8° 123°- 75° 135°- 0° 315°- 24° 85°- 20° 
62°- 7° 212°- -3° 120°- 74° 130°- -8° 320°- 35° 88°- 15° 

182°- 7° 100°- 12° 122°- 71° 124°- 14° 315°- 26° 105°- 13° 
158°- 24° 222°- -5° 150°- 56° 132°- 6° 330°- 35° 85°_ 7° 
170°_ 22° 215°- 12° 140°- 50° 192°- -6° 295°- 30° 80°- 16° 
93°- 22° 125°- 20° 137°- 58° 190°- 6° 350°- 38° 81°- 4° 

120°- 12° 266°--10° 103°- 60° 320° - 36° 320- -2° 
72°_ 23° 137°- 5° 96°- 28° 350°- 20° 102°- 3° 

187°- 21° 110°- 6° 78°- 47° 315°- 8° 32°- 2° 
74°_ 55° 240°_ -8° 116°- 38° 335°- 22° 105°- -2° 
65°- 29° 126°- 64° 325°- 25° 100°- 15° 
78°- 30° 140°- 74° 375°- 17° 
22°_ 38° 155°- 83° 320°- 19° 
35°_ 22° 131°- 60° 305°- 35° 
40°_ 25° 116°- 42° 325°- 10° 
56°- 38° 133°- 49° 

Meas. sample 141 (39 s. and 32 m.f.)70°- 22° 130°- 56° 
mean s. mean m.f.

95°- 45° 160°- 30°
 
60°- 29° 110°- 12°
 958--705 90°- 29° 

155°- 4° 100°- 14° 958-705 183°- 21° 

86°- 22° 215°- 7° co-ordinates position position
80°_ 19° 183°- 26° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 

120°- 30° 205°- 12° 
15°_ 23° 200°- 15° 75°- 20° 220°- -5° 

180°- 35° 160°- 7° 125°- 22° 215°_-17° 
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100°- 15° 217°--15° 98°__ 37° 202°-- 48° 222-779 95°-- 68° 85°-- 35° 
136°_ 15° 255°- 17° 100°-- 51° 205°- 50° 50°-- 62° 85°-- 48° 
60°- 17° 190°- 10° 112°__ 52° 223-778 75°-- 68° 95°- 60° 
80°_ 6° 240°- 15° 115°-- 36° 65°-- 62° 90°-- 38° 
57°- 7° 163°- 6° 108°- 42° 60°__ 85° 85°__ 35° 
90°_ 10° 140°- 10° 110°- 39° 75°- 40° 
23°--20° 150°- 7° 85°- 55° 223-777 70°- 55° 110°__ 40° 

161°- 16° 135°_ 13° 90°- 60° 95°__ 80° 105°- 35° 
120°__ 26° 140°_-10° 70°- 60° 90°- 87° 80°__ 55°
 
132°- 16° 120°- 3° 93°- 88°
 
127°- 43° 125°- 21° 93°__ 90°
 

Meas. sample 142 (33 s. and 32 m.f.)90°-- 18° 140°- 17° 105°-- 90° 
mean s. mean m.f.97°- 19° 140°- 4° 95°-- 90° 

110°-- 18° 140°- 16° 88°_ 85°222-778 82°- 78° 
222-779 84°_ 47°137°_ 22° 150°- 23° 95°- 90° 

80°- 23° 225°- 7° 224-777 80°- 80° 90°- 48°co-ordinates position position
95°_ 24° 215°- 30° 95°_ 90° 95°_ 58°of the grid of s-plane ofm.f.
50°_ 24° 217°- 23° 90°-- 88° 100°- 52° 
52°- 30° 200°-- 46° 218--782 95°- 40° 75°-- 50° 80°_ 88° 75°__ 53° 
56°- 29° 187°- 43° 60°- 28° 85°- 40° 80°- 88° 80°-- 50° 
82°-- 27° 178°-- 45° 75°-- 48° 68°- 48° 88°-- 78° 85°-- 50° 

115°- 45° 210°-- 48° 80°- 90° 65°- 60° 80°- 80° 88°__ 75° 
68°_ 27° 110°- 34° 55°- 42° 85°-- 85° 90°-- 20° 
85°-- 60° 227°- 30° 65°_ 58° 75°-- 82° 70°__ 35° 
45°_ 40° 137°-- 35° 219--781 95°- 88° 95°- 42° 65°-- 77° 110°-- 35° 
40°- 36° 223°- 54° 95°_ 90° 85°_ 50° 80°-- 90° 70°-- 35° 
40°- 30° 226°- 23° 100°- 65° 60°_ 72° 65°- 40° 

100°__ 38° 200°- 34° 110°-- 58° 75°- 88° 50°-- 60° 

Tables of the positions of the schistosity ~ planes and the axes of the minor folds in the Cima 
d'Asta region (Sheet V). 

(The strikes of the s~planes and the azimuths of the mJ. of the meas. samples 143~ 173 are given 
without the magnetic correction of _ 2°.) 

300°- 20° 285°- 35° 
Meas. sample 143 (28 s. and 18 m.f.) 092-157 245°-- 32° 275°- 45° 

mean s. mean m.f. 092-156 270°- 53° 310°- 57° 100-138 270°- 35° 285°- 20° 
098--149 275°-- 25° 250°-- 60° 310°- 57° 270°- 40°
 
099-149 298°- 12°
 240°_ 65° 285°- 40° 

265°- 50° 255°- 35°co-ordinates position position 
092-155 270°--40° 096-137 250°- 35° 335°- 35°

of the grid of s-plane of m.f. 
098-150 255°- 38° 270°- 32° 330°- 30°
 

103--144 270°-- 20° 290°-- 0° 240°--45° 280°- 35° 330°- 25°
 
250°-- 20° 285°- 5° 097-150 290°- 35° 350°- 25° 270°-- 30° 320°- 20°
 
210°- 20° 275°-- 12° 320°- 30° 350°- 12° 330°-- 30°
 

290°- 10° 300°- 40° 360°- 40° 095-137 2400 
. 40° 315°- 30°
 

240°---10° 280°- -10° 275°- 30° 285°- 500 335°- 35°
 
102-145 220°- 27° 240°-- 0° 095-147 290°- 40° 270°- 20° 375°- 30°
 

255°-- 35° 270°- 40° 330°- 33°
 
Meas. sample 144 (31 s. and 21 m.f.)260°- 50° 300°- 35° 335°- 25° 

mean s. mean m.f.335°-- 35° 098-137 290°- 30° 330°- 20° 
102-147 275°-- 15° 335°-- 10° 098-139 264°- 33° 240°- 50° 340°- 40° 
101--146 320°- 40° 260°---40° 097-138 331°- 23° 260°- 30° 340°- 30° 

350°-- 40° 265°---30° 340°- 35°
co-ordinates position position

360°-- 35° 250°---20° 099-138 260°-- 20° 335°-- 35°
of the grid of s-plane of m.f.

290°--35° 320°-- 30° 240°-- 20° 310°-- 12° 
280°---20° 101-143 310°- 45° 320°-- 0° 250°-- 25° 

092-158 285°-- 45° 300°- 30° 101-139 255°- 50° 275°--10° 260°-- 27° 
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099-141 285°- 40° 225°- 20° 345°- 15° 145°- 3°
 
098-142 185°- 10° 260°- 30° 315°- 33° 160°--10°
 

210°- 40° 280°- 20° 365°- 30° 061-132 165°- -5°
 
099-143 245°- 33° 360°- 10° 285°- 20° 062-131 145°- 3°
 

275°- 15° 390°- 5° 270°- 42° 135°--15°
 
280°- 20° 084-136 285°- 15° 350°- 25° 160°- 0°
 
250°- 30° 230°- 20° 162-130 150°- 0°
 

084-137 350°- 12° 165°--12°
 
Meas. sample 145 (17 s. and 14 m.f.) 085-137 400°- 20° 162-129 150°--10°
 

mean s. mean m.f. 370°- 25° 061-129 125°- 12°
 

093-140	 292°- 29° 086-136 295°- 5°	 395°- 20° 150°- 0° 
395°- 25° 145°- 0°093-140 348°- 19° 
375°- 15° 120°- 25° 

co-ordinates position position 087-136 275°- 20° 061-128 160°- 8° 
of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 315°- 35° 0°170°

285°- 35° 160°- 12°096-140 320°- 20°	 370°--15° 
088-136 220°- 20°	 335°- 10° 060-127 170°- 0°315°- 5° 

138°_ 0°095-139	 345°- 30° 
Meas. sample 147 (16 s. and 20 m.f.) 059-125 140°_ 10°

095-140 295°- 25°	 350°- 20° 
mean s.	 mean m.f. 059-122 210°- 0°320°- 25° 

069-129	 137°_ 16° 060-122 190°- 0°365° - 30° 
068-130 161°- 4° 061-121	 210°- 15°094-141 250°- 30°	 330°- 32° 

062-121	 155°- -7°305°- 27° co-ordinates position position 150°- 10°093-141 285°- 40°	 350°- 35° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 
290°- 30° 375°- 20° 

Meas. sample 149 (17 s. and 21 m.f.)285°- 20°	 070-130 160°- 40° 155°- -5° 
mean s.	 mean m.f.092-141	 275°- 28° 335°- 0° 165°- 33° 165°- 5°
 

310°- 35° 345°- 0° 210°--21" 115°_ 13°
 025-220 289°- 33° 
025-221 336"- 24"090-140 355°- 10" 069-129 155°- 47° 175°_ 10°
 

090-139 300°- 10° 60°- 20° 145°- 15"
 co-ordinates position position
275°- 20°	 85°- 25° 160°- 5° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 

091-139 290°- 43° 360°- 22° 180"--43° 155°- 15"
 
092-138 255°- 50° 340°- 48° 105°_ 15° 165°- 15° 024-219 290°- 55° 330°- 35°
 
093-138 315°- 40" 70°- 12° 170°- 12° 285°- 32° 320°- 35°
 

300°- 25°	 55°- 10° 170°- 15° 295°- 30" 355°- 30° 
094-138 280°- 27° 355°- 30°	 130°- 20° 310°- 40° 315°- 35° 

185°- 30° 260°- 33° 330°- 50° 
145°- 15° 275°- 35°Meas. sample 146 (25 s. and 21 m.f.) 

068-130 170°- 30° 160°- 0° 025-220 285°- 40° 310°- 32°mean s. mean m.f. 
- 0° 170°- -3° 285°- 33° 315°- 25°083-134	 250°- 24° 

180°- 15° 175°- 0° 305°- 35° 345°- 40°083-135	 350°- 17° 
160°- 10° 290°- 43° 340°- 20°
 

co-ordinates position position 066-131 160°- -5° 335°- 25° 320°- 10°
 
of the grid ofs-plane ofm.f. 200°- 0° 240°- 35° 335°- 52°
 

150°- -5° 280°- 37° 300°- 10°
 
081-129	 325°_-10° 180°- r 025-221 260°- 22° 330°- 23° 

350°- -3° 165°- 0° 305°_ 27° 340°- 30° 
080-129 210°- 20°	 350°- -5° 065-132 125°_-20° 330°- 20° 

180°- 25° 026-221 295°- 15°	 355°- 25° 
080-129	 185°- 50° 026-223 315°- 30°	 335°- 10°Meas. sample 148 (27 m.f.)079-133	 160°- 25° 340°- 10°mean m.f.081-135 245°- 13°	 300°- 10° 026-225	 365°- 20°061-127 158°- 2°275°- 20° 325°- 30° 385°- 0°061-128275°- 35° 330°- 25° 026-226	 360°- 0° 

275°- 15° 330"- 25° co-ordinates position position
245°- 20° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 

082-135	 240°- 10° 350°- 12°
 
240°- 28" 345°- 18° 061-133 135°- 15°
 
260° - 20° 185°- 10°
 

083-135 235°- 30°	 350°- 27° 165°- 3° 
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375°-- 12°Meas. sample 150 (24 s. and 18 m.f.) Meas. sample 152 (22 s. and 18 m.f.) 325°__-12°mean s.	 mean m.f. mean s.	 mean m.f. 345°_-12°
060--155	 270°-- 36° 068-198 288°-- 38° 370°-- 0°059--154 9°__ 24° 068--199 336°- 21° 018--206 330°- 10° 

co-ordinates position position co-ordinates position position 
of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. Meas. sample 154 (14 s. and 18 m.f.) 

mean s. mean m.f. 063--158	 255°-- 40° 069-197 270°- 45° 350°-- 10°
 
265°- 40° 335°- 12° 061-204 274°- 28°
 
265°- 25° 067-198 255°- 32° 380~-- 32° 061-204
 
255°- 45° 285°- 25° 305°-- 27°
 co-ordinates position position

062-159	 280°-- 47° 60°- 20° 245°-- 25° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f.60°_270°-- 42° 0° 067-201 300°-- 35° 345°- 20°
 
305°- 60° 0°_ 33° 285°-- 35° 335°-- 15° 061--202 305°- 27° 335°- 15°
 
245°- 45° -10°_ 10° 3200- 8° 295°- 35° 340°-- 15°
 
255°- 35° 345°-- 28° 288°-- 32° 355°- 20°
 
245°-- 20° 335°- 5° 380°-- 18°
 

060-155	 350°-- 40° 067-200 255°- 35° 300°- 12° 062-203 345°---30° 350°-- 28° 
270°- 22° 255°- 38° 325°- 25° 062-204 290°- 35° 355°- 15° 

060--156	 330°- 55° 25°- 33° 280°-- 38° 345°- 35° 225°-- 35° 330°-- 35° 
265°- 37° 25°__ 15° 300°- 35° 325°- 23° 280°- 28° 350°- 32° 
260°- 27° 35°-- 12° 280°- 35° 360°- 25° 240°-- 45° 355°- 35° 
260°- 45° 35°-- 20° 275°- 28° 300°- 20° 255°-- 33° 335°- 8° 
255°- 30° 15°- 25° 066-200 300°- 35° 340°- 20° 325°- 0° 
270°- 25° -15°_ 30°	 315°- 10°069-197 330°- 55° 
285°- 35° 290°- 40° 062-205 250°- 35° 340°- 18° 

055-148 225°- 25° -5°_ 25° 070-197 300°- 47° 300°- 30° 350°- 30°
 
-30°- 27° 340°- 50° 240°-- 33° 345°-- 30°
 
-5°__ 30° 360°- 35°
325°- 50° 

054--148 270°- 45° 315°- 45° 057-206 255°- 33° 325°-- 28° 
055-148 270°- 35° 15°- 60° 285°- 33° 270°-- 15° 375°- 12° 

250°- 20° 45°- 20° 285°- 40° 
270°- 33° -30°- 20° 071-196 285°- 40° 375°- 27° Meas. sample 155 ( 19s. and 6 m.f.) 

-20°- 28° 335°- 40° mean s. mean m.f. 
972-075 273°- 74°

Meas. sample 151 (8 s. and 12 m.f.) 971--075 
mean s.	 mean m.f. Meas. sample 153 (8 s. and 21 m.f.) 

co-ordinates position position072-161	 241°- 11° mean s. mean m.f. 
of the grid of s-plane ofm.f.072-160 013-206 209°- 25°
 

014--205 971-075 270°-- 80° 270°-- 85°
co-ordinates position position 
275°- 80° 270°- 80°of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. co-ordinates position position 270°- 90° 275°- 70° 

071-160 320°- 8° 350°- 0° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 280°-- 75° 270°-- 80° 
350°- 0° 012-206	 185°- 50° 365°-- 12° 260°- 75° - 90° 

072-160	 190°- 7° 325°-- 3° 190°- 50° 335°-- -3° 265°- 78° 
190°-- 5° 335°- 5° 195°-- 40° 315°- 22° 255°- 80° 

330°- 15° 013--206	 180°- 57° 365°- 0° 275°-- 90° 
345°-- 0° 285°- 30° 360°-- 23° 265°- 80° 
345°- 5° 014--206	 125°--38° 345°- 18° 285°- 65° 
3650- 0° 330°-- 0° 270°- 75° 
400°---15° 015-205	 220°- 22° 320°_-15° 285°-- 80° 

072--161	 225°--- 5° 315°- 7° 290°--12° 330°-- 35° 260°-- 90° 
170°-- 7° 365°- 10° 320°__-15° 270°- 90° 
205°-- 25° 370°-- 10° 345°- 30° 270°-- 65°
 

073--162 330°- 15°
 345°- 20° 275°- 73° 
300°-- 28° 355°- 18° 300°-- 55°
 

338°- 17° 972-077 255°-115°
 
3650-- -7° 976--076 270°- 40°
 
340°- -7° 290°-- 50°
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350°- 38°	 375°_ 17° 
Meas. sample 156 (20 s. and 13 m.f.) 

335°- 30° 054--232 310°- 32° 340°- 10° 
mean s.	 mean m.f. 

043-218	 295°- 30° 380°- 28° 320°- 45° 350°- 15° 
044-215	 249°- 30° 360°- 25° 355°- 50° 340°- 15° 
044--215 3450- 21° 360°- 20° 

380°- 7°co-ordinates position position Meas. sample 158 (8 s. and 32 m.f.) 350°- 10°of the grid	 of s-plane of m.f. mean s.	 mean m.f. 360°_ 3° 
045-215	 255°- 27° 335°- 13° 076-227 289°-- 39° 380°- 20° 

240°- 17° 365°- 17° 075-226 348°- 37° 335°- 12° 
270°- 17° 345°- 30° 350°_ 15°co-ordinates position position
235°- 35°	 310°- 25° 360°_ 12°

of the grid of s-plane ofm.f.
305°_ 25° 360°- 100 

265°- 28° 076-227 265°- 40° 355°- 45° 054-233 320°-- 32° 370°- 20° 
230°_ 35° 300°- 58° 360°- 40° 365°- 20° 
265°- 37° 270°- 47° 350°- 43° 345°- 15° 

044--214	 235°- 25° 300°- 57° 345°- 45° 345°- 35° 
044--215	 235°- 22° 355°-- 5° 285°-- 43° 355°- 45° 345°- 20° 

195°- 37° 345°- 13° 355°- 37° 048-232 375°- 45° 345°- 17° 
205°- 30° 360°- 15° 350°- 37° 235°- 45° 340°_ 25° 
195°- 40° 350°- 27° 345°- 20° 047-231 325°- 28° 

go205°_ 35° 365°- 075-227 340°- 37° 046-231 365°- 17° 
270°- 23° 360°- 22° 340°- 40° 355°- 30° 
190°_ 37° 074-220 350°- 35° 044--230 370°- 12° 

043-216 305°- 25° 325°- 28° 345°- 50° 
255°- 25° 325°- 40° 

Meas. sample 160 (29 s. and 37 m.f.) 043-214 290°- 35° 340°- 37° 350°- 47° 
mean s. mean m.f. 335°- 50° 310°- 27° 330°- 30° 

345°- 17° 989-195 204°- 32° 

365°- 7° 989-194 10°_ 7° 
Meas. sample 157 (22 s. and 27 m.f.) 074-221 320°- 58° 370°- 28° 

co-ordinates position positionmean s.	 mean m.f. 074--227 360°- 32° 
of the grid	 of s-plane of m.f.

043-219 273°_ 39° 375°- 37° 
043-219 341°- 32° 074-228 370°- 32° 990-196 230°- 25° 20°_ 0° 

074--229 360°- 27° 195°- 50° 0°_ 18° 
co-ordinates position position 330°- 40°	 30°_ 3°
of the grid	 of s-plane ofm.f. 340°- 42° 25°_ 5° 
043-218 270°- 37° 340°- 33° 340°- 32° -15°_ 15° 

275°- 40° 355°- 30° 335°- 43° 990-195 220°- 40° 20°_ 10° 

310°- 35° 375°- 30° 076-228 270°- 35° 360°- 50° 210°- 30° 10°_ 10° 
50_260°- 60°	 360°- 33° 305°- 50° 330°- 50° 190°- 22° 8° 

320°- 55° 340°- 38° 240°- 27° 7°15°_ 

043-219 315°- 50° 335°- 48° 340°- 50° 185°- 50° 25°_ 0° 
305°- 20° 325°- 35° 335°- 37° 225°- 30° 15°_ 2° 

265°- 43° 355°- 37° 077-227 330°- 42° 200°- 30° 20°_ 0° 
275°- 33° 350°- 25° 210°- 35° 10°_ 5° 
250°- 42° 340°-- 35° 195°- 32° 40°_ -5° 

Meas. sample 159 (11 s. and 30 m.f.)215°_ 35°	 335°- 40° 190°- 25° -15°_ 0° 
mean s.	 mean m.f. 305°_ 45° 340°- 32° 25°_ 5° 

054-231 314°- 31° 45°_ 10°295°- 60° 320°- 37°
 
250°- 43° 345°- 33°
 053-232 354°- 19° -15°_ 20° 

300°- 23° 350°- 30° 15°- 0°
co-ordinates position position 50_315°- 32°	 335°- 27° 989-195 245°- 5° 0°
of the grid of s-plane of m.f. 

230°- 35°	 325°- 37° 210°- 33° 10°_ 3° 

275°- 35° 320°- 40° 057-231 325°--50° 350°- 10° 225°- 42° 25°_ 5° 
043-220 285°_ 60° 315°_ 35° 056-231 265°- 50° 375°- 60° 220°- 35° 20°- 0° 
042-219 225°_ 30° 320°- 12° 400°- 35° 170°- 30° 20°_ -3° 

270°_ 37° 345°_ 20° 055-231 330°- 500 315°- 20° 175°- 35° 10°_ 8° 
215°_ 37° 340°_ 12° 240°- 22° 345°- 20° 200°- 25° 

340°- 35° 375°- 52° 325°- 12° 205°- 25° 
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988-194 215°- 25° 25° 5" 355°_ 15° 330°- -3° 390° 0° 
245°- 30° -10°_ 22° 370°-_-12° 290°- 15° 320°- 10° 
185°- 40° -20°_ 25° 975-178 260°- 23° 365° 7° 350°- 20° 
200°- 48° 5°_-15° 225°- 22° 360°- 17° 320° 0° 
180°- 35° -35°_ 0° 275°- 48° 365°_ 30° 052-201 290°- 37° 380°- 25° 

20°_ 10° 2500-~ 43° 300°- 52° 315°- 17° 
987-193 170°_ 12° 15°_ -7° 245°- 30° 300°- 40° 325°- 17° 
987-192 240°_ 50° 50_ 3° 980-179 240°- 35° 335°- 38° 052-200 240°- 30° 335°- 20° 

140°- 33° 0°_ 20° 280°- 40° 340°- 30° 260°- 35° 350°- 20° 
25°_ 20° 340°- 20° 220°- 50° 310°- 35° 
-5°_ 23° 981-179 1900~- 20° 280°- 10° 290°- 40° 320°- 10° 

986-192 215°_ 32° 265°_ 37° 335°- 25° 
986--191 -5°_ 13° 

Meas. sample 162 (30 m.f.) 
mean m.f. 

285°- 30° 340°- 20° 
225°- 25° 335°- 25° 

335°- 25° 
Meas. sample 161 (44 s. and 43 m.f.) 081-214 350°- 30° 340°- 20° 

980-181 
980-181 

mean s. 
238°_28° 

mean m.f. 

339°- 19° 

co-ordinates 
of the grid 

position 
of s-plane 

position 
ofm.f. 051-200 

051-199 

345°- 20° 
265°- 32° 335°- 32° 
185°- 50° 355°- 15° 

082-213 375°- 30° 330°- 28° 
co-ordinates position position 345°- 25° 345°- 33° 
of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 365°- 30° 240°- 15° 340°- 10° 

355°- 28° 235°- 15° 330°- 10° 
983-187 215°- 20° 320°- 20° 345°- 25° 220°- 15° 335°- 25° 

175°- 30° 290°_ 30° 355°- 40° 330°- 30° 
983-186 190°- 30° 320°- 12° 081-214 330°_ 15° 051-198 255°- 20° 350° 7° 
983-184 315°- 45° 345°- 15° 340°_ 30° 360° 3° 

210°- 60° 305°- 40° 355°- 25° 290°- 80° 360°- 67° 
983-183 240°- 10° 340°- 10° 345° 7° 250°- 45° 340°- 45° 
982-183 240°- 30° 350°- 30° 330°- 10° 380°- 75° 

240°- 35° 310°_ 12° 
982-182 215°- 10° 320°- 18° 

230°- 20° 325°- 20° 
230°- 35° 310°- 25° 

365°- 27° 
360°- 40° 
365°- 33° 

Meas. sample 164 (25 s. and 34 m.f.) 
mean s. mean m.f. 

210°- 45° 315°- 15° 365°- 28° 066-136 252°- 18° 

320°- 30° 330° 5° 066-136 330° 9° 

982-180 225°- 20° 325°- 30° 285°- 40° co-ordinates position position 
265°- 30° 315°- 20° 355°- 50° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 
270°- 30° 335°_ 27° 380°- 62° 
260°- 40° 315°_ 25° 365°- 38° 065-132 290°- 18° 335° 3° 
285°- 27° 330°- 28° 365°- 35° 290°- 25° 330° 5° 
225°- 20° 335°- 25° 335°- 40° 220°- 15° 320°- 10° 
240°- 50° 325°- 40° 080-214 345°- 33° 360°- 30° 
235°- 50° 360°- 40° 365°- 30° 066-133 295°- 40° 340°- 25° 
305°- 38° 335°- 35° 345°- 40° 300°- 28° 345°- -8° 

980-182 185°- 20° 385° 2° 345°- 32° 165° 5° 320°- -8° 
290°- 28° 330°- 15° 080-213 335°- 30° 280°- 10° 325° 2° 
225°- 20° 079-213 345°- 28° 320° 5° 

980-181 180°- 7° 350° 2° 395°- 45° 066-134 270°- 13° 330°- 22° 
979-181 200°- 30° 345°_ 7" 066-135 165°- 30° 325° 0° 

210°- 13° 365° 5° 
230° 5° 355°- 500 
240°- 23° 305°- 15° 

Meas. sample 163 (22 s. and 32 m.f.) 
mean s. mean m.f. 064-136 

245°- 20° 345°- 15° 
290°- 22° 315° 5° 
260°- 20° 315°- 30° 

220°- 10° 345° 5° 052-200 256°- 32° 300°- 18° 330°- 15° 
270°- 25° 370°_ 5° 052-200 341°- 22° 240° 10° 350° 3° 

976-178 
260°- 25° 
240°- 20° 
200°- 10° 

375°- 12° 
365° 3° 

co-ordinates 
of the grid 

position 
of s-plane 

position 
ofm.f. 

065-137 

325°
335°

285°- 22° 330°

0° 
5° 
7° 

310°- 22° 340°_ 10° 054-200 210°- 10° 345°- 10° 265°- 10° 335° 5° 
2~00- 30° 385° 0° 190°- 30° 340° 5° 255°- 20° 320°- 12° 
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066-138	 320°- 20° 340°_ 3° 190°- 25° 395°- 5° 345°- 15° 360°- 10° 
295°- 12° 315°- 0° 965-124 215°- 35° 350°- 23° 245°- 28° 360°- 22° 
240°- 5° 330°- 5° 190°- 55° 250°- 28° 355°- 15° 
260°- 20° 305°--10° 966-123 140°- 35° 350°- 8° 240°- 15° 330°- 20° 
160°- 15° 340°- 5° 185°- 25° 350°- -3° 245°- 30° 350°- 20° 
160°- 15° 310°- 2° 965-123 155°- 10° 365°- 8° 255°- 37° 338°- 15° 
170°- 10° 340°- 10° 175°- 15° 340°- 10° 280°- 27° 342°-- 25° 

067--140	 335°- 200 180°- 25° 340°- 10° 295°- 22° 340°- 15° 
067-142 280°- 18°	 350°- 35° 165°- 40° 280°- 35° 330°- 17° 

340°- 20° 180°- 38° 303°- 35° 
335°- 12° 165°- 25° 280°- 15° 

068--142 300°- 20° 170°_ 50° 973-153 230°- 30° 340°- 25° 
069-143 340°- 0° 965-122 160°- 20° 350°- 5° 235°- 10° 340° 28° 

968-121 170°- 40° 200°- 40° 340°_ 28° 
Meas. sample 165 ( 16s. and 29 m.f.) 155°- 50° 205°- 22° 335°- 18° 

mean s. mean m.f. 135°- 22° 240°- 30° 340°- 25° 
185°- 30° 290°- 20° 345°- 15°955-075	 316°- 32° 

964-121	 180°- 35° 360°- 25° 330°- 33° 345°- 18°955-075 8°_ 18° 
964-120	 200°- 22° 345°- 18° 350°- 12° 

co-ordinates position position 963-120 175°- 40° 340°- 30° 
of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 963-119 215°- 27° 360°- 12° 355°- 10° 

215°- 30° 380°- 30° 974-150 250°- 30° 330°- 18° 
955-073	 340°- -8° 15°- 0° 265°- 34°	 345°- 12° 265°- 30° 325°-- 27° 
955-074	 360°- 25° 10°_ 0° 235°- 34°	 295°- 35° 325°- 27° 

340°- 25° 10°_ 15° 185°- 20°	 275°- 25° 335°- 28° 
285°- 33° 15°_ 30° 963-120 230°- 60° 355°- 8° 
340°- 35° 0°_ 3° 230°- 37°	 350°- 30° Meas. sample 168 (40 s. and 36 m.f.)
330°- 45°	 -10°_ 2° 260°- 35°	 360°- 35° mean s. mean m.f. 
320°- 42° 10°- 15° 240°_ 40°	 375°- 180 979-140 236°- 30°-50_ 3° 200°- 62°	 979-140 340°- 18°

955-075	 310°- 27° 15°- 27° 210°- 50° 
355°- 38° 25°_ 22°	 co-ordinates position position963-119 230°- 50° 410°-- 25° 
345°- 50° 5°_ 18°	 of the grid of s-plane ofm.f.962-119 150°- 20° 365°- -3° 
325°- 25° -5°_ 10° 961-120	 185°- 32° 355°- 10° 976-146 220°- 20° 345°- 20°
330°- 33° 30°- 28° 225°- 23°	 325°- 5° 265°- 40° 310°- 45°

955-076	 330°- 45° 40°- 35° 220°- 23°	 350°- 17° 345°- 20°
415°--40° 0°_ 27° 240°- 15°	 360°- 20° 976-145 275°- 28° 330°- 10°

956-077	 410°--20° 10°- 22° 185°- 20°	 355°- 10° 210°- 23° 340°- 22°
295°- 30° 30°- 35° 220°- 20°	 330°- 18° 230°- 15° 340°- 18°-5°_ 25° 230°- 25°	 340°- 35° 335°- 10°0°_ 35° 960-120	 240°- 25° 976-144 220°- 23° 330°- 23°0°_ 30° 955-122	 180°- 12° 190°- 25° 325°- 5°0°_ 30° 954-123	 170°- 23° 977-143 240°- 45° 355°- 25°20°_ 20° 

978-139	 200°- 20° 320°- 15°5°_ 30° 
200°- 35°	 325°- 12°

955-074 -5°_ 15° Meas. sample 167 (29 s. and 31 m.f.) 200°- 22°	 340°- 8°--15°- 15°	 mean s. mean m.f. 295°- 45°	 360°- 15°-15°_ 10° 972-153	 267"- 27" 977 -139	 190°- 15° 335°- 30°-15°_ 10° 972-153 346°- 20° 280°- 60°	 370°- 33°
954-074 15°- -5° 

260°- 40°345°- 45°co-ordi,nates position position954-072 50°- 12° 210°- 57°	 345°- 20°of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 
270°- 25°	 355°- 20°

Meas. sample 166 (44 s. and 27 m.f.) 969-154	 290°- 15° 400°- 0° 977-138 265°-- 23° 335°- 38° 
mean s.	 mean m.f. 971-153 255°- 40° 380°- 25° 978-138 220°- 25° 340°- 33° 

963-121 196°- 31° 295°- 15° 390°- 20° 979-138 285°- 25° 355°- 5° 
963-121 355°- 15° 205°- 48°	 325°- 12° 320°- 20° 325°- 3° 

345°- 30° 210°- 35° 330°- 3°co-ordinates position position 
972-153	 305°- 30° 345°- 22° 180°- 30°of the grid of s-plane of m.f.
 

260°- 25° 350°- 22° 980-137 270°- 40°
 
963-128 195°- 25° 330°- 12° 310°- 30° 355°- 10° 215°- 55°
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205°- 58° 215°- 15° 370°- 10° 335°- 7° 
305°- 55° 215°- 45° 360°- 13° 974--163 210°- 8° 360°- 7° 
255°- 50° 190°- 37° 345°- 18° 85°--15° 345°- 15° 

980-139 200°- 15° 335°- 12° 255°- 33° 135°--30° 345°- 15° 
220°- 15° 332°- 10° 935-150 245°- 27° 345°- 7° 975-163 220°-- -2° 360°- 0° 

981-140 210°- 18° 352°- 25° 170°- 8° 375°- 15° 975-162 135°--45° 360°- 22° 
196°- 15° 355°- 10° 250°- 35° 350°- 18° 976-162 125°--20° 380°- 15° 
196°- 15° 355°- 12° 230°- 33° 380°- 28° 210°- 35° 355°- 25° 

982-139 207°- 25° 350°- 12° 280°- 50° 340°- 0° 245°- 30° 350°- 10° 
205°- 15° 345°- 10° 200°-- 33° 380°- 15° 977-162 235°- 25° 352°- 5° 

982-138 260°- 30° 332°- 10° 285°- 38° 350°- 30° 215°- 15° 350°- 12° 
275°- 20° 335°- 10° 225°-- 43° 350°- 12° 185°- 20° 345°- 5° 
295°- 20° 340°- 15° 275°- 35° 200°- 12° 345°- 3° 
275°- 35° 342°- 15° 935-151 140°- 8° 335°- 15° 130°- 18° 350°- 12° 
210°- 15° 335°- 12° 195°- 30° 325°- 27° 190°- 15° 320°-- 0° 

240°- 22° 365°- 25° 978-162 195°- 20° 350°- 3° 
Meas. sample 169 ( 19s. and 25 m.f.) 250°- 15° 372°- 4° 200°- 25° 345°- 5° 

mean s. mean m.f. 240°- 22° 355°- 5° 340°- 25° 
971-138 227°- 18° 180°- 23° 345°- 10° 978-161 225°- 12° 375°- 7° 
972-138 342°- 10° 340°- 12° 

934--151	 218°- 20° 325°- 5° Meas. sample 172 (33 s. and 39 m.f.)
co-ordinates position position 

235°- 12° 335°- 8°	 mean s. mean m.f. 
of the grid of s-plane of m.f. 

235°- 15° 355°-- 12° 984--165 262°- 19° 
973-138 300°- 20° 325°- 10° 934--152 225°- 12° 355°- 8° 984--165 353°- 9° 

230°-- 27° 330°- 27° 230°- 13° 348°- 10° 
co-ordinates position position170°- 25° 350°- 0° 933-152 285°- 37° 355°- 17° 
of the grid of s-plane of m.f.320°- 12° 220°_ 35° 

355°- 10° 932-153 195°- 13° 345°- 5° 983-165 195°- 23° 370°- 8° 
345°- 15° 225°- 25° 370°--15° 275°- 25° 360°- 22° 

973-137	 240°- 15" 340°- 10° 230°- 32° 325°- 0° 
270°- 20° 380°- 7° Meas. sample 171 (35 s. and 41 m.f.) 195°--37° 345°- 3° 

335°- 12° mean s. mean m.f. 360°- 25° 
972-137 265°- 5° 338°- 15° 974--164 176°- 2° 983--166 355°- 45° 360°- 10° 

240°- 32° 360°- 7° 974--164 347°- 5° 360°- 3° 
245°-- 30° 350°- 7° 355°_-10°

co-ordinates position position265°-- 15° 342°-- 15°	 984-166 360°- 30° 330°--12°of the grid of s-plane of m.f.310°-- 30° 335°- -5°	 200°---18° 380°- 12° 
971--137 255°- 30° 340°- 12° 970-168 85°_ 3° 325°_-20° 355°--20° 355°- 15°
 

175°__ 15° 345°- 10° 135°- 23° 330°- 12° 210°- 27° 365°- 12°
 
355°- 10° 240°--15° 330°--15° 345°- 20° 360°-- 20°
 

971-139 190°- 33° 340°-- 12° 95°_ 18° 315°- -5° 360°-- 23°
 
340°- 7° 240°- 27° 330°- 10° 365°- 3°
 
360°- 10° 220°- 15° 984--167 350°- 10°
 

970-139 150°--20° 330°- 10° 970-167 95°__ 18° 295°- 8° 984--168 200°-- 18° 380°- 10°
 
165°- 25° 340°- 10° 971-166 90°- 12° 295°--10° 375°- 3°
 
165°- -8° 325°- 5° 245°- 12° 330°--15° 335°- 13°
 
145°- 20° 335°- 10° 330°--10° 984--169 250°- 15° 365°- 12°
 
315°- 20° 345°_ -8° 983-164 355°- 25° 370°- 10°
 

970-140 215°- 15° 325°- 12° 330°- -7° 350°- 20° 365°- 15° 
972-166 155°--30° 360°- 12° 315°- 20° 362°- 15° 

Meas. sample 170 (31 s. and 29 m.f.) 973-165 150°--30° 3700~ 10° 340°- 40° 350°- 5° 
mean s. mean m.f. 210°- 20° 340°- 12° 984--164 308°- 25° 350°- 10° 

935-151 226°- 25° 90°--25° 390°- 8° 285°-- 30° 346°- 15° 
935-151 353°- 12° 245°- 20° 380°- 8° 300°- 15° 350°- 12° 

360°- 13° 260°- 22° 345°- 12°co-ordinates position position 
974--164	 185°- -5° 335°-- 8° 320°- 20° 355°- 5°of the grid of s-plane of m.f. 

225°--22° 385°- 15° 240°- 20° 352°- 100 
936--150	 215°- 20° 335°- 10° 150°--12° 345°- 3° 280°- 12° 360°- 10° 

200°-- 3° 355°- 0° 155°--18° 360°- 0° 260°- 16° 346°- 70 

165°- 15° 370°-- 12° 365°- 2° 220°-- 12° 337°- 5° 
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230°- 25° 335°- 10° 28°_ 50° 164-225 402°_-25° 385°_ 16°
 
220°- 40° 320°- 8° 33°_ 45° 367°_ 7°
 
195°- 28° 350°- 5° 28°- 38° 160-227 318°- 30° 356°- 14°
 
220°- 18° 355°- 12° 167--254 26°- 35° 312°- 38° 348°- 15°
 
195°- 15° 352°- 5° 18°_ 40° 308°- 27° 364°- 25°
 

984--165 190°- 20° 335°- 5° 23°_ 25° 396°_ 23°
 
200°- 20° 338°- 5° 13°_ 20° 161-221 305°- 19° 352°- 12°
 

168-252 13°_ 30° 330°- 28° 348°- 14°
 
3°_ 35° 356°- 9°
Meas. sample 173 (30 s. and 29 m.f.) 

13°_ 25° 384°- 25°mean s. mean m.f. 
8°_ 35° 358°- 10°

912-124 268°- 32° 
18°- 25° 353°- 10°

912-124 358°- 22° 
169-251 8°_ 25° 358°- 12°
 

co-ordinates position position 13°_ 27° 161-220 358°- 14°
 
of the grid of s-plane of m.f. 23°- 45° 157-225 324°- 20° 346°- 10°
 

13"_ 20° 348°- 4°

914-122 255°- 40° 385°- 17° 

3°_ 27° 353°- 15°
270°- 37° 375°- 15° 

13°_ 35° 156-225 346°- 15°
290°- 48° 335°- 30° 

170-252 348°- 50° 25°- 40° 353°- 17°
913-122 245°- 18° 370°- 15° 

373°- 62° -2°_ 24° 352°- 11°
255°- 25° 358°- 15° 

313°- 42° 155-224 298°- 24° 345°- 19°
275°- 30° 375°- 23° 

336°- 43° 311°- 21° 364°- 7°
270°- 20° 365°- 15° 

168-250 313°- 30° '28°_ 20° 375°- 24°
275°- 25° 370°- 20° 

298°- 30° 153-225 320°- 12° 336°- 8°
275°- 30° 375°- 35° 

168-249 33°_ 30° 338°- 18°
245°- 37° 330°- 25° 

23°- 25° 344°- 17°
250°- 20° 370°- 15° 

168-248 338°-- 65° 18°-- 45° 152-227 348°- 21°
290°- 30° 

336°- 54° 13°_ 35° 340°- 22°
913--123 230°- 20° 335°- 15° 

169-246 23°- 0° 153-227 326°- 24° 344°- 13°
290°- 30° 335°- 10° 

8°_ 15° 263°- 15° 326°- 26°
300°- 50° 355°- 40° 

23°_ 20° 155-227 318°- 27° 342°- 9°
270°- 30° 360°- 15° 

8°_ 20°
265°_ 25° 375°- 20° 

13°_ 20° Meas. sample 176 (13 s. and 27 m.f.)
265°- 30° 365°- 15° 13°_ 5° mean s. mean m.f. 

912-125 295°- 30° 350°- 27° 
3°_ 25°168-245 128-271 264°- 30°275°- 30° 350°- 10° 

13°_ 20° 132-269 10°_ 30°295°- 55° 345°- 47° 
8°_ 30°

265°- 30° 355°- 20° co-ordinates position position8°_ 25° 
911-125 275°- 35° 360°- 35° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f.166--253 350°- 42° -15°- 18°

255°- 30° 350°- 12° -9°_-26° 138-267 -17°_ 20°
265°- 33° 365°- 35° 

165-253 336°- 53° -5°_ 44° -27°- 17°911-126 250°- 30° 360° - 15° 
338°- 53° 0°_ 34° 133-268 28°- 45°275°- 30° 355°- 5° 
323°- 57° -4°_ 27° 38°_ 47°265°- 35° 355°-- 32° 
331°- 54° -2°_ 27° 23°_ 45°

910-126 260°- 35° 360°- 30° 
43°- 40°910-127 255°- 45° 345°- 30° 

Meas. sample 175 (17 s. and 39 m.f.) 132-268 343°- 32° 23°- 30° 
mean s. mean m.f. 248°- 30° 40°- 35° 

Meas. sample 174 (15 s. and 47 m.f.) 48°_ 30°156-226 322°- 25°
 
mean s. mean m.f.
 157-226 354°- 15° -12°_ 12° 

167-252 327°- 48° -17°_ 18° 
co-ordinates position position

168-251 16°_ 30° 13°_ 30° 
of the grid of s-plane of m.f. 13°_ 33°

co-ordinates position position 
151-231 348°- 12° 136-268 -17°_ 10° 

of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. -32°__ 

167-255 268°-750° 58°_ 55° 152-230 323°- 45° 363°- 20° 135-268 313°--20° -27°_ 20° 
289°- 37° 23°- 42° 333°- 35° 343°- 20° 134--269 33°- 35° 

43°- 47° 336°- 55° 373°- 30° 3°_ 35° 
38°- 35° 348°- 15° 132-270 18°_ 40° 
43°_ 42° 157-231 348°- 27° 353°- 15° 18°_ 30° 
38°_ 48° 348°- 12° 13°_ 40° 

353°- 10° 8° 
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128-273 250°- 45° 353°- 13° 128-276 223°_ 46° -2°_ 30° 
273°- 42° 368°- 20° 248°- 28° 8°_ 17° 
253°- 38° 358°- 25° 293°- 23° -17°- 23° 

127-272 275°- 35° 358°- 10° 13°_ 15° 
238°- 30° 358°- 15° -27°- 23° 

126-271 283°- 30° 18°_ 25° 137-180 318°- 32° 318°- 0° -22°_ 25° 
263°- 25° 38°- 40° 313°- 20° 343°- 15° 18°_ 22° 

8°_ 20° 293°- 20° 348°- 15° 127-276 253°- 20° 3°_ 26° 
125-270 253°- 38° 8°_ 25° 288°- 15° 368°- 13° 231°- 33° 

253°- 35° 3°_ 30° 308°- 25° 353°- 13° 
Meas. sample 179 (16 s. and 43 m.f.)343°- 25° 1°_ 45°	 343°- 20°
 

343°- 23°
 mean s. mean m.f. 

338°- 28° 179-218 355°- 50° 
Meas. sample 177 (32 s. and 58 m.f.) 363°- 20° 179-218 357°- 13° 

mean s.	 mean m.f. 358°- 15° 
co-ordinates position position137-179	 303°- 28° 137-179 333°- 35° 358°- 25° 
of the grid of s-plane ofm.f.137-179 35°- 16° 318°- 32° 343°- 8°
 

333°- 22° 353°- 18° 178-215 355°- 40° 358°- 10°
co-ordinates position position 
358°- 15° 373°- 15°of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 

358°- 10° 
138-174	 313°- 40° 366°- 35° 348°- 5°Meas. sample 178 (33 s. and 37 m.f.) 

295°- 25° 343°- 19°	 179-216 358°- 40° 353°- 3° mean s.	 mean m.f. 
137-175	 248°- 21° 343°- 20° 363°- 7° 

253°- 20° 343°- 20° 370°- 15°125-275 258°- 31° 

238°- 18° 333°- 20° 378°- 8°126-275 5°_ 28° 

266°- 21° 333°- 22° 343°- 7°co-ordinates position position
253°- 24° 373°- 17° 363°- 7°of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 
258°- 15° 353°- 10° 

137-177 353°- 25° 125-274 313°- 45° 13°_ 43° 348°- 15° 
373°- 5° 278°- 28° 8°_ 30° 353°- 20° 
343°- 10° 283°- 26° 3°_ 25° 180-216 338°- 45° 348°- 20° 

137-178 328°- 20° 348°- 10° 253°- 48° 8°_ 30° 343°- 55° 353°- 20° 
308°- 15° 378°- 20° 273°- 30° -17°- 30° 343°- 50° 368°- 25° 
313°- 30° 363°- 12° 273°- 35° -17°- 27° 343°- 15° 
343°- 32° 353°- 12° 124-275 283°- 34° 28°_ 34° 333°- 15° 

358°- 10° 278°- 37° 3°_ 40° 343°- 13° 
343°- 5° 263°- 29° 13°_ 35° 343°- 9° 

136-180 293°- 22° 328°- 12° 33°_ 40° 358°- 23° 
238°- 18° 353°- 15° 123-275 298°- 39° 26°_ 48° 181-217 358°- 60° 353°- 12° 

353°- 15° 253°- 23° 18°- 27° 348°- 50° 358°- 10° 
338°- 15° 248°- 35° 18°- 30° 348°- 65° 358°- 15° 

137-182 343°- 32° 358°- 20° 248°- 38° 18°_ 25° 358°- 18° 
323°- 40° 358°- 22° 18°_ 35° 182-217 340°- 63° 348°- 25° 
323°- 40° 368°- 20° 3°_ 35° 358°- 24° 
338°- 65° 343°- 10° 33°_ 25° 358°- 10° 
313°- 35° 348°- 10° 122-274 243°- 36° 13°_ 35° 182-219 348°- 4° 
338°- 30° 363°-- 15° 278°- 30° 8°_ 25° 348°- 12° 
343°- 30° 333°- 15° 233°- 53° -7°_ 35° 358°- 20° 
303°- 35° 348°- 12° 238°- 25° -22°- 27° 353°- 17° 

368°- 20° 248°- 28° 348°- 22° 
338°- 10° 243°- 37° 177-221 358°- 48° 353°- 2° 

138 -180 278°- 20° 348°- 5° 238°- 35° 343°- 45° 358°- 0° 
338°- 55° 348°- 12° 130-276 218°- 23° 28°-- 18° 363°- 35° 370°- 0° 

358°- 20° 243°- 12° -7°_ 20° 373°- 53° 378°- 6° 
353°- 5° 129-276 283°- 20° 18°_ 17° 378°- 42° 368°- 9° 
348°- 10° 248°- 22° -7°__ 21° 383°- 44° 395°- 6° 
358°- 10° 243°- 19° -2°_ 16° 343°- 78° 363°- 23° 
348°- 17° 246°- 24° -2°_ 18° 378°- 14° 
348°- 15° 273°- 25° -22°- 15° 358°- 15° 
338°- 25° 248°- 33° -7°_ 35° 353°- 11° 
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-14°- 11"	 343°- 160 

Meas. sample 180 (24 s. and 41 m.f.) 
4016°- 20°	 3480

mean s.	 mean m.f. 
13°_ 19°	 358°- 10° 

120-268	 244°- 33° 13°_ 29° 138-196 348°- 280 3660 
- 150 

120-268 7°_ 27° 
123-259 235°- 51° 10°- 24° 322°- 26° 3680

- 23°
 
co-ordinates position position 18°- 31° 3430 

- 8°
 
of the grid of s-plane of m.E. 13°- 23° 363°- 140
 

11°_ 27 0	 3480
- 11 0121-270	 235°- 43° 30°- 320 

130
_ 220 -12°- 15° 3530

- 120 

3030 
- 300 280 

- 350 

2530 
- 17° 

60 
_ 12° 358°- 11 0 

2930
- 360 -120

_ 280 330
- 240 361 0

- 200 

265 0 
- 330 180 

_ 21 0 124-259 2580 
- 400 -90 _ 230 3700 

- 230 

260 
- 280 273°~- 350 18°- 260 138-197 3280

- 290 3500
- 170 

-220
- 29° 230

- 25 0 3530
- 16° 

120-269 2330
- 370 30 _ 320 124-258 6°_ 190 363°- 200 

245 0
- 27 0 230

- 27 0 122-254 2560
- 300 -70 _ 280 3580

- 260 

250°- 270 -20 _ 430 -120 
- 260 135-197 3180 

- 33° 

160 
- 240 

8
-17 0 _ 240 132-197 3250 

- 320 365°- 180 

0 _ 350 3°_ 29 0 318°- 46 0 341 0
- 40 

2460 
- 380 

3
180

_ 260 -120 
- 300 2230

- 150 3700
- 200 

0280
- 450 121-254 2280

- 200 _ 140 2730
- 140 361 0

- 140 

118-269 2660 
- 360 180 

- 22° 2330
- 260 30 _ 200 2350

- 100 3480
- 60 

-220
- 30° 205°- 41 0 -17 0

_ 260 3530
- 200 

3
8

2230 
- 230 

0
_ 240 180

- 240 3530
- 11 0 

0 _ 21 0 -20 _ 280 3580
- 200

122-268	 2160 
- 460
 

1930 
- 400
 30 _ 150 117-252 2480

- 360 -15 0
_ 250 133-198 3730

- 260 348°- 60 

2430 
- 450 160 __ 260 2630 

- 36° 60 
_ 35° 361°- 13 0 

261 0
- 33° -190

_ 41 0 -120
- 260 3580

- 130 

248°- 330 

9

-20 _ 420 8°_ 170 134-198 3280 
- 190 313°- 70 

2430
- 290 21 0

_ 390 -27°_ tOO 308°- 11° 3830
- 15° 

0 60 

8
0
5

2180
- 300 13°_ 27 0 130

_ 290 3080
- 3580



0 _ 280 -20 _ 290 268 0 
- 240 365°- 18° 

0 _ 240 260 
_ 220 3580 

- 140 

0 _ 31° 261 0 
- 27 0 -90 _ 360 135-198 323°- 290 3380 

- 80 

13
5

-12

-50 _ 200 -17 0 
_ 280 3880 --120 3430 

- 140 

-2°_ 270 21 0 
- 24° 351 0

- 8° 
1"_ 200 28 0

_ 220 135-199 3630--250 3580
- 130 

0 _ 350 -140
_ 190 288°- 170 3530

- 5° 
0

_ 300 -220
- 31 0 3530

- 130 

0 _ 240 230 _ 240 3580
-- 150 

115-266	 2330 
- 320
 

2180
- 31° -100

- 170
 120-254 1980
- 340 136-200 371 0--260 3380

- 240 

2280 
- 280 3°_ 340 123-254 2180 

- 58° 18°- 38° 2830 
- 100 363°

8
18

70 

0
- 150 258°- 340 130

_ 31 0 3460
- 80 

0 _ 200 150 
_ 40° 3580 

- 100 

118-262	 2480 
- 270
 

2480 
- 240
 60 _ 260	 16 0

_ 36° 137-201 365°- 70 

235°- 420 8°_ 17° 21 0 
- 360 

Meas. sample 183 (30 s. and 38 m.E.)
5"_ 340 

13
180 

- 180 mean s. mean m.E. 
0

_ 260 230 
- 28° 084-253 2320 

- 370 

084-253124-253 60 __ 15°	 20 _ 27 0 

Meas. sample 181 (14 s. and 54 m.f.) 80 _ 230 

mean s. mean m.E. co-ordinates position position 
121-255 243°- 360 of the grid of s-plane ofm.f.Meas. sample 182 (22 s. and 46 m.f.)
121-255 5°_ 26° mean s.	 mean m.f. -20 _ 280084-250 223°- 300 

co-ordinates position position 60 _ 320135-198 314°- 130 2280 
- 47 0
 

of the grid of s-plane of m.E. 50
136-197 355°- 130	 2380 
- 460 

_ 230 

121-258 263 0 
- 320 8°_ 28°	 2160 

- 48° 100 
- 27 0 

co-ordinates position position11 0
_ 31 0	 2380

- 51 0 -120 _ 40 0 

of the grid of s-plane of m.E. 

-10

122-259 130 
_ 290 2560 

- 420 240
_ 32° 

-2°_ 290 139-196 253 0
- 120 366°- 11 0 2180

- 490 -2°__ 300 

0 
_ 30° 3660 

- 170 3380 
- 7° 2080 

- 370 150 
- 260 
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21°- 30° 208°- 35° -14°- 30° 298°- 32° 
14°_ 34° 240°- 30° -17°_ 28° 321°- 18° 
-5°_ 18° 248°-- 30° 295°- 24° 
6°_ 34° 245°- 38°
 

084--251 238°- 33° -2°_ 24° 213°- 15°
 Meas. sample 186 (32 s. and 32 m.f.) 

250°- 34° 1°_ 27° 240°- 37° mean s. mean th.f. 

240°- 41° 25°_ 24° 071-260 223°- 27° -12°- 38° 130-229 319°- 39° 
228°- 43° -10°- 25° 236°- 22° 13°_ 39° 129-225 354°- 18° 
210°- 35° -14°_ 34° 238°- 36° -22°_ 29° 

co-ordinates position position-11°_22° 256°- 270 -27°- 14° 
of the grid of s-plane ofm.f.13°_ 28° 228°-- 30° -17°- 20° 

13°_ 33° 248°- 33° 123-221 318°- 14°
 
6°_ 26° 070-261 233°- 50° -20°_ 32° 341°- 5°
 

084--252 213°- 48° 8°_ 34° 248°- 25 0 -10°_ 24° 128-221 348°- 56° 358°- 14°
 
244°_ 36° -9°_ 32° 241°- 26° -17°- 31° 332°- 68° 348°- 25°
 
206°- 33° -7°_ 17° 238°- 38° 338°- 68° 344°- 18°
 

085-253 248°- 30° 3330 
- 57° 346°_ 17°
 

084--257 218°- 42° 30°_ 24° Meas. sample 185 (27 s. and 33 m.f.) 358°- 23°
 
226°- 32° mean s. 372°_ 12°
-2°__ 33°	 mean m.f. 

252°- 42° -12°- 32° 116-187 294°- 27° 366°- 15° 
231°- 31° 3°_ 32° 117-187 3480 

- 12° 370°- 25° 
215°- 28° -14°_ 21 0 340°_ 18° 

co-ordinates position position218°- 42°	 353°- 16°
of the grid of s-plane of m.E.

083-258	 235°- 29° -17°- 19° 350°- 14° 
250°- 36° 3°_ 26° 116-180 308°- 25° 3580 

- 11° 343°- 12° 
233°- 21° 33°_ 170 368°- 10° 129-222 358°- 66° 353°- 11° 
268°- 28° -10°_ 24° 115-182 278°- 14° 348°- 12° 333°- 60° 348°- 10° 

082-258	 233°- 35° -2°_ 27° 116-182 303°- 27° 348°- 6° 366°- 55° 370°- 20° 
258°- 42° 13°_ 220 333°- 400 3430 

- 3° 348°- 48° 353°- 20° 
213°- 21° 80 

_ 180 3280 
- 31 ° 343°- 100 333°- 330 368°- 28° 

-12°_ 12° 3430 
- 340 3500 

- 9° 3580 
- 20°
 

081-259 -24°- 23 0 3630 
- 14° 348°- 26°
 

358°- 9° 353°- 14°
 
Meas. sample 184 (27 s. and 30 m.f.)	 343°- 10° 128-231 328°- 30° 355°- 15° 

mean s. mean m.f. 350°- 3° 360°- 52° 366°- 23° 
074--257 237°- 32° 115-183 280°- 24° 338°- 25° 328°- 25° 
076-254 1°_ 29° 353°- 22° 128-233 268°- 25° 358°- 28° 

117-186	 238°- 24° 338°- 16° 310°- 31° 378°- 16° 
co-ordinates position position 

118-188	 258°- 14° 340°_ 10° 320°- 20° 
of the grid of s-plane of m.f. 345°- 11" 266°- 27° 
081-249	 253°- 42° 23°- 33° 338°- 14° 276°- 23°
 

243°- 40° 28°_ 32° 316°- 12° 303°- 33°
 
258°- 35° -7°_ 40° 119-189 293°- 26° 346°- 13° 313°- 22°
 

10°- 25° 278°- 25° 358°- 22° 130-234 300°- 47° 
18°_ 46° 288°- 26° 346°- 20° 296°- 45° 
3°_ 30° 243 0 

- 25° 3430 
- 150 263°- 44° 

18°_ 21° 273°- 20° 348°- 11 0 132-233 315°- 22° 3460 
- 24° 

8°_ 27° 260°- 36° 350°- 14° 323°- 34° 336°- 260 

20°- 270 268°- 38° 340°- 8° 308°- 28° 353°- 16° 
3°_ 30° 353°- 10° 331°- 38° 343°- 22° 

18°_ 34°	 341°- 9° 318°- 34° 
076-254	 248°- 25° 20°- 20° 118-196 3030 

- 300 363°- 20° 315°- 49° 
216°- 29° -2°_ 30° 293 0 

- 32° 345°- 20° 133-226 288°- 26° 365°- 17° 
2030

- 330 10
_ 200 318°- 28° 346°- 14° 273°- 28° 363°- 19° 

233°- 330 13°_ 23° 306°- 32° 366°- 130 298°- 28° 
261°- 30° -2°_ 30° 338°- 28° 330°- 27 0 

210°- 380 -7"- 31° 118-195 305°- 15° 351°- 8° 
2480 

- 190 8°_ 28° 118-193 343°- 7° 
5°_ 22° 111-183 305°- 36°
 

071-259 241°- 34° -12°- 30° 291°- 22°
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343°- 39° 348°- 37°Meas. sample 187 (17 s. and 19 m.f.) Meas. sample 189 (28 s. and 33 m.f.) 
337°- 30°mean s. mean m.£. mean s. mean m.f. 

157-259 336°- 47° 346°- 33°
190-194 17°_ 54° 100-224 312°- 46° 335°- 47° 353°- 42°
190-194 18°- 11° 102-225 348°- 30° 

278°- 38° 340°- 32° 
co-ordinates position position co-ordinates position position 328°- 57° 344°- 32° 
of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 342°- 58° 

158-258 316°- 43° 340°- 37°
189-192 3°_ 8° 101-224 303°- 40° 373°- 35° 

348°- 58° 334°- 34°-10°_ 5° 314°- 50° 343°- 36" 
334°- 58° 365°- 38°338°- 28°24°- 3° 325°- 52° 352°- 27°-14°_ 14° 102-225 333°- 64° 346°- 32° 

158-257 341°- 51° 350°- 26°317°- 46° 335°- 32°190-194 25°_ 38° 38°- 10° 
148-248 331°- 37° 342°- 33°

41°_ 45° 53°- 5° 103-225 308°- 54° 350°- 36° 
147-249 308°- 37° 358°- 37°

26°_ 48° -22°- 8° 320°- 46° 343°- 26° 
148-250 308°- 45° 351°- 32°21°_ 54° 23°_ 11° 318°- 52° 
149-252 343°- 34° 363°- 33°

15°_ 48° 28°- 16° 103-226 328°- 50° 348°- 28° 
341°- 50° 370°- 30°22°_ 56° 18°_ 10° 328°- 74° 333°- 24° 
350°- 52° 368°- 30°12°_ 57° 15°- 10° 333°- 42° 346°- 24° 
323°- 50° 378°- 34°15°_ 53° 18°- 8° 340°- 24° 
326°- 44°8°_ 61° 108-227 338°- 57° 351°- 24° 

149-253 338°- 55° 358°- 30°13°_ 52° 305°- 40° 348°- 26° 
288°- 35° 353°- 28°

190-195 4°_ 50° 26°- 16° 343°- 40° 355°- 28° 
345°- 57° 358°- 28°22°_ 61° 15°- 13° 358°- 31° 

353°- 26°13°_ 57° 38° - 12° 365°- 27° 
350°- 24°9°__ 49° 24°_ 12° 356°- 29' 

148-255 326°- 47° 351°- 20°363°- 28°8°_ 60° 38°- 22° 
313°- 36° 358°- 25°21°_ 53° 12°_ 10° 353°- 30° 

148-256 340°- 45° 346°- 22°
21°_ 60° 20°- 16° 358°- 27° 

147-257 338°- 45° 358°- 20°099-224 313°- 40° 333°- 33° 
147-258 291°- 32° 370°- 28°Meas. sample 188 (17 s. and 19 m.f.) 311°- 44° 353°- 27° 

mean s. mean m.f. 328°- 54° 340°- 40° 
Meas. sample 191 (23 s. and 23 m.f.)326°- 38° 333°- 36°182-207 342°- 31° mean s. mean m.f.275°- 41° 333°- 35°182-207 353°- 9° 161-205 336°- 38°280°- 44° 330°- 38° 

co-ordinates position position 161-205281°- 47°
 
of the grid of s-plane ofm.f.
 097-223 318°- 41° 361°- 23° co-ordinates position position

291°- 38° 363°- 27°187-198 341°- 42° 348°- 20° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 
298°- 45° 363°- 36°347°- 60° 350°- 12° 162-209 328°- 38° 346°- 30°326°- 45° 363°- 38°182-213 343°- 25° 361°- 16° 343°- 40° 351°- 23°330°- 34°343°- 23° 356°- 4° 341°- 30° 358°- 16°096-223 320°- 34° 355°- 34°345°- 28° 348°- 6° 353°- 38° 370°- 12°278°- 40° 341°- 32°331°- 28° 358°- 10° 160-209 355°- 38° 348°- 10°273°- 40° 326°- 20°182-212 346°- 36° 363°- 8° 346°- 33°

358°- 32° 343°- 5° Meas. sample 190 (37 s. and 36 m.f.) 160-208 318°- 34° 338°- 10°
180-207 333°- 35° 328°- 10° mean s. mean m.f. 318°- 39° 340°- 7°

345°- 27° 353°- 8° 
153-256 322°- 46° 336°- 36° 343°- 9°

343°- 20° 348°- 12° 
153-256 352°- 33° 328°- 52° 346°- 8°

333°- 19° 356°- 3° 345°- 48° 368°- 7°
181-204 344°- 27° 363°- 7° co-ordinates position position 

346°- 44° 356°- 8°
341°- 43° 353°- 7° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 

160-204 328°- 34° 358°- 14°
348°- 35° 360°- 10° 156-260 248°- 33° 373°- 28° 160-203 336°- 43° 341°- 11°
338°- 26° 358°- 11° 248°- 40° 333°- 35° 328°- 32° 363°- 14°
335°- 26° 348°- 7° 348°- 45° 351°- 40° 340°- 48° 361°- 10°

358°- 3° 258°- 38° 341°- 43° 351°- 12°
353°- 7° 365°- 48° 356°- 33° 161-200 343°- 34° 360°- 18° 

328°- 38° 352°- 43° 343°- 35° 350°- 8° 
266°- 50° 332°- 52° 340°- 30° 338°- 9° 
348°- 47° 338°- 48° 298°- 36° 368°- 22° 
341°- 42° 346°- 36° 342°- 25° 356°- 7° 
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338°-- 30° 353°- 5° 273°-- 40° 335°-- 14° 283°-- 41° 343°-- 20° 
340°-- 50° 358°- 5° 293°-- 42° 350°- 18° 268°- 350 363°-- 20° 

Meas. sample 192 (20 s. and 20 m.f.) 
mean s. mean m.f. 072--197 

248°-- 38° 348°- 28° 
253°- 40° 373°- 18° 
268°- 38° 341°-- 16° 

278°-- 370 

293°- 430 

233°- 300 

338°-- 19° 
358°-- 28° 
350°- 8° 

073--196 267°-- 38° 301 0 
- 39° 355°-- 170 078-195 198°-- 440 368°-- 17° 

073-196 351°- 19° 273°-- 32° 361 0 
- 150 258°-- 27° 361°-- 10° 

co-ordinates 
of the grid 

position 
of s-plane 

position 
ofm.f. 

2680 
- 40° 3380 

- 27° 
288°-- 340 348°-- 22° 
3030 

- 36° 3460 
- 33° 

077--193 
228°-- 45° 348°-- 12° 
258°- 46° 345°-- 22° 

072-196 273°-- 37° 358°-- 23° 

Tables of the positions of the schistosity-planes and the axes of the minor folds in the Gosaldo 
region (Sheet VII). 

165°-- 2° 245 -- 30
Meas. sample 193 (39 s. and 22 m.f.) 

704--286 285°-- 35° 315°- 19° 265 -- 15 
mean s. mean m.f. 

315°- 22° 707--287 310 -- 50 345 -- 40° 
702--286 227°-- 47° 700--282 205°- 50° 315°-- 38° 
703--286 356°- 23° 230°- 43° 706--287 280°-- 42° 340°-- 20° 

293°-- 45° 310°-- 20° 
co-ordinates position position 

Meas. sample 194 (35 s. and 21 m.f.) 302°-- 45° 
of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 

mean s. mean m.f. 

701--281 200°-- 44° 360°-- 45° 708--284 265°-- 44° Meas. sample 195 (42 s. and 13 m.f.) 

195°- 65° 355°- 50° 707--283 8°_ 36° mean s. mean m.f. 

703--281 

703--280 

210°-- 48° 365°-- SOD 
220°-- 55° 
225°-- 50° 
215°-- 50° 
230°-- 43° 370°-- 31° 

707--280 300°-- 45° 345°-- 43° 
260°-- 48° 340°-- 48° 

position 
of m.f. 

co-ordinates position 
of the grid of s-plane 

715--282 249°-- 43° 
715--282 

co-ordinates position 
of the grid of s-plane 

357°-- 34° 

position 
ofm.f. 

210°-- 50° 382°-- 37° 345°- 38° 716--283 275°-- 45° 345°-- 36° 
699--287 285°-- 54° 370°-- 28° 250°-- 46° 350°-- 46° 

250°-- 59° 704--279 270°-- 42° 350°-- 44° 285°-- 37° 365°-- 45° 
700--288 230°-- 36° 240°-- 42° 380°-- 19° 250°-- 46° 370°-- 51° 
702--288 240°__ 42° 220°-- 52° 360°-- 48° 225°-- 60° 

250°- 60° 230°-- 55° 370°-- 42° 716--282 285°-- 47° 
701--288 170°-- 44° 345°-- -4° 705--279 260°-- 66° 260°-- 51° 

235°-- 57° 330°---11° 245°-- 60° 717-281 265°-- 20° 
170°-- 30° 706--280 275°-- 70° 717--279 235°__ 60° 

702--288 255°-- 56° 290°-- 40° 2100 
- 55° 

245°__ 47° 260°-- 40° 205°-- 60° 
245°- 51 ° 295°-- 48° 215°-- 51° 

703-289 235°-- 61° 380°-- 40° 708--279 260°- 33° 360°-- 32° 210°-- 36° 
230°-- 75° 385°-- 30° 295°-- 40° 360°-- 31° 716-280 2500 

- 240 

235°-- 57° 390°-- 32° 242°-- 40° 716--281 265°-- 25° 380°-- 24° 
150°-- 41° 410°-- 10° 707--283 250°-- 41° 335°-- 41° 235°-- 38° 
280°- 50° 385°-- 25° 252°- 38° 264°__ 41° 
227°-- 21° 322°-- 26° 709--283 300°-- 49° 375°-- 47° 713--283 2450 

- 500 3650 
- 480 

210°-- 55° 355°- 3° 711--286 255°-- 42° 352°-- 38° 245°-- 40° 350°-- 20° 
165°-- 70° 246°-- 39° 2100 

- 22° 
255°-- 45° 711--288 230°-- 42° 220°- 50° 
310°-- 15° 240°__ 39° 280°-- 250 

703--288 205°-- 35° 300°-- 40° 250°-- 35° 715--280 210°-- 55° 355°-- 16° 
235°-- 50° 400°-- 10° 709-288 255°-- 37° 370°-- 30° 230°-- 200 340°__ 14° 
225°-- 34° 315°-- 15° 245°-- 43° 400°__ 16° 220°- 40° 
270°-- 85° 315°-- 25° 255°-- 61° 370°-- 36° 2150 

- 470 

210°-- 48° 345°-- 30° 280°-- 51 ° 395°-- 44° 250°-- 22° 
255°-- 30° 390°---16° 254 - 30 412 - 41 715-277 220°- 50° 
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297°-- 53°	 255°-- 30° 340°__-35°215°-- 39° 350°-- 36° 
697--275 265°-- 40° 352°-- 23° 702--272 300°-- 46° 360°-- 40°712--286 286°-- 49° 355°-- 35°
 
697--274 270°-- 34° 375°-- 30°
235°-- 61°
 

253°-- 42°
255°-- 40° Meas. sample 198 (19 s. and 13 m.f.)
290°-- 60°713--285 220°-- 55° mean s. mean m.f. 
310°-- 55°255°-- 42° 716--270 260°-- 49° 

248°-- 47° 716--271 328°-- 29° 
715--283	 300°-- 52° 362°-- 38° Meas. sample 197 (41 s. and 38 m.f.) co-ordinates position position300°-- 42° 355°-- 38° mean s. mean m.f. of the grid of s-plane ofm.f.305°-- 46° 

706--275	 269°-- 44°290°-- 45° 712--274	 265°-- 30° 320°-- 26°706--275 350°-- 29°310°-- 50° 210°-- 36° 340°-- 24° 
712--287	 255°-- 45° co-ordinates position position 265°-- 29° 

255°-- 48° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 713--271 335°-- 0° 
715--274 180°-- 37° 330°-- 32°Meas. sample 196 (39 s. and 33 m.f.) 704--278 285°-- 35° 350°-- 35° 

335°-- 8°mean s.	 mean m.f. 270°-- 35° 355°-- 27° 
310°-- 32°699--275	 290°-- 38° 284°-- 49° 320°-- 24° 715--272	 230°-- 45° 280°-- 30°699--276 4°__ 19°	 335°---15° 
345°-- 15°704--277 280°-- 54° 332°-- 46°

co-ordinates position position	 718--269 305°-- 56°295°-- 60°
of the grid of s-plane ofm.f.	 280°-- 41°703--277 250°-- 47° 326°-- 42° 

280°-- 86°699--278	 262°-- 55° 330°-- 52° 305°-- 59° 315°-- 7° 265°-- 63° 350°-- 65°335°-- 42° 703--272 192°-- 36° 345°-- 39° 718--268	 255°-- 45°698--278	 235°-- 60° 395°-- 18° 208°-- 42° 335°-- 37° 
265°-- 84°245°-- 90° 405°-- 20° 210°-- 39° 717--268	 275°-- 51° 320°-- 30°215°-- 60° 402°__ 35° 704--271 310°-- 26° 335°-- 21° 
286°-- 42° 360°-- 26°699--277 -- 0° 370°-- 3° 280°-- 34° 335°-- 17° 245°-- 41°	 360°-- 27°360°---26° 380°-- 8° 704--270 285°-- 18° 335°-- 12° 240°-- 25°360°---20° 355°-- -6° 704--269 295°-- 33° 380°-- 28° 
235°-- 30°380°-- 5° 270°-- 35° 355°-- 22° 717--267	 275°-- 90° 275°-- 58°375°-- 8° 275°-- 35° 375°-- 20° 
285°-- 47°360°-- 0° 262°-- 20° 
295°-- 60°355°-- 0° 270°-- 37° 

698--276 360°-- 48° 365°-- 8° 285°-- 58° 
345°-- 30° 385°---26° 707--273 283°-- 45° Meas. sample 199 (26 s. and 11 m.f.) 

370°-- 25° 385°-- 35° 707--275 300°-- 45° 365°-- 32° mean s. mean m.f. 

225°-- 36° 360°-- 41° 265°-- 34° 377°-- 42° 311--266 239°-- 51° 
250°-- 41° 335°-- 20° 290°-- 41° 400°-- 33° 310--267 10°-- 37° 
260°-- 8° 365°-- 19° 260°-- 53° 390°-- 48° 

co-ordinates position position265°-- 20° 335°-- 22° 265°-- 42° 320°-- 26° 
of the grid of s-plane ofm.f.245°-- 24° 280°-- 48° 330°-- 55°
 

235°-- 25° 270°-- 46° 360°-- 46° 309--268 241°-- 52°
 
698--275	 260°-- 90° -- 90° 365°-- 40° 210°-- 63°
 

255°-- 78° 335°-- 78° 708--278 250°-- 95° 365°-- 62° 314--265 303°-- 65°
 
250°-- 50° 375°-- 22° 245°-- 93° 304°-- 65°
 
340°-- 24° 360°-- 6° 275°-- 57° 309--268 225°-- 47°
 

699--275	 305°-- 45° 341°-- 18° 272°-- 64° 310--267 220°-- 48° 0°__ 27° 
310°-- 30° 335°-- 10° 709--278 255°-- 36° 360°-- 32° 235°-- 23° 30°__ 22° 
300°-- 20° 370°---22° 265°-- 37° 335°-- 30° 224°-- 56° -10°__ 30° 
300°-- 37° 270°-- 32° 380°-- 33° 240°-- 48° 15°-- 35° 
310°-- 22° 280°-- 36° 345°-- 19° 250°-- 48° 25°-- 40° 

703--277	 315°-- 26° 340°-- 20° 382°-- 10° 245°-- 48° 5°__ 40° 
295°-- 36° 360°---23° 709--276 283°-- 46° 355°-- 33° 250°-- 46° 5°__ 40° 
280°-- 36° 706--277 255°-- 40° 355°-- 32° 236°-- 50° 

702--274 305°-- 24° 365°-- 21° 360°-- 36° 311--266 230°-- 40° 25°__ 25°
 
698--273 338°-- 52° 390°-- 40° 320°-- 22° 235°-- 47° 10°__ 31°
 

320°-- 36° 335°-- 27° 240°-- 45°
 
313°-- 50° 705--277 240°__ 55° 340°-- 44° 240°-- 50°
 

697--273	 295°-- 47° 370°-- 40° 245°-- 34° 335°-- 26° 255°-- 45° 
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245°- 48° 260°- 38° 340°- 34° 692-257 225°- 45° 

240°- 51° 230°- 48° 693-258 283°- 54° 

220°- 25° 302-250 335°- 37° 286°- 40° 

220°- 57° 375°- 32° 694---260 265°- 50° 365°- 45" 

311-265 240°- 69° 2°_ 60° 296-247 240°-- 34° 375°- 20° 255°- 50° 380°- 47° 

210°- 70° 4°_ 54° 265°- 31° 280°- 48° 

215°- 55° 298-251 385°- 42° 695-262 270°- 40° 380°- 35° 

308-264 245°- 60° 385°- 44° 698-266 295°- 42° 
390°- 23° 298°- 48° 

Meas. sample 200 (47 s. and 58 m.f.) 298-254 390°- 34° 693-255 295°- 39° 
mean s. mean m.f. 376°- 38° 240°- 18°
 

301-255 233°- 48° 385°- 34° 689-252 303°- 45°
 

298-253 4°_ 33° 371°- 31° 290°- 32°
 
372°- 32° 300°-- 26° 

co-ordinates position position 376°- 32° 270°- 29° 
of the grid of s-plane of mJ. 

297-251 380°- 28° 275°- 32° 

301-258 222°- 52° 380°- 25° 377°- 24° 270°- 25° 

210°- 40° 380°- 50° 367°- 22° 
240°- 62° 345°- 35° 296-254 377°- 51° Meas. sample 202 (9 s. and 8 m.f.) 

mean s. mean m.f. 245°- 41° 340°- 33° 368°- 49° 
210°- 42° 325°- 36° 367°- 46° 310-253 269°- 39° 

342°- 30° 385°- 56° 310-251 2°_ 28° 

301-257 210°- 62° 350°- 50° 376°- 46° 
co-ordinates position position

220°- 56° 305°- 55°	 367°- 41° 
of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 

230°- 62° 381°- 40°
 
205°- 64° 360°- 36° 314-254 265°- 50° 400°- 14°
 
208°- 60° 296-253 326°- 25° 312-249 280°- 31°
 
240°- 59° 340°- 27° 309-248 325°- 16°
 
235°- 49° 355°- 30° 325°- 34°
 
255°- 60° 360°- 32° 360°- 20°
 
260°- 35° 296-252 345°- 34° 340°- 14°
 
240°- 50° 347°- 30° 307-248 264°- 40°
 
215°- 40° 345°- 14° 307-249 280°- 4P 335°- 44°
 
235°- 26° 331°- 25° 308-254 330°- 13°
 
245°- 60° 368°- -6° 311-258 230°- 60° 405°- 45°
 

299-253	 313°- 45° 355°- 15° 296-249 210°- 35° 375°- 20° 240°- 59° 405°- 35° 
260°- 34° 365°- 30° 383°- 16° 260°- 44° 
240°- 20° 380°- 25° 360°- 21° 310-251 275°- 16° 

380°- 20° 
Meas. sample 201 (31 s. and 10 m.f.) Meas. sample 203 (19 s. and 27 m.f.)298-250 255°- 47° 368°- 44° 

mean s. mean m.f. mean s. mean m.f. 301-256	 230°- 54° 360°- 38° 
240°- 47° 370°- 33° 695-260 286°- 39° 297-244 247°- 39° 
225°- 48° 360°- 25° 693-262 354°- 24° 297-242 0°_ 36° 
250°- 36° 365°- 32° 

co-ordinates position position co-ordinates position position
220°-- 35° 385°- 27° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. of the grid of s-plane ofm.f.
210°- 58° 350°- 42°
 
215°- 44° 695-268 335°- 54° 345°- 10° 297-246 240°- 36° 330°- 40°
 
265°- 50° 332°- 47° 246°- 36° 370°- 28°
 
245°- 44° 185°- 64° 230°- 36° 360°- 30°
 
250°- 40° 703-268 290°- 37° 330°- 30° 230°- 41°
 

300-255	 225°- 61° 365°- 35° 275°- 37° 245°- 32° 
225°- 60° 260°- 50° 299-246 235°- 65° 350°- 45° 
235°- 37° 701-267 340°- 26° 350°- 27° 225°- 42° 365°- 41 ° 
240°- 50° 305°- 42° 360°- 12° 235°- 44° 

301-257	 195°- 38° 380°- 35° 304°- 20° 243°- 38° 
215°- 43° 698-258 340°- 40° 330°- 0° 298-244 210°- 40° 355°- 40° 
190°- 60° 340°- 36° 340°- 0° 245°- 39° 350°- 40° 

302-256 205°- 70° 694---257 260°- 34° 360°- 32° 280°- 49° 
210°- 60° 308°- 29° 280°- 46° 

302-251 240°- 50° 345°- 40° 693-257 300°- 33° 290-2:6 245°- 28° 375°- 25° 
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245°- 25° 360°- 25° 305-245 260°- 42° 345°--34°Meas. sample 205 (39 s. and 15 m.f.) 
294--241 290°- 40° 372°- 45° 335°- 25°mean s. mean m.f. 

375°- 42° 306-245 200°- 30° 385°- 20°
302-240 237°- 41° 

291-238 370°- 28° 210°- 36° 340°- 19°
302-242 335°- 32°

370°- 32° 230°- 36° 335°- 37° 
355°- 40° co-ordinates position position 240°- 30° 330°- 35° 
345°- 40° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 230°- 26° 

295-242 240°- 45° 350°- 40° 245°- 37°
300-246 230°- 40° 335°- 54°

350°- 40° 308-245 325°- 10°
230°- 55°

352°- 36° 3300--1P
301-245 202°- 58° 380°- 9°

296-242 355°- 43° 340°- 2°
205°- 50°

330°- 30° 306-242 260°- 30°
302- 245 215°- 57° 325°- 53°

400°- 35° 280°- 30°
220°- 51° 335°- 50°

375°- 35° 290°- 40°
215°- 62°

297-243 265°- 30° 345°- 34° 255°- 66°
304--245 235°- 46° 310°- 40°

255°- 30° 350°- 35° 250°- 34°
250°- 45° 325°- 40°

295-240 350°- 35° 240°- 60°
330°- 20°

370°- 34° 304--240 340°- 28°
301-243 245°- 65°

380°- 38° 350°- 21°
240°- 60° 345°- 30°

304--242 285°- 56° 340°- 25°Meas. sample 204 (25 s.) 340°- 34°
250°- 32° mean s. 355°- 25°
248°- 30° 

707-259 256°- 32° 370°- 25°
240°_ 32° 372°_ 34° 

<:o-ordinates position position 300-237 232°- 30° 366°- 27° 306-236 340°- -8° 
of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 250°- 28° 338°--10°

255°- 30° 
305-238 245°- 23°712-261 190°- -7° 300-238 235°- 25° 250°- 28°310°---39° 225°- 25° 246°- 30°315°--28° 225°- 28°

220°_ 66° 307-239 402°- 15°
301-239 225°- 42° 330°- 30° 

250°- 34° 270°- 34° 345°- 37° Meas. sample 207 (9 s. and 29 m.f.)235°- 37° 245°- 35° 330°- 35° mean s. mean m.f. 711-262 235°- 32° 246°- 48° 310-239 192°- 5°300°- 92° 303-239 230°- 26° 340°- 24° 311-240285°- 53° 265°- 31° 315°- 15° 
280°- 70° 232°- 34° 318°- 14° co-ordinates position position

711-264 215°- 22° 236°- 36° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 
240°- 17° 302-238 235°- 27° 311-245 210°- -6°714--265 325°- 52° 246°_ 41° 

198°--22°714--264 210°- 43° 315-246 350°--25°703-256 285°- 36° 223°- 37° 350°- 36°280°- 20° 301-237 260°- 47° 370°- -3°290°- 21° 303-238 250°- 36° 368°- 32°265°- 35° 255°- 34° 310-240 350°- 0°260°- 45° 255°- 37° 330°- 9°235°- 27° 303-236 220°- 51° 353°- 23°703-254 245°- 25° 225°- 38° 340°- 6° 
240°- 30° 
220°- 10° 

360°- 0° 
Meas. sample 206 (19 s. and 22 m.f.) 312-237 320°- -6° 

mean s. mean m.f. 
701-252 225°- 46° 

336°- -3° 
701-257 235°- 33° 306-243 242°- 36° 311-235 224°- 22° 255°- 50° 

306-242 348°- 16° 220°- 16° 
192°_ 23° 

215°- 60° 

co-ordinates position position 
311-234 260°- 37°

of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 
405°- 22°
 

309-246 165°- 40° 390°- 10° 330°- 10°
 
270°- 37° 311-236 330°- 4°
 

308-246 240°- 21° 330°- 15° 302°- 13°
 
320°- 20° 309-238 
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215°- 28°	 365°- 20° 235°- 35° 360°- 6° 
310-241 343°- 5° 299-233 280°- 25° 365°- -5° 235°- 21° 320°- 42° 

322°- 12°	 330°- 15° 210°- 58° 
303°- -5° 300-235 305°- 20° 345°- 28° 210°- 35° 
334°- 5° 310°- 28° 342°- 24° 210°- 36° 
336°- 10° 310°- 20°	 205°- 26° 
347°- 13° 29~224 200°- 56° 322°- 36° 
335°- 14° 209°- 50° 302°- 34° Meas. sample 211 (13 s. and 27 m.E.)
335°- 16° 214°- 24° mean s. mean m.f. 

310-242 129°--33° 327°- 16°	 207°- 28° 
270-218 226°- 3P123°--14° 336°- 9° 295-226 290°- 28° 320°- 25° 
271-218 350°- 14°338°- 9°	 315°- 10° 

332°- 16° 330°- 4° co-ordinates position position 
325°- 11° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 

Meas. sample 208 (14 s. and 20 m.f.) 315°- -4° 
269-216 212°- 26° 335°- 27°mean s. mean mJ. 325°- 2° 

204°- 26° 336°- 14°
286-231 232°- 40° 296-226	 290°- 16° 340°- 16° 

200°- 15°
286-230 351°- 35°	 315°- 22° 345°- 25° 

269-217 193°- 37° 355°- 26°295°- 25° 335°- P 
co-ordinates position position	 205°- 39° 360°- 17°

295°- 36° 340°- 15° 
of the grid of s-plane ofm.f.	 202°- 35° 342°- 26°290°- 25° 330°- 18° 

344°- 13° 
28~234 240°- 45° 345°- 47°	 3250- 11° 

269-218 226°_ 69° 356°- 33°
245°- 38° 355°- 33°	 330°- r 

346°- 62°
230°- 50° 360°- 57° 297~227 285°- 19° 355°- 20° 

330°- 56°
225°- 57° 365°- 30° 190°- 45° 350°- 17° 

365°--31°
285-235 240°- 50° 380°- 52°	 190°- 31° 

373°--28°
210°- 79° 363°- 30° 299-227 280°- 16° 338°- 6° 

379°--26°
365°- 48° 290°- 18° 350°- 12° 

272-221 280°- 15° 361°- 7°377°_ 55°	 342°- 22° 
250°- 12° 350°- 1° 

28~232 248°- 39° 360°- 41° 
340°- 13°

365°- 42° Meas. sample 210 (29 s. and 10 m.f.) 
349°- 8°mean s. mean m.f.360°- 30° 

271-217 370°- 1°
289-231 230°- 34° 366°- 27° 303-229	 211°- 33° 

358°- 8°
225°- 35° 365°- 20° 303-228 329°- 22° 

272-218 270°- 22° 340°- 39°
287-224 240°- 16° 330°- 28° 

co-ordinates position position	 286°- 16° 351°- 24°
270°- 19° 333°- 20° 

of the grid of s-plane ofm.f.	 202°- 52° 346°- 25°
287-223 223°- 52° 345°- 46° 2140- 44° 365°- 12°

319°- 15° 306-236 169°- 50° 
270-219 356°- 18°

316°- 19° 184°- 45° 
365°- 12°

289-228 208°- 22° 322°- 35°	 189°- 47° 
273-221 358°- 3°

215°- 24° 329°- 31° 192°- 22° 
278-223 310°- 12°

303-235 185°- 42° 
310°- 10°Meas. sample 209 (29 s. and 36 m.E.) 195°- 41° 

mean s. mean m.f. 303-234 205°- 27° 365°- 25°
 
297-227 254°- 30° 185°- 32°
 Meas. sample 212 (22 m.f.) 

mean m.E.297-228 340°- 15° 303-233	 285°- 40° 
280°- 65° 281-218 343°- 13°

co-ordinates position position 
303-225 271°_44°

of the grid of s-plane of m.E.	 co-ordinates position position
301-228 195°- 18° 305°- 21° 

of the grid of s-plane of m.E. 
29~227 240°- 23° 330°- 25°	 200°- 22° 

230°- 31° 350°- 35° 175°- 26°	 271-213 347°- 25° 
240°- 26° 330°- 30° 250°- 14°	 352°- 25° 

296-227 235°- 34° 355°- 16° 302-228 200°- 28° 340°- 20°	 354°- 29° 
240°- 51° 346°- 15° 220°- 22° 347°- 20° 27~216 345°- 7° 
220°- 62° 360°- 12° 305-229 220°- 11° 325°- 18°	 345°- 13° 

297-229 190°- 35° 345°--15° 210°- 26° 305°- 25° 271-214 320°- 75° 
245°- 15° 340°--23° 210°- 17° 310°- 22°	 340°- 650 

298-231 235°- 32° 375°- 20° 216°- 24° 315°- 24° 280-217 346°- 38° 
250°- 35° 368°- 40° 303-222 192°_ 44°	 351°- 36° 

365°- 29° 193°- 48°	 287-223 320°- 11° 
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324°- 4° Meas. sample 214 (14 s. and 43 m.f.) Meas. sample 215 (17 s. and 40 m.E.)
339°- 15° mean s. mean m.f.	 mean s. mean m.f. 
369°- 3° 

263-210 245°- 40°	 279-206 78°- 70°
358°- -6° 

261-211 3°_ 28° 273-205 146°- 44°
329°- 7° 
318°- 8° co-ordinates position position co-ordinates position position 

285-215 315°- -2° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 
365°--19° 

256-211 280°- 28°	 355°- 25° 286-205 70°- 80°
355°_-30° 

356°- 27°	 60°- 75°
330°--24° 

358°- 22° 286-206 60°_ 51° 80°_ 64° 
283-221	 360°- 9° 

365°- 19°	 90°- 75n 65°- 64°
370°- -4° 

257-211	 385°- 14° 80n
- 60° 80°_ 50° 

369°- 13° 70°-105°
Meas. sample 213 (27 s. and 16 m.f.) 

259-210 286°- 51°	 360°- 36° 70°_ 80° 
mean s. mean m.f. 

285°- 36° 357°- 44°	 80°_ 90° 
293-216 211°_ 40° 270°- 31° 355°- 53° 267-207 91°_ 23° 180°- 19° 
293-214	 351°- 30° 359°- 45° 100°- 21° 170°- 25°
 

co-ordinates position position 357°- 48° 82°_ 22° 185°- 19°
 

of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 353°- 39° 161°- 15°
 
349°- 22° 268-207 173°- 22°
 

293-213 205°- 67°	 390°- 67° 358°- 31 °	 172°- 17° 
300°- 67° 345°- 63° 353°- 32°	 167°- 20° 
230°- 70° 366°_ 24°	 175°- 20° 
300°- 50° 371°- 16°	 173°- 21° 
290°_ 65° 365°- 19° 269-206 145°- 60° 
140°--62° 376°- 24°	 140°_ 51° 

291-218 162°- 30°	 330°- -8° 259-209 220°- 52°	 376°- 41° 175°- 46° 
187°- 12° 358°- -4° 210°- 43° 354°- 35°	 180°- 50° 
160°- 18° 347°- 0° 369°- 33°	 156°- 63° 
178°- 15° 355°- -4° 367°- 33°	 162°- 69° 
185°- -5° 320°- 11° 367°- 27° 164°_ 58° 
160°- 15° 335°- 2°	 174°_ 68° 

294-217	 335°- -8° 269-211 223°- 52°	 275-203 120°- 32° 
340°- 4° 210°- 56°	 172°- 3.1° 
340°_ 14° 266-211	 360°- 36° 200°- 60° 

292-221 175°- 30° 361"- 26° 111°_ 41° 
160°- 52° 370°- 12°	 160°- 29° 
178°- 80° 371°- 23°	 133°- 36° 
180°- 42° 346°- 29°	 135°_ 51° 

292-222 175°- 24° 355°- 28°	 160°- 51° 
299-220 215°- 13° 264-210 220°- 34°	 380°- 14° 150°- 47° 

240°- 32° 231°_ 26° 372°- 10°	 165°- 51° 
240°_ 40° 210°- 63°	 153°- 61° 

292-214	 342°- 30° 265-209 260°- 35°	 380°- 40° 147°- 65° 
291-216 180°- 37° 265°- 24° 373°- 45°	 90°_ 50° 

180°- 19° 256°- 30° 375°- 42°	 124°- 48° 
293-211 252°- 67°	 365°- 64° 354°- 25°	 155°- 46° 

275°- 76° 362°- 66° 363°- 28°	 119°_ 49° 
235°- 64° 328°- 64° 266-217	 353°- 21° 276-205 60°- 86° 126°- 63° 
275°- 70° 358°- 66° 366°- 30°	 70°- 90° 122°- 46° 
230°- 82° 405°- 62° 355°- 28°	 80°_ 90° 121°- 45° 

363°- 18°	 80°- 80° 103°- 36° 
364°- 32°	 82°- 71° 

95°_ 88° 
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Tables of the positions of the schistosity~planes and the minor folds in the M. Spico region 
(Sheet VIII). 

(The strikes of the s-planes and the azimuths of the m.f. are given without the magnetic correction 
of - 2'.) 

Meas. sample 216 (40 s. and 53 m.f.) 90°-- 83° 90°...,-- 35° Meas. sample 218 (35 s. and 33 m.f.) 
mean s. mean m.f. 122--002 95°-- 97° 75°-- 33° mean s. mean m.f. 

85°-- 95° 80°__ 42°128--002 90°__ 89° 192--978 106°-- 44°90°-- 98° 85°__ 38°128--002 91°-- 37° 192--97895°__ 92° 80°__ 40° 
co-ordinates position position 90°__ 95° 90°-- 48° co-ordinates position position
of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 80°-- 57° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 

121--002 90°--102° 85°__ 55°132--003 85°__ 85° 85°-- 30° 
192--977 60°__ 75° 60°_ -7°95°__ 93° 90°-- 17° 

60°__ 83° 60°_ 5°105°-- 97° 105°-- 30° 
Meas. sample 217 (32 s. and 29 m.f.) 80°__ 90° 75°-- 18°115°--105° 115°-- 30° 

mean s. mean m.f. 55°--105° 75°- 10°100°--100°
 
131--003 95°__ 95° 95°__ 27°
 139--992 93°-- 84° 115°-- 70° 65°_ 0° 

141--991 92°-- 11° 60°-- 72° 90°- 10°80°-- 87° 80°-- 25° 
75°-- .55° 80°__ 15°90°-- 90° 80°-- 40° co-ordinates position position 192--978 75°-- 40" 75°__ 10°95°--100° 80°-- 50° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 85°__ 50° 85°_ 7°85°-- 80° 90° - 40° 
90°__ 50° 85°_ -3°80°-- 83° 90°__ 30° 144--988 95°__ 85° 95°__ 0° 
80°-- 55° 75°-- 15°75°__ 87° 90°-- 65° 145--988 90°__ 73° 90°__ 0° 
85°__ 65° 80°- 5°98°-- 90° 95°__ 55° 95°-- 75° 95°__ 5° 
95°-- 47° 95°-- 0°90°-_ 50° 115°-- 63° 105°-- 7° 
95°__ 55° 100°-- 5°90°__ 10° 100°-- 68° 90°---20° 

110°__ 15° 115°-- 10°85°-- 40° 145--989 90°-- 83° 90°__ 0° 
105°-- 53° 90°---15°85°-- 35° 80°-- 80° 90°__ -7° 
120°-- 65° 115°- 8°80°-- 32° 100°-- 78° 80°__ 0° 
97°__ 77° 95°_ 0°95°-- 30° 100°-- 90° 85°__ 15° 
95°__ 65° 100°-- 2°130--002 95°__ 87° 75°-- 25° 95°__ 85° 105°-- -8° 

110°-- 60° 100°- -5°90°-- 70° 90°-- 25° 100°- 10° 
192--978 150°---25° 120°-- 10°85°-- 82° 100°__ 30° 146--990 90°-- 15° 
192--980 125°---25° 120°- 0°90°-- 35° 90°__ -5° 

70°-- 17° 115°- 15°129--002 90°--110° 85°__ 17° 100°-- 0° 
105°-- 30° 125°-- 12°95°__ 75° 100°-- 17° 137--995 95°-- 75° 100°-- 28° 
70°-- 30° 115°- 20°100°-- 90° 100°-- 60° 100°-- 80° 105°-- 38° 
75°__ 42° 130°- 35°90°__ 82° 90°__ 40° 120°-- 95° 115°-- 25° 

191--980 90°-- 32° 120°---30°85°__ 78° 100°-- 32° 145°-- 95° 90°__ 35° 
50°__ 30°85°__ 95° 100°-- 70° 90°--118° 100°-- 30° 

191--979 80°- 20°95°__ 50° 80°__ 80° 95°-- 10° 
95°_ 30°85°__ 48° 115°__100° 

125°- 28°128--003 80°__110° 70°-- 65° 138--992 80°__ 90° 85°---10° 
150°---17° 115°__ 7°126--003 90°__ 82° 80°-- 20° 80°__ 75° 85°-- 15° 
125°_-10° 130°_ 10°124--002 90°__ 87° 95°__ 45° 75°__ 95° 75°-- 0° 

192--973 60°_ 62° 55°__ 25°90°--100° 90°-- 30° 80°__ 85° 80°-- 5°
 
95°__ 80° 90°__ 48° 85°__ 85°
 70°- 58° 70°- 5° 
95°__ 78° 105°-- 28° 75°__ 80° 

Meas. sample 219 (65 s. and 45 m.f.)
70°-- 93° 120°-- 45° 137--992 90°-- 80° 75°__ 20° 

mean s. mean m.f. 
110°-- 35° 75°__ 90° 85°__ 40° 

246-001 273°- 45°100°-- 38° 85°__ 80° 
247--00190°-- 15° 136--992 95°__ 90° 95°__ 25° 

90°-- 35° 90°__ 85° 90°-- 20° co-ordinates position position
123--002 85°-- 90° 90°-- 27° 85°__ 80° 90°__ 20° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f.

90°-- 83° 100°-- 30° 90°__ 85° 
105°-- 40° 105°-- 25° 90°__ 80° 247--001 260°-- 40° 
75°-- 90° 80°-- 32° 90°__ 95° 265°-- 45° 
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275°- 65° 75°_ -2° 335°- 35° 95°- 20° 85°- 85° 80°_-18° 

255°- 55° 95°--35° 315°- 20° 80°- 10° 75°_ 80° 90°_ -S° 

275°- 62° 90°_-20° 300°- 15° 75°_ 83° 80°_-20° 

270°- 60° 80°_-20° 300°- 18° 75°_ 80° 85°_ 12° 

270°- 65° 90°--25° 260°- 10° 90°- 83° 95°- -3° 
270°- 65° 90°--20° 80°_ 78° 100°- 15° 
270°- 65° 
270°- 60° 

90°--35° 
90°- -8° 

Meas. sample 220 (31 s. and 23 m.f.) 
mean s. mean m.f. 

95°- 85° 
95°_ 67° 

90° S° 
90°- -3° 

247-002 275°- 85° 
260°- 55° 
270°- 80° 

85°_-25° 
90°--25° 
85°_-25° 

217-048 
216-048 

68°- 76° 
72°_ 24° 

100°_ 78° 
110°_ 85° 
90°- 78° 

267°- 70° 85°- 10° co-ordinates position position 90°- 85° 
265°- 40° 950- -S° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 176-971 85°- 82° 85°- 15° 

248-002 

248-003 
247-001 

280°- 40° 75°_-15° 
280°- 55° 100°_-20° 
300°- 60° 90°- -S° 
260°- 55° 75° 0° 
270°- 70° 80°- -S° 
265°- 45° 
265°- 55° 
285°- 90° 
270°- 70° 100°_-12° 
270°- 75° 95°---10° 
270°- 75° 85°_-12° 

95°_-15° 
90°_-10° 

280°- 50° 100°_-13° 
260°- 55° 110°_-50° 
270°- 40° 85°_ 0° 

217-044 

218-049 

217-049 

70°- 85° 
80°_ 87° 
65°- 90° 
65°- 90° 
75°_ 55° 
70°_ 65° 
60°- 65° 
65°- 80° 
70°- 65° 
75°- 75° 
70°_ 85° 
65°_ 83° 
70°- 85° 
60°_ 85° 
70°_ 73° 
60°_ 73° 

65°- 15° 
80°- 20° 
70°- 30° 
70°- 15° 

80°- 25° 
70°_ 22° 
60°_ 23° 
70°_ 15° 
65°- 30° 
75°- 30° 
65°- 22° 

90°- 90° 85°- 20° 
100°- 75° 100°_ 25° 
100°_ 90° 100°_ 20° 
90°- 80° 90°_ 23° 
90°_ 87° 100°- 12° 
85°_ 90° 95° 7° 
90°- 95° 85°- 12° 
95°- 87° 90°- 10° 
90°_ 85° 95°_ S° 

100°_ 75° 92°_ 3° 
110° 0° 

176-972 80°- 90° 80°- 15° 
80°- 80° 80° 0° 
80°- 85° 85°- 10° 

Meas. sample 222 (17 s. and 18 m.f.) 
246-001 280°- 60° 75° 3° 

290°- 75° 110°- -S° 
65°_ 50° 
60°_ 70° 

65°- 30° 
80°_ 25° 149-973 

mean s. 

82°- 53° 

mean m.f. 

295°- 65° 60°_ 70° 149-973 89°- 20° 

246-000 

270°- 40° 
270°- 50° 
270°- 55° 
265°- 48° 
265°- 35° 
265°- 45° 
240°- 15° 
230°- 35° 

75°- -S° 
90°- -2° 

100°--10° 
95°- -S° 
95°_-10° 

218-050 

215-050 

214--050 

70°_ 60° 
50°- 65° 
80°_ 85° 
65°_ 70° 
85°_ 63° 
65°_ 87° 
70°- 70° 
65°-80° 

60°- 25° 
80°- 10° 
85°_ 25° 
80°_ 25° 
55°-- 40° 
70°- 15° 

co-ordinates 
of the grid 

150-974 

149-973 

position 
of s-plane 

75°- 45° 
70°- 20° 
85°_ 35° 
75°- 43° 
80°_ 65° 

position 
of m.f. 

95°- 20° 
100°- 15° 
90°- 25° 

80°_ 23° 
260°- 43° 75°- -7° 214--049 70°_ 80° 75°- 40° 85°_ 50° 90°_ 25° 
255°- 45° 75°_ 90° 75°- 20° 90°- 70° 90°- 23° 
265°- 25° 217-046 70°-100° 80°_ 35° 90°- 55° 90°- 20° 

- 0° 213-050 75°_ 78° 70°_ 13° 70°- 60° 85°- 23° 
255°- 22° 80°_ 70° 80°_ 22° 

245-000 270°- 32° 
265°- 15° 
250°- 10° 

95°- -3° 
95°_ -3° 
90°_ 2° 

Meas. sample 221 (33 s. and 30 m.f.) 
mean s. mean m.f. 

148---973 

90°- 20° 
75°- 63° 80°_ 30° 

100°- 55° 105°- 20° 
275°- 15° 85°
285°- 22° 105°

6° 
0° 

177-971 
177-971 

87°- 83° 
87° 4° 

80°- 58° 
65°- 50° 

75°- 15° 
90°- 10° 

220°- 20° 100°
270°- 30° 
315°- 30° 

0° 
co-ordinates 
of the grid 

position 
of s-plane 

position 
of m.f. 

95°- 65° 75°- 10° 
90°- 55° 85°- 27° 
90°_ 50° 100°_ 22° 

285°- 35° 177-971 90°- 90° 85°- 13° 100°_ 18° 
295°- 35° 95°- 55° 80°- -S° 
260°- 40° 80°_ 78° 50°_-10° 
285°- 30° 75°_ 85° 50°_-30° 
270°- 38° 60°_ 85° 80° 0° 
2700 

- 25° 80°- 90° 75°--12° 
245-999 305°- 15° 85°_ 17° 73°- 82° 95°- 10° 
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270°- 8° 85°- 3°Meas. sample 223 (42 s. and 43 m.f.) Meas. sample 224 (26 s. and 20 m.f.) 
280°- 15°mean s. mean m.f.	 mean s. mean m.f. 
310°- 20°	 135°_-18°

146-973	 82°_ 64° 138-968 80°_ 41° 
315°- 2°	 105°- 0°

146-973 88°_ 14° 138-968 84°- 10° 
243-998 360°- 25° 100°_ 22°
 

co-ordinates position position co-ordinates position position 270°- 10° 100°_ 3°
 
of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 310°- 20° 98°_ 13°
 

305°- 20° 85°- 10°

148-973	 80°_ 75° 85°- 20° 140-968 65°- 40° 80°_ 25° 

270°- 43°
147-974 110°- 22° 120°- 12°	 80°_ 50° 90°- 28° 

330°- 12°
147-975	 85°_ 65° 100°_ 17° 100°_ 28° 

243-997 300°- 18° 100°_ 5°
95°- 65°	 90°_ 12° 95°- 22° 

310°- 30°	 110°- 5°
85°- 80° 100°- 220 139-968 75°- 45° 75°- 25° 300°--22°	 110°- -5°
75°- 90°	 65°_ 60° 70°_ 5° 

250°- 10°
147-974	 65°- 950 78°- 8° 85°_ 50° 

280°- 25°
80°_ 85°	 80°_ 7° 65°- 22° 

242-997 290°- 35° 100°_ 30°
950-105° 100°- 0° 138-968 75°- 40° 90°- 3° 

260°- 30° 90°_ 20°
100°-- 90°	 80°- 40° 75°- 2° 

305°- 35° 95°_ 7°
146-974	 80°- 75° 90°- 10° 65°- 30° 80°_ 10° 

255°- 30°	 1000- 00 
75°- 70°	 75°- 10° 70°_ 400 75°- 15° 

285°- 20° 95°- 100 
70°-100°	 75°_ 10° 75°- ZOo 80°- 20 

290°- 30°	 125°- -5°
750- 40°	 70°_ 5° 80°- 42° 95°_ 0° 

242-996 290°- 350 1250- 0°
75°-122°	 750_ 22° 85°- 30° 900_ 5° 

295°- 30°	 120°- -5°
75°- 62°	 95°_ 200 90°_ 65° 95°_· 20° 

3200- 52° 80°_ 10°
80°- 33°	 75°- 15° 750- 50° 270°- 35° 950- 12°
75°- 550	 90°- 15° 90°- 42° 265°- 50° 80°_ 0°
65°- 65°	 95°- 15° 138-169 85°_ 32° 75°- 6° 

242-995 210°--20° 105°- 0°
90°- 20°	 70°_ 40° 75°_ 3° 250°- 55°	 105°- 22°90°_ 18°	 70°_ 45° 80°- 0° 

290°- 55° 90°_ 15°
85°- 25°	 80°_ 43° 55°- -3° 

300°- 33° 70°- 15°
90°- 25°	 70°- 68° 90°- -5° 

320°- 30° 95°_ 30°
100°- 25°	 72°_ 60° 

2200--200 
85°- 25°	 75°- 50° 290°- 20 

146-973	 70°_ 40° 100°_ ZOo 115°- 32° 260°- 45°
80°- 80°	 90°_ 10° 139-169 100°- 20° 110°- 10° 

3300- 30°
75°- 80°	 80°_ 28° 1150- 22° 242-994 250°- 25° 800_ 10°
70°- 65°	 80°- 25° 

275°- 30° 90°- 10°
75°- 60°	 70°- 28° Meas. sample 225 (57 s. and 42 m.f.) 280°- 28° 90°- 0°80°_ 60°	 90°- ZOo mean s. mean m.f. 280°- 80°	 110°- 0°
80°- 63°	 70°_ 20° 

243-997 282°- 25°	 290°- 30° 110°- 2°
80°- 32°	 75°- 5° 

243-997 99°- 5° 280°- 35°
145-973	 90°_ 70° 100°_ 15°
 

85°- 50° 90°_ 15° co-ordinates position position
 Meas. sample 226 (32 s. and 21 m.f.)
85°- 60°	 95°- 10° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. mean s. mean m.f. 

105°- 55° 
245-999 270°- 17° 80°_ 3D 245--011 270°- 81°

145-972	 75°- 45° 80°- 10° 
285°- 18°	 105°--12° 244-011 90°- 2°750- 55°	 70°- -3° 
235°- 15° 95°--15°

80°- 40°	 95°- 5° co-ordinates position position- 0°
85°- 58°	 of the grid of s-plane ofm.f.300°- 43°
90°- 70° 

270°- 25°	 244-012 285°-100° 100°- 13°110°- 500 90°_ 3° 
270°_ 45°	 285°- 97° 95°- 15°144-972	 90°_ 50° 95°- 0° 

244-999 295°- 20° 80°- 0° 270°-115° 95°- 6°800_ 58°	 90°- 15° 
275°- 25°	 270°-110° 85°- 10°80°_ 55°	 85°_ 12° 

244-998 230°- 12° 115°- 3° 265°-120° 90°- 00 
70°- 70°	 90°_ 12° 

265°- 18°	 100°--12° 244-011 2600- 52° 90°_ -7°
75°- 40°	 95°_ 15° 

295°- 30° 110°- -5° 270°- 55° 85°_-10° 
315°- 25° 75°- 12° 270°- 45° 100°- 7° 
255°- 5° 110°- 0° 275°- 55° 75°_ 5° 
260°- 40° 105°- 0° 265°- 43° 100°- -5° 
270°- 20° 115°- 8° 255°- 35° 80°- -7° 
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270°- 55° 75°_ 5° 250°-130° 
Meas. sample 229 (52 s. and 37 m.f.)255°- 45° 70°- 0° 255°-130° 

mean s.	 mean m.f.260°- 65° 100°- -3° 250°- 55° 85°_ 0° 
125-011 89°- 91°260°- 60° 247-008 270°- 45° 110°--10° 
124-012 87°- 32°240°- 20°	 255°- 53° 95°--17° 

280°- 70°	 250°- 45° co-ordinates position position
245-010 290°- 90° 90°- 0° 240°- 58° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 

265°- 80° 90°- 3° 270°- 70° 
260°- 70° 90°- 5° 240°- 35° 130-007 75°-100° 
280°- 80° 95°- 0° 110°-107° 
270°-100° 90°_ 0° Meas. sample 228 (40 s. and 30 m.f.) 100°-102° 
270°-120°	 90°- 95°mean s. mean m.f. 

275°-115° 169-999 270°- 33° 129-006 85°- 90° 
270°-100° 168-999 74°_ 10° 90°-110° 
280°- 85° 80°- 95°

co-ordinates position position
246-010	 280°-110° 90°- 0° 128-006 100°- 95°

of the grid of s-plane ofm.f.
270°-100° 100°- 12° 85°-100° 
275°-107° 172-995 300"- 45° 75°- 25° 85°- 90° 
270°-100° 330°- 30° 126-007 95°-105° 
285°- 95° 345°- 12° 85°-100° 
270°- 85° 171-997 255°- 52° 70°- 5° 90°_ 97° 

235°- 35° 65°_ 3° 125-010 70°-112° 
Meas. sample 227 (40 s. and 24 m.f.) 250°- 40° 60°- 3° 90°- 90° 

mean s. mean m.f. 250°- 50° 50°- 0° 125-011 85°-102° 95°- 37° 
247-005 260°- 49° 245°- 30° 65°- 5° 85°- 85° 105°- 33° 
247-005 91°- -5° 260°- 63° 80°- 85° 80°- 30° 

235°- 28°	 80°- 85° 85°- 37° 
co-ordinates position position 

240°- 50°	 85°- 85° 80°- 35°
of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 

255°- 35° 90°- 90° 75°- 30° 
246-009 235°- 25° 80°- -5° 235°- 45° 75°- 95° 80°- 42° 

280°--22° 120°--10° 171-998 290°- 35° 70°- 0° 90°- 90° 75°- 35° 
248-003 295°- 40° 90°- 0° 240°- 45° 85°- 80° 85°- 40° 

260°- 75° 100°- 5° 245°- 45° 90°- 83° 90°- 30° 
250°- 70° 80°- 12° 245°- 45° 90°- 90° 85°- 32° 
245°- 55° 90°_-10° 170-999 250°- 30° 700- -5° 90°- 95° 85°- 25° 
230°- 13° 90°- 7° 245°- 55° 75°_ 0° 90°- 90° 90°- 27° 
245°- 35° 85°_-12° 290°- 40° 100°- 3° 90°- 35° 
275°- 45° 275°- 50° 80°- 3° 90°- 30° 
250°- 42° 260°- 52° 70°- 12° 124-012 70°- 85° 90°- 20° 
240°- 5° 255°- 35° 85°- 85° 70°- 30° 

247-003 220°- 15° 110°--20° 169-999 240°- 35° 65°- -3° 90°- 90° 85°- 30° 
210°- 23° 230°- 50° 60°_-20° 90°_ 90° 90°- 27° 
315°--15° 166-999 320°- 20° 85°- 20° 90°_ 87° 90°- 30° 

247-004	 225°--30° 70°- 15° 290°- 60° 70°- 17° 90°- 30° 
240°- 30° 80°_ 5° 330°- 20° 85°- 20° 123-012 90°- 80° 100°_30° 
210°- 10° 85°_-10° 355°- 22° 80°- 18° 90°- 80° 80°- 40° 
245°--40° 90°- 8° 290°- 50° 900_ 17° 85°- 85° 70°- 25° 
300°_-25° 70°- 0° 285°- 30° 65°_ 28° 70°- 90° 80°- 20° 
270°- 40° 320°- 25° 80°_ 30° 90°- 83° 95°- 20° 
235°-115° 330°- 23° 80°- 15° 90°- 95° 

247-005	 260°-115° 295°- 28° 90°- 20° 123-014 95°- 85° 90°- 40° 
247-006	 290°-105° 110°--18° 195°--20° 75°- 20° 123-015 90°_100° 60°- 60° 

295°-100° 105°--15° 295°- 25° 80°- 22° 80°_ 85° 95°- 30° 
280°-110° 85°--12° 85°- 12° 95°- 90° 90°- 33° 
270°-115° 90°_-20° 165-999 330°- 12° 75°- 10° 90°- 95° 800- 40° 
280°-115° 85°- 0° 285°- 15° 75°- 10° 105°- 92° 90°- 27° 
300°--35° 190°--20° 65°_ 5° 70°- 75° 60°- 27° 

247-007	 340°--15° 90°--15° 200°--17° 75°_ 15° 90°-105° 100°- 35° 
275°- 95° 80°- 10° 90°- 87° 115°- 35° 
260°-110° 120°- 82° 
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124--015° 85°_ 65° 95°- 22°	 95°- 50° 90°- 0°Meas. sample 232 (33 s. and 36 m.f.)
105°- 80° 110°- 33°	 87°- 48° 100°- 10°mean s. mean m.f. 
105°- 80° 105°_ 28° 117°_ 5°

124--985 92°_ 69° 
126-979 90°- 35° 110°_ 7°

124-985 94°- 8°Meas. sample 230 (22 s. and 17 m.f.) 95°- 25° 100°- 2° 
mean s. mean m.f. co-ordinates position position 127-979 110°- 40° 105°- 2° 

123-020 268°- 85° of the grid of s-plane of m.f. 90°- 50° 100°- 5° 
123-019 267°- -1° 131-990 85°- 80° 85°_ 10°	 80°_ 40° 80°- 7° 

60°- 30° 95°_ 15°100°- 80° 85°- 15°co-ordinates position position 75°- 32°	 120°- 7°90°_ 8°of the grid of s-plane of m.f. 105°_ 43°130-989 85°_ 83° 95°_ 15° 
128-989 95°_ 90° 90°- 10°124--017	 260°- 85° 260°--20° 128-978 80°- 35° 90°- 25° 

280°- 83° 270°--15° 70°_ 25° 100°- 10°127-988 95°-100° 90°- 0° 
265°- 85°	 85°- 43° 100°- 13°90°_ 85° 90°- -2°
 
265°- 90°
 75°_ 45° 95°- 12°95°_ 98° 85°- 5° 

123-018	 275°- 90° 275°- -5° 95°_ 129-978 95°_ 20° 105°- 20°126-988 95°_ 93° 0° 
270°- 95° 275°--10° 85°- 30° 100°- 0°115°_ 75° 105°- 10°
 
275°- 85°
 123-986	 100°-102° 95°_ 3° Meas. sample 234 (23 s. and 24 m.f.)

123-019	 265~- 85° 275°--12° 110°- 55° 100°- 15°	 mean s. mean m.f. 
265°- 75° 265°--15° 95°_ 80°	 100°- 10° 099-001 88°- 93°265°- 90° 270°- -5° 70°_ 60° 90°- 0° 099-001 88°_ 23°

123-020	 260°- 85° 2700- -2° 123-985 105°- 53° 90°- 7° 
255°- 90° 260°- -5°	 co-ordinates position position105°- 60° 100°- 5° 
270°- 90° 265°- 5°	 of the grid of s-plane ofm.f.110°_ 90° 110°- 3°
 
250°- 83° 270°- 15°
 95°- 50°	 100°- 7° 098-999 90°- 87° 90°- 15° 
275°- 85° 260°- 22° 80°- 33° 95°- 15° 099-000 85°- 90° 85°_ 15° 
265°- 95° 260°_-10° 80°- 65° 110°- 20° 85°-107° 90°_ 17° 
260°- 85° 270°- 12° 65°- 35° 100°- 15° 85°_ 93° 75°- 20° 
280°- 75° 95°- 70° 100°- 7° 85°_ 90° 90°_ 25° 

122-021 280°- 97° 260°- 25° 123-984	 105°- 80° 100°- 5° 90°_ 90° 90°_ 17° 
275°- 85° 275°- 5° 122-983 100°- 55° 100°- 2° 80°_ 78° 90°_ 25° 
270°- 80° 260°- 7° 122-982	 105°- 65° 95°- 3° 100°-100° 85°- 20° 
260°- 60° 105°- 10° 85°_115° 100°_ 30° 

122~981 80°- 60° 85°~ 10° 80°_ 25° 
Meas. sample 231 (16 s. and 12 m.f.) 90°_ 30° 80°_ 7° 90°_ 45° 

mean s. mean m.f. 80°_ 85° 85°- 3° 099-001 90°- 95° 75°_ 38°
 
125-023 274°- 73° 90°- 62° 75°- 8° 85°_ 90° 85°- 15°
 
125-023 274°- 6° 85°- 75° 95°- 12° 95°- 75° 90°- 20°
 

900- 72° 95°- 5° 90°- 90° 100°_ 30°
co-ordinates position position 
85°- 63° 90°- 13° 85°-100° 75°- 15°of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 
85°_ 42° 85°- 10° 85°_ 83° 80°_ 28° 

123-025 275°- 60° 270°- 20° 90°_ 10° 
e 

80°-104° 90°- 23° 
255°- 63° 275°- 15° 122-980 70°- 45° 90°- 5° 110°-110° 80°_ 22° 
270°- 87° 270°- 5° 85°_100° 100°- 30°

Meas. sample 233 (25 s. and 25 m.f.)124--024	 275°- 67° 270°- 3° 95°_ 82°	 100°- 20° 
mean s.	 mean m.f.265°- 70° 099-002 90°- 90° 80°_ 10° 

275°- 75°	 126-979 89°- 46° 75°- 80° 100°_ 28° 
280°- 65° 126-979 98°_ 9° 95°_ 85° 100°- 15° 
280°- 75° 285°--15°125-023 co-ordinates position position 100-002 80°_ 95°
 
280°- 78° 270°- -5°
 of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 

Meas. sample 235 (39 s. and 35 m.f.)270°- 70° 270°- 3° 
123-980 95°_102° 90°- 5°	 mean s. mean m.f.270°- 87° 275°- 0°
 

90°_ 90° 90°_ 7°
275°- 50° 270°- 0° 213-981 283°- 8° 
124-980 100°- 90° 95°_ 12°270°- 83°	 213-981 100°- 8° 

85°- 60° 90°_ 12°126-022 285°- 80° 285°- 15°	 co-ordinates position position
95°- 45°	 100°_ 13°285°- 68° 270°- 2° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f.

90°- 13°280°- 85° 280°- 25° 
125-980 85°- 50° 95°- 15° 214-980 290°- 50° 110°- 0° 

90°_ 60° 95°_ 0° 290°- -5° 100°- 0° 
95°- 30° 100°- 0° - 0° 95°- 0° 
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260°- 15° 100°_ 5° ·258-977 80°_ 43° 90°_ 8°Meas. sample 237 (30 s. and 32 m.f.) 
255°- 13° 85°_ 10° 85°- 50° 95°_ 12°mean s. mean m.f. 
265°- 17° 110°- 8° 75°_ 47° 80°--27°

255-986 266°--13°
270°- 22° 95°_ 10° 75°_ 45° 100°- 8°255-986 90°- 1°
330°- 5° 75°_ 5° 95°- 43° 100°- 15° 
210°- 12° 105°- -3° co-ordinates position position 85°- 65° 115°- 10° 
295°- 35° 100°- 20° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 75°-~15° 

213-980 270°- 17° 100°- 15° 259-978 90°- 5°
255-990 280°- 22° 105°- 0°

255°- -7° 55°_ -7° 258-980 95°- 53° 90°_-10°
300°- 10° 75°_-10°

310°- 25° 110°- 13° 105°- 65° 110°- -5°
300°- 23° 75°- 0°

255°--40° 115°- 5° 100°- 70° 85°- -8°
275°--28° 900_ -5° 

320°- 20° 110°--10° 258-981 90°_ 55°
260°- 50° 70°- 3°

250°--10° 
75°- 5°

255°- 10° Meas. sample 239 (27 s. and 16 m.f.) 
255-989 285°- 23° 1050- -8° 

213-981 290°- 25° 110°- 13° mean s. mean m.f. 
225°--22° 80°_ 13° 

275°- 30° 100°- 12° 241-980 94°_ 43°210°--12° 75°- 18°
305°- 40° 110°- 7° 241-981 105°- 12°254-989 330°- 25° 80°- 15°
290°- 33° 115°- 15° 

254-987 210°- -7° 90°- 0° co-ordinates position position3300- 17° 110°- 20° 
- 0° 80°- 10° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f.250°--20° 100°- 3° 220°--35° 100°--10° 

345°- 10° 110°- 12° 240-982 90°- 50° 95°_ 13°295°--55° 105°- -5°
310°--15° 70°_ 47° 80°- 10°254-983 235°--30° 105°- 20°

213-982 265°--15° 105°- 5° 240-981 70°_-30° 90°- -8°260°- -8° 90°- 5°
240°--15° 70°- 38°345°- 23° 85°- 23°

212-982 335°- 40° 95"_ 35° 241-981 115°- 40° 95°_ -3°
25~982 285°- 43° 80°- 0°

85°_230°- 37° 0° 105°- 42° 100°- 20°290°--45° 105°- -7°
295°- 8° 100°- 10° 95°_ 50° 115°- 25°260°--30° 110°- -5° 
315°--40° 115°- 12° 95°_ 35° 110°- 10°255°--32° 90°- 3° 
260°- 20° 90°_ 10° 90°- 38° 105°- 25°225°--40° 95°- 5°

213-982 330°- 15° 90°_ 12° 105°- 60° 120°- 28°290°--50° 70°- 25°
260°_-48° 90°_ 12° 110°- 60° 110°- 0°80°_ 10° 
315°- 20° 85°_ 15° 90°- 30°115°--15° 
195°- 10° 105°- -3° 55°- 32°

25~981 275°--30° 75°- -3°
285°--60° 105°- 5° 115°- 50°285°--35° 80°_-20° 
3400-~ 20° 95°- 10° 241-980 125°- 80° 118°- 0°258-986 215°- 20° 110°_-20°
330°- 20° 110°- 18° 242-980 70°_ 60° 80°_ 10°295°_-40° 80°_-30° 

100°- 55° 125°- 20°Meas. sample 236 (17 s. and 16 m.f.) 256-987 265°_-48° 950- 13° 
110°- 28° 125°_ 30°mean s. mean m.f. 245°--32 90°- 0° 
130°_ 45°141-003 278°- 69° 265°--30° 

242-979 90°_ 43° 90°- -2°141-003 88°- 21° 255-987 230°--15° 110°- 12° 
85°- 45° 120°- 10° 

co-ordinates position position Meas. sample 238 (22 s. and 22 m.f.) 60°- 45°
 
of the grid of s-plane ofm.f.
 mean s. mean m.f. 90°_ 47°
 
140-002 280°- 60° 80°- 20°
 258-977 96°_ 51° 95°- 40° 

280°- 73° 100°- 25° 258-977 98°_ 0° 100°- 35° 
295°- 85° 115°- 20° 100°- 45°co-ordinates position position285°- 55° 95°- 25° 120°- 50°of the grid of s-plane ofm.f.285°- 60° 75°- 30° 
285°- 60° 80°_ 27° 257-977 105°- 40° 120°- -5° Meas. sample 240 (28 s. and 26 m.f.) 

141-002 275°- 60° 85°- 23° 100°- 45° 105°- 5° mean s. mean m.f. 
275°- 85° 95°- 25° 257-976 105°- 53° 107°- 2° 245-965 106°- 64° 
280°- 80° 95°- 25° 100°- 60° 105°- 7° 245-965 268°- 7° 

141-003 280°- 60° 95°- 17° 110°_ 50° 115°--12° 
co-ordinates position position142-003 270°- 50° 75°_ 10° 100°- 40° 90°- -3° 
of the grid of s-plane ofm.f.275°- 70° 80°- 25° 95°- 60° 90°_ 0°
 

275°- 75° 85°_ 13° 103°- 50° 100°- 3° 245-966 135°_ 90° 315°--35°
 
275°- 55° 900- 12° 257-977 95°_ 55° 100°- 7° 112°_ 80° 280°- 17° 

143-004 265°- 75° 90°_ 25° 105°- 40° 100°- 13° 120°- 55° 265°- 10° 
255°- 85° 75°- 15° 100°- 43° 100°- 0° 115°_ 50° 250°- 20° 

143-005 295°- 87° 105°- 40° 140°- 55° 280°- 35° 
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135°- 50° 265°- 13° 120°- 60° 300°_ 30° 237-030 75°- 85° 255°- 0° 
145°- 25° 280°- 18° 100°- 90° 280°--10° 75°- 90° 255°- 10° 
100°- 67° 115°- 57° 290°- -3° 70°_ 80° 240°_-10° 

246-966 85°- 60° 265°- 7° 115°- 50° 295°- -5° 
78°_ 53° 250°- 30° 115°_ 63° 280°_-13° Meas. sample 243 l36 s. and 32 m.f.) 

220°- 30° 105°- 30° mean s. mean m.f. 

246-965 115°- 60° 285°- 5° 95°- 55° 235-033 78°- 96° 
110°_ 25° 270°- -5° 80°_ 38° 235-033 260°- 8°
 
165°- 20° 260°_ 18°
 
105°- 55° 285°- 7° Meas. sample 242 (44 s. and 46 m.f.) co-ordinates position position
 

of the grid	 of s-plane ofm.f.mean s. mean m.f. 

120°- 90° 250°- 20° 239--028 75°- 91° 236-031 75°- 70° 265°- 3° 
245-965 75°_ 80° 250°- -5° 239-028 254°- 10° 85°- 97° 265°_ -2° 

80°_ 80° 255°- 15° 75°_ 78° 253°- -7° 

65°_ 87° 260°- 15° 

co-ordinates position position
80°- 70° 250°- 2°	 85°_ 80° 265°_-10°of the grid of s-plane ofm.f.
85°_100° 275°--12° 80°- 90° 260°_ 0° 

110°_ 40° 255°- 0° 241--025 75°_ 87° 258°- 0° 80°_ 90° 260°- 5° 
103°- 65° 270°--12° 80°- 85° 255°- 15° 85°-100° 280°_-10° 
97°_ 62° 2800-~ 0° 70°_110° 260°- 10° 235-031 75°-102° 250°_ 28° 
95°_ 73° 295°--17° 90°_ 80° 260°- 7° 60°_110° 250°_ 35° 

105°_ 70° 290°- 5° 80°- 65° 250°- 10° 70°-105° 270°_ 32° 
100°- 60° 80°- 65° 255°- 10° 65°_ 95° 245°_ 30° 
110°- 82° 65°_ 90° 260°- 3° 75°-105° 240°_ 22° 

2~965 75°- 80° 260°- 0°	 75°-100° 250°- 10° 60°-100° 240°-,- 25° 
65°_100° 255°- 0° 70°- 90° 250°- 10° 

Meas. sample 241 (36 s. and 26 m.f.) 85°- 78° 260°--10° 234--032 75°- 78° 260°_ -5°
 
mean s. mean m.f. 250°--10° 85°_ 90° 265°--15°
 

237--016 94°_ 20° 265°- 10° 90°_100° 280°--15°
 
237-016 284°- 3° 240--026 90°_ 70° 265°- 15° 233--033 75°_ 85° 260°- -5°
 

95°-100° 280°--15° 85°_ 80° 265°_-10°

co-ordinates position position 

75°-117° 265°- 0°	 90°_ 90° 270°- -3°of the grid	 of s-plane ofm.f. 
241--027 65°- 85° 255°- 22°	 85°-100° 265°- 10° 

238-015	 90°_ 55° 270°- 0° 241--028 85°_115° 255°- 0° 65°_ 80° 255°- 3° 
90°- 70° 295°- 0° 85°-120° 265°- 12° 60°-115° 255°- 25° 
95°_ 50° 280°- 10° 90°_ 98° 275°- 5° 234--033 80°-130° 260°- -5° 
95°_ 50° 290°- 3° 100°_ 30° 275°- 20° 100°-135° 280°- 3° 

105°- 33° 2800- -3° 239-029 70°-105°	 260°- 15° 80°_122° 265°- -2° 
95°_ 33° 280°- 0° 80°-118° 240°- 18° 235--033 70°-127° 265°- 40° 

100°- 25° 285°- -5° 65°_ 95° 255°- 25° 85°_ 90° 
105°- 40° 65°-115° 245°- 45° 70°-120° 
110°_ 45° 80°- 95° 255°- 35° 235--034 75°-130° 
120°- 50° 80°-107° 245°- 20° 235--035 95°-100° 280°- 10° 
80°- 43° 65°-117° 265°- 12° 90°_110° 

237--016 95°_-40° 290°- 3° 85°-145° 240°- 3° 235--037 85°-100° 265°- 0° 
105°--60° 295°- 10° 75°- 85° 255°- 0° 234--038 60°_ 65° 240°--10° 
85°_-30° 285°- 10° 238--029 75°- 70° 250°- 3° 80°_ 60° 245°- 30° 

110°_-45° 290°- 2° 75°- 90° 255°- 10° 95°_ 40° 245°- 30° 
50°_-13° 295°- 10° 75°-100° 255°- 0°
 
85°_-30° 280°- 10° 60°- 85° 240°- 23° Meas. sample 244 (42 s. and 35 m.f.)
 

95°_-:32° 300°- 10° 65°-100° 245°- 15° mean s. mean m.f.
 

90°_-15° 295°- 3° 65°- 78° 2500- -2° 170--028 79°_ 81°
 
170°- 10° 290°- 10° 60°- 85° 2450- -2° 170-028 78°- 31° 
10°_-10° 270°- 3° 70°_100° 240°- 45° 

cocordinates position position20°_-10° 270°- 20°	 250°--12° 
of the grid	 of s-plane ofm.f.20°_ -5° 250°_-10° 238--D30 75°- 87° 250°- 10° 

170°- 10° 270°--15° 70°- 95° 240°_40° 173--031 75°_ 75° 70°- 15° 
- 0° 60°_ 85° 275°- 10° 70°_ 80° 

55°_-35° 85°- 40° 245°- 12° 171--028 73°- 80° 75°_ 37° 
80°- 50° 65°_ 78° 240°- 33° 70°- 90° 75°- 40° 

237-017 115°_ 45° 285°- 10° 70°- 95° 75°- 90° 75°- 30°' 
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171-027 75°_ 80° 75°- 30° 60°- 90° 60°_ 28° Meas. sample 247 (48 s. and 39 m.f.)
75°- 90° 75°- 27° 60°_ 80° 80°_ 13° mean s. mean m.f. 
75°- 87° 75°- 38° 55°- 78° 

229-985 283°- 24°
70°- 78° 70°_ 25° 75°- 85° 

229-985 90°_ 4°
75°_ 90° 75°- 30° 75°- 90° 75°- 25°
 
70°- 80° 70°_ 25° 85°_ 85° 85°_ 35° co-ordinates position position
 
75°- 83° 75°_ 38° 75°_ 90° 80°_ 27° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f.
 

070-027 70°_ 93° 70°_ 28° 70°_ 85° 
227-984 305°- 5° 75°- 7°

65°- 73° 60°- 38° 156-021 65°_ 85° 80°_ 35° 
300°- 20° 95°- 10° 

070-026 95°_ 70° 
335°- 3° 70°- 2°

75°_ 85° Meas. sample 246 (42 s. and 37 m.f.) 
360°- 5° 80°- 0°

80°_ 80° mean s. mean m.f. 
- 0° 85°- 5° 

070-025 75°- 90° 75°- 28° 154--027 79°- 82° 260°_-35° 90°_-10° 
168-026 85°_ 75° 85°_ 32° 154-027 80°_ 4° 260°- 30° 95°- -5°

80°_ 80° 70°- 40° 
co-ordinates position position 280°- 40° 85°- -5°

90°_ 80° 90°_ 22° 
of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 325°- 65° 90°_ 3° 

167-026 85°- 75° 85°- 25° 245°- 38° 95°- 15°
80°_ 75° 80°_ ZOo 152-022 90°_ 90° 90°_ 12° 305°- 10° 90°_ 0° 
95°- 65° 95°- ZOo 75°- 90° 75°- 5° 280°- 20° 
95°- 65° 100°_ 30° 151-022 85°- 90° 85°- 10° 290°- 20° 
95°- 65° 95°- 15° 80°- 85° 80°- 5° 270°- 43°
90°_ 75° 90°- 15° 85°- 90° 95°_ -5° 

275°- 17°
90°_ 60° 75°- 80° 78°- 12° 228-985 280°- 17° 90°_ 4° 

166-026 85°- 80° 105°- 15° 80°- 85° 75°- 30° 250°- 17° 95°- -2° 
90°_ 55° 152-023 70°-100° 85°- 25° 270°- 30° 65°_ 0°
90°_ 80° 75°_ 80° 90°- 7° 275°- 58° 85°_-10° 

173-031 80°_ 85° 80°- 30° 85°_ 90° 70°- 15° 255°- 15° 90°_ -3° 
80°- 80° 80°_ 30° 85°- 95° 280°- 20° 100°- -2° 
82°- 75° 80°_ 35° 85°- 75° 310°- 20° 95°- 10° 

171-030 80°- 90° 80°- 17° 75°- 80° 310°- 12° 95°_ 10° 
70°- 92° 60°- 45° 90°_ 80° 260°- 30° 100°_ 3°
75°_ 90° 75°- 43° 70°_ 85° 260°- 15° 85°_ 3° 

170-029 65°-108° 50°- 40° 75°_ 75° 
- 0° 105°- 0°

60°_ 70° 70°- 40° 154--028 75°- 77° 75°_ 8° 229-986 280°- 20° 95°- 3°
80°_105° 85°- 60° 75°- 70° 75°- 12° 280°- 25° 90°_ 5°
70°_ 95° 60°- 35° 155-028 75°- 78° 75°_ 17° 

290°- 33° 100°_ 0° 
168-026 75°- 70° 90°- 30° 80°- 75° 80°- 0° 250°- 25° 85°_ 3° 

75°- 80° 80°- 10° 295°- 200 100°_ 8°Meas. sample 245 (24 s. and 20 m.f.) 80°- 77° 80°- -7° 
280°- 28° 100°_ -3° 

mean s. mean m.f. 80°- 65° 90°_ 10° 
285°- 32° 95°_ 0° 

158-021 68°- 80° 90°- 75° 90°_-10° 
230-986 300°- 35° 100°_ 5° 

158-021 74°- 18° 155-029 80°- 78° 80°- -5° 
290°- 25° 

75°- 70° 75°- 10° 
co-ordinates position position 270°- 30°

85°_ 80° 85°- -5° 
of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 231-987 260°- 30° 80°_ 0° 

70°- 80° 80°- 15° 240°- 12° 75°_ -5° 
159-022 65°_ 87° 65°_ 10° 80°- 75° 70°--15° 270°- 40° 90°- 5°

85°- 90° 85°_ 5° 75°- 80° 80°--22° 
285°- 33° 85°- 15°

70°- 83° 70°_ 10° 85°- 78° 75°- 0° 285°- 35° 95°_ 15°
80°_ 90° 85°- 5° 70°- 90° 85°- 5° 265°- 40°
70°- 70° 75°- 20° 75°_ 90° 70°_-10° 

270°- 30°
85°- 90° 85°_ 3° 75°- 10° 232-987 325°- 30° 95°- 23°55°_ 70° 155-030 85°- 70° 85°_ 10° 340°_ 10° 100°- 0°

158-021 55°- 80° 55°_ 5° 85°- 85° 85°_ -5° 
255°- 20°

50°_ 70° 75°- 30° 156-030 85°- 78° 85°_ 10° 
235-988 260°- 40° 90°_ 15°

75°- 70° 75°- 15° 85°- 78° 85°- 3° 285°- 22° 80°_ 13°
75°_ 85° 65°- 5° 157-030 60°- 90° 60°- 5°
 
65°- 70° 105°- 20° 85°- 85° 85°--15°
 
90°_ 60° 70°- 30° 80°- 85° 95°_ 20°
 
50°_ 65° 40°_ 10° 75°- 90° 75°- -7°
 
50°- 75° 60°- 25° 152-028 65°- 90° 65°_ 7°
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75°- 900 750- -8°
Meas. sample 248 (27 s. and 15 m.f.)	 Meas. sample 251 (34 s. and 29 m.£.) 

70°-110° 70°- 0° mean s. mean m.f.	 mean s. mean m.f. 
65°_ 85° 65°_-15° 

217-064	 67°- 77° 204-061 66°_ 81°
70°_ 78° 70°_ 0° 

219-064 69°- 7°	 204-061 67°- 9°
63°_ 85° 63°_ -3° 

co-ordinates position position 70°- 800 70°_ 0° co-ordinates position position 
of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 70°_ 70° 70°_ 5° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 

75°- 80° 75°- 8°
226-061	 85°-100° 70°- 38° 203-059 60°-105° 60°- 10°

55°_ 90° 65 0
_ -5°

70°- 95°	 70°- 25° 60°- 85° 60°_ 15° 
80°_ 95° 800- -5°

75°-110°	 70°- 30° 203-060 80°- 80° 80°_ 3°
80°__100° 80°_-15°

70°_ 93°	 65°-105° 65°- 2°
70°_100° 70°_ -7°

70°- 90°	 95°- 80 0 65°- 5°
600 

_ 63° 60°- 0°
225-061	 80°_ 88° 80°_ 30° 60°_ 70° 65°_ 3° 

70°- 93° 70°- 0°75°_ 90°	 75°- 2° 202-060 70°- 85° 60°- 7°
65°_ 95° 75°_-230 

55°_ 90°	 55°- 20° 45°_ 70° 70°_ 8° 
60°- 90° 60°_-45°

214---065	 70°_ 75° 75°- 100 65°- 85° 65°- 10° 
211-073 60°_ 85° 60°_-15°

75°- 70°	 65°_ 12° 60°- 830 60°- 18°
65°_115° 75°_ 15°60°_ 60°	 60°_-10° 202-061 60°_ 40° 60°_ 0° 
60°- 90° 60°_ 0°55°_ 80°	 65°_ -5° 60°_110° 60°- 5°
70°_ 95° 75°_-20°

70°- 73°	 70°_-15° 65°- 90° 65°- 15°
70°-105° 70°_ 5°65°_ 70°	 202-062 65°_ 70° 65°- 5°
60°_ 90° 60°_ -7"

21<\-066	 60°_ 63° 65°_ 0° 205-062 65°- 85° 70°- 20° 
65°- 70° 70°- 7° Meas. sample 250 (31 s. and 21 m.f.) 70°_ 67° 
60°_ 60° 70°--20° mean s. mean m.f. 205-063 65°- 83° 65°- 10° 
65°- 750 75°--20° 205-057 63°- 78° 65°- 78° 650_ 13° 
70°- 630 205-057 65°- 15° 70°-105° 70°_ 120 

75°- 800 75°- 90° 90°- 150 
co-ordinates position position

70°- 70°	 75°- 55° 85°_ 15°of the grid of s-plane of m.£. 
70°_ 80°	 85°- 97°

208-054 60°_ 75° 60°- 25°65°- 65°	 205-062 800 
_ 70° 75°- 8°

70°_ 70° 70°- 27°
213-067	 600_ 60° 700 

_ 730 70°- 70 
60°_ 800 60°_ 17°

55°- 60°	 60°_ 800 60°- 13°
60°_ 750 60°_ 30°

60°- 70°	 60°_ 70° 
205-056 60°- 700 60°_ 15°60°_ 73°	 206-062 650 

_ 80° 65 0 
- 00 

65°_ 80° 65°- 20° 
206-063	 70°- 55° 

Meas. sample 249 (40 s. and 36 m.f.)	 550 
_ 55° 600- -5° 

206-062	 60°_ 85° 
mean s. mean m.f.	 75°_ 70° 95°- 15° 

60°- 90°	 60°_ 12° 
70°_ 70° 57°- 100 

211-071	 68°_ 88° 207-061 600- 80° 60°- 15° 
69°- -5° 57°_ 85°211-071	 50°_ 65° 60°- 22° 

60°- 70° 
co-ordinates position position	 70°- 800 70°- 5° 

450 
- 83° 

of the grid	 of s-plane ofm.f. 70°- 98° 70°- 0°
60°- 70° 

213-067 75°_ 65° 70°- 2° 60°_ 80° Meas. sample 252 (24 s. and 22 m.f.) 
75°- 800 70°_ 0° 70°_ 72° mean s. mean m.f. 

212-068	 600 _115° 70°- 12° 70°- 80° 139-046 82°- 90° 
60°- 83° 205-057 70°- 78° 75"_ 25° 137-045 88°_ 2° 
550 -1100 50°- 75° 55°_ 7° 

co-ordinates position position
212-069	 60°- 83° 73°- 3° 60°- 90° 60°_ 10° 

of the grid	 of s-plane ofm.f.
65°-103° 60°_-10° 500 

_ 70°
 
750- 85° 60°- 5° 204---058 60°- 65° 60°_ 10° 135-045 100°- 00
 

70°-1020 70°_ 80° 70°- 15° 95°_-10°
 
60°- 40° 55°- 70° 70°- 20° 90°_-100
 

212-070	 75°- 80° 85°- -5° 60°- 85° 60°- 0° 136-045 100°_ 0° 
75°- 70° 80°_ -5° 600 

_ 75° 65°- 15° 90°_ -7° 
80°- 95° 70°_ -8° 65°_ 950 60°- 10° 85°- -3D 

211-071	 70°- 70° 70°_-12° 60°_ 90° 75°_ 2° 
65°- 83° 70°_ 0° 203-059 80°_ 90° 70°- 7° 80°- 8° 
65°-110° 65°- -5° 70°- 70° 70°- 7° 80°- 0° 

211-072	 65°_ 80° 60 0 
_ -5° 70°-105° 70°_ 25° 80°- 0° 

75°- 85° 75°- 00 65°-105° 80°_ 50 
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100°_-10° 
100°_ 7° 148-030 

120°- 75° 
85°_ 85° 

Meas. sample 256 (29 s. and 28 m.f.) 
mean s. mean m.f. 

137-045 
138-045 80°_ 90° 

80°- 78° 

105° 0° 
Meas. sample 254 (26 s. and 23 m.f.) 

mean s. mean m.f. 
185-046 
185-046 

68°- 85° 
69°_ 11° 

850 
_ 80° 

75°_ 70° 

154-014 
154-014 

91°- 89° 
91°_ 22° 

co-ordinates 
of the grid 

position 
of s-plane 

position 
of m.f. 

85°_ 80° co-ordinates position position 
186-044 60°_ 75° 60°- 20°

139-046 85°- 80° 85°- 5° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 
65°- 75° 65°- 5°80°_ 80° 90°_ 0° 

155-017 80°_ 90° 80°- 28° 65°_ 83° 65°- 13°
90°- 95° 85°- 12° 

155-016 70°-100° 70°_ 30° 186-045 70°- 80° 70°_ 7°
85°-100° 80°- 20° 

105°- 90° 105°- 27° 55°_ 60° 55°- 0°
75°-100° 80°- 10° 

105°- 90° 105°- 23° 185-045 75°_ 80° 75°_ 5°
80°- 95° 

154-016 95°- 85° 95°- 30° 65°_ 90°
75°- 90° 

95°- 85° 95°- 15° 60°_ 80°
75°-100° 

100°_ 90° 100"- 25° 185-046 70°_ 95° 70°_ 20°
80°_115° 

154-015 110°_ 85° 110°_ 23° 60°_ 78° 60°_ 8°
80°-110° 

100°- 80° 100°- 27° 55°_ 680 60°_ 15°
90°-105° 90°_ 75° 90°_ 27° 65°_ 80 0 65°_ 25°
80°- 93° 900

_ 85° 90°- 28° 60°_ 70° 65°_ 30° 
140-046 80°- 75° 80°- 0° 

100°- 90° 100°_ 15° 75°- 87° 60°_ 25°
80°- 90° 80°- 2° 

153-015 90°_ 80° 90°- 20° 70°_ 85° 75°- 20°
85°- 85° 

154-013 90°- 95° 90°- 18° 65°_ 80° 70°- 35°
80°-100° 

100°- 95° 100°_ 10° 65°- 70° 65°_ 12°
90°_105° 

95°- 93° 95°_ 25° 70°-100° 65°- 15°
141-046 90°- 80° 90°- 8° 

90°- 90° 900
.- 40° 65°- 80° 70°- 5°

141-047 85°- 80° 
80°- 25° 65°_ 0° 

155-012 80°_ 80° 80°_ 23° 185-047 70°_110° 75°- 13°Meas. sample 253 (27 s. and 23 m.f.) 
70°_ 80° 75°- 20° 70°- 90° 70°_ 20°mean s. mean m.f. 
75°- 90° 90°- 20° 75°_ 98° 75 0

- 5°
146-037 84°- 89° 

90°-100° 60°_ 95° 60°_ 2°
146-038 80°_ -2° 

153-013 95°- 95° 95°- -3° 185-048 70°_ 90° 70°_ 12°
 
co-ordinates position position 154-013 95°- 97° 95°- 15° 90°-105° 90°- 18°
 
of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 85°- 90° 85°_ 30° 75°- 70° 75°- -7°
 

93°_ 90° 93°- 17° 85°-102° 85°- 5°

00 

80°- 98° 80°- 25° 184-049 65°-100° 65°- --80145-040 80°_ 80° 80°
80°- 85° 60°_-10 0 

184-050 80°_ 95° 80°_ -3° 
85°- 80° 80°_-10° Meas. sample 255 (16 s. and 14 m.f.) 
80°_ 80° 80°_-10° mean s. mean m.f. Meas. sample 257 (17s. and 18 m.f.) 

105°- 70° 110°_-10° mean s. mean m.f. 166-052 256°- 78°
 
85°_ -5°
85°- 75 0 

166-052 75°- -2° 191- 033 81°_ 66° 
85°- 90° 850_ -3° 191-033 86°- 29°co-ordinates position position75°_ 90° 75°_-10° 

of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. co-ordinates position position80°_ 97° 80°- -5° 
of the grid of s-plane ofm.f.80°_ 90° 166-050 260°- 75° 75°_ 0° 

145-039 85°_ 93° 85°- 0° 166-051 260°- 82° 80°--15° 191-034 90°- 65° 90°_ 20° 
80°-102° 800 _ 5° 265°- 85° 85°- -5° 80°- 65° 80°_ 33° 
80°- 80° 80°_ 7° 260°_ 97° 85°- 65° 100°- 30° 

146-040 70°-106° 85°- 3° 166-052 260°- 65° 75°- 10° 75°- 60° 80°_ 35° 
105°-105° 80°_ 5° 255°- 90° 75°- 5° 191-033 80°- 70° 80°_ 23° 
75°-105° 75°_ 5° 260°- 60° 80°_ 0° 75°_ 67° 90°- 25° 

147-039 75°_ 87° 75 0
- -2° 250 0

- 70° 70°- -3° 90 0
- 60° 90°- 15° 

80°- 95° 80°_ 0° 255°- 65° 65°_ -5° 80 0
_ 80° 80°- 25° 

147-033 85°_ 90° 85°_ 3° 250°- 75° 70°_ 0° 191-032 70°- 50° 75°- 45° 
80°-105° 80°- -7° 250°- 85° 70°_-17° 85°- 60° 75°- 25° 
75 0-102° 75°- 0° 245°- 87° 75°- 80° 85°_ 35° 

147-032 80°- 72° 80°_ 0° 165-052 255°- 90° 75°_ -3° 85°- 70° 80°- 27° 
70°- 75° 70°- -7° 260°- 65° 80°- 10° 90°- 70° 85°- 30° 

148-031 85°_ 95° 85°- 0° 255°- 85° 75°_ 0° 80°- 70° 100°_ 35° 
105°_ 95° 165--053 260°- 75° 80°_ 0° 80°_ 67° 85°- 30° 
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95°_ 35°	 75°- 80° 75°- 20°Meas. sample 260 (30 s. and 29 m.f.)
191-031	 85°- 60° 100°- 25° 70°- 65° 80°_ 30° mean s. mean m.f. 

75°- 62°	 80°- 20° 212-007 65°- 58° 90°- 30°768---{)47	 75°_ 63° 
75°- 90°	 75°_ 35°768-047 255°- 13° 

Meas. sample 258 (25 s. and 14 m.f.) 85°- 90° 85°_ 35° 
co-ordinates position positionmean s.	 mean m.f. 214---009 65°- 70° 65°- 33° 
of the grid of s-plane ofm.f.

256-991 279°- 22° 90°- 65° 95°- 30° 
256-991 291°- 8° 769-047 70°- 60° 260°- 10° 210---{)00 120°- 97° 110°- 20° 

85°_ 70° 270°- 12° 105°- 85° 110°_ 35° 
co-ordinates position position 85°- 55°	 255°- 15° 105°- 27° 
of the grid	 of s-plane ofm.f. 768-047 85°- 40° 260°- 7° 209-000 100°-102° 100°- 10°
 
255-990 290°- 20° 300°- 10° 80°_ 65° 270°- 8° 100°- 90° 100°- -7°
 
255-991 330°- -7° 280°- 5° 255°- 0° 207---{)00 105°- 80° 105°_ 12°
 

768---{)46 85°- 45° 255°- 20° 203---{)01 90°_ 87° 95°- 12°
325°- 15° 310°- 25°
 
295°- 32° 300°- 3°
 85°- 55° 265°- 10° 

Meas. sample 262 (26 s. and 30 m.f.)85°_ 78° 255°- 10°255°- 23°	 295°- 10° mean s.	 mean mJ.80°- 75° 250°- 35°240°- 22°	 295°- 5° 771---{)54	 79°_ 69°80°_ 75° 260°- 10°290°- 23°	 275°- 2° 771-054 249°- 40°80°- 55°
 
85°_ 75° co-ordinates position position
 

290°- 25° 
295°- 57°
 
295°_ 35° 767-046 85°- 45° 285°- 3° of the grid of s-plane ofm.f.
 

270°_ 30°	 90°- 65° 260°- 20° 772---{)53 105°- 73° 270°- 60° 
80°_ 60° 260°- 10°256-991	 295°- 37° 295°- 12° 110°- 70° 260°- 55° 

225°- 100 280°- -5° 130°- 60° 265°- 55°767-045	 85°_ 60° 260°- 23° 
85°_ 62° 250°- 13°225°- 25° 260°- 5° 75°- 60° 250°- 45° 
80°_ 75° 260°- 22°260°- 30°	 300°- 8° 260°- 55° 

270°- 27° 285°_-15° 767-044 65°__ 75° 240°- 15° 250°-- 40° 
310°_ 25° 75°- 68° 260°- 12° 260°-- 42° 

256-992 220°- 28° 300°-- 25° 771-053 70°-- 78° 255°-- 40°70°-- 80° 255°- 10° 
75°_ 68° 265°- 25°260°- 25° 295°-- 18° 60°_ 63° 240°-- 30° 

360°--20° 75°- 75° 255°-- 28°766-044 80°-- 75° 245°- 25° 

255°- 40° 100°- 58° 250°-- 32°769-052	 65°-- 50° 240°- 10° 
50°__ 58° 230°- 8°285°- 20° 90°_ 70° 240°-- 33° 

275°- 18° 50°- 52° 245°- 2° 255°-- 28° 
270°_-12° 768-052 70°- 65° 240°_ 20° 770-053 90°- 60° 230°__ 22° 

50°__ 60° 235°257-992 295°-- 33° 0° 80°_ 65° 240°- 37°
 
35°-- 60° 260°- 5° 65°__ 65° 250°- 45°
 

Mcas. sample 259 (12 s.) 769-050 70°- 75° 255°- 25° 75°- 80° 270°-- 48°
 
mean s. 90°-- 70° 250°-- 35°
Meas. sample 261 (28 s. and 29 m.f.) 

269-005	 069-053 70°- 63° 250°- 40°233°- 93°	 mean s. mean m.f. 
90°__ 50°	 240°-- 43°209---{)06	 80°__ 82°co-ordinates position position 70°_ 63°	 235°- 30°209-006 82°_ 22°of the grid	 of s-plane ofm.f. 60°_ 47°	 235°-- 35° 

co-ordinates position position
269--004	 225°-100° 772---{)55 30°-110° 270°- 62° 

of the grid of s-plane ofm.f.
245°- 93° 255°-- 57° 
230°- 80° 773-055207-007 55°-- 80° 55°- 20° 75°__ 90° 240°_ 30°
 
240°-- 87° 70°__ 90° 70°- 15° 80°_ 58° 255°- 33°
 

269---{)05 240°- 70° 70°_ 80° 70°- 25° 65°- 70° 255°-- 52°
 
70°_ 75° 68°.- - 23°250°- 75° 70°_ 90°
 

210°__110° 70°- 90° 70°- 8° 773-056 75°-102° 265°- 7°
 
225°--110° 208-006 75°_ 75° 75°- 10° 65°- 45° 210°- 25°
 

75°- 90°	 75°_ 20° 85°__ 58° 215°- 48°240°-105° 
209-007 70°_ 75° 70°- 25°230°--103°	 j\leas. sample 263 (34 s. and 22 m.f.)

70°__ 73° 75°_ 30°240°--110° mean s.	 mean m.f. 
80°- 90° 80°__ 30°270---{)03	 220°- 70° 733-027 274---° 24° 

210--007 80°- 87° 80°_ 30° 754---027 277°- 9°
75°- 90° 75°__ 30° 

co-ordinates position position75°- 75° 75°- ZOo 
of the grid	 of s-plane of m.f.75°- 80° 75°- 20°
 

75°- 80° 75°- 20° 753-026 330°- 50° 300°--10°
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280°- 20° 105°- 90° 285°- 8° 230°- 25° 270°- 10° 
320°- 32° 120°-122° 250°- 30° 270°- 9° 
330°- 13° 250°- 25° 260°- 10° 
260°- 30° Meas. sample 265 (17 s. and 17 m.f.) 190°- 10° 240°- 5° 

753-027 265°- 15° 240°- 20° 240°- -5°mean s. mean m.f. 

260°- 20° 788-069 72°_ 74° 757-030 245°- 15° 270°- 10°
 
260°- 28° 788-069 71°_ -4° 270°- 25° 270°- -5°
 

754-027 285°- 25° 275°--12° 240°- 20° 275°- 8°

co-ordinates position position

260°- 33°	 280°- 12° 190°- 15° 260°- 8°
of the grid of s-plane ofm.f.

270°- 23° 260°- -5° 240°- 15° 270°- 10°
 
295°- 28° 788-067 75°- 50° 70°--12° 240°- 20° 270°- 10°
 

753-026 310°- 30° 55°- 83° 50°- 20° 240°- 30° 270°- 15°
 
280°- 20° 70°- 60° 70°_ 0° 757-031 270°- 20° 255°- -5°
 

752-026 280°- 15° 280°- 0° 60°- 63° 60°_ 10° 260°- 30° 265°- -6°
 
300°- 30° 295°- 3° 85°_ 95° 85°_ 7° 270°- 30° 270°- 0°
 
270°- 30° 280°- 3° 788-069 60°- 85° 60°- 5° 270°- 35° 255°- 2°
 
270°- 35° 283°- 10° 80°- 90° 80°- 7° 270°_ 15° 270°- -5°
 
270°- 10° 280°- 0° 80°- 60° 80°- -5° 250°- 20° 270°- -5°
 
370°--15° 295°- 20° 90°- 60° 75°__10° 300°- 15° 265°--12°
 

751-026 240°- 27° 270°- 2° 70°- 58° 70°--12° 757-032 250°- 15° 270°- -5°
 
280°- 20° 300°- 20° 75°_ 60° 75°_-10° 220°- 10° 265°- -3°
 
270°- 15° 60°_ 75° 60°_-18° 235°- 25° 270°- 5°
 
210°- 12° 90°_ 70° 90°- -2° 225°- 5° 270°- 2°
 

755-027 315°_-40° 280°- 10° 789-070 65°- 90° 65°--15° 758-033 300°- 30° 270°--15°
 
300°- 30° 270°- 10° 70°- 97° 70°_-10° 245°- 15° 265°- -5°
 

755-028 230°- 20° 265°- 20° 70°_ 90° 700- -2° 235°- 15° 245°- 0°
 
245°- 40° 260°- 25° 790-074 70°- 80° 70°_-22°
 
260°- 30° 270°- 10° Meas. sample 268 (22 s. and 17 m.f.)
 

255°- 60° 255°- 15°
 Meas. sample 266 (15 s. and 13 m.f.) mean s. mean m.f. 
mean s. mean m.f. 250°- 50° 255°- 10° 223-033 75°- 76° 

756-029 250°- 35° 265°- 6° 794-074 76°- 72° 223-033 74°_ -8° 
225°- 20° 270°- 12° 794-074 252°- 10° 

co-ordinates position position215°- 20°	 295°- 30° 
co-ordinates po~ition position of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 
of the grid of s-plane ofm.f.Meas. sample 264 (19 s. and 20 m.f.) 223-033 75°- 68° 75°_ 0° 

mean s. mean m.f. 795-074 90°_ 80° 270°- -5° 85°- 80° 70°--25° 
774-057 94°- 81° 90°- 65° 250°- 15° 75°- 87° 75°--25° 
774--057 273°- 15° 75°_ 78° 250°- 5° 70°_ 70° 70°_ 13° 

70°- 70° 230°- 3° 80°_ 82° 80°_-25°
co-ordinates position position 75°- 75°	 75°- 75° 75°_ -7°
of the grid	 of s-plane ofm.f. 50°- 70°	 75°- 73° 75°_-10° 
773-057	 65°- 87° 245°- 13° 794--074 90°_ 80° 270°- 5° 75°- 75° 75°--20° 

70°- 78° 250°- 5° 55°- 60° 220°- 38° 80°- 82° 90°_ 0° 
85°- 70° 270°- 35° 75°- 75° 255°- 7° 90°- 90° 90°_ -3° 

100°- 68° 265°- 30° 70°- 55° 250°- 0° 90°_ 65° 75°_-13° 
95°_ 82° 270°- 30° 60°- 62° 230°- 33° 75°_ 70° 80°_ -5° 
90°_ 83° 275°- 10° 80°- 90° 260°- 0° 60°_ 73° 60°_-12° 
90°- 78° 270°- 0° 90°- 65° 270°- 0° 80°_ 65° 
75°- 58° 270°- 5° 90°- 78° 270°- 20° 60°- 90° 

255°- 10° 75°_ 75° 255°- 10° 70°- 80° 
774-057 140°- 95° 320°- 30° 222-032 90°- 60° 

75°_ 65° 255°- 25° Meas. sample 267 (28 s. and 28 m.f.) 70°--15°221-032 70°- 70° 
120°- 90° 295°- 15° 80°- 70° 50°_ 12°mean s. mean m.f. 

95°_ 80° 270°- 0° 757-031 246°- 20° 50°_ 82° 80°_ 22° 
275°- 10° 757-031 263°- 2° 80°_ 63° 70°_-17° 

775-058 70°- 75° 270°- 15° 70°_ 95°
co-ordinates position position

105°- 70°	 290°_-10° 
of the grid of s-plane ofm.f.

776-058 95°- 90° 270°- 15°
 
90°- 90° 270°- 18° 756-029 240°- 25° 245°- 20°
 

100°- 60° 280°- 32° 210°- 10° 240°- 6°
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Meas. sample 269 (19 s. and 18 m.f.) 
mean s. mean m.f. 171- 041 

65°- 80° 
75° 92° 

65°_ 10° 
70°- 10° 

227-075 60°_ 73° 
60°- 80° 

60°_ -5° 
60° 0° 

171-041 
172-040 

77°_ 90° 
78° 6° 

70°-110° 
80°-107° 
85°- 80° 

70° 5° 
80°- 10° 
85°_-10° 227-076 

60°_ 70° 
60°_ 75° 
60°- 72° 

60°_ -7° 
75° 7° 
60°_ 3° 

co-ordinates position position 80°- 90° 80°_ 0° 65°_ 75° 65°_ 2° 
of the grid of s-plane ofm.f. 170-042 60°_ 75° 60°- 17° 70°-102° 70°_ 3° 

172-039 
172-040 

75°- 90° 75°- -2° 
78°- 80° 78° 50 

75°- 87° 75° 5° 
75°_ 97° 75° 8° 
90°-105° 90° 0° 
75°- 90° 75° 5° 
80°-105° 80°_ 120 

85°- 82° 85°- 15° 
70°- 75° 70° 18° 

100° 800 100°- -2° 

85° 85° 85°- 10° 
60°-100° 

Meas. sample 270 (18 s. and 18 m.f.) 
mean s. mean m.f. 

227-076 65°- 79° 
227-076 66° 3° 

co-ordinates position position 
of the grid of s-plane of m.f. 

227-076 65°- 820 65°- 15° 

227-077 

226-078 

60°_ 72° 
65°- 75° 
70°_ 82° 
70°- 72° 
60°- 82° 
60°_ 95° 
700 

- 80° 
65°- 80° 
65 0 

_ 80° 
78°_ 80 0 

60° 5° 
65° 3° 
75°- 10° 
70°_ -3° 
60°_ 0° 
600 

_ 10° 
60°- -5° 
65°_ 2° 
90°_ 10° 
70°- -2° 
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APPENDIX III 

Pole diagrams (Schmidt net, lower hemisphere) of the meas. samples 1-270 of appendix II. 

The S-poles are indicated by circles, the axes of All pole diagrams have been corrected with the 
the mJ. by points. Coinciding measurements are magnetic correction. 
indicated by cross strokes. The numbers of S-planes and minor folds of a 

The approximate mean S. and mean mJ. of meas. sample are given in parentheses. E.g., meas. 
appendix II are represented by a rectangle and a sample 1 (38 Sand 52 mJ.). 
triangle respectively. 
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